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PART THREE 

SOCIAL SECURITY AND CLAIMS CONTROL 
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CHAPTER 
I 

f 

FROM SOCIAL DISCIPLINE TO CLAIMS CONTROL 

"The Ideal of meeting need out of a common 
pocketbook is a great and good goal for a society to 
have. It Is a typical characteristic In descriptions of 
perfect communities. Plato's Republic has It. and 

the More's Utopia. As applied to the needs of 
unemployed It would Incline us to provide the 
unemployed man with one-hundred percent of his lost 
wages for as long a time as he cannot find other 
suitable work and to let him be the judge of what Is 
suitable. 
That Ideal can be translated Into action, however. 
only within the bounds of human nature as It exists at 
a given time and place, limited by Ignorance and 
malice. The amount of existing abuse Is the measure 
of that limit. Some knowledge of the measure 
enables the community to judge more Intelligently 
where It ought to place the limit. 
Such knowledge also enables society to extend the 
current limit for detailed knowledge about abuses 
enables society to cure them by specific Improvements 
In administration Instead of by general restrictions In 
legislation. This. Indeed. should be the community's 
chief purpose in Investigating the problem of abuse. 
To refuse to Investigate Is to act Irresponsibly. But 
to Investigate In the hope of finding some justification 
for cutting appropriations for unemployment benefits Is 
to be blind to the grandeur of the Ideal of communal 
living. To Investigate In order further to liberallse Is 
to act wisel J. ' M. Becker, The Problem of Abuse 
In Unemployment Benefits: A Study In Limits. 
Columbia University Press. New York, 1953, page xvi. 
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By the mid-1970's. the organisation of fraud control within the social security 

system has assumed a prominence hitherto unknown. The disciplinary and 

controlling aspects of social policy and administration had expanded In such a 

way as to dwarf. or at least to compromise. so many of the system's welfare 

functions and responsibilities. It was as If. In the wake of the reversal of 

Beveridge's political econcmy of Incentives. the priorities and practices of the 

social security system were shifting accordingly, 

Perhaps It goes without saying. but while social discipline had always figured 

as a major component of the operation of social security. an explicit concern 

with matters of fraud and abuse. has not always been the vehicle for this 

di scipline. On the contrary, as we are aware, the very progressiveness (and 

uniqueness) of Beveridge's formula In 1942 - 1944 derived from Its foundation 

of a strategy of Incentives. The control procedures. criminal penalties and the 

apparatus of disentitlement. have not always assumed the-central significance 

they had achieved by 1977. 

THE BASIS OF ANY SCHEME 

The Important place of social discipline within the organlsatlon of social security 

Is evident from the limited. although quite fundamental. consideration given to 

fraud and abuse in the Beveridge Report In 1942. As is clear, the 1942 Report 

was written very largely within an entire. discourse of Incentives. but Its author 

did pause briefly to consider those ambiguously titled cases of special difficulty' 

In which a different arrangement of social policy functions might prove more 

appropriate. Beveridge's brief discussion Is Important for reaffirming the 

central argument of this thesis. that the foundation of any social security system 

In a capitalist society must be an essentially coercive form of social discipline. 

a discipline which gives the system not only Its coherence but also Its 

character. As Beveridge put It: 

At the basis of any' scheme of social security"' there must be 
provision for a limited. class of man or women who through weakness 
or badness of character fall to comply. In the last resort the man who 
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falls to comply with the conditions for obtaining benefit or assistance 
and leaves his family without resources must be subject to penal 
treatment. (1) 

The 'unpleasantness' over with. Beveridge promptly returned to a consideration 

of the more positive features of his proposals. In this case Voluntary Insurance. 

Civil servants and advisors working an social Insurance during the final years 

of the war. transforming Beveridge's principles Into an administrative form. 

were able to capture a good deal of the positive and asslstantial nature of the 

Beveridge-plan. but they did-so only at the cost of Ignoring a good deal of the 

essential. disciplinary foundation to the whole scheme. A foundation which 
Beveridge was willing to acknowledge. In effect. the central significance of 

social discipline was being neatly translated Into an apparently marginal and 

rather more subsidiary feature of social security administration. 

In the majority of cases applicants for Assistance require It through no 
fault of their own, which would be the only ground for a harsh or 
deterrent treatment. It Is true that there will be other applicants for 
Assistance whose need Is wholly or partly due to their own action. For 
example, man who have left their last job voluntarily or have refused an 
offer of suitable employment since they became unemployed... It 
would be wrong to base the whole administration of Assistance on- 

' 
the 

proper treatment of such cases. It will rather be for the Assistance 
Authorities to evolve suitable techniques for hounding such delinquents. 
(21 

In this way the essential discipline of social security was translated Into a rather 

more marginal and rather more specific question of labour discipline and 

*voluntary' unemployment. Although clearly residual In 1944, this conception 

of the place of administrative controls helped pave the way for the more modern 

view of social security fraud and abuse for. as we have seen In recent years. 

It has' proved Impossible to expel Indefinitely (and especially during periods of 

high, unemployment when the pressures upon the provisions of the scheme are 

unusually heavy) the disciplinary core of social security administration. Under 

the auspices of the control of voluntary unemployment. therefore. the social 

security system retained a lingering concern with questions of punitive social 
discipline. The scheme was never able to abdicate entirely from Its disciplinary 

responsibilities and. with the collapse of the political economy of Incentives and 
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the revival of selectivism In the mid-1960's. questions of discipline and control 

began to resume their place at the centre of the social security system. By 

the late 1970's the Ideological groundwork was largely complete and. with the 

election of a Conservative government on a platform of Individualism. free 

enterprise and major reductions In Inu expenditure on the welfare state, the 

disciplinary order of social policy In capitalist society was able to return. By way 

of oppressive controls on all forms of supposed 'abuse' and the adoption of 

broad-ranging political techniques of disentitlement. then social discipline 

regained Its central prominence. 

There were undoubtedly special sets of circumstances allowing for this 

marginallsation of the Issue of social discipline In social security after World 

War Two. Evidently the ascendancy of a political economy based upon 

Incentives and Keynesian political economy forms a go I od part of the story but 

It was the guarantee of full employment. the keystone of the plan for social 

security. which ultimately ensured the marginallsation of the objects and 

techniques of discipline. 

The policy of Full Employment -certainly did have I its critics and,. In 1944o 

Beveridge had-Jelfcompelled to '. devote a chapter of Full Employment_ln a Free 

Soclet to what he considered were the 'Internal implications' of full 

employment. Foremost , was the proble'm' of Industria .I discipline. aSome 

people. 0 he suggested. "anticipate that If a policy of full employment' 'becomes 

effective-, Industrial discipline and* efficiency iesting' upon' discipline will be 

destroyed or 'diminished". (31 In support-Of this' remark he drew upon a 

comment from the Bankers Maqazine during- 1943. 

And Is there not also a tendancy In much of this modern planning - not 
forgetting, the Beveridge plan to overlook the fact that, human nature 
being what It Is. the workers of the future. capitalists and wage earners 
alike, will require the old spur of rewards and punishment (good profits 
and good wages, fears of losses and bankruptcy, and. yes. fears of 
unemployment and poverty) to ensure the 

' 
necessary drive In this world 

of Internal and International competition. [41 

Similarly. ' The Times. although willing to acknowledge the particular function of 

unemployment within the labour market. was no less certain about the 

consequences of full employment. 
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Unemployment Is not a more accidental blemish on a private enterprise 
economy. On the contrary It Is part of the essential mechanism of the 
system. and has a definite function to fulfil. The first function of 
unemployment (which has always existed In open or disguised forms) 
Is that It maintains the authority of master over man... The absence 
of fear of unemployment might ... have a disruptive effect upon factory 
discipline. Some troubles of this nature are being encountered today. 
but In war time the over-riding appeal of patriotism keeps them within 
bounds. In peace time. with full employment. the worker would have 
no counterweight against feeling that he Is employed merely to make 
profits for the firm and that he Is under no moral obligation to refrain 
from using his now found freedom to snatch every advantage that he 
ca n. 151 

Beveridge agreed to some extent with the sentiments behind these comments 

and he accepted that problems of Industrial discipline had, In the past. 

Obecome more prominent In times of good trade. * Similarly. a Board of Trade 

Memorandum had Indicated that *unpunctuallty ... was found to be considerably 

greater --. In times of active trade than In years of depression. " 161 

Finally, however. an examination of the recent record -of 
disallowances and 

suspensions of benefit In cases , of employees dismissed for misconduct. or 

employees who had left their work voluntarily or, without just cause. seemed, at 

the time. to Indicate a pattern of fluctuations moving In accordancewIth the 

ratio of employment In the 'trade cycle'. 

Beveridge's responseto the criticism of his advocacy of full employment was 

two-fold. On the one hand he suggested that the policy of full employment 

would mean that everyone. including those of 'unsteady character' and the 

'unreliable' who. In the-. event of a general- decline In trade, might be 

considered to be the most likely to lose their employment. would be In work. 

Full employment (Beveridge argued) does not mean that men will have 
no motive to retain their present jobs; full employment does not mean 
that everyone has security in their present Job even If he behaves well 
In It; still less If he behaves badly. Full employment means only that. 
If a man loses one job, he has a chance of finding another. [71 

The Insurance Scheme, Beveridge - contended. would still penallse those 

dismissed for misconduct, the voluntarily unemployed as well as those not 

genuinely available for, work. while the level of benefits would not be set at so 
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high a level as to make It. "of no consequence to an Individual whether or not 

he retains his job. 0 The level of benefit, the conditions of entitlement and the 

Inconveniences of changing employment would. min all normal cases continue 

to be a motive for steady work and good performance. " 181 

On the other hand. full employment Itself was to be a crucial part of the test 

of the unemployed person's actual availability for work. the 'genuineness' of the 

unemployed: "Only by the offer of a job could a man's willingness to work be 

tested: and only If such a job was likely to be quickly available would It be safe 

to abandon the old Poor Law principle of deterrence and to meet a man's 

subsistence needs. [91 

Nevertheless, Beveridge continued to believe that "some residual element of 

deterrenceo would be necessary to urge the more workshy amongst the 

unemployed Into now employments. but he appeared to hold the principle of 

clear rights to subsistence level benefits as too strong a principle to 

compromise. Instead. he believed. the discipline and deterrence should 

consist of compulsory forms of resettlement. rehabilitation and retraining. As 

Harris has pointed out, however. not all Beveridge's contemporaries agreed 

with him on this matter. His thinking on these questions was criticised both In 

terms of the practical and administrative difficulties his proposal might raise and 

In terms of Its political viability. (101. 

Significantly, In this respect. the (September 1944) White Paper, Social 

Insurance. while remarking that training appeared good and desirable as a 

means of Industrial rehabilitation and that those refusing to participate when 

requested would be disqualified from benefit. went on to state that: 

(The Government) .- are satisfied ... thaU a requirement to undergo 
training after a certain period of unemployment wouildnot constitute an 
effective safeguard against possible abuses of benefit. 1111 

Thus. as we have seen. while the anti-abuse proposals at the time of the 

Beveridge Report were not of the scale or extent of those of present times. they 

were far from absent. We understand why this was so. Beveridge too knew 

why the OresIdual element of deterrence" must form part of the basis upon 
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which the scheme was to rest. For. as Novak has argued. In a capitalist 

society, 

where poverty remains the principle Incentive. the relief of poverty 
cannot abolish poverty: social security maintains people at a level of 
subsistence and. moreover. It Itself has to reinforce the discipline 
which Its provisions against the consequences of poverty and 
unemployment relieves. (121 

However. In the progressive social order of the welfare state, or 'welfare 

capitalism'. the state could not underwrite the Incentive structure of the 

capitalist enterprise by a blind and repressive confinement of the poor and 

unemployed. On the one hand such a strategy would have required too Costly 

a social and political Investment. on the other hand 
,, 

although the means and 

tests of 'availability' were to be retained. It was assumed *ý -ýý that they might 

eventually be discarded and down-scaled - not that their application would be 

extended on a more explicitly disciplinary basis. Furthermore, the 

administrative feasibility of. and,, political support for. such an 'extension of 

surveillance over the poor In a 'free society' might have weighed heavily against 

such draconian measures. 

Thus. rather than a generallsed, repression, of poverty serving as the basis of 

social security's mobilisation of disciplinary techniques. the political economy of 

Incentives was kept Intact and effective by highly specific policing of the 

boundaries of employment and unemployment.,, and subsistence and poverty. 

The Means Test and the requirement 
!, 
of availability for work would form the core 

of these techniques. The bulk of the social security system's control functions 

would revolve around specific tasks such as the corroboration of statements. 

conditions and relationships and the management of entitlement. 

Such an arrangement of social 
_, 
security seemed to_ presuppose an Immense 

regulative 
. 
apparatus to 

_supervise 
the access of claimants to the range of 

available, benefits. Indeed. In an earlier draft working paper. Beveridge had 

proposed that the administration of the National Assistance Scheme be 

coordinated by a network of, local 'Welfare Officers' who would be required to 

assess claimants' needs. pay benefits, deal with claimants' 'personal problems, 

and advise them on their rights. A number of his advisers and collaborators 
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disagreed about such an arrangement and Beveridge was eventually led to 

agree with their reservations about the power wielded by the Welfare Officer 

over the claimant. Beveridge concluded that the local Welfare Officer scheme 

would entail "an amount of supervision. -and police supervision. which makes 

the whole thing unworkablea. 

In the event. the welfare responsibilities were split. home visits were used to 

verify claims and corroborate the applicant's statements. special welfare officers 

dealt with , personal , problems. 1131 However. despite the problems Involved In 

launchingAhe new'scheme In 1948, the National- Assistance Board (NAB) was 
happy to report that Its officers had been successful In making personal 

acquaintance with most assistance applicants and that "by the end of the year 

there were few who had not been visited". 1141 

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY AND THE POOREST 

The highly specific nature of -the ýmeasures to control 'abuse' of the social 

security scheme In 1948 and, the relatively minor significance of the 'abuse' 

question at this time Is apparent from the fact that during the year, only 605 

prosecutions are recorded for offences having been committed against the 

provisions of the Act. (See Appendix and Tables. ) -This low political saliency 

of the -'abuse', - Issue In 1948 Is, equally well reflected In the limited number of 

prosecutions for 'false statement' and 'fraud' Initiated under a range of Social 

Security Acts during 1947-48 and cleared up during 1948. (See Appendix. ) 

The figures, for prosecutions - for false statement recorded by the National 

Assistance Board and the statistics of offences against the 1948 National 

Assistance Act proceeded against summarily (i. e. before Magistrates) remained 

at a similarly low, level throughout the 1950's and only cross the 1.000 

prosecutions threshold In the early 1960's., A more striking contrast of the 

changed political saliency of supposed problems within a single policy area 

might be hard to find. But the presentation of the issue of abuse In Beveridge 
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and the early reports of the National Assistance Board bears very little 

resemblance to the prominence afforded to the question In official discussions 

of social security policy by the late 1970's and especially In the 1981 Rayner 

Survey Team's Report. Payment of Benefits to Unemployed People. (151 

Now clearly. the limited numbers of prosecutions Immediately after 1948 does 

not Imply the absence of disciplinary and deterrent features within the now 

Social Security system. 'On the contrary, as Is clear, the National Assistance 

Board were. throughout the 1950's. attempting to tighten up their administration 

In respect of those deemed relatively 'unemployable'. or 1workshy'. or 'without 

a settled way of living'. Yet despite the. at times fairly Intensive. forms of 

disciplinary rehabilitation to which such groups were subjected. only gradually 

was the supposed 'deviance' or 'social pathology' of these groups redefined as 

an 'abuse'. Another way of expressing this transformation is as a shift from 

a concern about 'voluntary unemployment', to a- concern about 'fraud'. 

Obviously. such a shift reflects the emergence of different, kinds -of emphases 

and objectives within the social security apparatus as well as the differing 

soclo-political constraints under which ý the system Itself was, placed. 

Thus. In an age of full employment.,, the prlncIpaJ 'applications of the social 

security system's battery of, sanctions. treatments and - other forms, of 

Intervention, can be seen In relation to the channelling of the unemployed back 

onto the labour market; Of course. 'fraud' was still a cause-Jor concern but 

the supervision of unemployment remained the priority 'at least until the mid 

1960's. Even In 1968 -the Supplementary Benefits Commission's study'of Its 

welfare and control responsibilities focussed principally -, on the question of 

voluntary unemployment. only some forms of which would fall within our 

contemporary notion of abuse. -still- less within --our rather more restrictive 

concept of 'fraud'. 1161 

With the dissolution of -the political commitment, to full employment and the 

rising numbers dependent upon the benefits of the social security system - In 

particular upon the means-tested benefits - then it Is quite clear, how priorities 

shifted away from the supervision of unemployment -and towards the policing of 
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the poverty line and of entitlements to benefit. The shift away from 

unemployment Per so as a focus of political concern has revived the political 

saliency of poverty In a way that might have been thought unlikely as little as 

ton years ago (but which would have seemed far from unfamiliar In 1834). At 

the same time. It has mobillsed, a politics of entitlement that has elevated the 

question of fraud to Its present prominence as a primary control 'problem' of 

social security and as the system's principle disciplinary focus. As we have 

seen for an earlier period. an Increased reliance upon the means-test as a 

method for allocating benefits actually necessitates the Introduction of additional 

mechanisms to corroborate and police the entitlements -In' question. 

Thus. we now have, three sets of factors coming-Into play. Firstly. rising 

unemployment and a decline In the Ideological- and political saliency of the 

question of voluntary unemployment and -'unemployability'. Secondly. a growing 

disaffection from some of the Ideals of the welfare state drawing upon both Its 

apparent failure to abolish poverty and Its supposedly disincentive effect upon 

Industry and enterprise. Thirdly, as a result of these preoccupations. a rising 

advocacy of selectivist policies based upon the means-test and narrow 

questions of entitlement. Added together. these factors came to form the basis 

of an administrative and political preoccupation with the 'abuses' of social 

security (see, postscript). t - It Is not necessaryAo examine the ebb and flow of 

ideological reaction or to develop elaborate sequences of society's attitudes or 

of 'moral panics' to account for the priority afforded to fraud and abuse In the 

present social security system. -for the simple reason that the source of the 

abuse question Is structurally located within the very centre of ýthe policy and 

practice of, the contemporary social security administration. 1171- -- 

In many respects, what might be-, described as a 'strategy of disentitlement, 

provides a rather more flexible and effective means of relaying the disciplinary 

character of social security. It necessitates neither the detailed Intervention of 

welfare/control nor the cumbersome personal - attentions of Individual 

rehabilitation. All It-requires Is a means-test, strict regulation of the conditions 

of entitlement. some element of deterrence and as wide-ranging a system of 

claims control as Is politically feasible. 
, Furthermore. by Its application of 
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criteria of 'availability' the strategy of disentitlement encompasses the pressure 

of, industrial discipline. subsuming It under Its own organisatlon of the pressure 

of poverty. It Is precisely In enhancing and relaying the deterrence of poverty 

throughout Its techniques of d1sentitlement that the strategy derives Its force and 

coherence and secures Its disciplinary effects: the reproduction of exploitative 

and hierarchical social relations and the redistribution of the pressure and 

Imagery of poverty to the working class as a whole. 

While It would be wrong to discuss the disciplinary focus of social security In 

the 1940's and. 1950's entirely In these terms. (as has been suggested. the 

social security system was. In those-days. addressed to different priorities - 
Industrial -discipline as -a result of, full employment and the -rehabilitation of 

labour). It Is clear that- such an exercise of disciplinary power was far from 

unimportant. Nevertheless. a brief examination of the Annual Reports of the 

National Assistance Board mIght-allow, us to trace something, of the changing 

emphasis of. this discipline. 

THE COMING OF THE'SCROUNGER' 

As we have seen. the formsýof 'fraud and abuse' attracting most public political 

attention In the 1970's and 1980's were not the same as those which defined 

the social security debate In the 1940's and 1950's. - the early years of the now 

scheme. Oný the one hand. there are -marked differences between the early 

years of social security and the present - reflecting, no doubt. the ascendancy 

of the strategy of disentitlement In 
- social security and, the place -of the 'false 

statement' within this. On the other hand. -, there are significant similarities - 

for example. --the continued - prominence of 'flable, relative" Investigations within 

social security administration. 

The ý respective, changes and continuities do, helpý define-,, the rise of a politics of 

dlsentltlementý In social security administration but they cannot simply be 

characterlsed as a cumulative rise In fraud and abuse control. the relevant 

changes Involved, are rather more complex. 
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Nevertheless. at the risk of over-sImplification we might express the Issue in 

the following way: the ascendancy of the politics of disentitlement has produced 

a marked Intensification In the scrutiny and 'policing' of the conditions of 

entitlement for benefit, Entitlement for benefit rests upon a means-test or 

contribution test as -well. as upon statements about Income. situation and 

relationships. The crucial- difference would seem to be that In the 1940's and 

1950's (and even Into the early 19601s) claims control was predicated upon the 

attempt to' endorse certain situations and relationships and enforce a reliance 

upon other sources of Income. whereas. In the present, the priority appears 

rather more simply as an attemputo deny an entitlement to benefit. Within 

such a strategy of benefit - administration the role of the 'false statement' 

assumes an Increasing practical and Ideological significance; 'with other, more 

specific forms of discipline becoming subsumed within, the overall strategy. 

In recent years, as we have seen;, the strategy of dIsentItlement has served to 

regularlse the disciplinary spressure of the social security system. , attaching Its 

exercise of coercion and discipline to specific conditions of entitlement. This 

catalogue 'of regulation formsý, the ý administrative -counterpart of -the means-test 

and stipulates the - criteria upon ý which social security - benefits, become 

obtainable. Statements-of entitlement are obviously quite central to the claiming 

process. becoming Increasingly Important the more discriminating and selective 

the benefit system Itself becomes. Under such a- social security scheme, the 

false statement -- particularly, a 'false statement about Income or relationships - 

becomes the primary object of disciplinary control. 

Under the, present social ý security system the major areas of claims control and 

Investigation revolve around questions of 'false statements, specifically'regarding 

undisclosed earnings and undisclosed cohabitation. In addition. statements 

regarding situations, for -example. unemployment or the separation of a man 

and a woman. are equally the object of'survelliance and control by specially 

designated ýUnemployment Review Officers' - and "Liable Relative Officers'. 

Contrary to possible -expectations. these- latter two roles- are now rather less to 

do with urging the more reluctant of the unemployed to return to the labour 

market or attempting to enforce familial or moral responsibilities than with a 
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crude loglo of practical disentitlement (much like the 'practical d1spauperlsatlon' 

pursued under the Poor Law In the 1870's) , which says less. for Instance. 

about where single mothers might look for assistance and rather more about 

them not being able to rely exclusively upon the DHSS. (181 

Likewise, Unemployment Review has less to do with the process of Job finding 

and rehabilitation than, It does with the management of entitlement via the 

policing of availability. , 

The major categories, of claims control Investigation now refer to activities In the 

field of 'undisclosed earnings' (88W of which. In 1981, referred to earnings as 

employees) and 'undisclosed cohabitation. In recent decades, therefore. a 

predominant shift has been registered In the enforcement of social discipline 

through social security. " The supposedly 'pathological' characteristics of the 

unemployed claimant and the "status'. of the unmarried mother or single parent 

are no longer, the most sIgnificant, aLfactors. these features are now merely the 

vehicles -by which forms ý of disentitlement are achieved. Unsurprlslngly. the 

weight of public opprobrium has seen-an, equivalent shift. The supposedly 'Idle' 

and 'workshy' have shifted from centre stage and the spotlight has now fallen 

upon the social -security 'scrounger'. -As Luckhaus has shown. the concept of 

'scrounging'. although, In - fairly common ý usage' since - the 1920's. (when It 

denoted the almost - positive ý characteristics -of i craftiness and stealthiness) only 

came to be applied to -questions of social security 'abuse' at the end of the 

1960's. [191 -7- 

One of the earliest -- public" references , to social security and scrounging' 

appeared. most unsurprIsIngly. In the Daily Mail In October 1970 which. 

roughly four months after the Conservative election victory In that year. 

declared a 'WAR ON THE SCROUNGERS. (201 it is fair to regard the Daily 

Mail's reaction as the*predictable response of the right-wlng media to the new 

government's, announcement of a series of measures designed to 'tighten-up' 

social security administration as promised In Its manifesto. 1211, . 

Along with firmer action In the, fields of law and order. Industrial relations and 
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race relations., the, Initiatives In social security help give substance of what Hall 

et al. have-referred to as the 'Selsdon Man' phase of Conservative thinking: 

"exceptional state" policies fuelled by and directed at "a nebulous package of 

popular fears and stereotypes". [221 1 

However. as we rý.; shall-, ý- see-,. In the specific case of social security. the 

administrative process of production of- the 'scrounger' had begun long before. 

only coming more to the fore In the 1960's as a result of'a series of Initiatives 

launched by the National Assistance Board and DHSS themselv0s. It Is 

difficult. In the absence of widespread outcry at the end of the 1960's. to argue 

that public reactions prompted major shifts- In government policy. Certainly 

governments, were concerned about the costýof the welfare state and its impact 

upon 'work Incentives' - all of which was , reflected , In the ascendancy of 

selectivism from the mid 1960's - but. as a specific figure. the 'scrounger' was 

a particular creation of administrative -action by government- departments. This 

new character was quickly latched onto by the media -and-, reconstructed Into 

journalistic form. distilling centuries of propaganda Into a new articulation of the 

methods and objectives, of social security. [231, 

In the past. It has been convincingly argued that the media link the police and 

their perceptions of their role to-the channels of Ideological hegemony. but It 

Is equally clear that a similar relationship pertains In respect of social security. 

[241 Thus. the 'scrounger'. the recipient of social security benefits falling to 

dlscloseý his or her full income. Is evidently a character of recent years. The 

single-mother. however. failing to disclose the nature of -her relationship with 

a man has been a victim of discriminatory s6clal security policies for rather 

longer. Nonetheless, In 1981. over 90% of DHSS special Investigations 

occurred In relation to suspicions of undisclosed earnings or undisclosed 

cohabitation. , This Is quite, a different picture than we find for -the 1940's and 

1950's. Yet to concentrate solely upon the reasons for official Intervention 

might be Ahought a rather unrepresentative technique. - thus It Is worth taking 

some account of the results of these Interventions and Investigations. When 

gn Aq announcing the results of the Government's Campalc - aInst Fraud, and Abuse 

on May 6th 1981. the Secretary of State for Social Services surprised many 
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social policy commentators by' his claim that the largest single category of 

'fraud savings' had been derived from the work of the Liable Relative Officers. 

The social security system's discrimination against women Is now well 

understood but such clear-cut examples of the regulation of female poverty - 

the penallsation of women - are. perhaps. rather less common. Furthermore. 

It became clear that liable relative work absorbed by far the largest proportion 

of DHSS Investigative 'man hours'., Thus. some 42% of DHSS and Department 

of Employment Investigative personnel (2331 'man years') was employed on 

liable relative work In the course of the 'Campaign'. [251 

Clearly such statistics. especially -the figures of 'fraud savings'. have to be 

treated with the utmost caution. They are blatantly 'political' In their compilation 

and presentation, serving little purpose but that of vindicating the government's 
'fraud campaign' - of this there Is no doubt. - Yet ý the statistics have. 

nevertheless. a certain rough utility, especially for present purposes. In 

virtually all cases DHSS or DE compute a total fraud savings figure upon the 

basis of a certain 'weekly fraud saving' multiplied over' a period of weeks. ý The 

multiplier factor adopted In Unemployment Review -cases Is 17.5 weeks Me. a 

benefit suspended will be multiplied 17.5 times to pro . duce what the'DHSS or 

DE believe to be a reasonable 'fraud savings' figure) .' whereas the multiplier 

adopted In 'fraud' cases Is 52 weeks (this Is four times 'the normal 13 week 

period adopted In the calculatio'n of fraud savings before 1980). The Inevitable 

result Is that an almost - entirely spurious benefit savin - gs figure' Is 'produced. 

Assuming the accurate calculation of the weekly fraud figure - upon which, In 

any event. for reasons that will be made clear. little reliance can be placed - 

a 'total fraud savings' figure, quite arbitrarily Inflated some 17.5 or 52 times 

Is produced. 1261 

However. In the case of liable relative work . no multlplle I rs'are acknowledged as 

being employed, the 'savings' figure generally represents the benefit 'that the 

DHSS Is able to absolve Itself from paying to mothers by requiring ex-husbands 

or fathers of children to'contrlbut4'to their maintenance. or which the DHSS Is 

actually able to recoup by 'deducting money directly from the Incomes of such 

ex-partners or fathers. The Department does not deem -it n. ecessary to apply a 
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multiplier In such cases although the question of whether the maintenance 

actually gets to the rightful mother appears. to the DHSS. to be a matter of 

rather less Importance. Nevertheless. despite the several grounds upon which 

such statistics might be thrown Into doubt. the excessive man hours of 

Investigation 'devoted to this topic and the - general profile of 'fraud savings' 

produced Indicate that the issue remains a central plank In the contemporary 

social security systern's disciplinary politics of d1sentitlement. 

The pressure Is kept up because It is officially suspected that this Is the 
area In which there Is most fraud. Jenkin says that the recession has 
affected liable relative work because some men cannot afford to 
maintain the women and children. or cannot meet their full commitment 
... The pressure is not only exerted on the men. For years welfare 
rights and claimants organisations complained about the way In which 
single mothers on benefit were harrassed Into giving information about 
liable relatives and taking out court orders. In the 1970's 

, 
the former 

Supplementary Benefits Commission published rules which were 
designed to protect mothers against such harrassment. Renewed 
complaints from organisations like one-parent families suggest that 
these rules are being Ignored. [271' 

The, final major area of Investigative activities In, contemporary, social security 

administration relates. as already, established. to the,, Intensification of social 

and Industrial discipline via the Unemployment Review procedure.. Over 50% of 

the Intended deployment of an extra 1050 fraud. staff appointed by the Minister 

for Social Security In February 1980 were to be engaged, In Unemployment 

Review work. , Moreover. it Is clear. that the revlew, work envisaged by the 

Minister was a, far cry from the kind of Unemployment Review envisaged by 

Beveridge In 1942-as 'Industrial Discipline' and developed by the National 

Assistance Board during the 1950's. 

in 1980 the Minister. Reg Prentice. had 'inherited' a rather different 

socio-poiltical,, environment to, Beveridge. With unemployment approaching 2 

million, yet to rise above. 3 million. his Unemployment RevIew, was not designed 

to aid the return of the unemployed back, to the labour market. but was a 

feature of the rather more. simple strategy of, dlsentltlement. In future. 

therefore, unprecedented numbers- of Unemployment Review Officers would 

police the, unemployed's declarations of, *availability for work'. Not. as has 

originally been. Intended, by 'testing', this 
. availability' by an offer. of employment. 

but rather by bringing the threkt of suspension of benefit and disentitlement 

UNivrnfY 
OF 
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upon the unemployed. 

However. Insofar as some two thirds of the extra 1050 fraud staff and some 

60% of the overall., 'planned commitment' of staff for 1981 were to work In the 

two areas of Liable, Relative investigation and Unemployment Review then the 

government was being rather disingenuous in claiming that Its campaign had 

been launched against, 'fraud and'abuse'. 

Both. Liable Relative work and Unemployment Review had been Important areas 

of the responsibility of the National Assistance Board In the 1940's and 1950's. 

although they were not pursued with either the same vigour or to the same 

purpose In these years as compared to the early 1980's. In particular. 
Unemployment Review was Important In relaying industrial discipline during a 

period of full employment and helping maintain the work Incentive, while Liable 

Relative work was an Important adjunct of a patriarchal family policy and a 

direct consequence of, the policy and practice of treating women as financial 

dependants by which the responsibilities of husbands. former partners, and the 

fathers of children were to be enforced. Evidently both of these areas, of work 

were Important features of the National Assistance Board's responsibilities. 

Liable Relative work, In particular. generating a-good deal of that which 

successive benefit administrations have been Inclined to refer to as "savings'. 

(see Table) As, we have already seen. ' the same Is true today, Liable Relative 

work still appears to be an area In which the DHSS are keen to claim major 

'savings'. Thus. the 58, million pounds claimed to have been recouped, In 

1981. through Liable Relative work was the highest single source of such 

'savings'. (281 

However. while Liable Relative work might well produce such 'savings' and 

Unemployment Review work provide a moderately effective means of policing 

*voluntary unemployment', It Is not usual that these two questions of - social 

security administration be discussed In terms of social security 'fraud and. 

abuse'. In this sense the government's announcement of'Its campaign against 

'fraud and abuse' was a major propaganda coup. it was able to, mobillse a 

major campaign of discipline, - deterrence and stigmatisation within social 
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security directly against the living standards of many recipients of benefit. and 

then claim this campaign to be a 'success' only by associating these 

supervisory activities of benefit administration with the language of 'fraud and 

abuse'. In this way a range of policing roles. forms of discipline. claims 

control and entitlement checks within social security became subsumed under 

the rubric of 'fraud control' and 'fraud awarenesst and Justified upon the basis 

of an assumed need to control the supposed archetypal form of social security 

fraud. the 'false statement' - the deliberate non-dIsclosure of earnings or 

relationships. (291 

Even though the model of claims control Implied here Is a grossly 

unrepresentative one - relevant In only a minority of claims control exercl es S, 

(as opposed to 'special Investigations' 1301), It served effectively as the model 

by which government and DHSS legitimated their deterrent turn. While social 

security policy has always entailed forms of (variously repressive) disciplinesthe 

government's campaign against 'fraud and abuse' signified the extent to which 

the exercise of such discipline had come to take a uniquely economic form 

through the strategy of disentItlement. Claims control and the management of 

entitlement became. therefore. a means to a disciplinary result - the further 

circumscription of the social relations of the working class and the poor. 1311 

Yet the crucial question remains. How had It been possible to expand a 

particularly perjorative and unrepresentative conception of 'fraud and abuse" 

across a range of situations and ýactivltles which were nothing of the sort? In 

effect, the DHSS. beginning In ýthe mid 1970's but especially after 1979. had 

been successful In extending a disciplinary form of supervision and policing. 

carrying the penalty, of disentItlement across a whole host- of situations and 

relationships from which benefits were claimed. it would not be the first time 

that a policy of generallsed deterrence has been justified by reference to a 

'hard core' of supposedly - serious -*Irregularities' and, In this respect, the 

question of claims control was noAlfferent. The Imagery and rhetoric of 'fraud, 

Supported by a sympathetic political economy stressing the disincentive effects 

of most forms Of 'Welfare' and given a, clear and unambiguous lead by the fact 
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that prosecutions for 'fraud' (false statement) had always massively 

outnumbered prosecutions for any other cause under the Social Security Acts. 

(see Tables and Appendix)# proved a major driving force for the strategy of 

disentitlement. The salience of the fraud concept can be fairly easily 

understood; A 'false statement' constituted the very centre of a crimino-logal 

process of disentitlement - the most obvious and explicit form of disentitlement 

was a fraud prosecution - although, In later years, even this strategic objective 

was to change. 

In the present situation when the objective of the Investigative exercise Is no 

longer the securing of a successful prosecution 1321 but the suspension or 

reduction of benefit, the significance of the 'false statement' as a precursor of 

penalties Is rather less than Its utility as a firm foundation for a strategy of 

disentitlement. The fact that the over-whelming cause of 'special 
-investlqatlons" 

by DHSS and DE officials Is a suspicion of 'false statement' (undisclosed 

earnings or undisclosed cohabitation represent 90% of all special Investigations) 

helps attest to the continued Ideological significance of the 'false statement'. 
However. the fact that the results of these Investigations are assessed In terms 

of benefits reduced or withdrawn and 'savings'* rather than In terms of 

prosecutions, suggests Its subordination to a much larger political project. 

although a project In which 'fraud' - per se - Is but a relatively minor 

component. 

Thus the Issue of 'fraud' (and associated forms of 'abuse" - although. as we 

shall see, a myriad of Issues were concealed by this concept) formed the 

leading edge of a political strategy. within the field of social security. which 

had disentitlement as Its ultimate objective. A policing task. the prevention and 

detection of false claims. formed the Ideological justIfIcatIon-for this strategy 

although a large part of the strategy was actually put Into affect and secured 

by other means. This strange and rather ambiguous combination of objectives 

and principles. Ideology. practice and results has derived from the ways In 

which the different social security administrations have manipulated and 

exploited the discourse of 'fraud and abuse' In order to maintain the order and 

disciplinary power of the social security system andto, offset tle extmt to which It 
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acted to relieve the pressures of subsistence In the capitalist economy. 

The modern discourse of 'fraud and abuse' has Its origins- In the attempts by 

the National Assistance Board, frorn 1948; to manage the contradictions between 

the Incentive to work In the capitalist economy and the relief of the pressure 

of subsistence. on the one hand, and Its coming to terms with rising 

unemployment. on the other. By Its control of 'fraud' the National Assistance 

Board kept a firm hold on the reins-, of legal entitlement while. by Its 

management of 'abuse'. the, administration maintained control of the 

practicalities of claiming and the levels- of discipline. In subsequent years 

governments and benefit administrations have, tended to link the two aspects as 

part of their respective 'solutions' to the -contradictory politics of social welfare 

In a, capitalist society. --ý-,, -_ r,. I., , ''' -rI 

THE LEGACY, OF CLAIMS CONTROU'LIABLE RELATIVE WORK 

The National -Assistance Board did not Inherit a problem-of 'fraudý and abuse' 

from earlier years of benefit administration. However. In the context of the now 

scheme's structure of regulated entitlements the National Assistance Board, very 

quickly went on to create just such a problem. The National Assistance Board 

did Inherit particular responsibillties., of claims and entitlement control: the need 

to preserve Industrial discipline, --the protection of Incentives, -to work and the 

need to preserve the traditional, family structure and the subordination of women 

- -both of which had clearly been written Into the social security scheme by 

Beveridge. -, ý (331 

While the 'key; problems handed down from the 1930's Included the problems of 

*voluntaryý unemployment" and of 'availability' - consequences of the 'genuinely 

seeking work' test - they were by no means an exhaustive legacy of the 

problems facing the National Assistance, Board. A further Important problem 

handed down from the pre-War years centred upon -the deserted wives and 

families, and women with Illegitimate children who were, "almost all being 

maintained by the Poor- Law In so far as they were In need of assistance, " by 
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virtue of ex-husbands and fathers abdicating their responsibilities to maintain 

them. (341 In 1948 the National Assistance Board assumed the responsibility 

for some 41.600 such applications for assistance. a figure that was to rise 

markedly during the 1950's. 

The National, Assistance Board adopted a strangely schizophrenic attitude In Its 

responsibilities to these women. Although possessing special powers to enforce 

the responsibilities of ex-husbands and putative fathers. the Board deemed It 

preferable "for the woman to exercise her own legal rights" on her own behalf. 

1351 In certain cases the Board would render assistance to women seeking to 

enforce their own rights although, In situations where women displayed a 

reluctance to proceed. the National Assistance Board could commence its own 

proceedings following Investigations as to the relationship, 'paternity' and 

whereabouts of-ex-husbands and partners. 

For the woman ý endeavouring to ýclalm National Assistance the contradictory 

attitude of the National Assistance Board made the process of application 

difficult. To establish a claim for assistance the woman would usually be 

required to furnish evidence, about her former partner and. If known. details of 

his whereabouts. Assistance might be-granted on the understanding that the 

woman proceed against the man for maintenance although. where the woman 

was' reluctant or. more usually. unable to do so, this might prejudice her 

entitlement to benefit. Furthermore, the, woman's reluctance or Inability to 

provide the National Assistance Board with sufficient Information In order to 

enable them to act directly against the, man under sections 43 or 44 of the Act 

might , equally prejudice , her entitlement. Despite the assurance that the 

National Assistance Board found,. It necessary, to give, that Othe needs of the 

women themselves were. of course. met by the payment of whatever assistance 

was appropriate. " [361 there are good grounds for doubt. 

In particular, there has been a continuous outcry against the methods, tactics 

and techniques adopted. and the questions asked by the-Liable Relative Officers 

as, a means of, pressurising women Into divulging Information about ex-partners. 

The National Assistance Board'sý record seems to suggest that. In too many 
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Instances. It appears to be the case that the proprieties of family law and the 

rights of the man predominate over and above the welfare of the women and 

children. 

The oppressive Liable Relative procedures and the mounting criticism of them 

might seem surprising In the light of the National Assistance Board's suggestion 

that Liable Relative work Is 'welfare work'. and an important contribution to 

social responsibilities and family policy. The problems entailed here. however. 

can be traced back to the very definition of the Liable Relative Officer's role and 

the 'benefit administration's preoccupation with the question of 'fictitious or 

collusive desertion'. 

Interestingly, this preoccupation with 'fictitious desertion' provided the means by 

which Liable Relative, work could be brought within the mainstream of 'fraud' 

control by the simple fact that It admitted of the possibility of 'false statements, 
having been made. As the Fraud Investigator's Guide advised In 1978 In 

respect of Liable Relative Investigations of separated couples, 

If the separation Is thought to be genuine deal with It (as authorlsed]. 
But If the desertion Is suspected as being fictitious the approach should 
be as for fraud and your enquiries directed to establishing whether 
offences by either the husband. or the wife. can be proved. (371 

Having established the 'choice' facing the Investigating Liable Relative Officer - 

the suspicions playing upon the Judgement of the Interviewer, - the Fraud 

Inve stIgator's Guide (FIG) went on to outline some of the constraints of the 

legal process. Because a wife Ocannot be compelled to give evidence against 

her husband' -'proceedings ... In a fictitious desertion case therefore 

depend upon Independent evidence or. more probably, an admission under 

caution. * (381 

Thus the Interview Is firmly established as the central feature of the Liable 

Relative 'procedure and the production of an admission (or confession) Invested 

as Its goal. (Whether this confession Is forced or not makes relatively little 

difference from the point of view of the administration. the latter being 

concerned ', abo6t little more than the public political' Utility of the confession 
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gained) . 1391 
\ 

With the Interview and confession located as crucial components of the claims 

control process, the techniques employed by Investigators and the actual 

questions asked. become rather more comprehensible. In this light also. 

despite the Department's responsibility to pay benefits to women claimants 

separated from their husbands or with Illegitimate children. it Is possible to 

understand how, mthe department's Investigators. eager to root out 'scroungers'. 

do. not., always make clear the mother's right to refuse to answer" their 

questions. (401 

Nevertheless. there are those willing to defend the existing procedures. not 

merely upon the grounds of welfare and family law advanced by the National 

Assistance Board, but also upon the basis of - the perceived need to prevent 
'fraud and abuse'. On this very question, Stevenson has leapt to the 

defence of the administration. 

The Liable Relative Officer Is primarily responsible for ensuring that men 
liable to maintain their wives and dependants do so... To this end a 
large proportion of time Is spent on administration - contact with 
Magistrates courts. solicitors and local officers In other areas ... However, they have one responsibility which Is of considerable Interest 

... the Interviewing of, women who come to the office to claim ... There are a proportion of women who allege desertion as a means of 
claiming benefit when In fact they are In contact with their husbands. 
The Liable Relative Officer Is usually the officer to Interview such 
women. and must Inquire closely Into the circumstances to ensure that 
the husband, contributes what he can afford to support his family. [411 

The author then gOGS on to spell out some of the more obvious problems. limits 

and contradictions of the role. 

Questions of an Intimate kind may. on occasions. be asked to establish 
whether there Is likely to be a case for an affiliation order -. .. It Is 
seldom possible to got a husband to pay arrears as well as current 
maintenance and the Liable Relative Officer is conscious of the 
responsibility., to preserve public funds. They see this as a justification 
for asking these questions at an early stage ... it Is easy to see how 
such Interviews. even If conducted with care and sensitivity by the 
Officer. may be perceived as Impertinent or Inappropriate or as 
Implying dishonesty on the part of the claimant. ' if they are not well 
conducted, these feelings are likely to, be heightened ... It Is officially 
recommended that 'sensitive' Interviews should be conducted In private 
wherever possible ... A private Interviewing room In local offices Is a 
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standard requirement ... although accommodation problems are such 
that this Is not yet possible everywhere. (421 

Private rooms and tactful questioning appear to constitute the extent of 

Stevenson's concern about the welfare and rights of the claimant - or even 

about the accuracy of any 'confession' emerging from such Interviews. The 

Finer Report discussed these questions citing a good deal of evidence It had 

received from women's and welfare organisations regarding the pressure under 

which divorced or separated women are placed by DHSS officials to begin legal 

proceedings for maintenance or affiliation orders against absent husbands or 

former partners. For example. evidence from the Health Visitors Association 

stated: 

Health Visitors have noted with concern the distress of some deserted 
or unmarried mothers when Social Security Officers Insist that legal 
proceedings be Instituted ... undue pressure Is brought to bear at a 
time when the mother Is already under considerable stress. 

Similarly the Women's National Commission remarked: 

While 
, 
the DHSS 

, 
deny thatpressure Is ever brought on women to apply 

for Court Orders against liable relatives. we have knowledge of many 
cases In which the woman had been given the definite Impression that 
her Supplementary Benefit would cease If she I omitted to take such 
action. Women In this situation frequently sue their husbands for 
matrimonial- offence when In fact they have no case and as a result 
have a very humiliating and embarrassing experience In court 

The Finer Report tended to- hedge Its conclusions. reluctant to express disbelief 

at the DHSS denial of 'pressure' but went on to express "legitimate doubt* about 

what the DHSS called 'encouragement'., [431 

However. given the pressures of the situation, and the highly Intrusive - even 

deterrent - form-taken--by the questioning of mothers of Illegitimate children 

prior to the determination of their claim for benefit, we cannot be too wary of 

the kinds- of confessions produced or the reasons behind the withdrawal of 

claims. Moreover. In this context. the assurance that Officers are to, *make 

sure that the claimant understands. that whether, or not she Is prepared to 

disclose any - details- of -the - father. her entitlement to benefit will not be 

affected. - ", appears -rather Implausible. [441 Indeed. any doubts we might have 
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on this score would only be confirmed by the Intimidating and Intrusive list of 

questions prepared by the DHSS. early in 1981. for the Interrogation of the 

mothers of Illegitimate children. Amongst the Initial list of questions to be asked 

by Liable Relative Officers were the followng: 

When and where did sexual Intercourse first take place (with the alleged 
father) and how often thereafter and during what period? 

Were contraceptives used by either partner? 

What was the woman's address at the time the child could have been 
conceived? 

When was her last period? 

When did she first discover she was pregnant? 

Did she tell the man about the pregnancy and. If so. when and where? 

What words did the man use In reply? 

Has she any letters. postcards, birthday cards. or other writing from 
the man. and can she Identify his handwriting? (Ask her to land these 
documents for Inspection for possible production In court) 

Did' she have sexual Intercourse with anyone other than the alleged 
father during. the time she was associating with him or In the three 
months before or after the date of conception? (451 

The situation, Is familiar, -, (early reports of the National Assistance Board 

referred to the hard and often unrewarding work of the Liable Relative Officers) 

although It Is surprising by virtue of the fact that Liable Relative Work has 

consistently returned the highest proportion of that which the DHSS. and before 

them the National Assistance Board. have preferred to call 'savings. In the 

present situation with the government having so prloritised the Issue of 'savings' 

and 'cost-effectiveness' In benefit administration. It Is strange for the officials 

to be defending the principle of a w6man's Individual responsibility so resolutely 

especially when It Is applied In such a way as to jeopardlse the rights and 

welfare of women and-chIldren. 

The DHSS's - questions provoked a fair degree of opposition from women's 

groups and welfare organisatlons -and particularly from the National Council for 

One Parent Families who were able to exploit to their advantage the unpleasant 
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rhetoric of "sax-snooping'. Concerned that the outcry might discredit its 

approach to social security claims control. the government. through Mrs Lynda 

Chalker, (Parliamentary Under-Secretary for Social Security) announced a 

review of Liable Relative procedures. (461 In the event. the offending questions 

were not completely removed from the Liable Relative procedure but simply 

dropped from the Initial, Interview with the woman. In future, a later circular 

announced. the potentially sensitive and Intimate questions would only be 

resorted to If. after havinq Interviewed the alleged putative father. the 

Department's officials had been unable to secure his agreement to pay a 

contribution towards the woman and chlld(ren). 1471 

Despite the slight change of procedure pressure groups remained critical of the 

Uable Relative Investigations. - The flow of complaints also continued. women 

referring to Intimidating questioning and the locking of Interview rooms. 
However. as we have seen. suchý criticisms and the new Liable Relative 

procedures are but ý the - latest Instances , In the long-running dispute over the 

methods. tactics and principles of Liable Relative work. This 'dispute has 

Intensified In recent years as a result of Ahe - drive towards, cost-effectiveness 

and 'savings' which, especially In connection with the government's 'Campaign 

Against Fraud and Abuse' during 1980-81 and In subsequent Specialist Claims 

Control operations. hasAended to push Liable Relative work further and further 

under the general head of 'fraud control' with the consequence that the role 

has, been performed with less rand less, regard for- the welfare and rights of 

claimants. ,-,. ýýirI. ". 

THE LEGACY, - OF, - CLAIMS CONTROL., POLICING THE 'VOLUNTARILY 

UNEMPLOYED' 

Turning now to the ý second major area about social security 'abuse' that we 

have derived from the early days of the National Assistance Board, namely 

*voluntary unemployment'. we find. overall. a similar retrenchment of welfare 

objectives. 
_We 

can deal fairly briefly with this q6estlon. although It Is Important 

to recognise how voluntary, unemployment fed back Into theories of social 
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pathology which. especially during the late 1960's. became very sophisticated 

Indeed. It Is quite clear that the National Assistance Board's examination of 

voluntary and long-term unemployment Is conducted primarily within the 

discourse of social pathology. and firmly anchored to the strategic objective of 

'social rehabilitation". Nonetheless. It Is still possible to detect the unmistakable 

tone of disapproval. (481 

As has been argued earlier. the strategy of social pathology itself consisted of 

the application of a highly Individuallsed and Intensely disciplinary form of 

'treatment' to those whose Inclinations to work were deemed problematic. As 

the 1950's wore on. however. those attitudes and forms of behaviour 

considered problematic. attitudes which. even In the early years of the 

scheme. were thought to constitute an abuse. gradually acquired the status of 

a fraud. This transition was effected particularly by the declining emphasis 

placed upon rehabilitative discipline and an Increasing focus upon the policing 

of availability and the 
, 

corroboration of statements. 
. 

Thus. with the emergence 

of 
1procedures 

which tended 
I 
to focus rather more upon the claim Itself than 

upon the condition of the claimant. the nature of unemployment review work 

shifted somewhat'and came to concentrate more directly upon the problem Of 

false statements (i. e. statements about 'availability for work'. about part-time 

work and about other Income). 

However. even In 1948. the Board had expressed a concern about the abuse 

of Its facilities through voluntary unemployment and the associated over-rellance 

upon Its services. especially the accommodation provided by Its Resettlement 

Establishments. Thus. In words reminiscent of the Poor Law. the National 

Assistance Board considered the need for 'discipline and order' In such 

establishments as a means of checking abuse. indeed. under Section 18 of 

the National Assistance Act, local authorities were given a reserve power of 48 

hour compulsory detention with the requirement of 'task work'. (491 

One of the first tasks (of the National Assistance Board) was to frame 
regulations to provide, for the management and preservation of order In 
Reception Centres. These regulations dealt with such matters as hours 
of opening. bathing and discipline In much the same way as Orders 
made by the Minister of Health under the Poor Law for the regulation 
of Casual Wards. In one respect they 'differed fundamentally --- the 
regulations went no further than to make persons accommodated at 
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Reception Centres liable to be required to assist In the running of the 
Centre (until 12 noon] ... Experience has shown that this liability. and 
qenerally the maintenance of a firm discipline in Centres, are essential 
to check abuse. (501 

NI-ax administration. 0 the report continued. "would be an Impediment to the 

discharge of the Board's duty to 'make provision whereby persons without a 

settled way of life may be Influenced to lead a more settled life land to dispel 

the Idea about the apparent) ease with which they can live at the public 

expense. * (511 

In the early years of National Assistance. as we have already established, the 

explicit concern with forms of' pathology was at least as significant as the 

preoccupation with abuse - although obviously from the point of view of the 

National Assistance Board these two'Is'sues were closely Intertwined. Assessing 

the kinds of person using the Resettlement Centres the National Assistance 

Board commented on. *the restlessness and mental Indiscipline to be found 

among men In Reception Centres. 0 and pointed to the fine distinction. Obetween 

the habitual tramp and the restless wanderer. 0 Similarly. whilst drunkeness. 

laziness and workshyness were Identified, It was felt that such characteristics 

soften disguised other more personal factors. * [521 

The 'nature of such problems 'had a very strong bearing upon the National 

Assistance Board's work of 're-establishment' for. although officials exhibited a 

continuing concern about discipline and the prevention of 'abuse'. It was 

thought, In many respects. inappropriate to attempt to seek to solve these 

problems merely by prosecution and punishment. - (531 

In 1950 the Board reiterated this position but pointed to the option of 

prosecution as a last resort against men. Oprovided with opportunity after 

opportunity to establish themselves In regular employment (but who] had abused 

them all. " (541 

"Such men. " the Board explained. Oand'there are many others like them. were 

young and In the prime of life and fitter In body than thousands who support 

themselves. 0 There was, It seems, an Important question of principle entailed 
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here: 

Most people would describe [these men) as malingerers or workshy and 
consider no further explanation necessary. It may be (however] that 
there Is a psychological explanation for their conduct. and that It Is the 
product of a condition which could be treated and cured. But If there 
Is a cure it requires the cooperation of the man. and such men as 
these will generally not cooperate ... The Officers of Reception 
Centres .. persevere In the attempt to help and Influence even the man 
who has abused what they have done for him before. but the stage 
comes when nothing seems left to try but punishment or the threat of 
It. There Is at least a chance that prison will bring the man to a better 
sense of responsibility. (551 

In 1951 the Board returned to this question noting that. although prosecution 

seldom did a great deal for the particular men concerned. It did. at least 

appear to have a certain deterrent utility. deterring some 12-20 *persistent 

hangers-on" from securing their board and lodging at public expense. [561 

Throughout the 1950's the National Assistance Board's ' Annual Reports 

expressed rather more concern In relation to the pathologically 'workshy, than 

regarding the fraudulent or abusiv -9- yet the two categories were usually 

discussed together. Furthermore. the National Assistance Board seemed to 

have 'only very -Imprecise means of distinguishing the two groups. Indeed. at 

times It appeared as If the 'abusive' were no more than a relatively more 

determined section of the 'hard core' amongst the voluntarily unemployed as'a 

whole. 

However, by 1952. ' some limited progress was being registered In the effort to 

distinguish the 'would-be fraudulent' from the 'Inadequate'. ' In the first place, 

the National Assistance Board began to use Its powers under Section 10 of the 

Act to require an able-bodied man believed to be 1workshy' to attend a course 

of training at a Re-establishment Centre. 1571 

The direction to attend a He-establishment Centre had to be authorlsed by an 

Appeal Tribunal and. ' In 1952. Section 10 was invoked on 28 occasions. The 

results were hardly a great success. 18 men discontinued their claims or had 

them disallowed after refusing to attend the Centre. 4 produced medical 

certificates *which were' thought to make It Inadvisable that they should be 
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admitted. 0 and only 6 persons turned up at the Centre. Ia year late. 

Undaunted ýby such results. the National Assistance Board concluded that. 

whilst Section 10 proceedings were by no means a panacea for dealing with the 

workshy. they were. nonetheless. ea useful method for calling the bluff of a 

single man, who. though he may admit to having refused one job, asserts that 

he Is quite unable to find another. (581 Moreover. even on such a limited 

example. the National Assistance Board were far from displeased with the 

removal of 18 workshy Individuals from the assistance register. even though 

there was no follow-up to ascertain what happened to them subsequently or how 

long they actually remained 'off the register'. 

The distinction between the 'Inadequate' and the 'abusive' was further clarified 
by a firming-up of the criterion of 'availability'. The Board clearly accepted the 

Idea that Parliament *Intended that criminal proceedings should be reserved for 

serious cases In which other remedies were unsuitable or had been tried and 
failed*. (591 Having attempted (unsuccessfully). by a variety of means. to got 

men off the assistance' register It became possible to combine' a stricter 

conception of 'availability' for work"'with suspension' of benefit and a possible 

prosecution under Section 51 of the Act for failure to maintain self and/or 

dependants. While the criterion of 'availability'- has always entailed 

questioning of' 'Intentional Ity" - the clalmanti 'state of mind' (see earlier 

chapter) - the Board were rather less severe In their application of the 

principle than hadbeen the case In the 1920'6 'and 1930's. During 1951-52 

officers of the' National Assistance Board suspected that some 7.000 recipients 

of ass , Istance were "out of work by, their own choice' although the' principle 

became established that for a charge to be brought, the man Oshould have 

refused offers of work on several occasions, " while not putting unreasonable 

restrictions upon the kind of 'work' he, Is p4pared to undertake nor making 

himself deliberately unattractive to potential employers. 1601 

Although the National Assistance Board - were keen to endorse the entirely 

desirable principle that, "the test' to' be applied by the court In determining 

whether an offence has been committed Is far more exacting than the test 

applied by officers [of-'the- Boardl. 0 (611 It seems that the criteria used. In 
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practice. for the determination of of 'availability for work' were not always 

applied with such diligent adherence to standards of proof and due process as 

would be required by the court. 1621 

Nevertheless. In the early 1950's the National Assistance Board were 

maintaining a fairly pragmatic approach to the question, playing down rather 

than emphaslsing. the Issue of abuse. 

Most of those described In the Board's statistics as 'able-bodied' fit 
that description In the sense that they are sufficiently able-bodied to be 
required to register for work, but they are certainly not strong enough 
for every job that may be going. A few undeserving applicants ready 
to take advantage of the provisions made for people In qenuine need 

. must be jolted and joilled to become, self-supporting, and neglect In 
this direction Is likely to cause' a scandal. 1631 

By 1953 the National Assistance Board, were able to report further successes In 

the attempt to combat 
-'wilful_ 

Idleness', The number of occasions on which the 

Board resorted to Section 10, (compulsory detention) proceedings rose to 37. 

although, once, again. some two thirds of these Individuals preferred to go 

without assistance rather than attend a Centre. Overall. there was, an Increase 

in successful prosecutions for 'persistent Idling' In 1953., although the Board 

were prepared, to acknowledge thatthis. "is not an Indication that Idling Is more 

rife but reflects the greater, amount of time which -officers 
have been able- to 

give to the laborious task of building up evidence to, establish that an offence 

has been committed. " [641 Subsequently, we were to, learn that 1953 had seen 

the appointment of the first contingent of 28 special Investigators within the 

National Assistance Board to work specifically In the field of 'fraud and abuse'. 

1953 also saw a now departure In. the legal activities. of the National Assistance 

Board by Its employment-of Section 4 of the Criminal Justice Act 1948 

(authorising, atreatment with. a viewlto the Improvement -of, the offender's mental 

condition") 
- 

In order,,, to, deal with I one of Its 'most awkward cases. These 

comprised cases-In-whIch. "though the offender Is not certifiable. weakness of 

will seems to be, pathological. but nothing can be done for him, so long as he 

refuses to submit to medical examination or to cooperate with any measure that 

might help him over his trouble. " 1651 
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The merit of the Probation Order. under Section 4 of the Criminal Justice Act. 

from the point of view of the Board, was that It could require a person to spend 

a certain period of time at a psychiatric clinic or mental re-establishment 

centre where. It was hoped. his pathological workshyness could be overcome. 

As In other years. the National Assistance Board were In no doubt about their 

view of the abusers of National Assistance and the workshy, both groups were 

seen. almost exclusively as a burden., a burden upon the State, upon society. 

upon the community and upon public funds. 

In this respect It Is possible to see how the political and administrative response 

to the long-term unemployed (and the supposedly 'workshy') and the potentially 

'fraudulent' Intersects so neatly with the discourse of disincentives perpetrated 

In some quarters about the 'whole of the social security system. In the 

meantime, there has been a blurring of these two Interpretations and they have 

mutually reinforced one another. The particular achievement of the political 

right-wing. all too often aided and abetted by successive administrations of the 

National Assistance Board (and later the DHSS) ., has been its, success In 

transposing and generallsing the specific account of abuse onto the distorted 

political economy of Incentives In such a way as to undermine both the 

principles and the practice of welfare. In this way the political and Ideological 

discourse In which the rhetoric of 'scrounging' and abuse' could be sustained. 

was founded. 

In 1954 the National Assistance Board's Annual Report continued to detail the 

further action It had taken In respect of those whose Inclination to seek work 

was not considered to be sufficiently strong. Early In the year. a special 

review to Identify the voluntarily unemployed and prevent them 'abusing' the 

Board's resettlement facilities was launched. The procedures under 

consideration Involved an Increased utilisation of the Section 18 (48 hour 

compulsory detention) regulations In order to deter this form of perceived 
*abuse'. The results of this Inquiry were published In the 1955 Annual Report. 

[661 
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By 1956 the National Assistance Board were recording the problems of the 

unemployed with Increasing sophistication - firm evidence of the proliferation of 

the discourse of social pathology In relation to poverty and unemployment. One 

consequence of this was an Increasing ability to specify the factors constituting 

voluntary unemployment and 'abuse'. The Board were swift to point out that. 

according to their own detailed survey of the unemployed. the evidence "(did] 

not support any suggestion-that workshyness Is extensive ... and [it seemed] 

that wilful Idleness ... account[ed) for lengthy unemployment In only a small 

minority of cases. a (671 All the same. however. the Inference was clear that the 

'hard-core' of the 'voluntarily unemployed' and potentially fraudulent could be 

Identified with Increasing precision. In 1957 the Board went on to try to 

demonstrate this. 1681 

ABUSE AND, THE DUTY OF THE BOARD 

During 1957 the Board's officers continued their policy of seeking to distinguish 

the Inadequate , and/or pathological unemployed from those ý such as the 

'voluntarily unemployed'. the 'workshy' and those others who might 'abuse' the 

National Assistance provisions. Similarly. during the year. the third. Section 

18 '. designated' Re-establishment Centre (48 hour compulsory detention) was 

opened as part of the effort towards "checking abuse* and Increasing the 

administration's control. over the claiming process. 

However. the 1957 Report Is significant In that It contains the first explicit and 

developed consideration by the National Assistance Board of the 'Prevention of 

Abuse'. In a number of respects, therefore. we can clearly say that the 1957 

National Assistance Boardý Report put the question of 'abuse' firmly upon the 

social security agenda. In the first place, the notion of 'abuse' was expanded, 

being, held to Incorporate a whole series of disparate behaviours, attitudes and 

conditions. that had previously been considered separately. Thus, 'fraud'. 

f wilful Idleness'. "voluntary unemployment'. ý 'restricted availability' and failures 

to malntaln -' oneself and , one's depenclants were brought under one 

all-encompassing head. At the same time. the many-faceted character of this 
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'abuse' made It appear that the condition was endemic to the social security 

system. In the second place. the discussion of abuses In 1957. established 

a certain format and a sense of priority which the Issue had never previously 

commanded. Subsequent Annual Reports of the National Assistance Board 

discussed the issue. until 1965-66 when the Board was replaced by the Ministry 

of Social, Security. By and large their approach was consensual and moderate 

but. nevertheless. the Issue had clearly now come to assume the status of a 

key problem of social security administration. From the point of view of those 

arguing the disincentive effects of social security benefits. the emergence of 

the "abuse' question was'something of a windfall. Not only did It help shift the 

focus of debate away from 'difficult' questions such as need. poverty and 

welfare and onto the relatively simpler plane of morality and dishonesty. but 

also It helped endorse the 'burden' model-of the welfare state. Furthermore. 

so the argument went. not only were the- levels of benefit too high and the 

administration of them too ]ax but. in addition. -a significant number of 

claimants did not, even -'desGrve' the benefits they were getting. 

Notwithstanding the prevalence of such attitudes In 1957. by today's standards 

the National Assistance Board's consideration of the 'Prevention of Abuse' was 

an exercise In moderation. The Report began by, attempting to put the question 

of-'abuse' Into context. 

At no time In the last 6 years have the Board been paying fewer then 
one and a half million weekly allowances. covering the needs of well 
over two million people. [691 

The I Report went on to point out that many of these recipients of assistance 

were elderly or sick or were women with depenclant children. 

They are alL to a greater or lesser, extent. dependent on the Board for 
their livelihood. If the Board fall them. they have nowhere else to 
turn. In these circumstances the means of application for and payment 
of assistance must, be made as, simple and speedy as possible 
consistently with the Board's duty to safeguard public funds. 1701 

Thus, ý we, are presented with -a fairly straightforward. almost familiar. picture of 

the responsibilities of the National Assistance Board. The picture described Is 

entirely abstract and. --' by the manner of Its presentation. obscures certain 

fj ýA IV f7 
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fundamental questions. particularly about discipline and the political economy of 

social security. These problems are significant, although we can scarcely 

expect the National Assistance Board to be entirely convincing about Its political 

and economic role. However, In more conventional terms the National 

Assistance Board's statement of Its own responsibilities Is Important because It 

sets up an entirely misleading opposition at the centre of social security policy. 

What Is at Issue here Is not simply the opposition established between the 

effective meeting of needs and the safeguarding of public funds (the 

mlnlmlsation of public- expenditure) . but also the over-arching political economy 

from which these respective principles are derived and. in the context of which. 

they assume-a practical significance. 

Concern for the, supposed 'burden' of public expenditure upon the community 

and the state. seems to be a kind of concern reserved exclusively for the 

consideration of social welfare policies - undoubtedly the reasons for this derive 

from the same political : and Ideological roots as the political economy of 

Incentives Implicit in capitalism. Yet a concern ýabout the safeguarding of 

public funds Is also a peculiarly elusive Idea. While it was a significant 

pressure upon parochial relief systems during the 19th 'and earlier centuries. 

It was not so prominent as -an Issue for Beveridge (he tended to see the 

problem of the - control of the - benefit system as something which could be 

settled administratively. -- In relation ý to the labour market, rather than 

financially) . 

However. by 1957, a mere-115 years after the publication of -the Beveridge 

Report. the Issue had returned to the scene. - The re-emergence of this 

question can-onlyýbe seen as the beginning of a profound retreat from both the 

political economy ý and the , mode of, - organisation of administrative discipline 

advocated by, Beveridge. Any explanation for the shifting basis of the 

foundations of social policy would have to emphasise the effect of the political 

costs Involved In maintaining full employment (unemployment within Beveridge's 

3% 'Irreducible minimum). [711 

However, -we cannot find the whole of, the answer there. For the rest of the 
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explanation regarding the resurgence of a concern about public funds we have 

to look rather more closely at the politics and administration of social security 

Itself. for , here lies another dimension of the emerging strategy of 

disentitlement. 

Under the 'post-Beveridge' social security system. It was nowhere suggested 

that a responsibility of the social security administration would be to 'safeguard 

public funds' - quite the contrary. Given the nature of the commitments In 

Beveridge's -report and the conditions of the Inter-war years (poverty and 

unemployment. the deterrent stigma of the means test and severe administrative 

practices) which many contemporaries hoped would be renounced once and for 

all. It would be Incumbent upon any social security administration. with a 

genuine desire to overcome poverty, to actively Increase its expenditure by way 

of promoting the take-up of Its benefits and allowances. 1721 

Consequently. the Imposition of criteria of economic restraint upon the social 

security system amount to little more than obstacles to Its success in meeting 

need adequately. It Is In this 'light that the whole 'nil-cost' basis of social 

security reform since the mid 1970's must be viewed. The emphasis has been 

rather less upon meeting the needs of the poor than upon the objective of 

extending political control over them as a vehicle for reducing public 

expenditure and re-awakenIng Incentives In the economy. 1731 

Obviously. to draw out such Implications -of the now-found 'duty' of the social 

security administration to safeguard 'public funds'. is to move beyond the 

situation of - 1957 when the now responsibility was first articulated thus. 

However. given the -prominence that this 'now duty', has assumed In recent 

years It Is Important to spell -out this specifically economic dimension to the 

social security strategy of disentitlement. Asserting the duty of the National 

Assistance Board to safeguard public funds In 1957 over and against an 

assumed problem of 'abuse' has proved - the . thin end of a very long wedge. 

The alleged 'burden' of welfare - expenditures could be most clearly 

demonstrated. If a,, -susplclon of 'abuse, could ý be fostered. Therefore. the 

problem hitherto - considered fairly minor. In comparison with all the other 
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problems facing the National Assistance Board, took on a whole now 

significance. Henceforth. the burden theory of welfare and the assumption of 

lax administration and high benefits were to feed off and reinforce one another 

In a way that prioritised and uniquely 'overdetermined' the political and 

economic significance of the 'abuse" question while allowing the administration 

of the scheme to be separated off as If unrelated to the achievement of policy 

goals. 

Thus, having articulated a now duty for the administration. the next step. In 

redefining social security so as to accommodate the now modes of discipline 

which were to coalesce as the strategy of d1sentitlement, was to establish that 

the social security system'was particularly prone to' abuse. 

National Assistance. like other systems of payments to meet need. 
charitable or governmental. can be the target of unscrupulous persons. 
and the Board have always exerted their officers to be alert against 
attempts to abuse the service - without Imposing delay. hardship or 
lndlqnlty on the far qreater number of honest and respectable --people who look to them for prompt and courteous service. To try to be 
helpful and at the same time watchful Is not always easy, especially In 
periods of pressure. but the Board believe that their officers have. on 
the whole. succeeded remarkably well In maintaining the right balance. 
1741 

While. In 1957. the National Assistance Board were praising the success Of 

their officers. by 1964 they were willing to be a little more candid: 

It Is not easy to strike a balance between providing proper safeguards 
against offence ... and ensuring that urgent need is met without delay 
or undue formality. (751 

As we have already seen, 'balance' Is a concept much over-used In the history 

of soclal. welfareý In earlier times It was employed by those who believed that 

the methods and objectives of welfare and control could be distinguished and 

arranged to complement one another as alternative means to reform. Yet the 

notion - Is deceptive. In law, It refers to a juridical relation between parties to 

a dispute or to the supposed 'balance' between police powers and the rights 

of, the accused. (761 - In social security. however. the concept refers only to 

styles of administration: the -relative deterrence of the claiming process, the 

severity with which entitlements are determined. the disciplinary nature of the 
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regulation applied and the levels of benefit. Yet despite the Inappropriate nature 

of the term, the notion of 'balance' has entered the popular currency of social 

security. 

Summing up the work of the National Assistance Board for Its Final Report In 

1965, the Board's discussion turned to questions of 'fraud and abuse' and the 

balance of administrative powers - ]n so dolnq, the Board were at least 

acknowlefting that 
--questions of administrative stvie had an impact on take up. 

It was noted that. 

It will still be necessary to strike a fair balance between vigour and 
determination In the prevention of abuse and the avoidance of 
harshness In administration which could result In honest people 
preferring not to claim their entitlement. (771 

Over the years. social security administrators have referred to the 

administration of claims control either as a tightrope or as a razor's edge. as 

if to demonstrate the very acute nature of the 'balance' drawn. yet it Is a very 

peculiar 'balance, which dictates that only one party to a relationship will suffer 

In the event of an over-balancing. DHSS special Investigators are promised 

support If they make mistakes. claimants are hardly so well protected. Social 

security 'fraud' has to be considered amongst those offences deemed 

"victimless' by criminologists, no-one specifically loses out If they remain 

undetected and unpunished. whereas claimants lose out when the policing of 

the poverty line becomes oppressive. There Is an obvious political point to the 

above remarks for If. as some commentators have suggested. we are to 

consider the tax-payer. the state. or the 'public purse' a 'victim' of the 

fraudulent. we must likewise consider the poor. the unemployed. and all those 

not receiving the benefits to which they are legally entitled# as victims of the 

political authority of the state. the Treasury and and the tax-payer. This Is. 

of course, a burden of guilt that the state has seldom shown Itself willing to 

acknowledge. 

Finally. 
., of course, we ought not to close our consideration of the general 

approach to the question of abuse In 1957. without noting the early form taken 

by that fictional paragon of virtue later to become so important In the politics 
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of social security. namely. the 'genuine claimant'. that. Ogeneral body of .., 
perfectly honest and straightforward. " or. "honest and respectable. 0 against 

whom the 'deviant' were to be defined. In 1957 It was considered Improper to 

Impose *delay hardship or IndIgnItyN upon this respectable majority of claimants. 

However. as we shall see, by 1964. It was acknowledged that It was difficult 

to 'Police abuse' without doing so. By the 1970's the administration had 

become noticeably less discerning. 

It Is Inevitable that steps taken to prevent and detect abuse will Involve 
some delays In dealing with claims and the subjection of honest 
claimants to some measure of cross questioning and Investigation of 
their private lives. In so far as this Is unavoidable, It Is. in our view. 
a price which has to be paid to avoid a greater evil. (781 

Before turning to a consideration of the principle means taken to prevent and 
detect 'abuse' In benefit administration. the Board cast a critical reflection upon 
the Inference that they were "not so successful In checking abuses (which] is 

sometimes suggested by the publicity given In the national or local press to 

proceedings taken against men and women who have defrauded the 

Department. * (791 

However. as the Board remarked. although such publicity was not always- good 
It was usually welcome as an Indication of the Board's efforts to overcome 

"abuse'. Even at this early stage. the role of the media was recognIsed as 

being quite crucial although. twenty years later. the DHSS and the media were 

working rather more closely together In pursuance of the former's efforts at 

fraud control. As the 1978 edition of the Fraud Investigator's Guide remarked. 

Publicity Is one of the most valuable results of a successful exercise. 
as the best deterrent to fraud Is the expectation of detection. If a drive 
results In a number of prosecutions. maximum publicity can be obtained 
by arranging a special sitting In a Magistrates' Court and alerting the 
local press In advance about the hearing. [801 

In 1957. however. the National Assistance Board were neither so sophisticated 

nor so successful In their exploitation of the preoccupations of the mass media. 

although. even then. there was some degree of recognition of the possibilities 

offered by It. 
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PREVENTION AND DETECTION 

in turning to the procedures adopted by the Board to prevent and detect 

*abuses'. It Is Important to recognIse the central significance of the 

means-test. . It Is quite clear that It was precisely the operation of this test 

which necessitated the Immense administrative machinery of detection and 

surveillance which supervised the system of entitlements. While the tabloid 

press commonly steer clear of positive social security news on the grounds of 

its alleged 'complexity' and technicality. they seldom prove too reluctant to 

carry stories concerning the hardly less technical questions of false statement. 

undisclosed cohabitation and fictitious desertion. and usually seem more than 

willing to simplify these matters for their respective readerships: "Got th 

Scrdungers. " (81) Such Issues are Important given Beveridge's conviction. In 

1944. that detailed legislation was an Inappropriate response to the problem of 

poverty. Despite Beveridge's commitment. the failure to maintain the relative 
level of Insurance Benefits along with growing unemployment. has led to an 

Increasing reliance upon means-tested benefits and therefore an Increasing 

resort to detailed legislation. As Is quite clear. the Increased reliance on the 

means-test and Its regulations Inevitably entailed a far more detailed 

surveillance of claimants themselves. 

Under Ideal circumstances this surveillance - the claims control process - took 

the following form. 

Every applicant for assistance must make and sign a declaration of his 
circumstances. This Is normally done when the off 

' 
Icer visits the 

applicant In his home and the officer goes carefully over each Item of 
the declaration with the applicant. Details are verified on the spot 
where this can be done by. for example, examining the rent-book. 
family allowance book. savings bank book. etc. . or they may be 
checked by correspondence from the office. by. for example. asking 
an employer to confirm the part-time earnings of an applicant or his 
wife. Generally when these enquiries are completed. no question 
about the bona fides of the applicant arises. but from time to time the 
officer has to see the applicant again and clear up some doubt. Here 
again. In most cases. the matter Is disposed of satisfactorily, but 
occasionally a suspicion that all Is not as It should be is left In the 
officer's mind. [821 

While not encouraging overtly hostile attitudes amongst Its officers. and 
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conscious of the statutory responsibilities upon them. the National Assistance 

Board were realistic enough to note that 

Officers of the Board, like any other persons who become experienced 
In their trade or profession can often spot the case which Is wrong 
without at once being able to say precisely what Is wrong ... but there 
Is always the danger that the visiting officer may not be able to clear 

, up his doubt or suspicion. 

In the normal course of events. It was hoped that the visiting officer would clear 

up his or her suspicions In one way or another, but a combination of factors 

might prevent this happening. (831 

Until the late 1950's the problem of social security 'abuse' was generally seen 

In terms of voluntary unemployment although. as has been suggested, the 

nature of this 'abuse' was changing as the claims control process came 

increasingly to rely upon the statement and the false statement as its vehicles 

for disciplinary control. In Its examination of the question of the Prevention of 

Abuse In 1957 the National Assistance Board went so far as to suggest that, 

Othe most, common type of abusen took the form of a false statement of 

entitlement to benefit. 

The applicant who Is pretending to be unemployed but Is In fact working 
either on his own account or for an employer In such occupations as 
bookmaker's runner, window cleaner. scrap-iron dealer and rag 
gatherer: more than half of the cases handled by the Investigators In 
1957 Involved a suspicion of this nature. (841 

This Is an Important claim for the National Assistance Board to advance about 

questions of 'abuse'. not least Insofar as It is the first time the claim has been 

made In this form. Yet the claim Is problematic, It does not appear entirely 

Justified except to the extent that the National Assistance Board were now 

adopting a rather more specific conception of 'abuse' than In previous years. 

A conception was emerging In which 'abuse' was rendered synonymous with 

fraud. ' wh6ýreas 'voluntary' Unemployment" and non-maintenance by liable 

relatives haý previously been considere'd the typical forms of 'abuse'. 

On all accounts. the National Assistance Board's prevention and detection work 

had Increased. It was 'producing more evidence of 'abuses", recouping more 
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'savings' and taking more people to court. yet fraud was by no means a major 

part of the National Assistance Board's claims control activity. Indeed. the 

figure of 720 prosecutions and approximately 1500 cases In which benefit was 

withdrawn tends to be dwarfed by the scale of liable relative work and the 

estimated extent of the problem of voluntary unemployment. Yet 1957 was not 

dissimilar to earlier years In these respects. The key to understanding the 

National , Assistance Board's new claim about 'abuse' depends upon an 

appreciation of Its conflation of 'fraud' with 'abuse' and Its attempt to redefine 

all questions of benefit Irregularities as problems Involving false statements 

about entitlement. 

The National Assistance Board were becoming less expressly concerned with 

policing Intentions and behaviour (voluntary unemployment. failure to maintain) 

directly, and turning Increasingly'towards a policing of entitlements through the 

scrutiny of the statements made by claimants In support of their claims. In a 

way which was not true In-1948. 'by 1957, most of the political. Ideological and 

economic foundations of the strategy of disentitlement were In place and the 

National Assistance Board , was beginning to re-orlent Its administrative 

procedures to reflect Its new preoccupations. The changes In the way the Board 

approached the question of 'fraud and abuse' Is Indicative of these changes. 

The conflatlon of 'fraud and abuse' was an Important tactlcal manoevre for the 

Board In Its attempt to retain a firm control upon the claiming process and 

maintain the principle of -deterrence. This was especially so following Its 

difficulties In adhering -to aý uniformly disciplinary policy In respect of the 

long-term unemployed and those suspected of voluntary unemployment. 1851 

The shift registered a change of emphasis from control of claimants to control 

of claims - of course. -this was -to have, Important effects upon claimants who. 

In the years to come., were to face further and further supervision and 

Investigation. - This resulted In ýgreater stigmatisation. suspicion and hardship. 

In later, years. as the strategy of disentitlement gathered pace. 

The conflation of 'fraud and, -. abuse' also facilitated the National Assistance 
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Board's objectives on a number of counts. It contributed to a more precise 

determination of entitlements. It permitted greater flexibility In the performance 

of Its 'new duty' to safeguard public expenditure while offering a potentially 

more effective sanction-with which to prompt the 'workshy'. (861 At the same 

time. linking "fraud and abuse' In this way. although confusing the whole 

problem of 'wrongful claims'. certainly gave the issue a degree of (spurious) 

objectivity, suggesting that It was both more endemic and more serious. In 

effect. a 'fraud control' model came to be applied as the basis of all social 

security Investigations for. In all cases. Investigators were seeking to verify 

statements made by claimants In the course of their claim. Their objective was 

not always prosecution., for, this would require proof of 'fraud' (i. e. sufficient 

evidence of fraud andýlfraudulent Intent). Rather less firm evidence was 

required for the, National Assistance Board to withdraw or reduce allowances 

(with or without the requirement to repay 'overpayments') . This has long been 

a contentious Issue Insofar as evidence likely to be considered Insufficient In a 

court tended to be considered acceptable In the determination of' entitlements 

by benefit officers and at social security appeals. [871 Thus. aside from the 720 

prosecutions In ýý 1957. there were another 

'1500 
cases In which, for one reason or another. prosecution could not 

be undertaken. (but. In which] there was sufficient Information to show 
that the person concerned was not In need of assistance or of as much 
assistance as was being granted. (881 

As If to reiterate i their - adopted attitude. the Board found It necessary to 

conclude Its discussion of abuse by pointing once more to the size and serious 

nature of the problem. 'The figures". It suggested, "are substantial, and the 

abuses. If left unchecked. would have meant a continuing waste of a great deal 

of public money. " [891 

Although specific Issues-of 'fraud and abuse' were not discussed In the 1958 

Report; which returned to a consideration of, the results of a special survey of 

fpersons registering for employment' and the problem of voluntary 

unemployment. 1901 the- examination of the 'fraud and abuse' question 

pioneered In 1957 continued to provide the basis for the National Assistance 

Board's, treatment of-the-subject for the next few years. 
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The problem of social security 'fraud' became merged with a range of other 

problems Involving entitlements to social security benefits. This was done In 

such a way as to allow the administration and politicians to claim that It was 

a sizeable but single problem of dIshoneity. of 'undeserving claimants' and 

'false claims'. being faced. A problem to which a fairly uniform response was 

appropriate. While It has since become clear that objectives far broader than 

the simple detection of 'fraud' are attached to the range of claims control 

techniques within the strategy of disentitlement. the figure of the dishonest or 

fraudulent, claimant has underlain-the entire administrative approach. In reality. 

however. -the fraudulent have never been more than a small minority of all those 

proceeded against under claims control procedures and an even smaller 

minority of those affected by their operation. Nevertheless, the 1957 National 

Assistance Board report's discussion had set the tone for future discussion of 

the question of social security 'abuse' and Its control and, by fixing Its main 

emphasis upon the 'false statement'. It provided a key foundation from which 

the strategy of disentitlement was to grow. 

Even though the National Assistance Board had broadened-out Its category of 

'abuse' and conflated It with the separate question of 'fraud'. for some time the 

Annual Reports continued their preoccupation with 'voluntary unemployment'. 

1911 Nevertheless. even the National Assistance Board's treatment of the 

voluntary unemployment question became gradually more forceful and severe. 

Thus. while the pathologies and Inadequacies of the longer-term unemployed 

were still brought to attention. the Annual Reports began expressing more and 

more the Board's search for appropriate sanctions. For many men. given their 

physical and mental condition, the Rehabilitation Units were Insufficient In 

themselves and the further attentions of psychiatrists and psychiatric social 

workers were required. However. for those who seemed to the Board to be 

*simply lazy' other methods were necessary and a range of measures were 

adopted: Section 10 proceedings (the requirement to attend a Re-establishment 

Centre). prosecution- (failure to- maintain) and withdrawal of benefit (not 

properly- available for work)-. Of all the sanctions it Is the latter which best 

characterises the now direction of policy discipline and claims control via 

techniques of disentitlement. (921 
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In 1959. the Board updated Its report on progress In the campaign against 

abuse. As In 1957. the Board's commentary began with a familiar and 

moderate preamble. although taking care to give adequate priority to Its new 

(and largely self-imposed) duty to protect public funds. 

It has always been the Board's andeavour to carry out their duties In 
such a way that people can get assistance without delay or Indignity, 
but the Board also have a duty to safeguard public funds from abuse 
by the unscrupulous. [931 

Yet, already a significant change has been registered. In 1957 It was 

suggested that, the National Assistance Board must meet the needs and the 

applications placed before It In a way consistent with the safeguarding of public 

funds whereas It now appears that the prevention and detection of abuse and 

the safeguarding of funds Is an equal priority to that of meeting need. 

By 1959 the cross-cutting tensions resting upon the National Assistance Board 

appeared even more acute. , The Board. however, Implied that It was because 

of Its Increasingly prompt and successful means of responding to the problems 

of those In need that the question of 'fraud and abuse' had been thrust to the 

fore. 

There Is-always the danger that concentration on speed, Informality and 
helpfulness may lay the Board open to exploitation. It would be quite 
contrary to the spirit In which the Board try to conduct their business 
If the officers were to adopt an attitude of suspicion or even reserve 
towards everyone who approached them. 

however. ' there i was the-'qualificatlon, Always . 

-At the same time the Board's officers must be on their guard against 
a small minority of dishonest people and alert to any Indications that a 
fraud Is being practised. [941 

As we have seen before. however. the real question was whether the officers 

of the Board could plausibly claim to be able to do both at the same time. All 

too often It seems that National Assistance Board and, latterly$ DHSS officials 

have been willing to sacrifice speed and the spirit of Informality and helpfulness 

with which they dealt with claims for a rather more hostile and deterrent 

attitude. In more recent, years this Is a tendency which has secured official 
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endorsement through the Fisher Report and exacerbated. following Initiatives by 

the DHSS, Coordinatina Committee on Abuse to Increase the level of 'fraud 

awareness' amongst staff In local DHSS offices. [951 

TO PROSECUTE, OR NOT TO PROSECUTE 

The particular responses of, office staff are. however. only one aspect of the 

way In which the claiming process has come to reflect the newer and more 

Intensely disciplinary political priorities. We must also examine the more 

rigorous process of the determination of entitlements Itself. 

The Board's Identification of the, problem of the 'false statement' and Its 

announcement of a new, approach to the policing of access to benefits through 

a more Intensive screening of benefit applications was reflected In Its 1959 

Report. In this Report, the . Natl ona I Assistance Board turned Its attention to the 

examination of claims to benefit. 

Every effort is, of course. made to verify the statements of applicants 
for assistance and to explain to them clearly just what It Is that they are 
expected to tell the officer about their circumstances when making an 
application or while continuing to receive assistance. Prevention Is 
better thaný- prosecution: It may be 'an unpleasant duty to have to point 
out that a false statement may lead to prosecution. but It would be very 
much more unpleasant to have to prosecute for lack of such a warning. 
[961 - 

Yet what was 'unpleasant' In 1959 the authorities appear to undertake 
IwIth 

relish 

In the 1980's. even priding themselves upon their respective Osuccesses'. But 

a discussion solely In terms, of prosecutions Is quite, misleading - then as now. 

As the National Assistance Board were willing to admit. without being entirely 

frank about the magnitude of the figures, "many of the cases handled by the 

special Investigators do not lend themselves to the collection of evidence 

adequate to support a prosecution. (971 In 1959 only some 20% of cases 

pursued by the National ý Assistance Board resulted In prosecutions, the vast 

majority. 80%. led to allowances being withdrawn or reduced or 'voluntarily' 

surrendered. with or without. In" each case. a requirement to repay the 

overpaid benefit. Although. If. as suggested. the evidence was Inadequate to 
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support a prosecution. It Is fair to question Its adequacy for the purpose of 

suspending benefit. 

High rates of non-prosecution are a crucial feature of the strategy of 

disentitlement. the results of Investigative action come sooner. they come more 

cheaply. they apparently require less evidence and. If the claimant falls to 

protest or appeal the decision. they are subject to no Independent review. All 

this. - however. , Is quite common as a traditional feature of the limited 

safeguards afforded to those In receipt of benefits as opposed to the exercise 

of administrative control of their lives. What Is now, however, In emphasis If 

not In terms of the available powers. Is the degree to which so detailed a 

scrutiny of the circumstances and social relations of the recipients of assistance 
is established (ostensibly) - by way of -corroborating statements made by 

claimants In support of their applications for assistance. 

, 
As In previous years the two types of abuse which occupied most of the 
special Investigators time were concealed employment ... and the 
claim by a woman (with or withput children) to be living on her own 
when In fact sheTs- living with and being maintained by a man; Included 
In this latter group Is a -small number of women representing 
themselves to be deserted wives but whose husbands either have 
rejoined them or have not deserted'thern at all. 1981 

Thus we have the three ý principal situations , 
to which a, false statement (or 

failure , to notify of a relevant change of circumstance) might relate and. 

therefore. by definition. the sets of circumstances to which the National 

Assistance Board's fraud specialists might direct their. attentions. The fact that 

there were, by, the end of 1959.60 such 'special investigators' (aside from all 

other claims control personnel) , deployed throughout the National Assistance 

Board's ten administrative., regions., a doubling of the complement In two years. 

Indicates that the relative degree of surveillance. supervision and Investigation 

was becoming rather more Intense towards the end of the decade. The Board 

point out. - 
however. that 

The fact that the - number of off I Icers I 
engaged on these special duties 

has been Increased ... does not mean that there has been an 
Increase In the amount of fraud: It reflects the experience that certain 
types of suspected abuse are more economically and effectively handled 
by selected officers detached from normal duties. (991 
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So. aside from the responsibility of all National Assistance Board officers to be 

alert to possible instances of abuse. fraud Investigation was Increasingly 

becoming a specialism In Its own right. Claims control was rapidly assuming 

a police nature. becoming less and less a function rooted within the range of 

social security activities and Increasingly an extra layer of deterrent discipline 

which claimants - and some claimants rather more than others - were required 

to undergo. Part of the explanation for these changes Is undoubtedly the fact 

that claims control was Increasingly assuming the form of fraud control, the 

Interrogation of the (false) statement and. through that. the regulation of 

entitlement rather than supervision of behaviour. Ultimately. of course. a form 

of behavloural control Is achieved by both of these methods. Fraud control. 

while being a less direct form of social Intervention. certainly constituted a 

rather more crude mechanism of regulation, by virtue of Its Impact upon the 

distribution of entitlements. 

The transition from behavloural controls to entitlement controls was not to be 

completed for some years. As If to Illustrate the point. the 1960 National 

Assistance Board Report ý returns squarely to the question - of the supposedly 
'workshy'. It was, In 1960 that the Board launched Its first large scale Medical 

Review procedures for referring large numbers of the long-term unemployed for 

medical examination. While this was done partly as a diagnostic exercise to 

discover the needs of those considered 'genuinely" Incapable of work. there Is 

no doubt that the major objective was to prompt the "long-unemployed 

recipients of assistance (into] becoming self-supporting. " 11001 

This medical examination of the long-term unemployed continued In 1961. while 

similar Initiatives of a distinctly non-medical kind were commenced. In certain 

areas. In order to combat the supposed problem of voluntary unemployment'. 

Thus. In those areas where the problem of 'voluntary unemployment' was 

considered most acute. arrangements were made for the men to be called In 

for special Interviews with the newly designated Unemployment Review Officers. 

(1011 

With such 'voluntary unemployment' rapidly becoming the specialism of the 
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growing team of Unemployment Review Officers deployed throughout the National 

Assistance Board's regions. this left the field of 'abuses' free for the remaining 

local office Investigators and special Investigators to concentrate upon their 

particular specialism. claims control via the policing 
_ 

of entitlements. the 

Investigation of fraud and the verification of statements. Some measure of the 

prominence that this particular Issue had attained by 1961 can be derived from 

the Inclusion of a specific discussion of 'The Prevention of Fraud' In the 

National Assistance Board's 1961 Report. 

When discussing the 'fraud' Issue directly. the Board began by restating their 

powers to prosecute under Section 52 of the National Assistance Act. The 

nature of the discussion was not so fundamentally different from the earlier 

examinations of the problem of abuse. However. subtle differences of style and 

emphasis were being registered as the National Assistance Board sought to 

establish a particular conception of social security 'fraud'. - 

Problems emerged, so we are told. from *the very nature of the assistance 

system. In which payments are made to virtually anyone who can satisfy the 

Board's officer. mainly on Information supplied by himself, that he Is In need. " 

Such a system, It was suggested. 

Is bound to offer temptation to the morally weak as well as to. the 
unscrupulous. [1021 

Immediately we are being confronted with a particular conception of those 

considered fraudulent. They are presented as essentially immoral figures - that 

Is. as characters whose actions are properly assessed upon a moral plane - 

and who are believed to, perpetrate their frauds consciously and deliberately. 

Yet such an Image bears almost no relation to the major forms of Irregularity 

In benefits administration although It Is an Image that the social security 

administration must sustain In order to vindicate its deployment of fraud 

Investigators and their exercise of Investigative powers. In contrast to the 

Image portrayed by National 
, 
Assistance 

. 
Board (later DHSS) media and 

right-wing politicians alike. most of the Irregularities that the administration 

prefer to call frauds, concern small amounts of money. Involve no deliberate 

Intent and derive at least as much from the weaknesses and complexities of 
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benefit administration as from the errors or carelessness of claimants. 11031 

This. however. Is to revive a long-standing political point. For the moment it 

Is enough to establish that the traditional Image of the 'fraudulent', portrayed 

In nascent form by the National Assistance Board In 1961. bears little relation 

to reality. whilst noting the administration's Interest In sustaining the deception. 

However. If the Board can be seen to be complicitous over our perceptions of 

'fraud' they begin to get themselves into deeper water still when examining the 

practicalities of everyday claims control. 

The National Assistance Board attempted to spell out the special complications 

of responding to claims for benefit from people whom they considered displayed 

little method or precision In their financial affairs. From the point of view Of 

the administration. an accurate and lasting determination of entitlement was 

thought to be difficult to arrive at. It would be rather more accurate to suggest 

that the poor's 'methods' of handling their financial affairs was simply different 

to that adopted by the National Assistance Board. One would assume that 

precision. of a sort. would be vastly more Important for persons on a low 

Income than for those on higher Incomes. Yet the National Assistance Board 

went further than this and. ultimately, their argument suggested that the 

Irregularity. variation and uncertainty. In the Incomes and circumstances of the 

poorest was a virtual precondition for 'abuse'. it was assumed that the 

claimant was able to exploit almost every opportunity to perpetrate a range Of 

frauds upon the social - security system through false statements about their 

actual Incomes. circumstances or relationships. The apparent paternalism of 

the Board's general approach turns, midstream, Into a further plea for control 

prompted, quite clearly. by an Imagery of abuse It had already done. much to 

create. 

Thus, while the Board wished to reaffirm the Idea that the great majority of the 

recipients of assistance conformed In every way to its model of the 'genulne 

claimant'. At nonetheless went on to add that: 
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there are a great many among them who are unaccustomed to dealing 
with official enquiries and others who through age or other causes. are 
confused or unmethodical about their personal affairs. The Board's 
officers are accordingly enjoined to employ the utmost patience and 
care In establishing the facts relevant to each application so as to 
remove as far as possible any mistake on the part of the applicant as 
to the Information which he Is asked to give at a personal Interview and 
to which he later signs his name. As far as practicable, his statements 
about his resources (for example. from part-time earnings) or his 
commitments (for example, for rent and rates) are confirmed by the 
production of documentary evidence to avoid Inaccuracies arising from 
forgetfulness or a sudden temptation to dishonesty. But not all 
statements. and this applies especially to negative statements. are 
susceptable to confirmation at the time they are made or to verification 
later. 11041 

The Board went on to describe the action to be taken on the occasion of a 

suspicion of fraud emerging (although they have rather less to say about the 

process ý by -which such, suspicions actually emerge) - The time-consuming. 

specialised and complicated nature of the Investigative work Is used to justify 

the continued deployment of special 'fraud' Investigators. the complement of 

which rose to 72 during the year. Somewhat Incongruously, the deployment of 

extra 'fraud Investigative' personnel Is justifled, in terms of protecting-the levels 

of service In local offices and avoiding the neglect of the, needs of 'ordinary. 

honest applicants'. ý Unless the, National Assistance Board is supposing that 

there exists a -permanent and absolute division between the, fraudulent and- the 

honest, so thatýmeasures taken against the former entail no problems for the 

latter, It Is difficult to claim that the Intensification of disciplinary and security 

measures Involve no problems for some claimants. (1051 - 

To support such claims. respective benefit administrations. as well as 

governments. have suggested that the successful prosecution of 'fraud"' will 

lead to the elimination -of 'abuses'. removing much of the stigma of social 

security and ending the situation whereby the 'honest and genuine' are 

tarnished by association with the "fraudulent and workshy. (1061 The 

suggestion. however. -As somewhat'. disingenuous, as Irregularities -in the 

determination of social security entitlements-- are not something that can be 

eliminated on a once-and-for-all basis. Measures taken to police the benefit 

system Invariably lead to greater public and political outcry against claimants. 

resulting In -an Increase, not a, reduction, In the process of stigmatlsation. 
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Furthermore. claims control Initiatives frequently Increase the difficulties facing 

claimants. while reducing their security and well being. In the context of a 

large and perennial problem of ngn-take-up. It Is difficult to ever give a firm 

figure as to the numbers who might be deterred from claiming by virtue or the 

Intensified claims control procedures. 

In Its 1962 Report, the National Assistance Board pointed out that over 900 

persons "suspected of fraud voluntarily surrendered their allowances when they 

reallsed that they were the subject of special enquiries. " [1071 The Board did 

not. however. go on to demonstrate what proportion. of these cases were 

actually persons uncertain of their precise entitlement to benefit and who were 

merely scared off by the approach of fraud Investigators. Rather. like referral 

to Unemployment Review Officers or Medical Reviews. the activities of the 

special Investigators seem to have been assessed In terms of a crude but 

practical disentitlement. -From the National Assistance Board's point of view the 

only relevant result was a reduction or. better. a withdrawal of claim. In 

special Investigations there was little subsequent attempt to assess what mlQht 

have been a correct entitlement once a claim had been withdrawn. Just as In 

Unemployment Review work there was no attempt to follow up the Interview to 

determine whether those signing-off actually secured jobs and for how long they 

managed to keep them. 

We can make a rough, estimate of the accuracy of voluntary' withdrawals of 

claims by 'an examination of special Investigations during 1977-81. During 

these years - the rate at which persons who were the subjects of special 

Investigations had their ýbeneflts withdrawn or reduced varied between 37-43%. 

11081 , -Thus, around some 60% of claimants Investigated retained their full 

benefit, the approach of special Investigators appearing unwarranted. In this 

light. It Is not -wholly Inconceivable that a significant portion of those 900 who 

0 voluntarily' withdrew their claims did so unnecessarily. worried by the approach 

of special Investigators. (or even encouraged to do so by them at Interview) 

rather than as attempts to hide their guilt or to avoid prosecution (in any event 

a rather risky strategy given that the National Assistance Board/DHSS can still 

prosecute for fraud after the event) . Furthermore, however, the equation 
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works both ways for. If In fact, a large proportion of 'Innocent's' do actually 

withdraw their claims 'voluntarily' then the figures of 'Investigative success' In 

securing 37-43% withdrawal or reductions are similarly artificially Inflated. In 

general. there can be very little doubt that, In such procedures as 

Unemployment Review work and Special Investigation, which are Judged, as 

described. upo n thel r results without follow-up or verification of the justice or 

accuracy of the results achieved. we have encountered the leading edges of the 

developing and Increasingly sophisticated strategy of disentitlement. 

No real clarification of these Issues was forthcoming from the National 

Assistance Board In the following year. If anything. the activities of the Board's 

specialist officers. In particular the Unemployment Review officers. became 

more Intense. despite what the Board rather euphemistically referred to as a 

ageneral deterioration In the employment situation. a [1091 The preoccupation 

with voluntary unemployment seems to have become rather more marked. while 
the numbers of prosecutions. withdrawals and reductions of benefit, showed 
Increases on previous years. 

In recent times a central plank In the 'drives' against 'fraud and abuse' at the 

centre of the d1sentitlement campaign. has I been a Computation of 'savings'. 

Yet, although the National Assistance Board had, from the very start. been very 

diligent In recording Its 'savings' accrued through Liable Relative work It had 

said very little about Its 'returns' on fraud control or In the general field of 

recovery of overpayments. Partly this was a reflection of the fact that until the 

late 1950's these activities were Insufficiently distinguished within the National 

Assistance Board*s accounting to permit such 'savings' to be calculated. 

However. since 1959. the Board had been endeavouring to Improve Its' 

procedures for estimating and then recovering overpayments made to claimants. 

While overpayments might arise In a variety of circumstances the National 

Assistance Board. In Its first substantial discussion of the Issue of the recovery 

of overpayments. I chose to 'discuss the question in association with 'abuse' and 

prosecutions for fraud. In case we are in any doubt. the Board confirmed this 

Interpretation of the origin and causes of overpayments by remarking that 

overpayments are largely due to the failure of a recipient of assistance 
(or non-contributory old age pensioners) to disclose. or disclose fully. 
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[income or] capital assets possessed by him, (1101 

Overpayments accumulated by virtue of the non-dIsclosure of capital assets 

would appear as a rather unusual source of 'abuse' nowadays (particularly 

recoveries of overpayments from deceased persons). although the fact of 

"non-disclosure' clearly brings the question within the terrain of 'false 

statements'. the more conventional objects of fraud control. 

In order to secure the return of overpayments arising from the non-disclosuro 

of capital assets. the National Assistance Board attempted to gain Information. 

*about persons receiving payments from the Board at the time of their death. 

To gather such. Information, officers of the National Assistance Board went to 

check the records of the Principle Probate Registry In order to discover whether 
deceased claimants had left estates on record there. Where It was found that 

claimants had failed to disclose all relevant assets the Board proceeded to 

make a claim. for recovery of any such overpaid benefit against the executors 

of the 
- 
estate. Although, In the majority of cases. no records of estates were 

found In the Principle Probate Registry. In a small number of cases. *a return 

so much greater than the administrative cost" was derived t hat such checks 

were made general. Up until 1962 the aggregate 'savings' produced by these 

measures amounted to almost one million pounds. 

The response of the Board to such evidence of a small, although quite 

significant. degree of non-disclosure cannot be described as overly censorious. 

On the contrary. Its attitude appears to have been a combination of surprise at 

the audacity of certain people and a bewilderment In the face of the lifestyles 

adopted by those 8who, when visited by officers on many- occasions and over 

a period of years, had had all the appearance of being as devoid of personal 

means as they represented themselves to be". 11111 

Along with recovery 
'of 

overpayments from liable relatives this retrospective 

charging of the estates of deceased persons Is a fairly small beginning In the 

computation of 'savings'. derived from the activities of Investigative officers. In 

later years the discourse of 'fraud savings' and the preoccupation with 

'cost-effectiveness' In claims control work were to become key factors In the 
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strategy of disentitlement. 0 121 

In 1963 the Board returned to the question of prosecutions for fraud exhibiting. 

this year. a particular sensitivity to press reports of fraud prosecutions. The 

Board seemed ý to believe the reports Implied that Its officers mare not so 

assiduous - In checking the statements of applicants as they should be. ft H 131 

While not keen on wholly bad publicity the National Assistance Board put a 

brave face on It and expressed a moderate welcome for publicity emphasising 

the likely consequences of attempts to defraud the system. After all, In this 

way the message of deterrence was relayed. The National Assistance Board 

was gradually becoming rather more adept at exploiting the media's criteria of 

news-worthiness- and its moral and political preoccupations. Nonetheless. for 

the benefit of the media and public alike. the National Assistance Board 

proceeded to try and set matters right. An all too familiar account followed. 

stressing the special- responsibilities upon the benefit administration to provide 

assistance as simply and -speedily as possible. % weighed against the need to 

prevent-and detect 'abuse" and fraudulent -claims. - There Is-relatively little new 

In the Board's 1963 account of Its claims control procedures although, when 

we come to-examine-Its assessment of the effectiveness of Its 'fraud' detection 

and, Investigative procedures. certain Inconsistencies begin to emerge. 

In the National Assistance Board's justification for Its Introduction of a team of 

special Investigators and In -all Its discussion- of their- work. It was suggested 

that such officers'-were ý to be engaged upon fraud -control work, Strictly. this 

work was -defined as the detachment from normal duties' of "a number of 

specially assigned and trained officers ... to Investigate cases In which there 

Is a-susplcion of fraud but where the necessary enquiries are likely to be more 

extensive and time consuming. " (1141 

However. - given the specific appointment of special Investigators for purposes of 

fraud Investigation and for the Prosecution of offenders. their record is hardly 

too impressive. Between 1957-1964 the rate at which they secured 

prosecutions never exceeded 2.6% In even their most effective years. Local 
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office fraud Investigators continued to produce considerably higher figures for 

prosecutions. Special Investigators, on the other hand. revealed themselves 

as rather more effective In securing withdrawals or reductions of bonefit - 

whether 'voluntarily' or otherwise. It Is, undoubtedly, difficult to distinguish the 

precise withdrawal or reduction rates achieved by local offices for the simple 

reason that such results would ordinarily be achieved by the day to day activities 

of local office administration and specific statistics of the control of 'abuse' 

would be difficult to Isolate. The special Investigators, however, even as early 

as 1963. had proven themselves a particularly effective vehicle for just such a 

strategy of disentitlement. 

Yet there remains a crucial question to be asked about the peculiar nature Of 

their effectiveness. It concerns the protection of the welfare and rights of those 

suspected of abuse. 

In the event of aý prosecution for false statement the court Is In a position to 

supervise the prosecution process and. ultimately. able, to pass judgement. not 

only upon the claimant,, but. Implicitly. also upon the activities of the fraud 

Investigators. The court. ýas'a' relatively Independent -authority. Is able to take 

a -rather more, detached - view of 1he evidence placed before it than aro - the 

officers of the Investigating and prosecuting authority. 

While there ý are grounds 'for arguing that those cases brought to court are 

qualitatively different from those closed simply' by withdrawal of benefit and an 

order, to-- repay, by virtue of the fact that., In order to secure conviction the 

prosecution have to prove an Intention to defraud. In fact the distinctions are 

not so 'marked, -In practice. (1151 

Both the, National Assistance*, Board and. now, the DHSS have tended to close 

large numbers, of cases ý In whiclý evidence of deliberate intent is unavailable 

simply -by- withdrawal or reduction of benefit and an order to repay. 

Furthermore., It Is clear that the DHSS now Issues policy guidanco on the 

desirability of allowing local offices to-close proceedings without prosocution. 

"where, appropriate". [I MY, 
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Unfortunately. although the courts have In most years tended to endorse the 

National, Assistance Board or DHSS's selection of cases for prosecution by 

convicting between 95-97% of those brought before them. there are 

fundamental problems entailed In avoiding the court. 

Ever since the principle of special Investigation was first considered by the 

National Assistance Board In 1952-53. the number of case closures without 

prosecution has exceeded the number of prosecutions by a ratio of around 3 

or 4 to 1. This Implies that a substantial majority of claims to benefit are being 

withdrawn or reduced without the automatic Intervention of a third party (Such 

as a court or tribunal)- to ratify either the decision taken or the courses of 

action, employed by the Department. This entails an Important problem Insofar 

as justice Is not being seen to be done. The Issue is Important as a matter of 

principle. - although the actual problem Is, compounded by the National 

Assistance Board's 'admission' between- 1957-60 (and thereafter whenever It 

discussed the question) that. --In what were a majority of cases, "prosecution 

could-, not -be undertaken-.. . .. for one reason or another, 0 although there was. 

Usufficlent evidence to show, that the person concerned was not InT need of 

assistance, *. or that. *many of the cases handled by special Investigators do not 

lend. themselves to the collection of evidence adequate to support a 

prosecution. -O (1171 

But eventually., In 1961. the - National Assistance Board's Report attempted to 

reassure all readers. at, the close of Its discussion of 'fraud prosecution'. that. 

nprosecution was of, course ; undertaken wherever the necessary evidence 

was forthcoming, and the circumstances seemed to warrant It. (1181 

Significantly. however. no comment was made about the legitimacy of 

proceeding with suspensions of benefit where -the ý necessary evidence was not 

forthcoming or where the circumstances did not appear to warrant It. In later 

years benefit administrations went some way further In elaborating the grounds 

for non-prosecution case -closure, but have - never entirely dispelled the 

possibility that such closures afford the Department, with an unfair opportunity to 

reduce or withold entitlements on limited (possibly Inadequate) evidence. or 

even more -suspicion. Unease has grown over this question In recent years. 
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especially as it has become clear how the non-prosocution case closure 

procedure fits neatly Into a strategy of disentitlement and as the DHSS has 

Increasingly encouraged the use of non-prosecution closure as a means of 

clearing cases rapidly and demonstrating the effectiveness of Its measures to 

contain 'fraud and abuse'. In a later chapter we shall return to precisely these 

questions. (1191 

THE LAST YEARS OF THE NATIONAL ASSISTANCE BOARD 

While concern has been expressed In recent years about the apparent 

willingness of the courts to convict In cases Involving social security offences 

It has also become Increasingly apparent that. on occasion. the social security 

Investigators have been somewhat over-zealous In their Investigations. This 

concern has grown noticeably with the transformation of the local office case 

closure procedure Into a specific non-prosecution Interview conducted by 

special Investigators themselves. At such Interviews it Is clear that a kind of 

'voluntarily' negotiated disentitlement Is secured. We shall consider this 

technique along with other recent claims control Initiatives later on. For the 

moment. however. we need only note an Interim conclusion that, while there 

are good grounds. even In the National Assistance Board Annual Reports 

between 1957-61. to be wary of the standards of evidence. welfare. rights and 

safeguards applied In respect of those suspected of 'fraud and abuse. today 

oven more caution Is justified as a result of the now procedures. Despite the 

constant reference to special Investigators as 'fraud investigators' or 'fraud 

specialists' this description appears rather misleading. As we have Soon, what 

the special Investigators actually achieve, and what they have been achieving 

since 1953, Is a fairly widespread practical dlsentitlement of significant numbers 

of claimants - prosecutions for 'fraud' being relatively rare. The activity of 

special Investigation Is a further manifestation of that skilfully manipulated 

confusion which clouds virtually all aspects of social security claims control. 

The special Investigators apply an Intensive, highly Intrusive and disciplinary, 

form of claims control which Is Justified by virtue of Its application to a 

supposed 'hard-core. fraudulent and exploitative minority. In fact. however, 
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the technique Is deployed against the whole population of claimants (or at loast 

certain speciflod priority groups) . [1201 

The final years of National Assistance were marked by an Increasing emphasis 

upon Issues of 'fraud and abuse' and a corresponding Increase In the numbers 

affected by the activities of the special Investigators. Pe-rsuadod by success In 

relation to the discovery that. pressurlsed and cajoled during Interviews. 

threatened by the possibility of withdrawal of benefit. and repeatedly warned of 

the consequences of false statement. significant numbers of the unemployed 

would either withdraw their claims or at least pursue employment rather more 

determinedly,, the National Assistance Board persevered with its special 

unemployment and medical review procedures. The special Investigators were 

also Increasingly -active during these years with a further 24% Increase in staff 

complement, durkig 1964. 

On a- number of fronts. therefore. the final years of the National Assistance 

Board witnessed a marked Intensification of claims control. Evidently the 

evolving strategy of disentitlement was still taking a variety of discrete forms - 
liable relative work. unemployment review and fraud Investigation - but these 

were coming to exhibit markedly similar sets of objectives. techniques and 

priorities. 

Of apparent concern In 1964 was the problem of 'undisclosed cohabitation'. *a 

type of abuse which particularly calls for the attention of special Investigators". 

The woman who represents as the reason for her need of National 
Assistance that she is living alone with her children and has no 
support, whereas her husband Is In effect still living with her or she Is 
living with another man. As a result largely, It Is believed, of better 
detection, more cases of this type were discovered In 1964 than In any 
previous years. Offences of this kind are so difficult to detect. and the 
situation Is so often delicate. that the Board's officers have been 
required to use much time, tact and patience and to employ not a little 
skill In bringing to light the true circumstances. In 1964 there were 98 
prosecutions (58 In 1963) arising from this kind of offence. In very 
many more cases circumstances were disclosed which Justified the 
withdrawal of the allowance on the ground that the woman was not In 
need althouqh there was not sufficient evidence for prosecution. " (1211 
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It would seem. therefore, that failure to disclose cohabitation (itself an 

unusually difficult relationship and condition to doflno) constitutes a situation 

very amenable to methods of 'fraud' Investigation. Not only Is the legal 

framework upon which social security Investigators rely In order to establish 

prima faclo evidence of cohabitation very Imprecise [1221 but also, as even the 

National Assistance Board admitted, such offences are 'difficult' and require a 

great deal of patience and effort to bring to light. Yet, most of all. 

cohabitation offences are particularly conducive to the techniques of the special 

Investigators by virtue of the fact that such situations very easily lend themselves 

to 'reinterpretation' by official figures who, aided by the threat of prosecution, 

are able to Invoke a kind of plea-bargaining process In which claims are 

, voluntarily' withdrawn. The widespread adoption of such procedures would 

help explain the long and familiar disparity In the figures between benefit 

suspensions and prosecutions and at the same time account for the largo 

number of cases In which "there was not sufficient evidence for prosocution. n 

Ironically. the warning to special investigators appearing In copies of the Fraud 

Investigator's Guide from the mid-1970's onwards to the effect that diroct 

"bargains' between Investigator and claimants (madmit you are not entitled and 

we will not prosecute*) are not to be struck. this seems precisely the 

arrangement by which Investigations were most effectively resolved. 11231 

In Its final Report the National Assistance Board attempted to summarlso the 

main Important areas of its administration and the principal problems It had 

faced during Its 18 years existence. 'Staff training' and 'welfare' It considered 

as its first major concerns although these Issues were closely followed by 

problems connected with the 'unemployed'. the administration of the 

'wage-stop' and 'fraud and abuse'. , The priority accorded to these Issues 

signified a marked shift since 1948. for the latter two issues had not even boon 

mentioned In the National Assistance Board's first Report. The Board. 

however. although having earlier praised the media for Its contribution to an 

atmosphere of deterrence In the prevention of 'fraud and abuse'. now seemed 
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to have fairly clear Ideas about why the question had achieved such prominence 

of lato. 

The general public - Influenced by hearing about occasional flagrant 
cases of wilful Idleness - tend to sea the Issues as one of workshys or 
layabouts sponging on the welfare state. 11241 

It Is unlikely that such comments reflect anything of developments In the field 

of media sociology during the mid 1960's. It Is more likely that the National 

Assistance Board's argument Is an attempt to disassociate Itself from criticism 

or responsibility. The National Assistance Board cannot absolve itself from all 

responsibility precisely because Its own activities provided a good deal of the 

substance of what the media chose to report. The media's commentary Is 

neither entirely Invented nor the product of an alien political and Ideological 

environment.,,,, Thus. tho., medla's coverage was simply a particular and partial 

response - broadly compatible with surrounding political and economic 

preoccupations - to activities already undertaken by the social security 

administration. Indeed, -very often It was the case that the particular activities, 

targets and objectives which the National Assistance Board sought to address. 

wore determined by 
.a 

range of economic 0 political and Ideological 

preoccupations entirely, commensurate with those stimulating the media's own 

Interest. 

Thus. the concern with 'fraud and abuse' only surfaced to a significant extent 

In the media well after the National Assistance Board's Initial decision (taken 

during the first full year of Conservative government - 1952) to deploy the first 

special, 
1 
Investigators at a time when there were growing fears on the political 

right-wing about the spiralling cost of the welfare state and the Imago of 

'welfare-as-burden' was gaining credence. Similarly, although the supposedly 

workshy' had long figured as a favourito folk-devil of the media. the specific 

post-war concerns about spongers and scroungers and the dissipation of all 

work Incentives only really hardened after the first National Assistance Board 

exercises In unemployment and medical review during the later 1950's. 

Equally. the resurgence of media Interest In the particular 'abuse' of voluntary 

unemployment. a concern which led. ultimately, to the commissioning of the 

Fisher Review, was sparked off by the unfortunate Voluntary Unemployment 
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Surveys carried out In various parts of the country - In particular. In three 

London districts In 1968. 

SOCIAL SECURITY: THE BALANCING ACT 

As If to refute the suggestion that the Board had been prompted towards a more 

pu - nltlvo exercisO of "authority by public and political pressure - fuelled by the 

media - the National Assistance Board's Final Report attempted to restate Its 

duty to the 'genuine claimant' and Its responsibilities to the 'public purse'. 

During the early 1960's the Board apparently thought that It had the balance 

about right. 

A scheme which provides for anyone ... In need. and which alms at 
meeting need quickly and 

' 
without too much formality. necessarily offers 

some temptation to the morally weak as well as to the unscrupulous. 
The Board's aim has been to limit. temptation as far as possible by 
getting their officers to ask the necessary questions carefully and 
patiently. but avoiding an Inquisitorial approach which would deter 
people from applying. [1251 

These were fine sentiments but one can'derive little comfort from the particular 

'balance' struck by the National Assistance Board. ' "between vigour and 

determination In the prevention -of abuse and the avoidance of harshness In 

administration. " (1261 On the one hand. the rising numbers of special 

Investigators deployed ' and. more worryin gly, the Increasing numbers of 

claimants having their benefits withdrawn or being prosecuted and. on the other 

hand. the fairly modest successes recorded'by the National Assistance Board 

In dispelling the 'Stigma' of applying for assistance would seem to suggest that 

particular kinds 'of priorities - were Informing the National Assistance Board's 

administration. Furthermore. given th Ie taski of verification and corroboration of 

the Information supplied to them In support, of claims, it Is entirely disingenuous 

of the National Assistance Board to deny that their -investigators adopted an 

Inquisitorial approach, precisely because It would seem that an Inquisitorial 

approach was exactly what was necessary In order to administer the 

means-test. ' By way Of comparison. the series of control mechanisms and the 

forms of surveillance and control "employed In the rather simpler and more 

strainhtforward field of contributory benefits might help Indicate something of the 
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depth of Inquisition that accompanied a claim for National Assistance. 

Entitlement to every ... benefit turns on an often complicated series of 
conditions Involving contribution history, marital and dependancy status 
and often medical and employment status as well. These things can 
be very difficult to verify, not to say sensitive In the volatile personal 
Information which they Involve. Because of the difficulty of maintaining 
surveillance over such matters the system Is vulnerable to fraudulent 
claims. 

However. as the author continued. 

In relation to any one of Its clients. the surveillance capabilities of 
National 

' 
Insurance are awe Inspiring. Its enormous capacity for 

acquiring and storing documentary Information, its largo and well 
dispersed force of Investigators. and Its legal right to seek any 
Information which It deems necessary for Its tasks - these things make 
It easy for the system to turn a powerful spotlight on any case which 
It chooses. (1271 

And this Is precisely the point. for It Is the capacity of the benefit administration 

to effectively Individuallse and Isolate cases - usually drawn from certain priority 

categories - and subject them to the rather more detailed forms of scrutiny that 

characterlses the, sharp-end of social, security claims control. Furthermore. It 

Is this spectre of deterrence which overhangs the whole social security system. 

priming It with what the Coordinating Committee on Abuse were subsequently to 

call an 'atmosphere of fraud awareness'. Within such an atmosphere all local 

office staff are alerted to the specific responsibility of keeping a careful eye to 

the possibility of fraudulent claims In all their dealings with claimants. 

Yet, Implicit In J. B. Rule's assessment of, the tasks of policing social security 

claims, namely surveillance and the verification of statements, Is-an assumption 

about a particular model. of 'abuses'. This Is a model upon which the National 

Assistance Board's own reports, came to concur. As Rule has reminded us 

One must remember that to receive any of the benefits ... the claimant 
must affix his signature to his statement of circumstances below a 
warning reading. 'TO GIVE FALSE INFORMATION MAY RESULT IN 
PROSECUTION'. 11281 

Reflecting this emphasis on the statement. the National Assistance Board's 

reports, particularly during Its, -, later years. had begun devoting Increasingly 

more attention to the work, of the special Investigators. Hence. by 1965. the 
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'fraud model' of claims control had become firmly established as the principal 

means of prevention and detection of 'abuse'. Henceforth. the occasion of 

overpayments. Irregularities of entitlement, or uncertainties regarding 

relationships. - Income or conditions. became the occasion of fraud 

Investigation. A-host of disparate sets of circumstances wore 'policed' by being 

traced back to. - and Interrogated upon the basis of, statements made originally 

to substantiate claims. -As the National Assistance Board noted In 1965 

Human nature being what It Is. these declarations are on occasions 
Incorrect or Incomplete. despite careful questionning by the Board's 
officers ... sometimes wrong Information Is given or material 
Information Is witheld deliberately In the hope of getting a larger 
assistance allowance than would otherwise be given. (1291 

It Is fair to say therefore that by 1965 the vast majority of ancilliary claims 

control procedures had been reduced to the model of 'fraud' control practised 

by the special Investigators. The National Assistance Board admitted as much 

Two types of offence -: ý non-dlsclosuro'of earnings and false Information 
about the composition of the applicants household - account for about 
80% of the fraud which Is discovered ... [such] ... abuses continued 
to be prevalent and. as a result of Intensified offortsýto deal with them. 
there were considerably more prosecutions than In the previous year. 
In even more cases, where It was not possible to obtain the evId , 

once 
necessary for procoodinqs, the allowances were withdrawn or reduced. 
As In earlier years. extremely few appeals wore received against the 
decisions made In these circumstances. Many persons who became 
aware that they were the subjects of special enquiries voluntarily 
surrendered their allowances. (1301 

As we have seen. -this -is afamillar picture of the National Assistance Board's 

pattern- of claims control activity, a pattern, upon, which both the-. Ministry of 

Social Security and. later. 
, tho,, DHSS were to build. From the point of view of 

the administration's control over the determination . of entitlements, a highly 

effective arrangement of disciplinary Interventions had beep achieved. Claims 

control now , proceeded , as 
I 
fraud control. with all, the connotations of 

seriousness. Illegality and, Intentionality that this entailed. Yet. most of the 

results and successes, of the exercise of claims control functions wero achieved 

within the rather more simple and convenient terms of disentitlement. The 

debate on social security claims control, could. therefore. become hopelessly 

confused. Behind a facade of legality. justice. and the supposed balance 
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between meeting need and preserving tax-payers' money. rather different sets 

of practices were- emerging. In effect. all bar one of the elements of the 

full-scale strategy of disentitlement adopted In the late 1970's and 1980's were 

fully present within the National Assistance Board's administration by 1965. 

Although expanding fast, both In terms of the numbers of officers engaged In 

fraud control work and In terms of their relative "productivity' In securing 

results, these early-forms of claims control were lacking only In the scale of 

their operations. 

NEW NAMES AND FIRMER ACTION: A BETTER TOMORROW? 

In -earlier sections we have examined --the changing assumptions about the role 

of social security and we have noted the gradual Inversion of the political 

economy of Incentives espoused by Beveridge, We have seen how. In the 

changing political and economic environment. particular problems of social 

security policy - were pushed to the fore. -- Amongst these, the ý quostion of 

Ovoluntary unemployment' stands out. The great majority, of social scientific 

Interventions within the voluntary unemployment debate - particularly the 

contributions of ýthe -Supplementary Benefits Commission's own social work 

advisor - tended to endorse the apparently soclo-pathologIcal 'truth' of the 

phenomenon. ýWhile such contributions substantially complicated the aetiologlos 

of Intentionality and pathology In -respect of the unemployed. they equally well 

reinforced the tendancy to Interpret unemployment entirely In Individual terms. 

At this level, the burden of welfare. the disincentive to work and the assumption 

of widespread voluntary unemployment. helped give credibility, to the Idea that 

the social security system - was rife with all - manner of - abuses. One 

consequence of this was a greater advocacy of selectivist approaches to welfare 

provision. Increasingly. selective measures to contain abuse also began to 

make their appearance. - Expanded Unemployment Review work. the Four-Wook 

rule and further and further -deployment- of special Investigators providing the 

best examples of these developments. 

Yet. while a public and political concern about 'abuSG' formed the general 
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context In which questions of social security were fought out. our examination 

of the National Assistance Board's claims control activities has shown that it 

was the particular model of fraud control that was advancing most rapidly In 

practice. -, 

This had a number of Important consequences. To begin with. the mismatch 

between public policy, statements and objectives, and between the techniquos 

adopted- to further these objectives and their practical results. tended to 

confuse thinking on questions of social security claims control. This allowed 

Important things to happen. A host of concerns could be subsumed beneath 

the blanket notion of 'abuse' and all manner of schemes for promoting 

cost-effectiveness or- preventing waste could be justified by reference to It. 

Fraud could be specified as the most serious form of 'abuse' and. therefore. 

all lnitlativeszto contain 'abusesý could be dominated by the Ideological spectre 

of fraud control., 

This reinforcement of practice and Ideological justification was reciprocal. The 

control of 'abuse'. linked to questions of cost-effectiveness., entitlement and 

claims control., could be perpetually extended by their continued reference to 

the system's supposed problem of 'fraud. even though -, fraud' control was, Itself 

only a small -component of a very extensive claims control apparatus. As we 

have seen. only 'a fairly low ratio "of prosecutions was ever achieved even 

though the deployment of additional Investigators could usually produce fairly 

widespread withdrawals or reductions In claims. On a larger scale. the 

technique became part, of, a, strategy of disentitlement. ý Thus. -the Ideology Of 

"abuse' could be most effectively 'sold' -to politicians and the- public alike by 

Invoking the Imagery of 'fraud'., (1311 ý%The consequence was that any attempts 

to Improve efficiency or promote forms of cost-effectiveness tended to result In 

routine levels of practical disentitlement -as claimants withdrew their claims or 

as potential claimants failed to submit them., Ultimately. these techniques of 

claims control and mechanisms of -disentitlement contributed to Increased levels 

of deterrence and discipline 'running throughout the social security system. 

exacerbating -the scale of- problems such as non-take-up of benefits and 

stigma. 
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1965. however. saw the last Report of the National Assistance Board. 

Significantly. despite its continued deployment of the language of 'balance. 

welfare and the meeting of needs. It was also the report which recorded the 

results of the National Assistance Board's most extensive (and arguably rr)ost 

effective) ý efforts to combat 'abuse'. Yet. there Is more than just a hint of 

suspicion that, as In previous years. the punitive control of the 'undeserving' 

or the restrictions Imposed upon those deemed 'less needy' served as the 

Ideological platform upon which more positive measures and rates of assistance 

could be advanced for those considered supposedly more 'genuine' and 

'needy'. This ýrelatlonshlp works both ways for. traditionally. arguments 

demanding the Improvement of rates of assistance 'for those In real need' on 

or, below the poverty line. have carried an Implicit commitment that such 

Improvements might be denied to those In less need. Evidence In this respect 

can be found In the 1967 Ministry of Social Security Report which noted a 

smarkod Increasew In the number of prosecutions undertaken against those 

exploiting the scheme during the year. (1321 11 

This said, , however. it was not, necessarily the case that each factor of this 

relationship was always* explicitly articulated In reference to Its counterpart for. 

certainly since 1964 and especially after the publication of The Poor and the 

Poorest. ' rather more concern came to be directed towards the continued 

existence of poverty In the midst of, tho welfare state and the persistent problem 

of non-take-up of benefits - especially amongst the elderly. 41331 

The now political emphasis on meeting need and promoting benefit take-up 15 

significant. [1341 primarily for Its, Increased reliance upon selectivist principles 

as opposed , to the "qualified' universalism that had been the basis of 

Beveridge's proposals. Evidence of the Increased resort to seloctIvIsm Is 

available on aý particular and on a general basis. In relation to tho former, the 

Introduction of long-term additions to most groups bar the unemployed bears 

witness to the emergence of a certain kind of discrimination within the scheme. 

In tho latter case the undermining of Beveridge's principle that. Insurance 

benefits should be -sufficient to ensure that people did not have to claim 

means-tosted assistance. had meant that Increasing numbers of people were 
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coming within the scope of the moans-tost through the government's failure to 

protect the levels of Insurance benefits. 

The obvious result was. as Atkinson has shown. that National Assistance came 

to play an Increasing part In the arrangements of social security. [1351 The 

shortfall In the relative levels of National Insurance benefits had not boon made 

up by the now Labour Government's increases In Insurance benefits shortly after 

taking office In 1964 and. despite the rhetoric of progression which 

accompanied the 1966 Social Security Bill. the not effect of the changes wore 

to extend the role of means-tested benefits. 

Rather than a substantial rise In National Insurance benefits accompanied by 

major -Improvements to the safety not assistance scheme. the Labour 

government opted for an overhaul of the scheme accompanied by Increases in 

the level of National Assistance benefits. This tended to bring more people 

within the means-tested scheme which was n'ow renamed Supplementary 

Benefits. The not effect of these changes was an Intensification of that process 

by which more and more claimants were becoming dependent upon selective. 

means-tested. assistance. The positive and progressive rhetoric which 

surrounded the 1966 Bill becomes 'understandable In this light. Since the 

Inter-war period, the means-test had been a profound symbol of poverty and 

material want and. In Its application. it had been both a deterrent and a vehicle 

of stigma. Yet, In 1966- having opted for a scheme which increased reliance 

upon the means-te'st. the Labour administration were trying to rodoflno It, to 

dross it up In positive form as a test of requirements at the samo time as trying 

to simplify Its administration alongside promises to advertise benefits so as to 

promote take-up. 11361 As Atkinson has observed. however, even If the 

Government did promls6 a non-stigm . atising means-tost and made all Its 

changes In the administration 'of the schome, then although. "people [may bol 

better Informed about their entitlement to assista-rice. there are still a good 

many who are reluctant to apply. " (1371 

Fine promises It seems could not wipe away a bitter memory. espoclally 

amongst the elderly. of the means-test. 
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Similarly. experience of the ways In which the National Assistance Board had 

increasingly come to 'police' Its moans-tosts between 1953 and 1964 offered 

little confidence that the now administration. for all Its fine progressive words. 

would not resort to Intensive claims control whenever the the Treasury, the 

mass media or the public became restless or concerned about 'abuse' and 

efficiency. 

The now positive emphasis of social security was expressed In the Ministry of 

Social Security Bill during 1966, where the objectives behind the abolition of 

National Assistance. the creation of a separate Ministry of Social Security, and 

a now scheme of supplementary benefits were stated. 

The now system was to 

eliminate those features of the existing scheme which are 
misunderstood or disliked, while preserving the humanity and efficiency 
of Its administration ... [in order to] ... ensure that the elderly will 
have no hesitation In claiming the now benefit to which they are entitled 
and which will be awarded with dignity. (1381 

The following year Douglas Houghton. the government's spokesman on 
I 
social 

security recorded his view of the 'success' of the new scheme In encouraging 

Increased take-up. His views were endorsed In the Ministry of Social Security's 

Annual Report for 1966. "The now scheme. 0 It suggested. 

provides higher levels of benefits than were available under the National 
Assistance scheme. It also provides for the first time a specific 
entitlement to benefit for those people who satisfy the conditions laid 
down In the Act and Its Regulations ... The prime object of the Act 
was to establish a now scheme which would encourage as many as 
possible of those who might be entitled to benefit to claim It. (1391 

The optimism and apparently progressive language behind the Ministry of Social 

Security Act and even the advertising' of supplementary benefits as *Social 

Security's Best Buyn. proved. a beguiling combination for many commentators on 

social policy. , 
However, Atkinson's analysis seemed to show that 

The Introduction of supplementary benefits as such ... does not appear 
to have had a very large effect ... A substantial Increase [in the 
numbers receiving benefit] would have taken place In any case It 
National Assistance had remained In force .-- As a result. the 
Increase attributable to the Introduction of supplementary benefits Is 
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considerably smaller than appears at first sight. A large part of this 
Increase can be explained by the rise In the assistance scale which 
accompanied the Introduction of Supplementary Benefits. (1401 

Yet, while some have sought to reiterate the positive and progressive 

'Ideological climate' which accompanied the changes In 1966. (1411 others. for 

example, Kincaid. have been rather more critical of the Labour government's 

achievements. 

The Ministry of Social Security Act was Labour's main contribution 
during their term of office to the abolition of poverty. It was largely an 
exercise In calling the, same things by different names. The means-tost 
run by the National Assistance Board had been called a 'test of need'. 
Now the means-test was to be referred to as a 'test of requirements'. 
[1421 

The cynicism of those who doubted the likelihood that a changed name would 
lead to any more positive and far reaching changes In social security was very 

soon proved correct. The 1966 Act was the first, limited.. although quite 

specific, attempt to attune the means-test to a 'mass-role' -a role quite alien 

to Beveridge's original Intentions. The proportional Increase In means-testIng 

and In the numbers relying upon means-tested benefits brought with It an 

Inevitable Increase In the levels of Investigative effort required to police the 

system of entitlements and verify statements. 

This Increased activity on the part of the larger complement of Investigators 

(and the larger numbers of people dependent upon means-tested benefits) 

inevitably produced higher returns of prosecutions and withdrawals of benofit. 

All this continued to fuel the administration's claims control activity. In 

particular. the administration's preoccupation with voluntary unemployment led 

the DHSS to commission a special study In London during 1967-68.11431 The 

results of this study were employed In such a way as to support the caso for 

a more extensive 
__deployment 

of claims control procedures even though this 

entailed a very selective Interpretation of Its findings, Having launched its now 

and positive Image for Social Security. the Government patently failed to live up 

to Its promises. 

Preoc6upled ' by Its own, almost ' self-imp I osed, problem of 'voluntary 
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unemployment'. the Department (now the DHSS) when. In 1968. It finally 

began to give serious consideration to the promotion of tako-up. attempted to 

forestall any criticism of this exercise by linking it with the Introduction. In 

selected areas. of the Four-Week Rule procedure and an Increased deployment 

of-Unemploymont Review Officers and Special Investigators. The Child Poverty 

Action Group (CPAG) were very quick to attack this aspect of the government's 

hidden 'record - the darker side of social security - as soon as the opportunity 

presented ltself. ý 

It Is disturbing [wrote Frank Field and David Plachaud] that the 
obsessive desire of Mr Crossman's Department to provide Incentives to 
work have manifested themselves not in substantial Increases In family 
allowances but In an Increased establishment of special Investigators. 
[1441 

The very success of the now claims control exercises In terminating claims and 

achieving 'savings' by unearthing 'abuse'. new procedures which wore, after 

all. part and parcel of the now tochniquos and priorities adopted between 1966 

and 1968. seemed to bear out the criticism voiced on the political right. from 

time to time. that the system was rife with 'abuse'. 

Thus. In the countdown to the 1970 General Election, Labour was criticised on 

the one side by CPAG for falling to honour Its manifesto commitments - 'the 

poor get poorer under labour' (1451 -! - while on the other side Labour were 

attacked from the Right by the accusation that their policies had manifested all 

the problems Implicit within the "burdensome' welfare state. At the m1cro-lovel 

of administrative practicelthe problems encountered by the now scheme seemed 

to bear out the accusation that the system was administered with Insufficient 

rigour and. at the macro-economic level. social security was becoming 

Increasingly expensive. The Right. It seems had a deceptively simple formula 

for setting social security to rights and arranging it so as to facilitato the 

achievement of now priorities. 

The Conservative manifesto for 1970. 'A Better TomorrowO promised. 

firm action to deal with abuse of the social security syst0m. We will 
tighten up the administration so as to prevent the whole system being 
brought Into disrepute by the shirkers and scrounger - 11461 
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Successfully elected and saddled with such a commitment, the Conservative 

Government was pressed to take action on the question of social security 

"abuse'. With a full and. In some respects, controversial legislative 

programme ahead of It. the government adopted a fairly traditional delaying 

tactic and appointed a Committee of Inquiry to Investigate the question. On the 

22nd March 1971, Sir Keith Joseph. Secretary of State for Social Services. 

appointed Sir Henry Fisher and a five member 'Committee to study the question: 

Having regard to the Department's obligation to deal promptly and 
sympathetically with claims to benefit from the public and to the 
economic use of available resources, (the Committee shall] review the 
measures taken by the Department and the Department of Employment. 
to prevent and detect abuse through wrongful claims to social security 
benefits ... [and) recommend any changes In procedure which may 
appear necessary. [1471 
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POSTSCRIPT TO C14APTER 6. 

THE FABRICATION OF THE GENUINE CLAIMANT 

As the enforcement of certain kinds of social discipline gave way to a more 

specific claims control function within the activities of the DHSS. a now 
figure made Its appearance upon the poltical landscape of social security: 
the 'genuine claimant'. As this character became' a very important 
Ideological resource In any public-polltical discussion of claims control after 
the mid-1960's. It Is worth spending a few words exploring the derivation 

of the character. Its utilisatfon In debate and 1ts political implications. 

At the outset, It Is worth noting the obvious. the 'genuine claimant' was no 

more and no less than the modern equivalent 'of the formerly 'deserving 

poor'. The concept of the 'genuine claimant' was based 'upon a social 

division. What 'Is Important. Is not so much the assumption that some 

claimants were 'genuine'. 'genuinely needy' or 'deserving' or not. but the 

fact that one could make that distinction 'at all. The notion of the 'genuine 

claimant' emerged at about the same time , as the discourse of 'voluntary 

unemployment' was fading slightly and a now moral panic. centered upon 

the 'scrounger' beginning to take hold. This Is no doubt significant. 

'Genuineness' was a notion which was not thoroughly ', moral' In the sense 

that 'deservlngý had been. 'Genuineness' related to notions of entitlement 

and nee . d. -that Is. 'genuineness' could be discerned more or loss directly 

by reference to a fixed standpoint. a stated 'right' to welfare. 

Acknowledging this. helps us locate the conditions of emergence of the 

genuine claimant' more precisely. 
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In 1966, when the Labour Government passed the Ministry of Social Security 

Act.; It did so. as many commentators have pointod out, very largely to 

Improve the Imagery of social security. The Act was very much an exercise 

In calling the same things by different names. Ell the moans-test was to 

be known as a 'test of requirements'. 'entitlement' was to bo given a wholly 

positive gloss. emphasising the 'right' to welfare. and the 'genuine' were 

Invited - to come forward to make their claims. (21 

The 'genuine claimant' therefore, Is a figure located entirely within a now 

discourse ýof 'right' which began to pervade social security politics after 
1966 but the category, Is. -even so, a very unfortunate one. and the 

discourse of 'right' no less - disciplinary than Its predecessor. precisely 
because It -tended to assume the existence of the claimant who was not 

genuine. And. as we were to discover. during the final years of the 

1960's and throughout the 1970's. the very acknowledgement that some 

amongst the claimant population might not be entirely genuine proved to be 

the launching pad for a whole series of measures designed to police the 

claims system with vigour In order to exclude those considered less than 

completely 'genuine'. 

A division between the 'genuine, and 'non-genuine' Is therefore stamped 

Indelibly upon the applicants for benefit by the very mechanisms designed 

to police the division Itself. 

In 1969, David Ennals, the Labour Minister for Social Security. outlined the 

task facing his department as being one of "sorting out the genuine 

6pplicants, who really need help. ' from the scroungers. And we are 

determined to do It. 3, r This'. then. Is the division"at work reproducing 

the myth of genulneness. 'ý There was a time when the claiming population 

was divided into deserving and undeserving. At that time It might have 

been easier to see the 'gesture of division' at work. for since then the 

blossoming of categories of deprivation and delinquency has tended to 

obscure some of the clearly moral condemnation that was exhibited In even 

official reports and commentaries. Nevertheless, it is important to question 
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ýhls notion, of 'genuineness' for. as we shall see, It Is frequently Invoked 

- usually In justification of ponal and excessive policy measures. 

Even the most cursory examination of the "social discourse' In which the 

character of the 'genuine claimant' appears, ) will reveal that It Is comprised 

of several levels or dimensions. Amongst these, the most prominent are 

the moral, legal and soclo-pathological dimensions. On occasion It will be 

almost Impossible to fall to recognise at which level a particular invocation 

of the discourse Is pitched but It Is far from unusual to see the various 

dimensions- blended together. At the crudest level. the 'gesture of division' 

Is made manifest-in the moral will to distinguish the 'honest'. 'Innocent'. 

'genuine', or 'upright' claimant from-all the rest. At times. the moralists 

express themselves In terms which are nothing If not vitriolic and Indignant. 

The abuse, Insults and obscenities hurled at offices In the normal 
course of their duties have to be seen to be believed. There seems 
to be a general belief that 

' 
the Department Is. really a, public 

piggy-bank. and that If members of staff are shouted at. rattled. 
shaken or hit on the head. money will spill out ... a visit to a 
Supplementary Benefit Office will show waiting-rooms with chairs and 
ashtrays screwed to the floor. reinforced glass partitions between 
Interviewed and Interviewer ... and cashiers almost barricaded Into 
their rooms for safety. Despite this. chairs are still ripped up for 
missiles and there Is no protection from spitting. 

This apparent rejection of normal behaviour has Increased noticeably 
In recent years .,. the_ condition_ of the waiting rooms Is, further 
evidence of the chaos that reigns and It is no coincidence that the 
most Important piece of equipment In each office Is an aerosol spray. 
The odour from moths, fetid breath and decaying socks cannot be 
Imagined. [41 

In legal terms. the division Is operationallsed by distinctions ýW between 

criminal. negligent, unwitting and Irresponsible claimants, as well as those 

who. according to Timothy Fortescue. a Conservative M. P. In the 1970-74 

Government. are not breaking the law but rather contravening Its essential 

spirit [5]. 

Finally. at the level of social pathology. as we have soon, the discourse 

of 'genuineness' often Intersects with the question of 'voluntary 

unemployment'. This came to a peak In the 1960's. with a series of 
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surveys being launched by the S. B. C. to examine the personal 

characteristics and psychological make-up of the long-term unemployed, 

The point Is not so much that such studies heralded the overlap between 

a moral discourse and a soclo-pathological one but. rather, that they 

further confirmed a preoccupation with unemployment as an Individual 

problem. , 

This. perhaps. has been the major Impact of the discourse of social 

pathology In post-war Britain. Insofar as It has moderated a more punitive 

logic of control or resisted a more directly coercive exercise of force, this 

has only been at the expense of a further and deeper form of social 
Intervention and a more effective Individuallsation. 

The, strategy of social pathology, Is not now. For perhaps 200 years It has 

found a variety of the 'human sciences, -, as Ideal for Its strategic purposes. 
The traces, of a number of these. former 'knowledges' are retained to this 

day In many, of our received, explanations of poverty and deviance. 

Nonetheless. In the present day. the social and psychological discourses 

are given the most credibility. 161 Needless to say. this has, not always 

been the case. 

The contemporary premium on social science is well expressed , In 

Stevenson's conviction that the problems of the long-term unemployod were 

of 'Intrinsic Interesto to -social, scientists. [71 although a similar point is 

made In Robin Page's polemic: I- 1-1 1 

It can be argued. of course, that anyone unversed In the complexities 
of present day sociology would not be, capable of finding poverty. lot 
alone recognising It. (8) 

This, perhaps, Is the lesson to be drawn from the Interaction of a highly 

divisive moral economy. a restrictive' political economy. " the IndIvIduallsation 

resulting from an essentially 'soclo-pathologIcal' focus upon the poor and 

a preoccupation with questions of legality and 'entitlement'. An almost 

Identical point Is made by Brown and Madge In the final 'report' of the 

SSRC/DHSS study of 'Deprivation and Disadvantage'. entitled Despite the 
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Welfare State, 

Identification of the poor and the poorest is no simple matter. (9) 

Yet If this really Is the case. then perhaps we can forgive the many 

administrators, politicians and commentators for their errors In Identifying 

the poorest. and for the necessary rigour with which they have set about 

the task of classifying, disciplining and describing the poor In order to 

ensure that only the 'gonuine' actually claim or receive assistance. 

It Is fairly easy to witness the ways in which these kinds of attitudes. 

assumptions and practices have exerted themselves upon the organisation 

of social security policies, In so doing. cross-cutting and undermining the 

boundaries of legitimate entitlement and Impugning the character, 

behaviour. situations, - relationships and Intentions of a large number of 

claimants. HAS. of course. no accident that it is upon precisely these 

terrains that social security's exercise of discipline and Its policing of the 

system of entitlements actually operates. 

In fact, we might consider the reproduction and circulation of these 

'Ideological' preoccupations as part of that 'reactionary' 'moral economy' of 

the Welfare State. Identified by Piven and Cloward. [101 Within this moral 

economy Page (whose contemptuous remarks about claimants were cited 

earlier) represents one of the, 'moral entrepreneurs' whose outrage was 

reflected In his suggestion that there ought to be more divisions between 

categories of the poor and that, like the philanthropists of earlier centuries. 

the social security system ought to discriminate more, not less. 

Certainly the genulne poor should receive all the help and support 
they can get; but if it was reallsed In 1553 that there were different 
classes of poor why do we not recognise that In 1970? Then there 
were the thriftless poor. now there are 'malingerers'. welfare cheats. 
and plunderers of the public purse. They are often far from poor. 
and their benefits. earnings and other III-begotten gains. .. hardly 
deserve... sympathy... Many unscrupulous people consider 
Supplementary Benefits not only fair game, along with the Inland 
Revenue, but 'easy game' since money can be obtained simply and 
with a minimum of risk or effort. till 

In this way Page has set up a 'fiction' of the 'genuine poor'. as an 
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Impossible, vague and fluctuating criterion. Nevertheless It Is this group 

against which which all welfare recipients are to be judged. Not only do 

their supposed attributes constitute a virtually unattainable Ideal for those 

forced Into dependence on welfare benefits. they also function as a divisive 

and perpetual reminder of the supposed Immorality of all other welfare 

recipients, and are co-opted onto political arguments about present and 

future welfare policy to that very end. The 'genulne poor' and the 'genulne 

claimants' serve. therefore, as the silent 'moral majority' whose imputed 

Interests are utillsed to legitimate the Intensification of claims control 

activities. 

While warmly welcoming the appointment of additional Social Security 
Inspectors. to detect fraud In the social security system - whic 

,h 
Is at 

least as much supported 
-by -clenulne claimants as__ by anyone else - 

will my right honourable friend take this opportunity to repeat that he 
has given Instructions to move gently and slowly with those who are 
likely to be genulne claimants, before attempting to detect the 
perpetrators of fraud. [12J 

Apart from what this comment Intimates about the shift In the 'burden of 

guilt'.. It can clearly be seen that the same old social division of 

#genuineness' Is at work. and again It Is tied to notions about the proper 

administration of Social Security and the control of 'abuse'. Other 

presentations render this 'practical' social division all the more explicit: 

There are no easy or cheap answers as to how to tackle fraud on the 
scale discovered. Great care has to be taken neither to embarrass 
the genulne, claimant nor (more significantly] to frighten off potential 
nenulne claimants. (131 

Subsequently. however. even Sir Derek Rayner's research team admitted 

that It was uncertain "how many 'innocent' people (are] frightened away. 

(141- This same dilemma was posed for the Committee on Abuse of Social 

Security Benefits. for Its terms of reference read: 

4 
Having regard to the Department's responsibility to deal promptly and 
sympathetically with claims to benefit... and to the economical use of 
available resources. to review the measures taken by the DHSS and 
D. E. to prevent and detect abuse. 

The Committee resolved as follows: 
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the paramount concern ... Is to maintain the throughput of claims 
and payments... Whatever we say about measures to deal with or 
contain abuse will ultimately need to be Judged against that criterion. 
Failure to do so might very well lead to delays and frustration for the 
vast majority of genuine claimants. (151 

A similar point was raised by Patrick Jenkin (Secretary of State for Social 

Services) when he dismissed criticisms of the Government's 'Campaign 

against Fraud and Abuse' during 1980-81. 

I cannot emphasiso strongly enough that the fraud and abuse 
campaign has not been conducted at the expense of measures to 
promote take-up. .. Indeed the emphasis of the now Supplementary 
Benefits scheme Is on entitlement... it seems likely that genulno 
claimants will be readier to take up their entitlement without feeling 
tarnished by association with the dishonest. [161 

Thus the ultimate 'dilemma' of the policing of claimants Is revealed, that 

peculiarly difficult balance negotiated between excessive Investigative zeal 

and sympathetic treatment of the needy. In the hands of the politicians and 

administrators the role of social security Is obliquely. yet revealingly. 

restated. The scrutiny. review and management of claims. the policing of 

claimants and referral of problems. appears to take precedence over the 

payment of benefits. Indeed the payment of benefits seems at times to 

obstruct the essential policing task. particularly for the Fraud Investigators 

themselves. For these officers. all aspects of benefit administration are 

subordinated to the priority of claims control. 

In the Fraud Investigators' Guide. under headings such as OThe place of 

Fraud Work" and Tense of Proportion". fraud Investigators are advised of 

the true objective of their work. 

You may hear the view that the Social Security side of the department 
Is 'there to pay benefits' and that fraud work Is an optional extra' to 
be tackled when resources allow. This Is not true. We have to pay 
benefit to the right people and avoid paying it to the wrong onos. 
Neglect of this second task can discredit the scheme and work against 
the Interests of genuine claimants... fraud Investigation... Is an 
Integral part of the Department's work. 

We want to be effective and got results... Though your work may 
mean that a high proportion of the people you deal with are choats, 
the department has millions of honest claimants. This combination of 
effective Investigation and scrupulously fair methods calls for a 
continuous sense of balance: No tlqht-rope walker can succeed a5l 
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the time. [171 

Unfortunately, In the context of a political culture that Is. to say the least. 

rather 'Immune' to the predicament of the poor and the unemployed, the 

the Department's uscrupulously fair methods" become. along with its 

tightrope. noticeably slack. As the categories collapse Into one another. 

frauds become Interpreted upon the moral plane of 'abuses'. and 

entitlement. need and 'desert' each reflect one another In a network of 

cross-references. 

At the very time that the category of 'genuine claimant' is most revered. 

so most claimants find It almost Impossible to be so 'genuine'. At the 

precise moment that the body of 'genuine claimants' speaks (or Is spoken 

on behalf of) most urgently. so most claimants are excluded from that 

group. Whenever the 'genuine poor' are most authoritatively Invoked within 

a political argument, so the class as a whole have good reason to be wary 

of the consequences. 
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APPEMIX B 

PROSECUTIONS UNDER THE NATIONAL ASSISTANCE ACT 1948 

AND CONVICTIONS AND RESULTS 

OFFENCES RESULTS 

DATE 
False 
Statement 
(FRAUD) 

Failure to 
Maintain 
Relative (A) 

Failure to 
Comply (B) 

Voluntary 
Unemployment 

Total Convicted 
(Total) 

Prison Fine, Other (C) 

1949 784 5 789 760 806 285 - 

1950 978 59 1037 1031 418 378 - 
195 1 870 85 955 936 427 327 - 
1952 904 112 1016 989 458 346 - 
1953 1121 303 82 1506 1482 675 464 

1954 959 366 93 1418 1376 526 456 - 
1955 802 356 100 1258 1233 490 355 - 
1956 795 435 90 1320 1296 556 352 

1957 720 477 112 1309 1282 556 328 1 
-- 

1958 958 385 105 81 1529 1502 591 478 8 

1959 966 348 48 79 1441 1251 492 391 14 

1960 963 280 36 88 1367 1206 405 406 18 

1961 1210 418 53 180 1861 1 B26 
1 

575 561 30 

1962 1230 406 45 134 1815 1776 602 659 40 

1963 1574 439 42 96 2151 1957 623 634 20 

1964 1804 446 39 131 2420 2254 687 805 36 

1965 2310 604 69 178 3161 2944 606 1034 560 

Source: N. A. B. Annual Reports 1948-1965 
(A) Section 51 of Act 
(B) Section 19 of Act 
(C) Some information missing here 
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APPENDIX D 

NUMBER OF SPECIAL INVESTIGATORS EMPLOYED 

WITHIN THE MINISTRY OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND 

DEPARTM, ENr OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SECURITY: 1265 - 1972 

, 196 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 

107 130 143' 175 206 270 298 329 

IN ADDITION THERE WERE I, IN 1971s 140 LOCAL OFFICE FRAUD 

STAFF AND 30 SPECIAL TNVESTIGATORS in the Department Of 

Employment. 

Source: Fisher Report, (1973) pages 18-19t 192-3 
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BENEFIT FRAUD PROSECUTIONS DURING 1965 and 1966 ANALYSED BY TYPE OF BENEFIT 

Great Britain 

Number of 
Prosecutions 

1965 

Total 

War Pensions 
Family Allowances 

0000 
0090 

National Insurance: 
Unemployment Benefit 

Sickness Benefit 

Maternity Benefit,.. 
Retirement Pensions 

00 
a0 

Widow's Benefit @* so 

Guardian's Allowance 

Death Grant 00 

Industrial Injuries: 
Injury Benefit 

0060 

a0*a 

Disablement Benefit 00 Industrial Death Benefit 

Offences in connection with 
irregular encashment of 
postal drafts so 00 66 
Supplementary Benefits and 
National Assistance 

3,590 

2 
78 

391 

723 

13 
39 

25 

64 

9 

49 

29197 

1966 

39711 

6 
63 

405 

809 

9 
39 

22 

I 

73 

19 
1 

50 

29214 

Commonest type of offence 

Forgery or alteration of 
documents 

Drawing benefit while at 
work 
Drawing benefit while at 
work 

Non-disclosure of earnings 
while drawing benefit 

Drawing benefit while at 
work 

Non-disclosure of earnings 
while in receipt of 
assistance 

Source: Ministry of Social Security Report for the year 19669 Cmnd 3338, July 1967 
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VOLUNTARY UNEMPLOYMT 

HEMORANDUH FOR THE GUIDANCE OF WAGERS 
AND UNEMPLOYWM REVIEW OFFICERS Lq. L. tý) 

551 

The task of the U. R. O. 

1. The task of the U. R. O. is to devote his full time to cases of suspected 
voluntary unemployment, concentrating on both the workshy and those whose 
willingness to work is affected by the fact that their income from the State 
differ3 little from what they could earn if they were in full-time employment. 
Experience shows that, even in areas of fairly heavy unemployment, an officer 
who has the opportunity to exert continuous pressure, encouragement and 
persuasion is usually successful in a high proportion of cases in getting men 
into work, including those who have been unemployed for very long periods. This 
persistent- "chivvying" of men who show every sign of being content with a life 
of idleness will be the chief method to be used by the U. R. O. 

Programme and status of the U. R. O. 

2. The U. R. O. will usually be allocated to a group of area offices but, 
subject to directions from Regional Office, he should deal with one area at a 
time, staying there until he has at least initiated whatever action proves 
possible on the cases he has selected. After leaving an area, he may be 

. rocalled from time to time in order to deal with : new &ases and with mev who 
reapply after being removed from the books as a result of his efforts. 

3- While the U. R. O. is working in an area'office, he will form Part of -the 
staff of that office and, like every other member of the area office team, will 
-be responsible to and under the direction of the Manager) but his duties will be 
confined solely to handling ca3es-of voluntax7 unemployment. 

Selection of casesfor action 

4. In the first instance, the U. R. O. will select cases for examýnation and 
action from information supplied to him by the Manager and other members of the 

area office staff (in particular, sub-area Executive Officers) about 
' 
known. cases 

of voluntary unemployment. - He will also examine. týe Ef ile and select other 
cases which appear to call, for action. But unless, the E file. is sufficiently, 
small to enable 

' 
him to comb through it in the course of a few daysl he sho 

' 
uld 

not hold up action on the knowný cases until this task has been completed. Where 
the R load is. Lgh (say 500 or more), he may have to link the combing -through* 
process with the-reekly roview lift. 

5. The TJ. R. O. should reject the following casess without further examination 
pf the casepaper, as unsuitable for his action: - 

(j) men over 55- (In areas of very good employment prospects, 60 may be 

more appropriate. ) 

(2) Women over 4.0. 

(70 Claimants known to be sufferim. fror. some marked physical or* mental 

I 

disability. (Those with a minor phyiical disability which does not affect 
their working ability, or 'whose poor c6ndition can be attributed to prolonged 
idleness should nots however, be exclUdBdt even if they are registered as 
disabled. ) 

Note: A case should not be excludea simply because unemployment benefit happens 
to be in payment at the time of examination of the casepapero 

/6. 



6. In some offices it may be possible for this preliminary examination of the 
E load to be undertaken by the staff before the U. R. O. arrives. Cases rejected 
during the initial scrutiny should be marked ý'VU-Nl' in red ink in the A. 0. 
control panel on the casepaper Jacket. 

7. The remaining cases will consist mainly of fit men who have been unemployed 
for anything from a few weeks upwards. The final steps in the selection of cases 
for special examination and action will depend on local conditions. In places 
where employment prospects for unskilled men are very poort 12 months continuous 
or almost continuous unemployment may not be unusual but in other places three 
months' idleness may, in the absence of any special circumstancesp mark a man as 
a possible workshy. It is'better that a concentrated effort should be made on a 
comparatively small number of cases rather than that superficial attention should 
be given to a large number of cases. In-'making his final selectioni the U. R. O. 
will first have to -decide, in consulta: Fion -with-the Man! ý&eE. ý Khat period of 
i*Eiinuous: or most continuous unemplo, * ent to fix as qualifying a* case f or -his Ený bý Yt sud n6Y_e_xciid 12 months. Once the period has been fixed* 
cases in which the first application has ý_ee*n-made within that -period can. be 

.., , excluded on casepaper number alone (except where the case has been transferred in). 
There will be others in which'the man first applied some years ago but has had 
spells of work since then. It will be necessary to examine these cases in order 
to decide whether the current spell of unemployment brings them within the scope 
of the U. R. O... 

8i In his examination of the E file, the U. R. O. should pay special 'attention 
to the information on form Br6A where -this has been completed and is up to date; 
but he should not accept a description of -the man's attitude to work as 
"satisfactory" (and therefore cLl1ing for no actlon) if this does not seem to be 
borne out by his record and the information available on the cagepaper. Cases 
rejected at this stage should also be markad . "VU-N11. as in paragraph 6. 

91. * 'Dormint caýes: becoming live after a short spell of employment after the 
E load has been examined or cases In Whi-e-h-tbe'voluntary-=erzplc)yment ýtakes -the 
form of continued changes of job interspersed with claims for an allowance (as 
evidenced by the number of foms, B. 71 in the casepaper) should also be included 
in the selection. 

Grouping. of cases 

10. The cases selected for action should be grouped. as follows: - 

- 
(1) Single males. (There should be few in this category as they: should 

usually have been cleared by the office staff in their normal-course of duty. ) 

(2) Wage-stop cases. 

(3) Non wage-stop cases with- hi h allowances (totalling, say, over Z12 a week 
with unemployment benefit, if-any5. - 

(4) -All -other male cases. 

(5) Women. 

11. The group marking, e.. g. "VU-3"i should be recorded in red ink in the A. 0. 
control panel on the casepaper jacket.. The cases should then be entered on 
the-V. U... case record for tho. office... 

Action to be taken on inaiviaual oases 

Preliminary discussion with Area Office ana Employment Exchange 

12. Aftor the U. R. O. has-fully informed himself of all the relevant 
information on the casepaper', -each selected case should be discussed with the 
members of the area office staff who are likely to know mo-, t about it. The 

claimant's attitude to work and prospects of employment should also be 
discussed with the staff of the Employment Exchange. Much will depend on close 
and friandly relations with tho latter, and tha U. R. O. should, after consultation 

j. yýýth 
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with the area off ice Manager on the'best way of going about it, quickly make 
himself known to the officer or officers with whom he will deal at the 
Employment Exchange. He should cultivate these contacts and, without 
dislocating his own work or rearing out his welcome at the Exchange, visit 
rather than telephone and telephone rather than write. He should as soon as 
possible lot the Exchange have a list of the cases to which he proposes to give 
special attention and ask to be kept informed of any developments in these cases, 
including rejection as "not suitable" by a prospective employer (see paragraph 14) 
He should also invite suggestions for additions to the list from cases known to 
the Exchange staff. If it appears that a man's prospects of employment would be 
improved by a chango in his occupational classification, this question should be 
raised. 

Preliminary interview with the claimant 

13. The U. R. O. will interview the man concerned in the office as soon as he 
conveniently can; if past experience suggests that an invitation to attend at 
the area office will be ignored, arrangements should be made for the Employment 
Exchange to tell the man that he will not reccife any further payment until he 
has put in an appearance at the area office'. In order to impress upon the man 
the. importance of the occasion, the U. R. O. should wherever possible interview 
him on his own in a separate room away from the caller section. If the U. R. O. 
is covering a group Of Offices in the same town, the effect of the special interview may be increased by calling the man to an office with which he is not 
familiar. The office interview should be followed up by a home Visit if it 
seems that a better knowledge of a man's home background and a-talk with his 
wife. wA. 11 throw more light on his attitude. The U. R. CY. Is aim at this stage 
should be to get at the real reason why the man is out of work and to consider 

-what co='0ctJL-., o action is called f on There may be a need for somG speciun 
welfare action or guidance, in which case the aid of the Specialist Welfare 
Officer may have to' be enlisted; or reference to the Divisional Medical Officer 
may be called for. In othor cases the answer may lie in a re-establishment 
course, or in industrial training or rehabilitation (through the Ministry of 
Labour) - Unless. it appears that his continued unemployment is due to 
circumstances beyond his control, it should be made clear to the man that the 
Department cannot accept'. that there is any real need for' him to continue io 
remain idle and that his case is therefore going to receive the officer's close 
pers. onal attention to ensure'that he takes up work quickly. 

Subsequent action 

14. In straightforwa rd cases, subsequent action will consist largely of 
exerting steady pressure on the man so that he realiscs that he is not in future 
going to be left undisturbed (apart from normal review visits to his home) while 
he remains idle at the public expense. This pressure can be applied in a number 
of ways, including regular interviewing at short intervalss sending him every day 
to apply for jobs notified by tho Employment- Exchange or otherwise brought to his 
notice, and -requiring him to report immediately to the U. R. 0. * aAer. every 
unýuccessful apýlicdtion for employment. If he fails . to got a'Job'to which the 
Exchange has sent him he will continue to get credits (anaunemploymeýýt benefit 
as well if this is not exhausted) if the employer says he was "not suitable", 
Normally this decision should be accepted unless there is reason to suspect that 
the man has talked himself out of the jobj in which case the possibility of 
enquiring further of the employer should be discussed with the Exchange. Better 
still, the possibility should be discussed before the submission to employment 
is made. A direct enquiry of an employer to whom a man has been sent by the 
Exchange should not be made without first obtaining the agreement' of the 
Exchange. 

15. In other respects the U. R. O. Is approach to the cases which he selects will 
in general follow tho AX. Code, with the following exceptions: - 

(1) A requiremant to sign daily at the Exchange (if they arb agreeable) may. 
be a useful means of exc-rting pressura in some difficult cases. 

Ap, 
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(2) Whare tha clai=ant 3. s a s3. ng. Le man L: Lvj. 1; 6 ,,, _-, 
supplementary benefit level or where he lives alone, his allowance may be with- 
held aftar due notice even if the Exchange cannot offer him a specific Job, but 
it is . reasonably certain that he could get a jcb either locally or in ancther 
district (i. e. if there is no valid reason for stopping where he is) if he 
wanted to, In notifying the withholding of thr? allowance as from a future 
date (usually two or three weeks ahead), special attention should be drawn-to 
the right of appeal. 

(3) A cut in the allowance should not be used as a weapon against a man with 
dppendants if (a) there is no reas 

, 
on to think that he has an undisclosed income 

aný (b) his attitude is not likely to be. aff ectea by a reduced allowance, - since 
the. net result will be to bring more hardship to his wife and children than to 

-him. A section 12 direction which is ignored and followed by a out has the 
same effect. Section'12 directions should therefore be sought only as a means 
of building up evidence for a prosecution under section 30, or where there is 
some ground for thinking that a direction will result in the man deciding to 
remove himself from the books. 

(4) If as the result of a home visit or othen7ise the U. R. O. comes to the 
conclusion that a man's continued unemployment is connected with activities 
"on. the side" (e. g. betting, scrap iron collection, poaching) he should ask for 
a. reference to a Special Investigator but he shoulanot abandon voluntax7 
uAemployment action in the meantime. 

. Advisory Committee 

16. The U. R. 0. Should always be aware of the help thdt can be* given *Dy members 
of the local Advisox7 Committee and, in consultation with the Mdnager, should 
discuss with them those cases which he thinks would benefit. 

Cases where the Employment Exchange are unable or unwilling to offer employment 

17. There will be some cases where the Employment Exchange are unable to offer. 
employment immediately because. of prevailing conditions and others where they are 
n# Prepared to do so in any circumstances because of the man's character and 
reputation , and thair responsibility to those employers who use the Employment 
Exchap-ge service. In either event, the U. R. O. should do whatever he can to place 
the man in employment and, where necessaU, to obtain evidence for a section 30 
prosecution by drawing his attention to any advertised vacancies in the local 
press or elsewhere (e. g. on building sites) and by making use of any direct or 
indirect contacts with employers (e. g. through Advisory Committee members or 
Probation Officers) which may have already been established by the area office 
staff. 

Prosecution under section 30 

18. Prosecution should be considered at -an early stage if the methods mentioned 
above do not succeed, or seem unlikely .. to'succeed, in changing a man's attitude 
to wOA. The procedure to be followed, in such cases is set out in the Ax. Code 
(paragraph 632 et seq. ). 

Records 

-. 19. Narrative reports and reports of interviews in connexion with voluntary 
unemployment should be made on numbered forms. A. 6 attachea to the back of 
f orm, B. 6A. Section 6 of f orm B. 6A should be used as a summary with a. cross- 
reference (e. g. when the date of an interview is being recordeý) - 

to the serial 
number and date of the relevant record on form A. 6. The summary should include 
the following: - 

(1) Incidents of failurG to go to-or to accept joýs to which the man is 
referred by the Exchange or the U. R. O. 

(2) Dates and neture of interviews. 

(3) Date of discussion with a member of the local Advisory Committee- 

fit 
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(4) Brief particulars of any incidents of voluntar7 unemployment which occur 
while the U-R. O. is dealing with the case, together with brief comments on any 
excuse which the claimant may offer. 

20. Where form B. 6A does not exist it should be set up and a short summary of 
the case, including specific references to the last two or three incidents of 
voluntary unemployment (i. e. where there are known to have been such incidents) 
entered on page 2. U. R. O. s should not spend a lot of time reconstructing the 
past history of the case - an entry such as "Unemployed almost continuously 
since 1965.21123-3.66: worked for Messrs. X and Y Ltd., leaving without 
explanation; 3.1.67: refuscd a vacancy with Messrs. Z and Company Ltd. " will 
suffice. A-similar summary will also be enough to bring u to date a neglected 
form B. 6A, the original entry in box 5 ("attitude to workllý being revised, where 
necessary. In somo offices it may be possible for the staff to assist the U. R. O. 
in this preliminary work. 

21. The U-R. O. should shor, on the. VU case record tho action he has taken; and 
at the end of the quarter, or at the end of his tour of duty at the office (as 
the case may be)y the U. R. O. should send a summary of his activities to Regional 
Office. 

Follow-up action 

22. Rogional Office will give directions to the U. RX. if he is to return to 
offices which he has previously visited. In general the object of a return 
visit will be to deal with new cases of voluntary unemployment (they will be 
identified by the absence of a 11VU-N11 or 11VU-[groupl" marking on the casepaper) 
and with men who are back again after being removed from the register during the 
U. R. O. 's first visit. 

Action to be taken by other officers 

23. The U. R. O. will only be responsible for action connected with the 
voluntary unemployment aspect of the selected cases. Any other action will 
remain thq responsibility of the officers normally concerned with the casest but 
the U. R. O. should suggest any action which seems to him to be desirable. 
Necessary action on the E cases which are not selected should not cease because 
the D. R. O. has rejected them. Thus if a claimant's mental or physical condition 
or the relfare of his wife and children seems to call for further Investigation, 
the officers normally responsible should see that this is put in hand. 

24- The U. R. O. is not expected to be able to clear ýIp once and for all every 
difficult case of voluntary unemployment in the area. In the time he is at the 
area office he may start action in some cases but not be able to finish it. 
These cases will show up as uncleared on the VU case record and the Manager 
should ensure that the necessary action is taken to clear them as Boon as 
possible. The Manager. should also endeavour to see that the value of work 
already done is not lost through subsequent neglect. In particular L_Lt iLof 
&ý:! jat importance that repe a: t_! ýpplic at ions from men who have ceased to draw an 
allowance as a result of the U. R. O. 's activities , scrutiniz 'e"d 
and that such men should not be allowed to setýli_e down again to a life oF_ 
idleness. These cases can of course be readily identified by the oasepaper 
marking. 

Headquarters (London) 

November 1967 



APPENDIX H 
Aide-memoire for Employment ExchanGe 

review interviews 

(para. 6 refers) 

(Questions for discussion) 

It Is most Important to avoid giving the Impression to the registrant that there Is an thing perfunctory or routine 
about a review Interview. The Items below Indicate some of the ground which the 

finterviewer 
will usually need 

to cover. These are not questions to be asked verbatim or In sequence-rather It should be the aim to Introduce 
topics spontaneously Into the discusplon so that Information Is gained without giving any Impression of form filling 

or use of a tick list. 

REASONS FOR LENGTHY UNEMPLOYMENT 

s the registrant unemployed solely because of lack of 
uitable jobs? 

Have all the offices In the local clearing area been tried? 
Have we or has he any ideas about employers to whom a 
special approach could be made on his behalf I 
Wh3t efforts has he made to get employment? 
Are there any outstanding vacancies either locally or else. 
where which are proving difficult to rill for which the 
employer might accept an inexperienced worker? 

TkAINING POTENTIAL 

Has full use hitherto been made of his potential? 
Is he'suitable for a course of training? 
Alternatively, cosild he be placed with an employer who Is 
willing to train him on the Job and pay wages during the 
training periodt 
Is he a aptable enough for this? 

CLASSIFICATION 
Is the classification correct In the light of present informa. 
tion about the registrant? 
Should he be re-classified? 
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ALTERNATIVE CLASSIFICATION 

Are alternative occupations suitablel 
Are any others applicable? 
Is registrant willing to consider them? 
Has the registrant any bobbies or spare, time interests which 
could suggest alternative work? 
Has the full range of his previous jobs been exploredl 
Has he any ideas of Jobs he would like to try? 

MOBILITY 
Has the registrant considered working away from homel 
What sort of wages would he need to keep two homes 
F ng? 

oi not forget the Resettlement Transfer Scheme. 
Has he relatives or friends with whom he could stay in 
another employment area? 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 

Would the registrant stand a better chance of getting a 
Job if he modified his requirements, e. g. if he would be 
, repared to take work at a lower level even If this meant 
a lower wage? 
Are his own Ideas realistic and, if not, has advice been 
given I 

ATTITUDE TO WORK - 
Is the registrant unable to get or keep a Job despite the 
availability of suitable employment? Do we know whyl 
Would a course at in I. R. U. help and Is he suitablef 
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ReT)ort On Unemployed Claimant 

(A guide to preparing a social historyt focussed on employment. Not all 
the information will be available in all cases - the ain is to cover as 
much as possible. ) 

1. Factual Details 

A- 

Age, marital status, children, etc. 

2. Work 

(a) T. orlc Record 

This should not simply be concerned with the recent work record 
but should attempt to build up a picture of a man's work patterns, 
going as far back as possible. Particular care should be taken to 
find out: - 

(i) Ilhether he has ever held down a job for a substantial 
period and,, if so, of what kind. 

The reasons for loss of such a job and relevant circumstances 
at that time. 

(iii) Circumstances surrounding frequent changes of work. 

(b) Attitudes to Work 

The possible underlying reasons for presenting attitudes need to 
be considered. 

For example: 

(i) Afraid of worh or of any particular kind? 

(ii) Afraid of mixing with workmates? 

(iii) Quarrelsome with mates anVor foreman? 

(iv) Lacking in drive to go and look f or viork but perhaps capable 
of holding it down once there? 

(V) Apparently quite indifferent? 

(c) Local Daployment Possibilities 

For example: 
(i) 171hat Icinds of job are available? 

(ii) How realistic in terms of this individual - e. g. physique 
or long travelling distances. 

Fax,, iily Circumstances 

(a) Family of Orig 

For example: 

(i) Was the f., unily background reasonablY stable - if not, 
describe the pattern. 

(ii) Qua2ity of relationship with parents, especially father? 

Father' s Ind brothers' viork patterns- /(b) 
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(i) The marital relationship, With particular reference to degree 
of dependency on each other. 

(ii) Children's school attendance. 

(iii) ý. 'if ol s stated attitude to problem. 

(iv) Degree of financial incentive to work. 

(V) Current domestic difficulties, such as wife's health, 

pregnancy, or debts. 

(vi) General assessment of family "climate" - cheerful or 
apathetic, co-operativeý placatoryor antagonýstýc? 

The Individual Claimant 

(a) The object here would be to create a piuture of the person, which 
facts alone cannot do. Brief description of physical characteristics 
would be important. Officers should be trained to observe behaviour 
closelY. By sensible observation, many symptoms of mental disturbance 
referred to in Part II of this paper could be conveyed to "the eNports". 

[Examples: 

M "Whon I arrived, I-Ir. ... was still in bed. His wif e said 
he frequently did not get up till noon but that he had, 
difficulty in going off to sloop and often was awake until 
the small hours. Claimant seemed listloss in conversation 
and said lie felt he was no good for anything any r., -. ore. " 

(ii) "Claimant Was a poor colour. His suit looked farr too big 
and he told me had lost uraight over, the past few months. " 

(iii) "His mother said he had recently - since about the time of 
his 19th birthday - bccomo very moody and withdraym. It 

-ort of contact was very difficult for me to establish any Z 
with him - he did not scom to be Iswitched on. " 

The above examples convey a hint of deprossion) physical i3lne. -D, 
and schizophrenia. They do not diagnose - merely suggest. ] 

(b) The -attitude of the man towards the officer should be noted. 

(c) Associated Problems - such as gambling, alcoholism or heavy 
drin1cing, delinquencyo (In case of youn. -or 

claimants, attendance at a special 
School would be relevant. The problem of 
illitoracy, total or partialo should not be 

overlooked - claimants may attempt to conceal it. ) 

(d) Some estimate of intelligence and literacy. 

(e) Note dates-and place of treatment, prison sentences) qtc. 

Contact with Social Ylorkers or other 1.7elfare organizations 

List and attach any roports roceived. 

--9S, -5L6Q1-661lOO1ll1-6P) ' 
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FACSIMILE THE GOVERNMENT'S CAMPAIGN AGAINST FRAUD AND ABUSE 19BO-1981 

APPENDIX A 

CALCULATION OF BENEFIT SAVINGS 

1. There are 4 stages to thisl (i) the local recording of results, (ii) the 

validation of these records, (iii) the conversion of the results into total 

savings, (iv) the calculation of the proportion of the total savings appropriate 
to the additional 1050 staff. Each stage is briefly described below. 

RECORDING 

2. Records are kept at local and regional offices which show in respect of 
unemployment review, local office fraud work and special investigation: - 

(i) the number of claimants who cease to claim or whose benefit is 

reduced, as a result of the specialist action, and 

(ii) the weekly benefit saved in each case. 

A similar record is kept in respect of liable relative work but additional 
information is obtained about the payments made by liable relatives through the 

Courts and by statistical sampling about those payments made direct to the claimants. 
Every 4 weeks the local records are totalled and the figures reported to Headquarters, 

together with details of the manpower engaged in the specialisms. 

VALIDATION 

3. Three separate, independent exercises were carried out between March and 
October 1980 aimed at establishing the accuracy of the local office record-keeping. 

An element of over-recording was found and the following correction factors, 

based on these surveys, have been applied to savings claimed in 1980-81: - 

Reduction 

Liable relative work 10 
Local office fraud work 25 
Special investigation 73,2 
Unemployment review 15 

CONVERSION INTO TOTAL SAVINGS 

4. The next stage is to convert these adjusted totals of weekly benefit savings 
into total benefit savings', ie to multiply by the number of weeks of benefit which 
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it is estimated have been saved by the action of the specialist officer. This 

area necessarily involves a degree of uncertainty. The following multipliers 
represent the Department's best current estimates: 

I 

(a) Unemployment Review (UR) 

One third of the year (17.5 weeks). Data has been obtained, as part 

of the validation of the local office recordingp to indicate an 
average time of duration off benefit. But this has had to be adjusted 
by the number of weeks off benefit of these claimants who would have 

ceased receiving benefit without any specialist action. The available 
evidence suggests that a multiplier of 17.5 weeks benefit saved per case 
would be appropriate. 

(b) Fraud and Special Investiqation 

Similar data on duration off benefit has been obtained in this area. 
This has been found to be longer on average than in the case of UR 

claimants. The number of people who would, of their own volitiono 
have ceased making fraudulent claims can only be speculative but is 

likely to be much smaller than the equivalent UR category. This suggests 

a higher multiplier, and estimates have been based on one year or 52 

weeks benefit saved per case. 

(C) Liable Relatives 

The savings from people ceasing to receive benefit are minimal. The 

great bulk of the savings arise from court orders and/or direct payments 

to claimants and are recorded. A multiplier is therefore not needed for, 

these. 

SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE ADDITIONAL STAFF 

5. The total savings having been established for each specialismP the final stage 
is the simple one of taking the appropriate proportion of the savings attributable 
to the extra staff employed on each specialism. For examplej savings from special 
investigation are estimat6d at L40m in 1980/81; those were 612 posts, of which 116 

came from the additional 1050 posts; the savings attributable to the 116 are 
116 x L40m= L7.6m. The outcome is shown at Table 2 of the main paper. 
612 
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CHAP= 

THE FISHER REPORT: A NEW AGENDA FOR CLAIMS CONTROL 

"The 1948 National Assistance Act bogins with the 
statement 'the existing Poor Law shall cease to have 
effect. , In turn this Act was replaced by the 1966 
Ministry of Social Security Act. Because of the 
considerable non-take up of benefits and the stigma 
felt by claimants drawing National Assistance. many 
peoplo_, claim that tho, chango, In names has not boon 
matched by a more civilisod and humane service. 
Indeed many social workers talk of the old National 
Assistance Board as being postivoly benign 
'compared with the existing system ... In 1948. 
1.4464.880 persons became dependent In part or In 
whole upon their allowances from the National 
Assistance Board., -23 years later, nearly three times 
as many people draw supplementary benefit. Ono In 
13 people has his Income. well-being and livelihood 
governed by 

. 
the Supplementary Benefits 

Commission... In 1970 the Supplementary Benefits 
Commission received 6.7 million claims for benefit 
and there wore 10 million callors at its local 
offices... It was against this background of forced 
Idleness for a growing proportion of the community 
that the Government announced a Committee of 
Enquiry into the supposed abuse of Social Security. " 

F' Field -and M Grieve. 'Abuse and the Abused. 

, 
Povorty. Pamphlot Number 10. CPAG, 1971. 

*1 have been asked to say that we completely 
disassociate ourselves from any process or findings 
of the Fisher Commission and would like to go on 
record' that the whole t'hing Is bullshit. repeat 
bullshit. 
Extract from the response to the Fisher Enquiry by 
the Federation of Claimants' Unions. cited In 'A 
Load of Bullshit: A Counter Report on the Right to 
Live'. Federation of Claimants' Unions, 1973, see 
also Fisher Report. page 5. 
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READJUSTING THE BALANCE 

Commissioned, In March 1971. the Fisher Committee on 'The Abuse of Social 

Security Benefits' moved quite quickly In Its early stages and had circulated a 

letter of request for evidence to most Interested groups. parties and 

representatives by early May, 1971. Some 120 organisations were invited to give 

evidence. ý Eventually. written evidence was forthcoming from 35 organisations 

and 46, Individuals. a number, of whom took the opportunity to present oral 

evidence. The early speed shown 'by the Committee In moving on its enquiry 

soon evaporated. however. as it 'encountered the complexity of the benefit 

system at first hand. The Commitee had originally been given nine months In 

which to conduct their enquiry and submit their, report. In fact. the enquiry 

lasted over fourteen months and the report was, only published In March 1973. 

Such' a delay clearly expresses some of the difficulties encountered by the 

Committee and also represents potential disagreements of principle 
. 

(only 

slightly alluded to In the text of the report) amongst the Committee's members. 

Furthermore. It becomes clear that Sir Keith Joseph's original nine month 

deadline was quite unrealistic. Any report emerging within so short a space of 

time would likely have *been far thinner. less rigorous and substantially more 

Impressionistic. ' 

In early 1971. It may well have been the case - that it was just such an 

Impressionistic report that the Government wanted In order to strengthen Its arm 

In reforming the Social Security system and allowing it to make definite changes 

to the organisatlon of claims control functions. Yet. by the end of 1971, there 

are plausible grounds for suggesting that the governmont, wero less Inclined to 

demand the Committee's report with any urgency and, facing some difflcultlos 

In 'moving Its own legislation mid-term 'in theý Parliament. the government -were 

fairly content to allow the Committee to proceed along Its own course 'without 

pressure of deadlines. 

though we have not been able to meet [the, Secretary of'State's) deadline 
It has governed our approach to the enquiry. it was apparent to us 
from the outset that a small team of people ... could not hope to 
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undertake an enquiry In depth Into all the ramifications of the whole 
complex operation of the Social Security scheme and complete the 
exercise within the allotted time -span. (Fisher Report. page 1. 
paragraph 2) Ill 

Reading between the lines one gets the distinct Impression that the Committoo. 

having been appointed. took a docldýdly more complex and rigorous view of the 

question than did the government. The Committee's roluctanco to compromise 

on this question certainly restricted the short-term political utility of the Report 

but. by the production of a rather more thorough and ýoveloped oxamination. 

the eventual Report may well have carried rather more weight In administrative 

circles. Thus. some fourteen months after the* Committoe's appointment. the 

government. received a somewhat more substantial report than Its Socrotary of 
State had originally envisaged. which 'examined the arrangements for tho 

payment of benefits In some ' detail before concurring with the Socrotary of 
State's much publiclsed view that Social Security 'abuse' wa's a sarlo -u-s pr oblem 
and that "even- though the 'percentage of fraudulent claims may be small. both 

the amount of money and the number of claimants are largo. * (Fisher Report. 

page 5. paragraph 12) 

However. on examination. even this rather more considered Report has Its 

weaknesses. On the basis of the original nine month deadline the Committoo 

was given no time to commission any'rosearch on the question of abuso oven 

though. with a longer enquiry. this might well have been possible. greatly 

assisting In the production of a rather more dispassionate and Informod Report 

- moreover, one dealing In evidence rather than opinion. 

Constrained by time. resources and the availability of, ovIdenco, the Committoo 

adopted a particular role for Itself as a kind of forum for the rocolpt and 

weighing up of submitted testimony. a role less akin to that of an enquiry and 

rather more resembling an arena for the rogisterIng and cataloging of opinion. 

What, In effect, the Fisher Enquiry produced was less a roport on 'abuso' of 

Social Security benefits than a report on opinions on Social Security 'abuso' 

and the measures taken to prevent or detect It. This Involved a rathor selective 

Interpretation of the Committee's terms of roferonco. as we shall soo. 

We took the view ... that our proper task was - to conduct a general 
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survey of the prlnclpleý and practices adopted by the two department's 
In their efforts to contain abuse and to Indicate respects In which we 
think those could or should be modified. .. However ... In the time 
available to us It has not been possible to undertake any Independent 
research and we have not asked the departments to mount any special 
exorcise or Investigations for the purposes of this report. (Fisher 
Report. pages 1-2. paragraph 2) 

Moreover. the Committee, was not Inclined to simply rocolvo and report opinion 

It was clearly out to assess, and appraise the evidence submitted and articulate 
Its own notion of reasonable balance. The Committee were attempting to 

elaborate their own particular version of the disciplined consensus. The 

Committee's position a nd assumptions are pIaI rtIcularly Interesting. it Is not 

simply that they imputed an 'Interest' to those submitting evidence. nor ovon 
that they wore wary of 

-'politically 
motivated' criticism - on the contrary. it Is 

their strange and rather formal way of visuallsing the foundation of consensus 

or balance. Rather like the BBC In, recent years# Fisher's Report treated 

submissions of evidence like 'units' of opinion which were to be aggro. gatod In 

a political or Ideological vacuum to produce genuine 'public opinion'. With 

regard to the evidence submitted to them, thIs-seems to be precisely what the 

Committee tried to do - In rather blatant disregard 16 the, social and political 
Ideologies which had long lain beneath Britain's uniquely harsh attitude to those 

In poverty and In receipt of welfare benefits. 

It was apparent to us from the outset. and has become Increasingly 
apparent. that while there are a number of organIsations 'which are 

, 
deeply concerned with what they conceive to be defects In. the Social 
Security system and In the way In which claimants are treated by the 
departments and which are ready to produce well argued evidence In, 
support of their point of view. there Is no such body of organised 
opinion ' ready to marshal arqumý-nts In favour of a stricter control of 
abuse. Whilst- not disputing the correctness of much of what our 
witnesses have said. we believe they have presented us with a partial 
point of view. (Fisher Report. page 2. paragraph 5) 

Judged from their pronouncements throughout the Report. tho Committoo 

appear to have had very little difficulty In articulating tho caso against those 

submitting evidence -. In effect speaking, on behalf of those "in favour of a 

stricter control of abuse. * All In all. one Is Inclined to suspect that their task 

fell rather too easily to them. 

Apparently, unaware of. or at least willing to Ignore, the Increasingly stronger 
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line taken by the National Assistance Board. Ministry of Social Security and 

DHSS against fraud and abuse since 1953 and the growing commitment to 

claims control and the recovery of overpayments. the Committee appeared to 

accept entirely without question the DHSS's own attitude to the problem. 

We have no doubt (as will appear) that there are powerful and obvious 
reasons why the department's. however much they may sharo the 
feelings of compassion which activate our witnesses. must In 
administering the system exercise a proper degree of control to mako 
sure that benefits reach only those whom Parliament intended that thoy 
should reach. It Is our task to Indicate where the balance should lio. 
and In doing so we have had to apply a critical judgement to the 

, evidence we have received and to counteract to the extent that wo 
consider proper the Imbalance or blas which we find In It. (Fishor 
Report. page 2. paragraph 5) 

Thus. installing Itself In a space from which It felt It could quite logitimately 

*correct'. 'counteract' or 'amend' any evidence -it received - from a position 

explicitly sympathetic to the existing- 'balance' of powers and responsibilities 

exercised by the DHSS - the Report expressed a final Irony. 

In compiling our Report we have had to rely heavily on the Dopartment's 
to provide us with the statistical and other Information which Is 

necessary to enable a judgement to be 'formed about the extent of tho 
problem. and the success or otherwise of the measures taken to contain 
abuse. -(Fisher Report; page 2. paragraph 4) 

Not only did the Committee declare Its concern' about the credentials and 

rep rose ntative n'ess- of a large amount of the Independent evIdonco It rocolved 

and also sympathise very strongly with the DHSSs own position with regard to 

dealing with 'abuse'. but now It transpires that the great majority of evidence 

for the " 
enquiry was being fed to the Committee by precisely the departments 

whose procedures were under review. 

When I considering Its overall approach to the enquiry. the Implications of the 

Committee's particular stance and Its scarcely concealed affiliation to the 

DHSS's priorities began to show through. Very early on the Committee pointed 

out that the only evidence available of the extent of abuse consisted of that 

actually detected by the respective departments. They acknowledged the 

limitations of proceeding upon the basis of such Information but were sufficiently 

reassured that any hitherto existing estimates were almost certainly on the low 
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side. 

While many people will express the belief that a lot of abuse goes on 
undetected by the Departments and will give details of cases ... hard 
first hand evidence Is difficult to come by. We sot out In our report the 
figures of known abuse. but some people express the belief that these 

, figures are just the tIp of the Iceberg. Since this Is an area where 
people's beliefs are readily colourod by emotion, this belief may have 
little foundation In reality. (Fisher Report, page 4. paragraph 9) 

In, order, to remedy the situation. the Committee, either naively or rather 

disingenuously. recommended that the DHSS and Department of Employment 

should attempt to discover the true extent of abuse. thus falling to recogniso 

that any attempt on the part of the Department's to discover the actual extent 

of abuse would Inevitably Involve them doing more about It. Thus. in their 

suggestion that the departments endeavour to discover the real extont of 
'abuse'. the Committee were. In effect. encouraging 

'the 
departments to 

engage In more policing, .. surveillance and Investigation. Yet. those were 

precisely the procedures whose desirability Or appropriateness, they were 

supposed to -be Investigating. 

At present there Is Inadequate material available on which to judge how 
much undetected abuse has taken place. We have no doubt that It 
would be greatly to the general advantage If more was publicly known 
about the realities of the situation and about the extent to which such 
beliefs are justified ... or are unfounded. There, are, of courso. both 
difficulties of principle and practice In establishing the full oxtent of 
undetected abuse. but we think that more attempts could and should be 
made to discover and publiclse the facts. (Fisher Report. page 4. 
paragraph 9) 

As we will see, this was not to be the last call for an examination of thel 'real' 

figure of Social Security abuses (2]. However. from the point of view_ of the 

enquiry, the lack of Independent research and the Committee's singular 

dependency for Information and statistics upon the Department of Employment 

and DHSS themselves serves only to cast further doubt upon the validity of Its 

conclusions. [3) 

Given the opportunity to defend Its appointment. the Committee rather turned on 

those who remained 'sceptical, or even merely critical. of the dopartm6nts 

current practices. Tome of our witnesses". the Report suggested. whavo, it 

Is true, expressed criticism of practices and attitudes said to be adopted 
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generally or In particular cases, by officers of the Departments. " 

WhjIe Individual allegations or criticisms could not be Investigated In detail. the 

Committee felt justified In reporting and commenting upon them., Conversely, 

while the Committee recorded. "the care and devotion with which offIcors of the 

Departments carry out their duties* as reported by witnesses, they did not find 

these comments equally problematic. Furthermore. the Committee's barely 

concealed admiration for the work undertaken by the DE/DHSS was only 

confirmed by their visits to benefit offices. viz: *the visits which we have paid 

to a number of offices enable us to endorse [our] favourable opinlon-0 (Fisher 

Report. page 4. paragraph 11) t- 

In the light of the, Committee's comments one Is Inclined to take a rather 

cynical view of their' hope that the Report Oand any changes which rosult from 

it, will be of benefit not only to the community -generally but In particular to 

those who administer the system. As we have seen In the case of a number 

of official reports - notably Lord Scarman's and the 'BrIxton Disorders' In 1981 

- the concept 'of 'community' typically figures as a kind of ýUnlforrn Ideological 

constituency which one Invokes In support of one's own proposals while Ignoring 

the real differences of Interest, within that community. (4) 'Thus, Fisher 

appeared to be preoccupied by the Interests of tax-payers (assumed to be a 

relatively discrete group) over and above'the Interests of claimants. Perhaps 

this Is less surprising. after all. aggregating' Individual tax-payers tends to 

produce what Is commonly, though crudely, referred to as 'the public' purse' 

upon which claimants, In marked distinction to the recipients 'of tax allowancos. 

and whether In 'genuine need' or not, are Invariably looked as a burden. 151 

Turning. finally. to - those who had' gone so far as to crItIciso ovon the 

Committee's appointment and Its particular- terms of reference. the' Committee 

went on to remark, 

Some of our witnesses have questioned even. the need for our enquiry. 
or for the measures which are taken to control abuse of the Social 
Security system. on the ground that In percentage terms known abuse 
Is of Insignificant proportions and that there are other areas (such as 
avoidance of Income Tax) which have greater claims to attention. It Is 
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not really for us -to comment on the merits of the decision to set up our 
Inquiry. 

A principled stance. were It not for the fact that they had already commented 

on the merits of the decision to appoint the enquiry. In any event, any 

con6tiuslon that the Committee actually produced. would amount to an Implicit 

comment upon the decision 'to appoint the Committee. Nevertheless. as If 

oblivious to' such Ideas. the Report continued. In almost total capitulation to 

the DHSS's position. and In terms not dissimilar to the DHSS's argument, the 

Committee felt entitled to add. 

There Is no doubt that abuse of the, Social Security system occurs: the 
total number of claims Is so great that. even though the percentage of 
fraudulent claims may be small both the amount of money and the 
number of claimants Involved are large. Measures taken to contain 
abuse of the Social Security system must be taken on their own merits 
and the Justification must Include a demonstration that they are 
appropriate to the extent of abuse. that they are effective. and that 
proper regard Is had to the obligation' to deal promptly and 
sympathetically with claims to benefit from the public. (Fisher neport. 
page 5. paragraph 12) 

Aside from noting how closely the above comments resemble the annual 

remarks of, either the National Assistance Board or the Ministry of Social 

Security on the questilon of abuse. we might wish to take issue with the 

Committee's redefinition of the DHSS's responsibilities. Thus, as we have 

seen. It was only the terms of reference of the Committee Itself which referred 

to the need to deal "promptly and sympathetically with clalmsm, elsowhero. of 

course. the social security administration Is charged with a rather moro 

thorough-going, commitment to 'promote" the welfare of claimants. 

However. 
- 
even disregarding such semantic points about tho primary 

responsibilities of, a social, security. administration. our review of tho approach 

of the Fisher Committee toAtsAnquIry has produced the following points of noto. 

19 the first place, Ahe Committee was clearly seeking a site for Itself In 

rearticulating opinion on, the questlon-of 'abuse'. it could claim this as a fairly 

legitimate tactic In view of the supposed 'political' Imbalance of the submissions 

It received. In the second place. and In the absence of Independent rosearch. 

the Committee was highly dependent upon Information from the DHSS. Not 

surprisingly. therefore. Its reartlculation of the 'real' issues at stako was highly 
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reminiscent of that forerunner of the DHSS. the National Assistance Board. 

Finally. of course, Fisher's official remit was to review the problem of 'abuse' 

and the measures taken to control It and then to recommend appropriate 

changes. Reading between the lines. the Committee's task was none other 

than to provide a reasoned assessment of - attitudes to 'abuse' and the 

appropriateness of measures to contain It and build a now and workable political 

and administrative consensus. 

From the point of view of the Social Security administration it Is clear that this 

new consensus would entail a renegotiation of Its appropriate level of response 

to the newly declared size and scale of the problem - In short. the striking of 

a now 'balance' In the determination of social security entitlements between 

welfare (needs, standards of provision. Independence and security) and claims 

control (investigation. surveillance and the policing of the poverty line). On 

the basis of this new 'balance' a substantial reorganisatlon of administrative 

practices and priorities In benefit administration could commence. 

However. before the Commitee moved on to consider In detall how this now 
*common-sense' about Social Security 'abuse' ought to be generated, and the 

principles that needed to be converted Into practice, It was necessary to clarify 

exactly what It was that lay at the centre of concern. [6) 

REPHRASING THE TERMS OF REFERENCE 

In redefining the actual problem upon which to focus its Inquiry. the Committee 

reiterated the Idea that, although 'abuse' might represent only a relatively small 

problem. claims control should be a major priority. Given the size and scalo 

of the social security budget and the numbers of claimants. It was thought that 

large sums of money and large numbers of people might be Involved. 

Having established the scale , of Social Security operations - and the 

proportional significance of the problem of 'abuse' - the Committee attempted 
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to summarlse what they considered the basic prerequisites of the Social Security 

system. The formulation they arrived at was noat and oven fairly laudable. but 

hardly a description of any hitherto existing Social Security schome. Indeed. 

only complete Ignorance of over half a century of means tests, availability 

tests,. contribution tests and a host of other Investigative techniques. could 

allow anyone to claim, as the Committee did. that the principal object of Social 

Security was to 'pay benefits' alone. 

Nonetheless. forging boldly onwards. the Committee declared: 

The paramount concern underlying all (social security administration) Is 
to maintain the throughput of claims and payments. We are certain that 
this must remain the prime objective. Whatever we say elsewhere In this 
report about measures to deal with or contain abuse will ultimately need 
to be Judged for acceptability against that criterion. Failure to do SO 
might very well lead t6 clogging of the machinery and to delays for the 
vast majorltv of genuine claimants who rely on the prompt payment of 
the various benefits. (Fisher Report. page B. paragraph 23). 

Nothing further need be said about the reappearance of that paragon of the 

Social Security claims control culture (the 'genuine claimant') whose Interosts 

always neatly coincide with those of the administration but we ought to look 

more closely at the Committee's yardstick. 

While It Is true that all previous Social Security schemes might well fall by 

Fisher's standard, Is' It not. nonetheless a fair and reasonable principle? At 

first sight. our answer would presumably be 'yes'. except that the unity of 

purpose declared by the Committee's principle Is rather Illusory. As we shall 

see. the drafting authority of the Fraud Investigators Guide. when In 1978. 

addressing an almost Identical question to that considered by Fisher. was 

rather more honest. 

You may hear the ý view that the Social Security side , of the - Department 
Is "there to pay benefits" and that fraud work Is an "optional extra" to 
be tackled If and when resources allow. This Is'not'true. We have to 
both pay benefit to the right people and avoid payinq benefit to the 
wrong ones. Neglect of this second task can discredit the scheme and 
work against the Interests of genuine claimants. Fraud Investigation. 
like checking. adjudication and other measures to control payments 
properly, Is an Integral part of the Departments work'. (71 

In structure. content and organisation, the above and Fisher's yardstick for 
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Social Security operations are almost Identical, but the purpose of this 

discussion Is not to try to suggest that we have any kind of choice between 

these two statements. on the contrary. they both say much the same thing. 

Rather. the point Is that such statements of principle offer us a means of 

appraising Fisher's commentary on the existenco of control procedures In Social 

Security. And. as we shall see. as often as not, the' claims-control 

mechanisms. discussed by Fisher. extended beyond that which his own 

yardstick Implied was appropriate for Social Security administration. The Fraud 

Investigators' Guide's principle fared little better for It Is frequently the case that 

the very measures Invoked to "policem the Social Security system "discredit the 

scheme" and work against the Interests of Ogenulne claimants*. 

As a number of commentators have pointed out. FIs'her's Report did "include 

some measures to safeguard the rights of claimants ... [even though] ,-. the 

main emphasis of the, Report Is on tighter controls. [HoweverJ the Government 

chose to- reject most of the proposed safeguards. " 181 

In short, on closer examination. Fisher's simple yardstick was illusory. the 

contradictions of Social Security could not be skirted around by maxims which 

obscured the Inter-relationships of welfare and control that went to make up the 

claims and entitlement process. A, few paragraphs later on. the Committee did 

acknowledge "a possible conflict* between. "measures to prevent and detect 

abuse and prompt and sympathetic dealing with clalms, 8 but did not elaborate 

how this might have undermined their assumed Identity of Interests In claims 

control. beyond the observation that minhumane or unsympathetic forms of 

claims control might result In people falling to take UP their entitlements. * 

(Fisher Report. page 10, paragraph 32). 

To adopt Fisher's own -words. maintaining "the throughput of claims" Involved 

allowing some. Investigating some. and disallowing others. The crucial point, 

given that the administration were determined to make tho distinction. 

concerned how this activity was carried out. How. Indeed, the figuro of the 

#genulne' was distinguished from the 'would-be fraudulent'. rather than the 

Committee's earlier suggestion that all Interests, In Socla, l Security claims 
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control. were In common. 

Nevertheless, It Is precisely In the context of this assumed community of 

Interests over the question of claims control that the Committee proceeded to 

Isolate the question of 'abuse'. We have already soon how Inextricably 

confused the discussion of 'fraud and/or abuse' became In the reports of the 

National Assistance Board. On the one hand. this confusion facilitated the 

Intensification of claims control techniques by the Implication that abuses were 

rather more widespread than was actually the case. On the other hand. the 

administration's Identification of a specific -problem of fraud as tho particular 

object of control. Implied a rather more serious Irregularity. even though fraud 

control did not really represent the kind of, claims, control actually undertaken 

In the majority of cases. Henceforth. therefore, --any Initiative focussing upon 

the general problem of 'abuse' carried with It an Implicit Ideological attack upon 

the entire basis of Social Security provisions: levels, of benefit. ease of access 

and verification of claims. 

Similarly. any measure seeking to specify fraud. control as Its overall objective 

always tended to Involve an Intensification of claims control activities against all 

claimants. Indeed, as we have seen, fraud control practices were vastly more 

effective In securing a withdrawal or reduction of claims In the cases of 

claimants against whom 'fraud' was never actually proven. It Is Interesting to 

observe how the Fisher Committee attempted to steer the Report towards a 

particular conception of the Social Security claims control task - and therefore 

towards a particular role for his Committee. After all. It Is Important to 

recognIse that the Committee was specifically established to Investigate "abuse' 

through wrongful claims. 191 

The Committee. It seems. were not entirely happy with the connotations of the 

concept of abuse. value-laden as It was - and attempted to specify. not 

altogether successfully. the real objects of their Inquiry. On the Issue of 

#wrongful claims' they stated that. *any claim for a benefit to which the claimant 

turns out not. In fact, to be entitled Is 'a wrongful claim. ' (Fisher Report. 

page 8. paragraph 25). They went on to point out that. In the normal course 
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of events, most, 'wrongful claims' would be discovered at an early stage by the 

benefit or Insurance officers responsible for determining entitlement. although 

this was not always the case. 

Even though, Omany 'wrongful claims, ... [were] made In good faith by people 

who are, Ignorant of. or mistaken as to, their rights ... *. the Committee felt 

that It had to establish the fact that the real subject of Its enquiry was Oabuse 

through wrongful claims. " Therefore. they-belleved. they were "concerned with 

only a, fraction of 'wrongful claims, .,. . namely those made by claimants who 

are not entitled or are no longer entitled to the benefit claimed and who when 

they, make the claim do not honestly believe, that they are, entitled. 0 (Fisher 

Report, page 9; -paragraph, 25) It Is clear that such remarks constituted a fairly 

direct attempt to- focus the Committee's attention upon the determination of 

entitlement itself. This was something of a refinement of the committee's 

original remit. , for, It-emphasised-the ý problems ý of Ahe ý Initial statement and the 

criminal offence of fraud or false statement. � -That Is. of course. the most 

serious explicit form taken by Irregularities In claims to benefit. 

Claims which Involve a pretence that the conditions for benefit (or for 
Increased benefit) are satisfied when In' fact they : are not. or which 
Involve the concealment of facts which either disentItle to benefit or 
reduce the entitlement, are clearly within the category of wrongful 
claims with which we are concerned. (Fisher Report. page 9. 
paragraph 26) 

Luckhaus has 'suggested that Fisher's concept of the' 'wrongful claim, conflates 

entirely I the - different 'preoccupations with 'fraud' - (a criminal offence) and 

'abuse' (the -object of administrative pro I ceedings). (101 And. despite Fisher's 

attempt to specify 'a Oirtlcularý typ6 of 'wrongful claim' as the true object of 

enquiry, she clearly has a point. Her remarks become all the more valid In 

the light of Fisher's determination to bring within the scope Of - his enquiry. 

claims to sickness,, or Industrial Injury benefits by claimants who are not 
really unfit for work and do 'not honestly believe they are unfit even 
though they may have persuaded their doctor to give them a certificate. 
We also regard as being within the scope of our Inquiry claims to 
Supplementary Benefits by healthy unemployed persons who do not take 
suitable employment which Is available. (Fisher Report. page 9. 
paragraph 26) 
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Running through Fisher's conception of the proper focus of the Committee's 

Inquiry was -this enduring concern with the basis of entitlement, and the 

processes of determination and verification of the statements advanced In 

support of claims. Yet, despite Fisher's attempt to Isolate the questilon of 

fraud as the central object of concern, It Is quite clear that the latter examples 

of "wrongful claims' do not amount to 'fraud' at all. 

The - Committee patently failed to endorse a singular. clear and precise 

conception 'of 'wrongful claims'. notwithstanding their efforts to stress the 

serious and Intentional nature of them and. the need to be able to establish 

them 'beyond reasonable doubt" In a court of, law. - While not reverting entiroly 
to the rather more vague conception of 'abuse' Impiled, by Sir Keith Joseph In 

his -appointment of 'the Committee. - Fisher's new notion of 'wrongful claims' 

re-Invoked all 'the 'essential ambiguity. that criteria such -as 'availability'. 

*suitable employment' and modern notions ý of 'malingering' - havo tended to 

impose upon the, determination of Social Security entitlements. 

The outcome of this stage of the Committee's discussions. wasz to confer a 

spurious degree of legitimacy and coherence upon a, now concept of 'abuse' 

through 'wrongful claims'. Rather than focussing upon the scrutiny of claimants. 

(their character, , ýhablts and Inclinations) ;, as In earlier 'years, tho new 

emphasis in the Report upon entitlement Involved a specific commitment to a 

policing of claims and statements and the strict enforcement of regulations 

governing eligibility for , benefit. - - In short. the Committee's discussion 

accommodated the shift. within social security clalms, control. from a policing 

of claimants to a-pollclng of claims. referred to earlier. 

Even In cases where the assumed 'motivation' of the claimant was open to 

question. claims control was beginning to assume a form that Interrogated 

entitlement rather than character, 1111 - '. ,! II- 
,eI 
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No sooner had the Committee's discussion of Its principles and philosophy 

drawn to a close. however, than the Report collapses. once again. Into the 

rather more value-laden waters of Social Security abuse. Thus. evidence of 

the casual linkage of 'fraud and abuse' as the objects of the enquiry are 

sprinkled liberally throughout the"Report. It Is clear that It Is upon this 

Ideological terrain of 'abuse' that the discussion In the bulk of the Report Is 

conducted. The - attempt to resolve the points, of principle was not entirely 

without significance. even though the precise Impact of the discussion was not 

that which the Committee had Intended. In the event. the ambiguities within 

the Committee's notion ýof 'wrongful- claims', were not enough to permit the 

discourse of 'abuse' to' re-enter the debate. , Despite Luckhaus's remark. 
Fisher's Report-does -not exactly, conf late 'fraud' and 'abuse'- Into a uniform and 

objective category. but It'does bring together-a series of entitlement problems. 

the response to some, of which ý was seen as administrative. - while to others It 

was seen as legal. The Committee. however. did not provide us with any 

means of ascertaining how these two responses might, bo separated nor even 

how 'unwitting, forms of 'abuse' might be dlstinguish6d fro'm the moro deliberate 

type. - Yet. as-, our review of the earlier record of Social Security fraud 

Investigations has Indicated. 'fraud' prosecutions were only over a small 

minority of the results, of special Investigations. In the majority of casos where 

sufficient evidence , 
to support -a.. prosecution was not forthcoming, the 

allowances of claimants were still reduced or withdrawn. 

From the discussion of fine principle and the attempt to distinguish the relevant 

types of 'wrongful claim'- forming, the basis of the Inquiry. the Report turned to 

consider a question more In line, with the-Minister's own thinking - the political 

economics of claims, control and the Intensification of administrative review 

procedures across the benefits system as a whole. 

The Committee's deliberations here are of particular Interest for they Introduced 

the Idea of 'cast-off ectIveness' In Social Security 'fraud' Investigation -a 

principle which was to become Increasingly Important In later years. .. WhIlo 

allowing for the fact that administrative resources devoted, to claims control 

ought to be sufficiently flexible so as to respond to changing sets of 
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circumstances. the Committee went on to suggest that 

, 
The complete elimination of abuse would require resources In excess of 
those which could on any criterion be justified. It has therefore to be 
accepted that there will always be a residue of abuse. (Fisher Report. 
page 30. paragraph 9). 

Henceforth. the policing of the benefit, system would be determined by a 

calculation based upon the costs Incurred In mounting special fraud 

Investigations and the potential savings which might be producod through 

withdrawn benefits. In the Committee's deliberations 'abuse' was now floated 

free from any hard and fast commitment to the, regulation of entitlements and. 

In future., the deployment of fraud resources would become an Issue determined 

rather, more- directly by ulterior' political consideratons., 'As wo were to discover 

In later years. -such thinking was to come to have lasting Implications. 

The question 
' 
with which we aro'concerned Is one of degree: at what 

point does It'cease to be justifiable to devote additional resources to a 
further reduction In abuse? The answer will depend upon the existing 
level of abuse. the extent to which It could be prevented or reduced by 
additional measures. and the cost and effectiveness of any additional 
measures proposed. (Fisher Report. page 9. paragraph 30) 

In the whole Report. there cannot be aýslngle paragraph'quite so Indicative of 

the Committee's misconceptions of the nature of Social Security 'abuse'. It Is 

Important that we examine "the'assumptio . ns , betr I ayed therein. 

The first obvious fallacy of the Committee was the assumption that Instances of 

'fraud or abuse' are always and everywhere Identifiable In Isolation from the 

process of Investigation Itself. As subsequent procedures have shown. 1most 
4 

I' ces of 'disentltlement' are notably the 'non-prosecution Interview') nstan' 

negotiated out between claimants and Investigators'In a situation reminiscent of 

pro-trial plea-bargalning except that claims control Involves a'particular kind of 

pro-prosocu'tion 'bar-gaining. 

A second fallacy stems from the - first - and concerns the misleading /assumption 

that It Is possible t6 discern ýa rate or level of 'fraud and abuse' Independently 

of the rate or level of Investigations'. -A related misconception concerns the 
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form taken by Social Security 'abuse'. Contrary to many assumptions about 

Social Security, 'abuses'. the phenomenon Is not usually systematic or 

organised but rather sporadic. Intermittent and Irregular In frequency. In fact. 

Social Security 'abuse' shares such characteristics with many other forms of 

petty crime and -'fIddllng%, (121 Thus., attempts to ascribe to Social Security 

'abuses' a "level' as If they were the preserve of a hard-core of deviant 

claimants are revealed as rather misleading. While. Indeed, 'abuses' might 

well produce a financial 'level'. moreover. a level fluctuating at different times 

of the year. -the figure Is clearly so general an aggregate as to be virtually 

useless In all- but the least specific of policy Initiatives. The -tommittee- ran 

Into similar problems, over the representativeness of detected 'abuse, compared 

to undetected 'abuse,, In a-later chapter. It was claimed that detected abuse 

can only establish a minimum level but It wasý, assumed that this was a minimum 
level - of a fixed and ý discrete - amount of 'abuse'-- 'out-there' , In society. The 

likelihood that discovered - Instances --of. -'abuse' are aý contrived and 

unrepresentative sample of . the whole was left unconsidered. (Fisher - Report. 

pages 48-49. paragraph 147) 

A third mistake followed In the failure to recognise that the deployment of more 

resources to Investigate 'fraud and abuse' Invariably means that, more Instances 

of 'abuse' would come to notice. - The policing of Social Security claims Is 

hardly different from traditional police activity In this respect. The equation 

I'more police. more crime'. Identified by Carr-Hill and Stern, applies with equal 

relevance to the field of Social Security claims as to a wider range of offences. 

1131 

Such ý misconceptions give rise to a fourth error concerning the potential 

effectiveness of c any additional measures other than strictly preventative 

measures. Thus. an Increase In techniques of Investigation was predicated 

upon the assumption that ýmore . 'abuse' will be detected and terminated. Yet 

by virtue of-the-fact that the level 'of 'abuse' throughout the Social Security 

system Is. by Its very nature. unknowable. It cannot be assumed that additional 

claims control measures will reduce Its Incidence. If our only measure of 

success relies upon a rate of detection it Is entirely forseeable that more 
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Investigation will produce more detection - an apparent Increase In the 

Incidence of the problem. This should not be taken to Imply that statistics of 

social security 'fraud and abuse' are entirely worthless. merely that. given the 

extent of unknowable information surrounding their production, thero aro very 

strict limits to what the Information can tell us. 

The final area of misconception Is related to the departments' vision of cost 

effectiveness In -the deployment of fraud, Investigation staff. Based upon their 

assumption that there was a- discrete and fixed quantity of 'abuse'. the 

Committee assumed that a threshold, of ý diminishing returns would be reached 
beyond which the deployment of additional 7 Investigative resources was not 
justified by the 'fraud savings, recouped. (Even the more relative conception of 
'abuse" was likely to reach a saturation point at which the rate of 'detected 

abuse' began to - fall) . 'Whilst-- many commentators ý have disputed that 

'cost-effectiveness' ought to be the determining -principle* behind , a, policy of 

claims control. others have doubted how far the deployment of Investigators; 

bearing In . mind the manpower - and administrative, ý costs- Involved. actually 

produces savings at all. The ways In which the Government calculates savings 
is, of course. one means of, ensuring that fraud Investigaton Is a 'success' on 

paper - although this Is hardly likely to convince many amongst the sceptics. 

Furthermore. as a number of those submitting evidence to the Committee 

argued. If the government were genuine In their 'desire to make savings or 

promote cost-effectiveness It would be far better to apply It s Investigative 

resources to the pursuit of tax-evasion. [141 

However. having fended off the question of tax-evasion and the appropriateness 

of 
I 

Intensifying the control procedures In, 
rthe 

tax system. the Committee 

appeared content simply to endorse the feasibility of a savings-oriented 

approach to Social Security claims control. Significantly. however. no further 

attempts were made. anywhere In the Report. to prove or disprove the 

cost-effectiveness of Investigating officers by reference to any actual savings 

figures. The Implied efficiency of such officers was allowed to stand. 

unchallenged. throughout the Report. The assumption was. therefore, that the 

point of dImIshIng returns had not then been reached and that the deployment 
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of extra staff resources might safely continue until-such time as 'savings' began 

to show signs of falling. In the event. the absence of any testing of the 

marginal efficiency of claims control work within tho, body of the Report made 

the whole principle of cost-effectiveness seem rather more like an open 

Invitation to Increased surveillance. Investigations and policing. than a principle 

to guide the rational planning of, Soclal Security review procedures. 

The only discussion of the 'economics of claims control occurred on pages 

211-12 of the Report and concerned. not th 10 cost-effectiveness of claims 

control Itself but. ' rather. the feasibility of Initiating special surveys to help 

discover the 'real'extent' of 'abuse'. ý Aside 'from 'noting the problems entailed 
In undertaking such an enquiry and the'rather limited conclusions such a survey 

would permit (for Instance. even the' Committee acknowledged that such an 

exercise would often find It "Impossible to prove a negative. to establish that the 

claimant under Investigation Is not abusing the system" and that such a survey 

Ocan never do more than establish a minimum figure for total abuseo., 
_. , 

(Fisher 

Report. page 211. paragraph 454) Furthermore. we should take particular 

note of the Committee's oft-repeated assertion that even a minimum level of 

*abuse' was slqnlficant and Problematic. 

even If abuse occurs In only a small proportion of the total, number of 
claims of certain types, large sums of money ýwill be misapplied and 
misappropriated. (Fisher Report, page 211. paragraph 453) [151 

Such a principle. many times , reasserted. together with theý fivo basic 

misconceptions upon which It rested. formed the basis for Fisher's Report to 

proceed. , Convinced of the relative ý seriousness of 'fraud and abuse'. of the 

levels of undetected 'abuses' and oUthe usefulness of further review and control 

proceduresAn eliminating these problems. the Committee had defined a position 

for themselves from-which an Intensification of claims control techniques might 

#reasonably' be advocated. 

Having established such a position Implying the legitimacy, or even necossity. 

of more extensive Initiatives -in- the field of claims control, the Committee 

stepped back to consolidate -their position. A degree of concern. for the 

Interests of the claimant. was expressed. although the Committeo did not go so 
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far as to- consider any actual safeguards, for claimants under suspicion. 

We have had constantly In mind In our Inquiry the extent to which any 
given control measure, (actual or proposed) would be likely to 
discourage claimants from applying, or would cause distress or stigma 
or generally Imply a lack of sympathy to claimants. We have looked to 
see whether particular measures could, without affecting their efficiency. 
be altered so as to diminish or eliminate any delay. embarrassment or 
humiliation. (Fisher Report, page 10. paragraph 33) 

Later. however., a more strategic reason for avoiding "an 
, 
attitude of excessive 

suspicion" 
I 

In dealings with claimants appears., 
, 

"'Excessive suspicion. " It 

seems. 
- 

"may-be counter-productive. It may tend to engender In the minds of 

claimants (and those who advise or represent them) an' attitude of hostility and 

a desire to get the maximum Out of the system by fair means or foul. and this 

reaction would tend to lead to more attempts at abuse. 

Subsequently. however. the Report added. 

.e, 
We believe that 

' 
attention 

" 
and time given to understanding and 

appreciating claimants' problems and explaining their rights and 
demonstrating that correct payments have been made In accordance with 
the Acts and Regulations., are likely to reduce the number of people who 
will try to abuse the system. Furthermore., we believe that sympathetic 
treatment of claimants need not derogate from a proper degree of 
vigilance against abuse. We understand that It Is the policy of 
departments to encourage such an approach and that officers are 
trained and Instructed accordingly. (Fisher Report. pages 11-12, 
paragraph 38) 

Evidence of such "sympathetic and understanding treatment" Is fairly hard to 

come by after 1973 (or before It for that matter). The real point seems not 

to be that 'sympathetic treatment' derogates from the vigilance necessary to 

prevent abuse but. rather. that vigorous policing of the claiming procoss 

militates against the likelihood that claimants will be treated In a sympathetic 

and understanding manner. 

Interestingly. the Committee recorded the opinion of, , some of our wltnossos 

[who] have cited Instances of what they regard as unduly susPICIous treatment 

of claimants" but. having considered the question. concluded. In torms hardly 

likely to - reduce any ambiguity concerning the conduct of, Social Security 

operations, that, 
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we believe that the officers of the Department are In the main anxious 
to adopt a sympathetic approach whilst at the same time (as In duty 
bound) being vigilant to detect attempts at abuse ... (even though] ... 
on occasions Individual officers through an excess of caution or through 
a mistaken sense of what their duty requires or through excessive 
pressure of work. do overstep the mark. (Fisher Report, page 12. 
paragraph 39) 

The precise value of such a guarantee of safeguards became apparent shortly 

afterwards as the Committee sought to put Into perspective their assumptions 

about the extent and seriousness of 'abuse. The following remarks Indicate 

just how far the Committee was willing to compromise on the question of 

safeguards and the protection of the Interests of the claimant. 

It Is ... Inevitable that steps taken to prevent and detect abuse will 
Involve some delays In dealing with claims and the subjection of honest 
claimants to some measure of cross questionning and Investigation of 
their private lives. In so far as this is unavoidable, It Is. In our view. 
a price which as to be paid to avoid a greater evil. 

As usual, th e Interests of the genuine claimant were tacked on to the argument 

to endorse the point being made. 

Some honest claimants find, such enquiries reassuring as they. no less 
than other tax-payers and contributors. want to be satisfied that proper 
measures are taken to Identify those who are dishonest. (Fisher Report. 
page 10. paragraph 34) 

Thus, having established, to Its own satisfaction. that even a relatively small 

proportion of 'fraud and abuse' translated Into a very significant problem for 

Social Security administration and that It was reasonable to impose hurdles 

upon the clalms-control process. In order to curb the temptation towards 

abuse' or the making of false statements. the Committee went on to sketch out 

a preliminary aetiology of 'abuse'. 

The nature of the Social Security system was felt to be such that It "creates 

opportunities for the unscrupulous and temptations for the weak to abuse the 

system. Later In the Report the Departments' responsibility to curtall such 

temptation Is spelled out. thus: 

It should not be easy for the able-bodied and able-minded to livo off the 
Social Security system Instead of working: the temptation to do SO IS 
strong for some and for such people a firm attitude on the part of the 
Departments Is appropriate. (Fisher Report, page 35, paragraph 289) 

[16] 
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Despite the administration of the 'wage stop'. the Committee evidently believed 

that significant numbers of claimants were better off when unemployod than 

when at work and that this 'contributed to the temptations loading to them. 

either to remain 'voluntarily unemployed' or. to make false statements In 

support of claims. Aside from the obvious question of 'voluntary' 

unemployment, the Committee also believed they had found the root of the 

problems of 'fictitious desertion' or 'collusive separation'. 

There Is a financial Incentive for many women to ! lose' their husbands 
by separation or by fictitious desertion. The financial Incentive Is that 
much greater where there are debts outstanding (for example. electricity 
bills) which It Is hoped will be paid off by way of supplementary benefit. 
or where the husband does not pay over to the wife for housekeeping 
a fair share of his earnings. (Fisher Report. page 11. paragraph 36) 
[171 

'Fictitious desertion' 'was only a particular problem although, In general. the 

Committee were prepared to comment 

There Is evidence that people do take advantage of opportunities and do 
fall Into temptation. to abuse the system by wrongful claims. If serious 
steps were not taken to prevent and detect abuse a number of adverse 
consequences would follow. quite apart from the actual loss to public 
funds. More people would be Inclined to try to abuse the system.. 
Those better-off members of the public who do not need to rely to any 
great extent on the Social Security system might not be so readily 
prepared to pay contributions and taxes to help support a system such 
as we now have. ' (Fisher Report. page 11. paragraph 37). 

Furthermore. the very fabric of society Itself might be said to be In danger If 

action were not taken to reduce the Incidence of abuse. 

General standards -of'morailty In the community'would be' undermined If 
abuse of the Social Security system was made too easy and came to be 
regarded by sections of the community as normal and acceptable. If It 
was widely believed that people were getting away with abuse and that 
not enough was being done about It. those who maintain themselves and 
their families without recourse to the social security system would rightly 
be Indignant. In particular the morale of the civil servants who 
administer the system can be sustained only If proper measures are 
seen to be taken to prevent and detect abuse. (Fisher Report. page 
11. paragraph 37). 

The crucial phrase In the above quotation is 'if It was widely believed'. Implying 

that It Is the belief rather than Its relative accuracy In describing an actual 
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situation. which Is of central concern. As It later becarne clear, public opinion 

was to play a quite crucial role In efforts to control 'abuse'. 

The ultimate aim of measures taken against abuse must be to engender 
an attitude of public disapproval of thoso'who cheat the system, and a 
very real belief that those who do. so are likely to be caught and to 
suffer unpleasant consequences. 

' 
Publicity Is essential. both to reassure 

the law-abiding'and to deter those who are tempted to break the law. 
(Fisher Report. 

. 
page 12. paragraph 42). 

It Is unusual to see the case for a direct fuelling of public opinion so cloarly 

and unequivocably put. Indeed'. If it has ever been the case that government 

departments (the DHSS and Department of Employment) have conspired to 

create a public opinion favourable to the"exercise' of their - responsibilities. the 

Ideologies of social security 'abuse' must go down as one of the groat political 

success stories of recent 'years. 

But. as Fisher noted -_ 
. Opubl I IC opinion -I in relation to the control oIf ab use Is 

volatile. To some extent. 'this remark Is true. While the 'Departments have 

been uniquely successful 'in achieving their 'ultimate aim' amongst a 

particularly receptive pu bI lic - In relation to many forms of 'fraud and abuSO. 

they have never been " particularly comfortable with the charge of 

'sox-snooping'. 

Partly because the Issue has provided Ideal fodder for many tabloid 

newspapers. partly because It' Implied an Intrusive and morally condemnatory 

stance and partly because of the frequently sordid. low-level surveillance that 

It entailed, the 'policing of"the cohabitation rule (as opposed to the oxistenco 

of the cohabitation 'rule) has frequently attracted widespread public and political 

criticism. (181 

Yet the I policing of cohabItIon Is the exception rather than' the rule. The 

Committee were Incorrect when they suggested public opinion was at all 

ambivalent about the policing of the Social 'Security system. The contrived 

'scroungerphobla' of recent years Is a reflection of the way In which existing 

*anti-abuse' Initiatives have been received -an d- of a certain party-polltical 

complicity In a deterrent arrangement of social security. ' It was rather naive of 
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the Committee to believe the nows-madia would report 'social security news, in 

the balanced and detached tone suggested. Given the profound bedrock of 

anti-welfare and 'scroungerphabic' attitudes. already firmly In place by the end 

of the 1960's. and the receptiveness of a predomInent right-wing press to 'bad 

news' about social security, then the additional efforts of the Departments to 

maximlso "an attitude of disapprovalo were bound to prejudice attempts to set 

the record of Social Security straight. 

OWhere public concern Is - particularly engaged. " suggested Fisher. "the 

Departments ... should be especially zealous, In their Investigation ... and 

when their efforts, are successful they should be publicised. " However. the 

Report adds. Olf public suspicions are shown to have been unfounded or 

exaggerated. that too should be given publicity. * J19) 

Even assuming that the Department of Employment and-DI-ISS-are nowadays 

capable and willing of telling the full story about Social Security , fraud and 

abuse' In the ways suggested here, the media both select and reinterpret. It 

Is quite clear which Impressions of Social Security and 'abuse' have been the 

more predominant or the more enduring. In a'number of places we have Seen 
how Departmental procedures and, moreover. Fisher's own suggestions and 

recommendations, were deeply Implicated within this process. 

The Committee had devoted the whole of Its Report's short. second chapter an 

'General Principles' to a discussion of the scale of Social Security operations 

and the "philosophy' lnforming, thelr Inquiry. Yet. by the end of this chapter. 

the Committee had already begun -to- give crucial , Indications of the kinds ýof 

conclusions and recommendations ý towards which they were hoadlng. ý At an 

early stage the Committee had acknowledged their heavy dependence-upon the 

Department of Employment and DHSS themselves-for Information, statistics. 

survey- findings o and 'evldence'; ý ' In part 11 of the Report, 'Dopartmontal 

Procedures'. however. this dependence was to become virtually complete. 

In the meantime. the Committee had redefined-the nature of their Inquiry'and. 

despite a wholly erroneous * set - of assumptions about the actual , character of 
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'abuse'. - had determined that It was a particularly serious problem. 

Given the assumption that 'abuse' was a serious problem. the Committee. while 

acknowledging the need for 'safeguards' for claimants. nevertheless felt It 

reasonable that 'honest claimants' (whom, It was assumed. would readily 

endorse the proposal) should undergo' Investigation and surveillance and suffer 

delays In order that the Departments' could ensure that benefits were only paid 

to"those In 'real' need. In'this' way. any potential -conflict between suspicion 

and the sympathetic handling of claims became rather dissipated. In the 

event. however. suspicion. In order "to avoid a greater evil*. emerged as the 

most dominant priority. 

Finally, of course. the view was propounded that the'Social Socurity system was 
especially prone to 'abuse' - partly because of the nature of the"schome'and. 

reading between the 'lines. partly as a result of 'the' ways In which those 

dependent' upon Social -Security' were thought to respond' to the temptations' 

they faced. 1201 

14ow. ' while It - Is cer6lnly'true that the Report suggests, certain 'safeguards' and 

endorses the view that. ' In'all cases. the Department' should procood wIth, care 

and. discretion, 'such Instances of moderation are co"nslderably outweighed by 

the'Committee's Injunction that the Departments maintain a rigorous scrutiny of 

all applicants. [211 

These principles are nowhere more clearly elaborated than In the Committoo's 

support for the principle of maintaining an atmosphere of generallsed 

deterrence around the Social Security system. The Committee would no doubt 

claim that an "atmosphere of generallsed deterrence* was a far remove from 

stigmatisation' for the recipients of benefits. although others might find the 

differences rather more Imperceptible. 

Nevertheless. having devoted some -time to the task of articulating a specif 
. 
IC 

and legitimate standpoint from which to comment on the supposed problem of 

Social Security 'abuse' and. the adequacy of DHSS measures to control It. 
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twelve pages- Into the Report. the Committee proffered their Initial Interim 

conclusion. 

We believe more staff could profitably be, employed In anti-abuso work. 
(Fisher Report, page 12. paragraph 41). 

Having put down this general comment as a kind of reference point for their 

future discussions. the Committee then turned to consider the existing claims 

control and review Proce'dures operated by' the Departments. 

REVIEWING THE PROCEDURES 

While a number of the Invited organisatlons commented upon the review 

procedures adopted by the Departments to counteract, the supposed abuses Jo 

which they were subject, the Committee derived the. main part of Its account Of 

'Present Departmental Procedures and Knowledge' directly from the Departments 

themselves. Notwithstanding the range and variety of benefits. the differing 

forms of entitlement Involved In each case and'the mechanisms of scrutiny and 

review adopted In each case. the Committee chose to examine the departmental 

procedures according to the kinds of abusel encountered rather than In relation 

to the several types of benefit and forms of benefit administration. 

We have done this for a special reason: we believe that the organisation 
adopted and the method used In the task of detecting and preventing 
abuse should be governed by the particular , 

type of abuse or the 
particular occasion for abuse In question. (Fisher Report. page 14. ' 
paragraph 44). 

In a number of respects this 'mIghi well'appear a reasonable basis upon which 

to launch the enquiry except that. as we have already seen, the supposed 

problems of abuse are more commonly associated with particular kinds of 

benefits and certain aspects of procedure. Thus. although the Committee 

reported the different forms of procedure and assessment - the Importance of 

home visits In Supplementary Benefit claims as compared with the handling of 

National Insurance claims though the post - they failed to mention the most 

Important factor of all. the means test. and did not link the different 

departmental procedures with the Incidence of 'abuse'. 
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Before turning to examine the different forms of 'abuse'. the Committee began 

by considering the two benefit payments systems and the general administrative 

and control procedures. In the then Employment Exchanges and In relation to 

the-assessment and dlstributlonýof contributory benefits. the control procedures 

wore as follows. Managers and supervisors selected some 2% and 5% of 

claims, respectively. In order to ensure: 

(a) that entitlement and rates of payment are correctly calculated. 

(b) a random sampling -and , 
Interviewing, of, a 'certain proportion' of 

claimants on, a weekly basis. 

(c) that 
-, 
all benefit controls are applied properly and that details of 

Identity and signature are chocked with' previous records "an the 
occasion of the claimant's subsequent weekly attendancew to 'sIgn-on'. 
(Fisher Report. pages 15-16. Paragraphs 49-52) 

N 

A similar pattern of functions applied In relation to Supplementary Benefit claims 

and payments. Casepapers and records were examined on a sample basis 

covering: -I. ýI ý11 

(a) the accuracy of assessment of entitlements. 

b) reports following a home visit, 

(c) the Identification of special circumstances and 'welfare' features. 

(d) 
,' 

the time taken to process claims and deal with callers at local, 
offices. (Fisher Report, pages 15-16. paragraphs 49-52) 

The above procedures. were employed at local office level to examine tho work 

undertaken therein and to check the throughput of claims. Further procedures 

operated at national and regional level to examine the overall performance and 

work load of area-offices. Such management surveys adraw attention to any 

trends or developments in the work of local offices which are likely to be of 

Interest ý to the management - or policy branches of - the administration. " 

Furthermore. the derivation , of Ornanagement control statistics" assisted In 

directing the attention of regional managements to special aroas of 

administration requiring special Investigation. (Fisher Report pages 16-17, 

paragraphs 53-54) 
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In addition, concerning financial accountability In the different departments. the 

audit of departmental work was conducted by their respective central 'Finance 

Division' which. In common with, all other government departments. were 

examined, on; behalf of Parliament. by the Comptroller and Auditor General. 

(22) 

While the - policy -and - finance Implications - of such management review 

procedures, filter upwards to central-, and even ministerial control. Otho further 

Invostigaton of suspected fraud rests primarily on the local offices of both DHSS 

and Department of Employment under the. -direction of appropriate regional 

offices. * (Fisher Report. - page 18. paragraph 58). Decisions regarding 

prosecutions were usually authorlsed by-the regional offices and cases In which 

criminal proceedings are to be-brought are submitted, to the Departmental "Legal 

Branches who arrange the presentation In court. 

on considering the ways In which the different departments organised their 

'policing of entitlements". certain significant differences became apparent. At 

the outset It appeared that a greater emphasis was devoted to claims control 

In Supplementary Benefit than In Contributory Benefits. In the former, this 

scrutiny and control was at once more general ý andý more Intense. 

Furthermore. control Initiatives begun by the DHSS had, on occasion, been 

adopted by 1he Department of Employment. In Important respects. therofore. 

the Means-Test administrations (National Assistance Board. Ministry of Social 

Security. DHSS) have often proved the forerunners for an Intensification of 

claims control techniques - particularly those bearing directly on questions of 

entitlement and -disentitlement. This Is. of course. no surprise. The 

Means-Test was Itself an exercise of a particularly IndIvIduallsed form of 

discipline and It has always been the case that the administration of the 

Means-Test was supplemented by, 
- surveillance. Inquisitions and other 

mechanisms of mild deterrence. 

In each, of the Departments it seems that the primary responsibility for resolving 

suspicions of 'fraud and abuse' rested with those Departmental Officers dealing 

directly with members of the public. In the Department of Employment this 
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mainly affected staff In the Employment Exchanges whereas. In the DHSS. 

rather more personnel. those assessing entitlements and those visiting, were 
Involved. In either case. most local offices had one or two members of staff 

dealing with-tho more-serious or loss straightforward cases of suspected 'fraud 

or abuse'. 

The , Committee - recounted - the reasons for the Introduction of special 

Investigators In the DHSS (National Assistance Board) and. later. In the 

Department of Employment. These officers were deployed by regional offices to 

Investigate those cases that *are' complex. time consuming and roquire 

observation at Irregular hours or enquiries outside the territory of the local 

offices., Furthermore. special Investigators ý can be deployed In groups "on 

special exercises or drives -directed at, particular, aspects of abuse. " (Fisher 

Report. -page 18. -- paragraphs 59-60) 

Discussing these special Iraud drives' the Committee noted: 

Some Indications of the extent of fraud can be gleaned from surveys and 
drives .-. These exercises are not comprehensive and they are not set 
up In such. a way as to give statistically valid results. The Departments' 
practice has been to concentrate on the detection of fraud and their 
Information about the extent of fraud derives almost entirely from the 
records kept In connection with their Investigations. With few exceptions 
the Information Is thus about discovered fraud and makes no estimate of'' 
the likely extent of undiscovered fraud. When the Departments have 
given special attention to particular areas of abuse It has either been 
because their own experience suggested that fraud was especially., 
prevalent In that class of case or was suspected of being so by the 
Exchequer and Audit Department. TheV have thus seen themselves as 
Practical fishermen concentratinq upon the Immediate catch rather than 
as marine scientists establishina bv statistical research the probable 
extent of the shoals to 
156) 

be cauqht. (Fisher Report, page 52. paragraph 0 

In 'Chapter Four of the Report. the Committee continued their attempt to* spell 

out departmental procedures for reviewing and verifying claims for benefit by 

considering the 
, 
range of benefits payable and the conditions of entitlement 

attaching to each. The discussion concentrated very largely upon the 

evidence. procedures and statements which have to be, supplied. made or 

conformed with In order to make claims. Obviously, entitlement to each benefit 

Is established differently and the Regulations governing entitlement have 
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changed, In some cases quite markedly. since 1971. It Is not proposed to 

discuss the precise nature of these changes hero. All that Is necessary hero 

Is a brief examination of the general conditions necessary to establish 

entitlement and the Committee's consideration of them. 

Common -to both Contributory and Supplementary Benefits Is a, general 

requirement upon claimants to 

furnish such certificates. documents. Information and evidence for the 
purpose of determining the claims as may be required by the ýSecretary 
of State and. If reasonably so required. shall for that purpose attend at 
such office or place as the Secretary of State may direct. [231 

The Committee made no Immediate comment on the nature of this requirement 

although we can hardly fall to notice quite how open-ended, a -requirement was 

placed upon claimants and how expansive was the ýauthorlty conferred upon the 

Secretary of State. , This, however. was but a general - requirement affecting 

claimants across the broad, range of available benefits. - In addition. specific 

sets of conditions had 'to be fulfilled by those claiming Individual benefits and. 

as we have , noted earlier. 'the most exacting , conditions of entitlement 

surrounded the availability of Means-Tested benefits. 

One of the clearest yet. also. one of -the conditions of entitlement -which Is 

least well understood or about which most confusion 'rests. concerns the 

requirement that unemployed persons 'sign-on' , at an Employment 

Exchange/ Unemployment Benefit Office In order to qualify for Unemployment 

Benefit., 

The simple act of adding a signature In the Employment ý Exchange 'or 

Unemployment Benefit Office Is., In effect, a serlesý of declaratlons-ý that the 

claimant: II 

(1) was unemployed, capable of and available for work on each of 
the days for which he was claiming. 

(11) has read the leaflets outlining the conditions of entitlement and 
satisfies those conditions. 

(111) satisfles tho conditlons of en'tItlement In respe'ct of a' ny Increaso 
In beneflt for dependants. 
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At first sight these are Incredibly simple conditions although we have soon 

earlier how the criterion of 'availability' can be most expansively interpreted. 

However. such Implicit declarations are of vital importance for they constitute 

a statement of entitlement to benefit and, If subsequently found to be Incorrect. 

can be the basis of proceedings for false statement or. at least, an action for 

recovery of overpaid benefit. 

In contrast to these relatively straightforward hurdles. a claim for Supplementary 

Benefit Is rather more daunting. What a claim for Supplementary Benefit (or 

National Assistance before ID required was a detailed statement of Income. 

outgoings and circumstances In order that an entitlement to benefit might be 

determined. Again. any Information given which was Incorrect or relevant 
Information withhold could form the basis for termination of the entitlement and. 
If the Incorrect Information was given deliberately (or relevant Information 

deliberately withhold) .a prosecution might follow. In either case an order to 

repay any money claimed. but to which no real entitlement existed. could 

accompany the termination of benefit or the prosecution. 

As In the case of those "signing-on' at the Employment Exchange or 

Unemployment Benefit Office. all claimants receiving a regular weekly (or 

fortnightly) allowance. or In possession of an order book. are required to 

Inform the Benefit Office of any- change In circumstances which might affect 

their benefit entitlement. At Ahe -back of the benefit order book were 

Instructions about the sets of circumstances which claimants were required to 

bring to the notice of the Department which stipulated when they should cease 

to cash orders for payment or g1ro's they had received. Accompanying the 

Information about notifiable sets of circumstances would be the declaration: "the 

Information on this form Is true and complete" followed by the ubiquitous 

warning wif Vou deliberateIV qlve false Information you maV be prosecuted. 0 [241 

In both Departments. as we have seen. there existed procedures to check and 

verify entitlement. Inevitably. Supplementary Benefit procedures of verification 
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were rather more detailed and rigorous. Mention has already been made of the 

sample surveys. review visits and 'special drives'. but the Initial mechanism of 

verification had traditionally been the home visit arranged by the Benefit Office 

on receipt of each 'fresh claim' to corroborate all Information so far given. to 

record any special problems or 'welfare needs' and. ostensibly, to ensure that 

all entitlements are actually claimed. [251 Originally. It was Intended that home 

visits be arranged promptly. once claims had been made. and certainly within 

fourteen days, In order to avoid any delay In ascertaining an accurate 

entitlement, with follow-up home visits or 'review-visits' at various Intervals. 

[261 

In 1973, Instructions. supported 41he Fisher Committee, went out to Benefit 

Offices In order to assist In Improving and speeding-up the verification of 

claims. [271 Yet. although the rules were formulated In an effort to help clarify 

and Improve the determination of entitlements. It does rather seem as If. 

alerted by official Initiatives and forever cautioned to be alert to the dangers of 

'abuse'. Benefit Office staff were more Inclined to err on the side of severity 

than compassion. (Fisher Report. pages 30-32. paragraphs 99-105) 

At the same time as these new guidelines for 'Improving' the office assessment 

procedures were being Introduced. new arrangements for the organisation of 

home visiting In Supplementary Benefit cases were, being experimented with. 

The new visiting arrangements were to be based on the promise that. whereas 

home visiting was often an Important component of the claims verification 

process, It was also very exponsivo In terms of staff resources. Hence. where 

alternative means of gaining Information were available, then. where 

appropriate. officers were encouraged to make use of these and allow the 

existing system of review visiting to be replaced "by a more selective system 

designed to concentrate the visiting effort on active and potential problem 

cases. at Intervals designed to meet the requirements of the problem situation. 

(Fisher Report, page 38, paragraph 118b) 

As a result. Visiting Officer caseloads were subdivided Into Active and Potontial 

. problem cases. Amongst the active problem cases, to be visited regularly by 
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Executive Officers, there might be 

cases. where the claimant cannot satisfactorily manage his affairs and 
cases where there is an unsatisfactory attitude to employment, or 
certain cases of neglect to maintain ... cases Involving suspicion of 
fraud. undisclosed cohabitation. collusive separation or other abuse of 
the scheme. (Fisher Report. page 39. paragraph 118d) 

Potential problem cases. on the other hand. to be visited by Clerical Officers 

as and when the opportunity arose might Include: separated wives. unmarried 

mothers and, cases where the 
, 

claimant is unemployed and aged below 55. As 

the DHSS suggested to the Fisher Enquiry: 

[the] major objective of 'the proposed changes Is to achieve a more 
economic and efficient use of manpower by eliminating unproductive 
visiting, so ensuring that attention Is concentrated on 

, 
the more difficult 

cases. those which raise welfare problems and those in which fraud and 
abuse Is suspected or Is likely. (Fisher Report. page 39. paragraph 
118d) 

DHSS, believe that the whole system will be considerably strengthened 
since cases of suspected abuse will receive closer attention and a 
determined effort will be made to Improve work standards generally. 
(Fisher Report. page 40. paragraph 122) 

The new visiting procedures were a very clear attempt by the DHSS 

administration to Identify 'suspected groups' of claimants whom It Intended to 

'supervise" with greater Intensity than 'ordinary' claimants. The now 

procedures might be seen as no more than an attempt to target particular 

*suspect" groups In a rather more' 'efficient' way. They emphasised the 

'hard-core' of 'problem cases' but Ahey were no more than a pale 

foreshadowing of the rigorous' group targettIng that was to operate In' later 

years. Equally'. there lsý little doubt that the now procedures' were also a 

reflection- of the financial and staffing constraints facing the DHSS 'in the early 

1970's and of Its need to rationallse. as far as possible, Its administrative 

functions and workloads. 

Despite- the DHSS advocacy on behalf of its now visiting arrangements, the 

Fisher Committee were less than reassured. believing that. 

At first sight It seems that the now system will Increase the possibilities 
of fraud. A caller may got a running award and may not be subject to 
an Immediate home visit. , Experience suggests that there are people 
who will take advantage of this. The sums lost If this Is done on a 
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large scale will be considerable ... It Is a matter of great regret that 

... no systematic studies were carried out to determine the extent of 
abuse or attempted abuse (a) coming to light and (b) remaining 
undetected under the old and now systems. (Fisher Report. page 39. 
paragraphs 119-120) 

The home visit 'and the Interview had been crucial elements of Social Security 

systems since the very early days, It Is highly significant that the procedure was 

now being dropped In favour of a three-tiered system which concentrated staff 

visiting resources almost entirely on certain 'problem cases'. In many rospects 

It could be suggested that the DHSS was abstaining from Its responsibility to 

promote the welfare of claimants In favour of Interviewing them In detail only 

where this might prove "Cost-effective' by virtue of the discovery of abuse or by 

the discovery of 'special problems'. 

The DHSS responded to criticisms of Its visiting policy with the following 

remarks 

DHSS expects that potential 'fraud and abuse' will be checked more 
offectlvelý: a more effective attack on abuse will result from the now 
arrangements for tightening up on suspect cases and devoting more, of 
the time of a higher grade officer to eliciting the true facts. (Fishor 
Report, page 40. --paragraph 122). 

Along the way. we should note, It Is quite possible to see howtho dual purpose 

home visit has become substantially flattened out. its utility under the now 

procedures being simply one of policing and claims control. 

Although approving of the principle upon which the now visiting arrangements 

were based, namely. more effective use of staff resources. the Committee were 

still rather sceptical about the now system. (Fisher Report, pages 40-41. 

paragraph 123) 

In particular. the Committee were coacemed that many cases of 'potential abuse' 

might not even come to light without routine visiting and they recommended 

th'at. whether or not the now visiting procedures came Into force. *the 

opportunity should be taken of Intensifying visiting In problem casoso, and routine 

visiting of the old kind on the basis of "a percentage of Supplementary Benefit 

claimants selected at random should continue. * (Fisher Report, page 41. 
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paragraph 125) [281 

FollowingAts examination of the now home visiting procedures. the Committee 

recommended that: sample surveys be carried out. that a percentage of 

recipients of long-term benefits should be visited from time to time and 

questioned, on matters relevant to their entitlement, and that, 

It should be made generally known to the public that this Is done so that 
the practice will act as a deterrent to abuse. Priority for visiting should 
be given to those who are In a situation where the, temptation to abuse 
may be great (for example men with large families or where there Is 
some suspicion). i 

The following comment was added to the above. although. significantly. 

ommitted from the Itallcised recommendations. 

Care must be taken, however. that the pressure put on claimants Is not 
, such as to deter them from claiming benefit. (Fisher Report. page. 41. 
paragraph 126) 

In opposition to the Committee's approach to home visiting., a, number of 

organ1sations -who submitted, evidence stressed 'the Importance of 'home visits 

not primarily, as claims control techniques, but as measures designed to fulfil 

theý Departments welfare responsibilities. The Health Visitors Association and 

the Family Service Units argued for the proper training, of visiting officers such 

that the visits could ý- be used positively, to encourage and ensure full 

Supplementary- Benefit entitlements., the Family Service Units added that routine 

visits should be regularly organised , and, that on such review visits Othe 

Supplementary Benefit Officer should be required to offer Information about 

relevant means-tested benefits,., " [291 

Having made, la"number of critical comments about the changes the DHSS was 

making In Its visiting procedures. the Committee commented, quite favourably, on 

a now set of- proposals: a system of postal-review. Postal-review was. for 

obvious-reasons deemed Inappropriate for those cases about which suspicions 

existed but It was; nevertheless. thought, to be an Ideal means of reviewing a 

large number oU non-problematIc cases - especially when backed up by the 

option of 'spot-checks' and 'surprise visits'-In selected cases. The Committee 
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concluded that they believed "a certain number would be deterred from abus% 

by having to fill In carefully and clearly worded postal-roviow forms., who would 

not be deterred by the requirement to fill in a routine declaration. " (Fisher 

Report. page 43. paragraph -128) ý (301 

With respect to home visiting and review visits. however, a great deal has 

changed since 1973. With Increased, reliance upon the Supplementary Benefits 

scheme. the sequence of most home and review visiting (barring visits 

connected with special Investigations or equivalent claims control functions) has 

slipped backwards. - Some groups no longer receive home visits at all. while 

'welfare cases' receive visits only Intermittently and at long Intervals. Only In 

cases where there Is suspicion of abuse have patterns of review visiting been 

kept up. ý, -ý ! ý-r -, 

The Invariable - consequence of this breakdown of the visiting system Is the 

creation of a situation In which claimants can only lose. If they claim too 

much. It may transpire, from a, subsequent visit that they - have a large *sum 

(usually already spent) to --repay;, If, they claim too little or fall to claim for 

additional requirements. then back-dated payments are not normally available. 

Thus, weaknesses In the home and review visiting procedures almost certainly 

write Into the scheme additional levels, of 'abuse' or 'waste'. ý while. , more 

Importantly still. weaknesses In the home visiting system can only have added 

to the growing problem of non-take-up of benefits. Notwithstanding the fact 

that both over-payments and under-payments will have been occasioned by the 

new procedures. the outcry concerning non-take-up of benefits has Invariably 

been completely swamped by the outcry about ýýfraud and abuse'. 

Having- reviewed the procedures for the, receptlon and verification of claims. the 

Committee went on to consider the main, forms of 'fraud and abuse' to which 

they believed the social security system was subject. In this part of the Report. 

the Committees dependence ý upon the departments themselves was even more 

apparent. they were, after all, receiving and commenting upon, Information 

provided - for them by the very departments whose activities were under 

Investigation. Hence Ahere was more than a little significance In the 
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Committee's acknowledgement that the 'abuses' they were about to discuss were 

"the principal abuses which are known to the departments. 0 

The major categories of 'abuse' that the committee chose to consider were as 

follows: 

(a) Earninqs Affences: the failure to declare or the understatement of 

earnings by claimants themselves or of earnings by dependants. By the 

mid-1970's It had become clear that suspiscions about undisclosed earnings 

were the cause of the vast majority (le. well'over 50%) of special investigations 

undertaken. I 

(b) Sickness and Iniury Benefit offences: these Include falsely- claiming to be 

Incapable -of work and/or falsely claiming that Incapacitles were the result of 
industrial Injuries. 

(c) Moluntary Unemployment: claiming benefit wh1W failing to -make reasonable 

efforts to obtain employment, or placing unreasonable restrictions upon one's 
'availability' for employment. 

(d) Cohabitation and Fictitious Desertion: these affect both -Widow's Benefit 

and Supplementary Benefits. Neither. In Itself. Is an offence, ý but the offence 

relates to a failure to declare the 'true relationshlp',, ý to the relevant -authority. 

(e) Itinerant Fraud: this Is peculiar to Supplementary Benefit. It concerns the 

offence by the person who. -, claiming to be In Immediate need; moves from 

office to office providing false Information (with or without an assumed name) 

about his or her circumstances. The problem has-, never been thought 

particularly serious and. since the Introduction of giro-order payments-in 1970. 

Its Incidence has fallen considerably. - In any event. Individual DHSS offices 

have tended to operate their own defence mechanisms Involving anything from 

the outright rejection of claims. the payment of reduced amounts or Insisting 

upon daily payments. In order to counter what are seen as 'doubtful' claims. 
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M Family, Guardian's and Child's Special 
-Allowance offences: the principal 

problems arising here stem from omissions to report changes In circumstances 

affecting the size and constitution of the family. (Fisher Report, page 44. 

paragraphs 129-130. ) 

As well as Information relating to the main types of abuse encountered. the 

Departments supplied the Committee with Information about how these forms of 

abuse were discovered. 'came to light' or how suspicions first arose. 

In 1971 It seemed that most Indications of 'abuse' emerged through the unormal 

checks and enquirleso- made at the time of- the Initial claim and during the 

course of continuing claims. It should be stressed Ahat the, Departments 

considered -'normal' reviews to encompass only - those ý standard verification 
procedures and home visits described earlier and not the special and/or 
pre-emptive claims control techniques which have become a much greater part 

of social security claims control work In recent years. An analysis of theý, ways 
In which evidence of 'abuse' emerges today would be likely to show a different 

profile than that fdr 1971 by virtue of the now claims control Initiatives launched 

by DHSS and the Department of Employment In the latter half of the 1970's. 

A second major source of evidence of, 'abuse' was Information and contacts with 

other offices of the Department of Employment and DHSS. Thus. Information 

held by 'the Central Records Branch at Newcastle or from Local Employment 

Exchanges might , have proved - useful. In the - re-assessment of claims for 

Supplementary Benefit. As JB Rule has shown. the National Insurance system 

has an , Immense capacity ý for the storage. retrieval and circulation -, of 

Information. OThe Information -kept-* In - National Insurance files and the 

decislon-making based on these data. are extremely rich and complex. * This 

Information is used to help determine, eligibility for benefits and assess levels 

of entitlement -across,,, the broad rangeý of benefits. "At -the same time. the 

system also uses the Information which it complies to Identify and apprehend 

those who have In one way or another broken Its rules. 01 311 

It must be stressed. the Information and Intelligence flows between Departments 
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and within Departments. can form an entirely closed system of legitimate 

Information transfer. , In 1970 Sir Keith Joseph as Secretary of State for Social 

Services outlined his Department's position: , 

Instructions. which embody the Departments longstanding policy provide 
that Information In any of Its records concerning Individuals Is to be 
regarded as strictly confidential and Is not to be disclosed to third 
parties without the consent of the person concerned. Exceptionally. 
Information. but not files, may be ý disclosed In the departmental and 
public Interest to other departments and public bodies to prevent the 
duplication of payments from public funds. to meet statutory or welfare 
requirements and to assist the police In the prosecution of cases other 
than trivial crime. 1321 

A third. (and final. -, potential source of Information -about 'abuse'. comes -In the 

form of complaints about alleged abuses from -members of -the public and letters 

and telephone calls. usually anonymous. to -. Benefit Offices reporting on the 

'suspicious' activities of --certain claimants. When not whipped-up by 

Conservative MPS to 'snoop' on their nelghbours. reports from the public 

accounted 'for only a very-small source of Information about suspected abuse. 

and It was not a- source of Information that the Fisher Committee were 

particularly keen to encourage. (331 

Having discussed the, major types of 'abuse' encountered and the sources of 

Information regarding 'abuse'., the Committee launched a brief discussion of the 

statistical portrait, produced by a tabular breakdown of ýall cases coming to 

notice during 1971 (tables reproduced In appendix) before moving on to 

consider the *Actlon'Taken when Suspicion Arises% 

There were a variety of responses which might follow if it appeared that false. 

Incorrect or Inaccurate statements had been made In support of a claim to 

benefit. To begin with, the Initial determination of entitlement and/or amount 

of entitlement was subject to review. but where It appeared that false statements 

might have been Involved then the procedure became ratherýmore complicated. 

Although the 
, 

questions 
- 
of entitlement and suspected fraud can be 

Identified as separate Issues. once the facts have been established they 
must be dealt with at the same -interview with the claimant. (Fisher 
Report. page 46. paragraph 137). 
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A further, set of circumstances was also Involved. namely. "whether the claimant 

has exercised due care and diligence to avoid overpayment" for, If not. the 

Departments could require claimants to repay the money overpaid. The nature 

of the enquiry; or Interrogation. of the claimant's affairs often gave the 

Departments" officers some considerable flexibility In their approach towards 

suspected claimants while. at the same time. providng a very strong position 
from, whIch toýmountýan Interrogation. 

Thus. ý 'officers who were conducting an "Interview -, ostensibly for purposes of 
benefit , review and reassessment, ý eliciting ý certain kinds of Information and 

responses from a claimant. might proceed, during the course of the Interview. 
to a criminal fraud enquiry. The, formaVand 'procedural' safeguards of English 

criminal law demanded that. ý at 'the point when, the Interview shIfted-or. when 
inf ormati on haa been delibemtely given, the Interview sham It appear 

, 
ed that falsý4proceed In accordance with the Judge's_Rules - that Is, 

a Rule 11 caution, should be Issued warning the suspected claimant of'his- or her 

right to remain silent, 

Now, aside, from the fact that. as with the police. Social Security Investigators 

may not always give the caution - at the right time, or at all - and. assuming 

that the point at which a Social Security Interview becomes an Interview for 

purposes of 'fraud' Investigation can, be Aiscerned with any fairness - or 

consideration for the rights of, theý claimant. It' appears that the Interview offered 

considerable possibilities for, compromising the claimant's position and/or 

entrapment. Furthermore, while the wide range of options remain open to the 

Investigator the claimant Is placed In an Implicit double-jeopardy situation and 

ushered., howevever, much the Fraud Investlqators' Gulde, might warn against It, 

Into a process very closely akin, to that of plea bargaining., 1341 

The Investigation, and especially the Interview or Interrogation. of claimants 

suspected of fraud, which formerly took-, place under the National Assistance 
0 

Board local office case closure procodur6, Is now systematised within the 

non-prosecution- Interview policy. As we have seen this procedure has tended 

to produce high numbers of guilty pleas In 'fraud' prosecutions. large numbers 
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of reduced or withdrawn entitlements. many claimants even terminating their 

entitlement voluntarily. and only very low numbers of appeals against such 

revised determinations. All this seems to Indicate that the exercise now referred 

to as the Department's non-prosecution Interview procedure Is rather less like 

an Interview and more closely akin to a confession. [351 

After such a discussion. It might come as a surprise to see the Fisher 

Committee describing the Departmental Investigation procedures In the vast 

majority of cases as 'straightforward'. Yet. while the cases may have boon 

'straightforward' from the point of view of the Department. they were rather 

more complex. and had fundamental Implications. for claimants. 

Tracing the 'normal' steps taken on suspicion of a 'fraud' (that Is. steps 

reacting to suspicious circumstances rather than pro-empting them) Fisher 

recorded the Investigation procedures. as reported to the Committee by the 

respective departments. The first response to suspicion was the review of case 

papers. The second stage Involved an examination of the various sources of 

official Information hold by a broad range of public authorities. for lnstancpo 

the electoral register. DVLC records and records hold by other public bodies 

such as the police. (361 

If suspicions were not allayed by the review of such official Information as was 

available, "the Investigator will then consider what local enquiries he can make. 

for example, of local residents. shopkeepe rs and tradesmen. ' 

Echoing the Departmental Instructions to Fraud Investigators. produced partly to 

respect the confidentiality of the claimants Involved and also. perhaps. more 

Importantly. to avoid alerting the claimant to the fact of the Investigation. the 

Committee reported. 

such enquiries must be discreet In' the extreme so that the suspected 
person will neither be prejudiced by It becoming known that he Is being 
Investigated, nor. If he Is In fact committing fraud. put on his guard 
and enabled, to avoid detection. (Fisher Report. page 48, paragraph 
144) 

As the enquiries so far described could 'hot. In themselves prove abuse, they 
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had to be supplemented by detailed observation. - However, 

observation Is costly In time and It will normally be pursued only when 
It Is fairly certain there Is abuse. and the facts cannot be established 
In a more direct fashion. (Fisher Report. page 48, paragraph 146) 

Having gathered such Information the special Investigator had to decide when 

he had enough Information to put forward his suspicions of abuse to the 

claimant - to 'confront' the claimant with the evidence as the Fisher Report and 

the Fraud investlgatoýrs' Guide put it. 

While Fisher's description fitted. almost entirely. the guidelines issued to 

Investigators by the Departments. It failed. In many respects. to accord very 
closely with a great deal of current departmental Investigative practice. 
Increasing workloads and Increasing pressure to obtain results have led to 
Investigators moving very rapidly (and In some cases directly) to the 

observation and 'confrontation' (interview) stages of the Investigation. there to 
I begin that process of Implicit negotiation about entitlement discussed earlier. 

A broad range of research on Criminal Justice systems under pressure. has 

tended to show how they come to rely less and less upon Independen t 

corroboration of evidence or Indictments. but upon confessions and 

Institutlonallsed plea-bargaining. 1371 

All that Is being suggested here Is that In respect of the policing of the Social 

Security system. a system few would deny Is now bearing up to extreme 

pressure, we would expect to see a similar series of social processes and 

relations In operation, 

When examining the Social Security system In the light of these developments 

and when we add. to the catalogue of Investigative techniques. the pre-emptive 

surveys and fraud drives currently In favour. then it is possible to see the ways 

In which eXIstIng forms of entitlement and the right to benefit are being 

undermined by the bureaucratisation of claims control techniques based upon 

'results' and 'savings'. By combining a civil procedure of entitlement and 

assessment review and a crImInal-legal system of claims control within a single 
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Investigation and Interview procedure (supported by a varying range of 

dispositions) the now techniques for the policing of Social Security are blurring 

not only the boundaries of the administrative and the judicial. but also the 

criminal and civil. [381 'This all adds up to a highly effective apparatus of 

administrative Justice engendering far-reaching possibilities of perpetual review. 

coercion and direction of all those who remain poor and In receipt of certain 

Social Security benefits., Of course. so sophisticated an arrangement of the 

Social Security -apparatus will remain a problem for the future although. on the 

basis of recent developments In Social Security claims control. that future Is not 

too distant, I., -, I 

For the moment., however. we should note, only the relatively declining 

significance (both symbolic ý and - practical) of prosecutions as -the means of 

preventing. controlling and - deterring ý, Social Security 'abuse" , (even though 

prosecutions rose steeply. during the second half of the ý1970's and early 
1980's., a majority. of which. -anyway. were guilty pleas) and the Increasing 

significance - of non-prosecutlon Aechniques. 'voluntary' withdrawals and 

repayment of overpayments. -, -The Fisher Report's failure, to consider these 

Issues and developments stems partly; from Ahe fact that the Report was written 

In 1973 when the trends referred to above were much less pronounced 

(although certainly not entirely absent). partly from the fact that this section of 

the Report was 'written almost entirely on the basis of Departmental -evidence 

alone. and, finally, partly due 1to the fact that the Committee emphasised the 

Importance of formal and procedural guidelines for the conduct of Investigations 

rather more than It Is reasonable to assume that an administration actively 

seeking to produce positive results might do'so. (391 

By way -of -concluding thelrý discussion -of Departmental procedures' and 

responses, to particular forms of, "abuse'. . the Fisher Committee Initiated a brief 

discussion of . 'Surveys and Drives' against particular forms of reported 'abuso'. 

Thus. although the Committee accredited some significance to the 'fraud drives' 

and trawling operations of special teams of Investigative officers (activities 

which perhaps comprise the' Social Security equivalents of 'SUS' or 'stop and 

search') the Impression was fairly clearly conveyed that these kinds of activities 
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constituted the exception rather than the norm -a picture which was to have 

changed quite markedly by the end of the 1970's. 

The most Important thing that one -can say about the 'special drives' Is that they 

produce highly unreliable pictures of the suspected extent of 'abuse'. To use 

Fisher's own ý language., 1hey are not set up - In such a way as to give 

statistically valid - results. " (Fisher, Report. page 52. paragraph 156). 

Unfortunately. however. this, obviously quite crucial factor did not prevent the 

Departments. nor- even the Fisher Committee themselves, from taking the 

results. on occasion; -Oas an Indication., however rough. of the extent of ... 
abuse. " (Fisher Report. page 53. paragraph 157a) and then using such 
Information - as the , basis for planning, future -fraud, drives". - For the 

Departments. fairly 'obviously. the desire to assess -the , (supposedly freal') 

extent of 'abuse' did not come 'Independently of the, deslre to control, -prevent 
or deter It. As a result. special surveys. , launched against certain, 'suspicious' 

or 'problem' 'groups. producing directly quantifiable "savings' (subject to various 

multiplications as we, have seen) of an apparently highly cost-effective' kind. 

came to serve as rough working guldes of the extent of undetected 'abuse' In 

certain areas of the benefit system and amongst certain categories of claimant. 

The second most Important thing that can be said of special 'fraud drives' Is 

that. despite much of the above, the actual amounts of 'fraud or abuse' 

'discovered'. even as a result of special surveys. were often very small. 

In 1970., "a group of surveys was conducted to test whether there was a 

connection between employers who evaded paying contributions and claimants 

who worked while, drawing benefit. " In all. these surveys covered some 26.500 

people. - The results, certainly did not give the Impression that the problom, was 

In the least extensive. 

Unemployment or Supplementary Benefit fraud running concurrently with 
evasion of contributions was Identified In 50 cases, and the total 
Instances of fraud discovered was 100 (i. e. 0.4%) most of It trivial. 
(Fisher Report, page 53. paragraph 158b) 
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The results of a number of other,, contributory benefit 'fraud surveys, wore 

reported by Fisher. only one of which produced a figure of the proportion of 

'fraudulent' claims at over 3%. While It Is officially acknowledged that the vast 

majority of- Social, Security, ! fraud and abuse' consists of 1ndividually trivial 

amounts, the figure In, question. ýof 5.04% 'discovered' abuse. Is especially 

likely to be small, In 'view of 'the fact that It refers to a survey of 45.000 

pensioners.., 2.269 of whom had -failed to declare Income over the earnings 

limit. - Interestingly. pensioners are not normally the stereotype of the 

'fraudulent claimant' conjured up for public consumption. and the Departments 

themselves are extremely reluctant 'to prosecute pensioners. ý [401 

.t, 

Criticisms akin, to the above regarding 1he-, reliability, of statistics produced by 

special surveys were equallyfrelevant-to, the record)of surveys Into the extent of 

abuse An Supplementary Benefits. Like, fraud ýsurveys In contributory benefits. 
however. It was, 'always ; ý, the more -exorbitant and unrepresentative , figures'of 
'abuse' which found their way Into the 'folklore' of the benefits claims control 

culture and which were subsequently used to advocate the deployment of more 

personnel to anti-abuse work. 1411 

On the experience of previous 'special drlves'ý the conventional wisdom of Social 

Security claims control seemed to settle oný a figure of about 7% fraudulent 

claims -a figure which. so the theory went. was still no more than a minimum 

estimate. (421 

The only other areas of special activities concerning supplementary Benefits 

which the Committee deemed worthy of mention ]nvolved' 'itinerant fraud' 

(which. since the , Introduction of Giro-Order"ý payments In - -1970# , no longer 

presented a real problem), and clalms, upon-the estates of pensioners who were 

In receipt of Supplementary Benefit at theAlme of their death but who had failed 

to disclose capital assets- In, their possession. It 'Seems that claims on the 

estates of deceased persons occurred In about 2% of cases. the DHSS 

believing that "about half of the non-disclosures might have been fraudulent. 0 

Virtually all ý the cases, Involved pensioners. 'and for obvious reasons, the Issuo 

was not something which excited much Interest nor fitted ývery comfortably with 
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the traditional rhetoric of 'scroungermanla'. 

We cannot fall to notice. however. that none of the special 'surveys or drives' 

launched In the field of Supplementary Benefits accorded with the rhetoric and 

Ideology of 'fraud'. -'abuse' or claims control all that well. Even so, notional 

fraud ratios became Indelibly stamped upon the minds of the administration. 

Furthermore, these notional 'estimates' of the extent of abuse wore Invariably 

high so as to justify the deployment of more personnel to claims control 

activities. Unfortunately. Fisher's rather uncritical acceptance of these figures 

- the Departments own figures - only gave credibility and legitimacy to them. 

Further still. It might -reasonably- be thought- that the detailed discussion of 

particular forms of abuse, -and, measuresý, to combat them; -wa3 entirely 

superfluous. especially In the light of the Committee's clear, Implicationi In Its 

'Introductory' chapter to Part- III of the Report,, that the measures taken to 

prevent and detect the major forms-of 'abuse' were plainly Inadequate. (Fisher 

Report. pages 56-57. paragraphs 161-162) 

However. before -moving on to consider the conclusions drawn by the COMMIttee 

following Its examination of the principal forms of abuse encountered by the 

Departments, It Is worth examining some of the Independent- evidence received 

by the Committee. 11 - 

'A 

RE-EXAMINING THE EVIDENCE 

Ono hundred and twenty organisatlons and 20 Individuals were Invited to give 

evidence- to thoý Committee. -Of this total some 35 ýorganlsatlons and 46 

Individuals actually- submitted evidence. ý In addition., the Editors of all major 

newspapers and all M. P. s were- Invited to supply evidence, the editors of the 

News of the World and the Yorkshire Post and 64 M. P. s actually responding. 

The Invitation to give evidence went ouVIn Mayý1971. Almost exactly ton years 

later. In the wake of major social and economic changes and the election of 
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a government that had seemingly made a 'crackdown' on 'fraud and abusol a 

central plank of Its social policy. It seemed reasonable to gauge how far (if at 

all) the attitudes of those Individuals and organisations having submittod 

evidence to, Fisher, had changed. To achieve this ton year follow-up, all 

organisations. all M. P. s and a small number of Individuals listed as having 

given evidence were contacted. no questionnaire was Involved, respondents 

were simply asked about the nature of their original evidence. if copies were 

available and the nature of their present attitude. 

On the whole. responses to the survey from all bar the organisations wore fairly 

disappointing. An attempt had been made to contact the Chairman and the 

four surviving members of the Committee, but this was quickly squashed by Sir 

Henry Fisher who Anterpreted the request as an attempt to undermine the 

confidentiality of the Committee's proceedings. Accordingly. he Instructed other 

members of the Committee not to cooperate with the survey and requested the 

DHSS, to wittiold the sought-after Information on the principle that. *a Committee 

says all that It wishes to say In Its Report" -a phrase that reappeared In 

subsequent correspondence with the DHSS. 

Nevertheless, most organIsations responded ý to the survey., seventeen supplying 

copies of 1heir original evidence- from - 1971. and -a further six supplying 

generally helpful replies. - Replies from MPs and Individuals were rather less 

forthcoming only ten of over sixty letters sent out produced helpful replies - 

although a, -, -few moderately successful discussions and Interviews wore 

conducted. - r431 

At theýoutset It is Important to point out that very little of the evidence reported 

to the Committee by organisations pointed to the existence of any widespread 

"abuse'. In fact. the overwhelming message from the available submissions 

was that 'abuse' was (and still Is) a minimal problem. comprising a variety of. 

Individually trivial and often unwitting. situations In which claimants wore In 

receipt of more benefit than a strict determination of their entitlements would 

allow. , Some of the, submissions of evidence went further. however. suggesting 

that the supposed problem of claimants receiving more than their actual 
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entitlement was outweighed many times over by those rocolving loss than their 

correct entitlement and those falling to take up their entitlements at all. 

The approach of the majority of the surveyed organisatlons therefore provided 

a marked contrast with the Committee's own approach. A largo part of the 

"evidence' submitted to the Enquiry may not have been entirely appropriate to 

the ways In which the Committee had wished to conduct Its enquiry. On this 

score. perhaps It goes without saying. but many organisations may well have 

had to consider very carefully the nature of their response to a Committee 

whose entire emphasis was to be on the abuse of Social Security benefits and 

measures taken to control the problem. Thus. a number of organis4ons are 
likely to have thought- that a response along the lines of the questions laid out 
In the Committee's Invitation to submit evidence. would have been highly 

compromising. Suchl- considerations needed to be weighed against the 

opportunity being offered to supply a clear. unambiguous and authoritative 

statement on the Issue. at the same time as putting forward firm proposals to 

Improve benefit -administration. 

To have responded In such terms would have certainly required that those 

submitting evidence, very 'largely reject the kinds of questions deemed relevant 

and appropriate by the Committee and. Instead, respond according to their own 

perception of the Issues at stake. Even so-a response of this kind might well 

have been taken to Imply that the Committee of Enquiry was Itself a sufficiently 

legitimate. detached and serious approach to the problemsýof Social Security. 

Some. - however. were, not even willing to allow the Committee even this level 

of credibility; [441 A number of broadly 'critical' organisatlons. however. took 

the 'opportunity' offered to go on record and declare the relative Insignificance 

of Social Security abuses by way of presenting an authoritative refutation of the 

rhetorlcý of 'scroungerphobla'. 

Before examining what these organisations had to say to the Committee It Is 

worth looking briefly at the7 agenda 'of questions or topics that was sent to 

organisatlons to help them arrange their evidence. it is Important to notice 

how this agenda was drawn up. how It actually structured any debate on the 
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questions of 'fraud and abuse' and how. to have responded In the terms 

suggested by the Committee, would have been to concur on major points of 

principle about the nature. extent and seriousness of 'abuse'. and the most 

*appropriate' ways of dealing with 'It'. 

To begin with. two major points should be noted. The Committee was appointed 

on 22nd March 1971. yet by the end of May 1971. It had already received the 

first reply to Its request for Information. Therefore. within two months of Its 

appointment. the Committee had already drafted a detailed agenda for the 

discussion of Social Security matters (this agenda and letter of Invitation to 

submit evidence was sent out dated 19th April 1971). On the one hand. this 

shows great speed and efficiency In organIsIng the business of the enquiry and 

the drawing up of a schedule of work: on the other hand. It Indicates that at 

a very early stage In Its deliberations the Committee had settled upon a very 

fixed notion of the object of Its enquiry. From the Committee's point of view 

this single-minded approach had the virtue of simplicity. speed and directness 

but as the basis for a genuinely Independent enquiry, It had Its limitations. 

The., second point Is that the way the Committee arranged Its agenda - of 

questions was precisely the, way In which It went on to write up Its Report, The 

same format. the same kinds of Issues. the same areas of abuse and. In some 

Instances. even the same headings. were employed. The Inference WO Must 

draw. In this light, Is that most of the key decisions regarding the nature Of 

the --problem, the approach of the Committee. the likely findings and the 

principal areas of problems and the most appropriate general solutions, must 

have all been made during a period hardly any longer than the first four weeks 

of the Committee's life. , 

In its agenda of Issues to organisations Intending to submit evidence the letter 

asked that the, organisations spell out a little about themselves. their role and 

membership and their- relationship or dealings with. or sources of knowledge 

about., claimants of Social Security benefits. Any relations that the 

organisation had with the DHSS or the Department of Employment wero also 

questioned. 
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Having supplied such general details. organIsatIons wore asked to doscribe the 

existing situation, regarding 'abuse'. as they saw It. To begin with. the 

organisatlons had to Indicate the kinds or types of abuses most commonly 

encountered and., so far as they know or could tell, whether the DHSS was 

aware of the abuses In question, or not. No details which might enable the 

Departments to Identify the particular cases wore asked for, although 

organisatlons were asked specifically about particular forms of abuse or areas 
In which abuses were commonly found. The following areas were montionod 

as being amongst the most Important: 'undeclared Income'. *abuses relating 

to sIngle-parent families'. cohabitation and 'failures to report changos In 

circumstances'. Having supplied Information on such general typos of 'abuse' 

the responding organIsations were Invited to provide details of the mothods used 
by fraudulent claimants' and then, finally. to speculate, on the basis of their 

evidence on the extent and possible cost of 'abuses'. 

Turning from 'abuses' to the Social, Security system Itself. the responding 

organisatlons were asked to Identify weaknesses. failures and problems In 

existing departmental procedures. The-Committee were especially Interested In 

failures on behalf of the DHSS and DE. "to recognise or deal with apparent 

abusen., and, on the other hand. any wove r-suspicious* attitude to genuine 

claimants or other problems for claimants In-their relationships with the DHSS. 

Similarly. Information and opinions concerning the social security legislation. 

regulations. administration and the 'climate of public opinion'. was also 

solicited. 

Under the 
I 
same general heading. the Committee sought evidence and 

Information regarding: admi . nistratIve problems (the pressure and conditions of 

work 
'in 

the DHSS) . office practices and the relationships between DHSS staff 

and claimants, difficulties. *regarding coordination and cooperation between 

departments of the DHSS, and liaison between "DHSS and other bodies with 

financial responsibilities towards 
_claimants" 

and. finally. "the complexity of 

problems of a relatively small number of claimants, m and how these might 

be dealt with most effectively. 
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Finally. responding organisations were asked to recommend any changes In 

Departmental administration. The areas which were suggested for special 

consideration were: the Initial reception of claims and the determination of 

entitlement. review of claims. staff/claimant relationships. Regulations and 

levels of provision, procedures for the Investigation of suspected abuse. staffing 
levels. and the utillsation of discretionary powers. As If this were not enough. 

organIsatlons were asked to speculate upon the effects of any changes 

proposed upon claimants, upon Othe prompt handling of claims 

and the economical use of resources. " and upon departmental costs. 

Such was the range of Issues. problems and questions about which the 

Committee were seeking evidence and recommendations, that the preparation 
of a response to the Commitee might have proved a very tall order for many 

organIsatIons. Few. In fact. adhered rigidly to the suggested format and many 

only submitted brief returns of evidence regarding specific points or short 

general comments on their overall view of 'the problem'. 

While the vast majority of the evidence submitted tended to play down the Issue 

of 'abuse'. this Is not to say that all concurred with this view. The supposed 
'laxity' of Social Security administration did have Its share of critics. The 

Committee specifically quoted the remark attributed to Lord Justice Lawton 

As a judge I see the criminal world passing before me and I cannot and 
will not shut my eyes to what Is going on. Time and time again I have 
to pass sentence on youths and young men who are said to be 
unemployed. Often their work records are bad. When I ask what such 
offenders have been living on, I am usually told social security' 
payments. I can see no reason why criminal layabouts should live at 
the tax-payers' expense. I would give the courts jurisdiction to stop 
them from doing so. (Fisher Report. page 93. paragraph 240) 

To be fair. the Committee added that such remarks have *become less common 

as the unemployment figures have mountedO. although they went on to remark 

upon the 'convincing' evidence submitted by the Supplementary Benefits 

Commission. Different In tone. perhaps. but similar In content. the 

Supplementary Benefits Commission commented. 

The [Supplementary Benefits) Commission is operating a scheme which 
could very easily become the prey of widespread abuse. An extreme 
example Is that of young people who head for seaside resorts In the 
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summer without any Intention of doing anything but sloop on the beach 
and frequent the coffee shops. piers and amusement arcades. If the 
local offices In those towns accepted at its face value every story that 
a person had come 'to look for work' a great many holidays would be 
taken at public expense ... the danger Is that people who are well able 
to work may find life sufficiently comfortable If they stay at home and 
miss the tiresome journey to work ... and who therefore settle down on 
benefit. (451 

On the other hand. there were those submissions which seemed to accept the 

problem as defined by the Committee and acknowledge the Importance of 

controlling 'It'. but whose comments had very little substance to them other 

than by way of endorsing the Committee's own terms of reference. Thus. the 

Women's National Commission. while acknowledging the Pspeclalised' and 

"techni cal' nature of the enquiry. and admitting that It was something about 

which the Women's National Commission knew very little, went on to add, 

While no member of the Commission would deny the need to clamp 
down on abuses In the Social Services, It Is hoped that the pendulum 
will not swing too far In the opposite direction. Great importance Is 
attached to the need for sympathy and speed In the handling of claims 
and benefits. (461 

Against the few references to the seriousness of the supposed problem of 

'abuse' a large number of the available submissions and commentaries on the 

evidence referred to the trivial or Insignificant nature of the problem. Thoso 

ranged from absolute denials, to 'explicit attacks on the terms of reference of 

the Committee and direct statements regarding the Insignificance of the 

problems of abuse perceived from the point of view of the organIsation In 

question. 

The evidence reaching this society In the past has been of mistakes. 
delays, confusion and lack of helpfulness by DHSS staff. Including 
medical personnel. We have no knowledge of fraudulent claims or other 
forms of abuse. (471 

We have not been able to answer your questions as numbered. as our 
replies, while relevant to the enquiry, are not relevant to the questions 
you ask. My council Is concerned not with the abuse of benefits by 
unmarried parents, but on the contrary with the Inadequacy of social 
security and, In our opinion. existing safeguards against abuse are 
more than adequate. [481 

In some areas, 30% of our caseload consists of single-parent families. 
It Is our observation that the majority of these families live a long term 
poverty-stricken existence. their sole means of support being social 
security payments. The great majority of the families are not engaged 
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In any kind of fraud. In fact. It would be more correct to say that they 
are unaware of benefits which they are entitled to claim, but which they 
do not, and that they are III Informed In this respect and have little 
support In obtaining their rights or for pressing for discretionary powers 
to be used In their favour. [491 

The Health Visitors' Association went so far as to form a working party 

specifically to draft a response to the Committee. their general conclusion was 

as follows: 

The members have no evidence as to the extent of such abuse or to Its 
cost, but the opinion Is that many more families do not receive all the 
benefits to which they are entitled than abuse and defraud the Social 
Security system. [501 

The Electricity Council circulated the Committee's letter of Invitation to give 

evidence to Electricity Boards and responded on their behalf 

Electricity Boards and the Electricity Council have carefully considered 
your letter ... The consensus of opinion Is that the present procedures 
work well. The Industry Is not aware that significant abuses of the kinds 
mentioned take place. 151J 

Of, all the submissions. the Child Poverty Action Group's evidence was perhaps 

the most critical. articulate and authoritative. CPAG took the Committee's own 

assumptions 'and terminology and turned them around In advancing its own 

'agenda' of the salient Issues. -- 

This (submission] reviews the small amount of available evidence on 
abuse and looks at the existing control procedures against the allegedly 
workshy. cohabitees and fraudulent claimants. as well as the 
repercussions of these procedures on the 'prompt and sympathetic 
handling of genuine claims' ... There Is no evidence to suggest that 
Supplementary Benefit abuse Is anything other than the activity of a very 
few claimants ... The ISBC's) policy towards the voluntary unemployed 
and the claimant suspected of cohabitation can only be described as 
one of 'overkill' ... [especially In relation to] the extremely small scalo 
of social security abuse, the adverse effects of the stringent control 
measures, and the Department's obligation to deal promptly and 
sympathetically with claims to benefit from the public. (521 

CPAG was by no means the only organisation to take the Initiative and attack 

the Committee's approach and preoccupations. especially so where the 

questions asked pointed to wlderýproblems of policy or administration. 

We do not consider this problem Is numerically of great significance 
particularly In contrast to the'vast waste of resources resulting from our 
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persistently high levels of unemployment... We must stress that the 
problems of abuse which arise from work avoidance are exceptionally 
difficult to tackle In areas of high unemployment. With an 
unemployment average In Scotland of 6.5%. going as high as 35% in 
some areas. the task of distinguishing between the genuine and the 
malingerer becomes virtually Impossible. 1531 

Furthermore. many organisatlons which, either denied the Importance of the 

question of social security abuse or rejected the assumptions In the 

Committee's -, array of questions. went on to make specific and detailed 

criticisms of the political economic rationale behind the Committee's 

appointment. - 

The latest available figures ... show that (Social Security abuse] Is now even 
less serious. By 1968-69.442 million pounds were paid In benefit. of which 
816.000 pounds was accounted for by overpayments. Recoveries as a 
percentage of beAdit for that year equalled 0.81 %. Recoveries for fraud equalled 
0.05% of benefit paid. This total Is surprisingly small when one considers that 
Incentive to draw benefit fraudulently, or the extent of abuse by, for example. 
tax payers ... Official Ignorance of the growth and extent of tax evasions and 
the size of the huge sums Involved gives cause for the greatest concern. 
There can, however. be little doubt that the abuse In this area Is enormous. 
(541 

Slmllarly. 

My own views on Welfare abuse based on 15, years In parliament and my 
practice at the bar Is. in a nutshell, that there Is a hard core of 
'layabouts'. It Is comparatively small and the cost of 'policing' it would 
be disproportionate. By comparison with tax avoidance and evasion it 
Is 'peanuts' from a revenue point of view. (551 

The Labour Party's own evidence advanced a similar position. 

The evidence pointed out that abuse In the three main fields, namely. 
those working but claiming unemployment benefit, women drawing 
supplementary benefit whilst cohabiting and those refusing to work, was 
very small. It also noted that the low level could be reduced If the 
regulaflons were clearly explained to now applicants and If Interviewing 
officers and special Investigators were given some social work training. 
The evidence concluded by pointing out that tax evasion was a far 
greater problem. costing the country millions of pounds. and was a far 
better candidate for Investigation. (561 

Still very much by way of refuting the general preoccupations of the Committee, 

a number of organisations went on to suggest ways In which DHSS 

administration might be reorganised In order to Improve take-up, take some of 

the pressure off claimants. and remove the situations In which overpayments 
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might occur. Generally. such suggestions had the objective of clarifying and 

promoting claimants' rights and Informing claimants (and staff) of them more 

effectively rather than that of seeking to enhance the departments' Investigative 

or deterrent capacities. The difference Is apparent In the following, rather 

rhetorical. questions posed In the NSPCCs evidence. 

Would (not] a more energetic policy of Informing Individuals of their 
rights. and a more liberal use of discretionary powers. reduce the 
amount of abuse which occurs among families living on supplementary 
benefit? Would [not] the amount of abuse be reduced If the earnings 
limit was raised for families who are forced to depend for their Income 
on supplementary benefit, for periods exceeding six months? 

Similarly. 
, 

evidence supplied often contained explicit criticisms of the 

Investigating officers and their adopted methods and approaches. 

He 
, alth visitors often noticed a hostile attitude on the part of the 

Interviewing officers. Unmarried mothers 6ringing up Illegitimate 
children were asked Irrelevant questions about the frequency of sexual 
Intercourse and sometimes officers adopted a high-flown moral attitude 
and harangued the unfortunate claimant. Pressure was brought to bear 
on a mother to return to work with scant regard for her child's needs. 
[571 

In a similar vein the Family Service Units' evidence advocated changes In 

Interviewing procedures and the encouragement of tact. discretion and 

sympathetic question_lng on the part of departmental officers In order that 

entitlement Might be determined and explained clearly and without suspicion or 

Intimidation. CPAG was very critical of the factors which contributed to the 

foundation oi'such 'hostile' attitudes between DHSS staff and claimants. They 

saw these problems as stemming from a single source. To make their point, 

CPAG even drew upon part of the Committee's Terms of Reference: 

The Committee was asked'not only to review existing control procedures 
but to Judge whether the controls were compatible with a prompt and 
efficient service to claimants ... The evidence available to CPAG 
suggests that such a service Is not provided and that the treatment of 
claimants by supplementary benefit officers Is, frequently arbitrary and 
offensive. Moreover. many claimants were not being Informed by 
officers of their welfare benefit entitlement, - with the result that 
#non-take-up' of welfare benefits Is one of the major abuses of the 
social services. (581 

CPAG's evidence maintained' a very firm stance against the Departments' 
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existing control procedures and was unequivocably opposed to their extension. 

In the three key areas Identified by the Committee. (upon the accuracy of which 

CPAG made no comment) CPAG's evidence pointed out some of the 

'unacceptable consequences' arising from the operation of the existing control 

procedures. [591 

The results of the cohabitation rule casts serious doubt on the extent to 
which the Supplementary Benefits Commission promotes the welfare of 
the families Involved. To some mothers the rule Is applied wrongly. To 
others. Its application can prevent a lasting relationship developing. 

In partIcular; 

the present administrative arrangements are unacceptable In that the 
same body paying benefit acts as policeman. collects the evidence and 
Is Judge. jury and prosecution. It Is not surpris 

, 
Ing that few mothers 

contest the Commission's decision to reduce or withdraw thoir 
allowance. [601 

As a result CPAG recommended. Othe Supplementary Benefits Commission 

should cease to have the power to withold or reduce benefit to families where 

children are Involved until the_case has been automatically presented to an 

appeal tribunal. * (611 

In reviewing the measures designed to pressurlse those assumed to be 

*voluntarily' unemployed. a number of significant Injustices had been described. 

these formed the basis for CPAG's recommendations concerning the policing of 

*voluntary unemployment'. The operation of the four-week rule came In for 

particular criticism. 

The evidence presented illustrates that the 4-week rule results In 
Injustice to claimants, and ensures an ample supply of labour for jobs 
at poverty wages... Many feel there Is an overwhelming case for the 

-withdrawal of the rule. at least until the government has re-establishod 
full employment. 

The package of suggestio ns then closed with a recommendation. the like of 

which would h'ave'greatly pleased Beveridge himself, but which. unfortunately, 

made relatively little Impact on the Committee. 

If the [4-week] rule Is to continue operating. employers should be 
compelled to report all vacancies to the Employment Exchange. (621 
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Throughout Its evidence CPAG managed. very effectively. to keep Its comments 

very relevant to the Committee's questions while rejecting the Committees 

suggestion that abuses were a serious problem. At the same time CPAG was 

able to suggest a series of Improvements In DHSS/DE administration In order 

to best promote the welfare and rights of claimants. These points were all 

well-reflected In their recommendations. 

Although In broad agreement with CPAG over the minimal level of abuse. the 

Inappropriateness of further powers of control and the safeguarding of claimants 

rights, a number of organisations went on to make recommendations aimed at 

relieving the pressure on claimants. Thus. both NSPCC and the Scottis 

National Party suggested that neither Irregular patterns of cohabitation, nor 

short-term relationships ought to affect a women's title to benefit and 

recommended that there should be a period. perhaps six months, before a 

relationship might be regarded as 'stable' and potentially 'permanent'. [631 

The Justice's Clerks' Society were concerned about the cases DHSS had been 

bringing for prosecution. Their concern centred upon procedural Irregularities 

In prosecutions the Department's had brought and upon the need to prove, an 

Intention to defraud as well as the fact of false statement Itself. Accordingly 

the Justice's Clerks', Society strongly supported a Bar Council proposal that 

there should be. Oa standard formula for all offences concerning the making of 

false statements for the purpose of obtaining benefit. 0 and that. aln every case 

It should be made clear-that mens rea Is a necessary component of all offences 

under the various Acts and Regulations. a 1641 

While still taking a predominently critical view, the Family Service Units and the 

Health Visitors Association were the organisations which tailored their evidence 

most directly to suit the questions directed of them by the Fisher questidnnaim 

Discussing a broad range of the situations and conditions referred to by the 

Committee as prima facie Indicative of abuse. the Family Service Units felt 

obliged to remark that. 

all of the cases were either of a very short duration (under one month) 
or would eventually have come to 'light through normal Inter departmental 
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checking. The motivation for the offences can often be soon In the 
context of shortages of money while living on long term low Income, or 
emotional distress ... The vast majority were ... not rogues wilfully 
abusing social security. but ordinary claimants either unknowingly or In 
desperation making wrongful claims In order to ease unbearable 
situations. created In the main by the vicious circle of long-term 
poverty, and In some Instances by personal problems including 
psychiatric III health. (651 

The Family Service Units went on to suggest that. where the Departments did 

take action against 'abuse. there were profound feelings of InjustIce In the 

minds of'those proceeded against. that Oretribution for abuse [was) erratic, and 

[fell] heaviest on those least able to bear the brunt of It. * [661 In addition, the 

Family Service Units added, far from effective policing of abuse leading to an 

Increased willingness. on the part of claimants. to take up their entitlements. 

there Is some, evidence that departmental procedures ... are already 
powerful enough to deter some genuine claimants from applying for help 
... we are led to the conclusion that more extensive. rather than more 
appropriate. use of the adequate existing checking procedures. could 
only be detrimental to the major obligations of the Departments In terms 
of meeting real. needs. (671 

The last remarks are all too characteristic of the evidence submitted by the 

Family Service Units and the Health Visitors Association. Their evidence made 

a number of remarks about the small-scale nature of most forms of 'abuse'. 

but then went on to recommend changes that were Intended to reduce. 

eliminate. detect or deter more of It. The changes suggested did not always 

entail extensions of explicit and coercive forms of discipline and control but. 

whether cloaked In the familiar language of social pathology or not. such 

proposals Invariably spelled deeper forms of social Intervention. The following 

discussion and recommendations from the Health Visitors Association helps 

Illustrate the point. The kinds of Inconsistencies which It embodies cannot have 

been entirely lost on the Committee. 

Money spent on training the Department's Investigators would be bettor 
spent on a more thorough training In spotting the would-be defrauder. 
Members state that Interviewers were often ridiculously young and 
Inexperienced for such a job ... correct interviewing techniques should 
be taught to Interviewing officers who should also receive a grounding 
In psychology and basic human relationships. On a first visit to a 
Department's offices a claimant Is In a wretched state and Is often 
Incapable of explaining the situation. A number of the claimants are 
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educationally sub-normal and patient. careful explanation Is needed 
when dealing with such people. Officers In general when dealing with 
such claims, should appreciate the emotional and mental state of the 
claimant and should be considerate accordingly ... Members felt that 
the proposed changes ... would deter people from seeking to defraud 
because they would be detected by a skilful Interviewer. (681 

Similar problems are Implicit In the Family Service Unit's depiction of the 

difficult positions In which some claimants aýe placed by virtue of the temptation 

to abuse arising from the difficulty of eking out a living Owithout drastic loss of 

standards or moraleo on the Inadequate supplementary benefit allowances of the 

DHSS. 

However. called upon to comment on the problems and policies for dealing with 

abuse. not the problems arising from the Inadequate level of benefits. the 

Family Service Unit's deliberations might only have endorsed the Committee's 

view of the need for control rather more than they directed Its attentions to 

other. more fundamental, weaknesses of the benefit system. Nevertheless. the 

Family Service Units went on to criticise the 'wage-stop'. the Department's 

apparently arbitrary application of discretionary powers and. -particularly, the 

practice by which OcIalmants are treated as guilty until proven Innocent. " 

This reversal of the normal concept of British justice Is. In our opinion. 
Impossible to defend. particularly In circumstances where the accused 
Is so-vulnerable and lacking In resources to cope with the emergency. 
[691 

Further, criticisms, followed In the Family Service Units' evidence. concerning 

the unsatisfactory office conditions. pressures of work and staffing difficulties 

and Inadequate Interviewing facilities. all of which tended towards the frustration 

of any trust. rapport or confidence between claimant and officer. All such 

conditions. the Family Service Units believed. led to both reduced take-up and 

. 
forms of abuse. although, equally. they all resulted from policies and priorities 

set far beyond the,, Ievel at which a Committee looking specifically at 'abuse' 

might usefully comment. 

After a thorough consideration of the administration of the benefit system, the 

conditions leading to an Inclination towards 'abuse, and the methods of 

detection and prevention. the Family Service Units supplied some 35 direct 
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recommendations to the Committee, only four of which had a direct boarIng on 

procedures relating to the control of 'abuse'. The remaining 31 

recommendations emphasised the need for a more positive use of discretionary 

powers, greater emphasis on claimants' rights and the Importance of reviewing 

departmental procedure to ensure that It helped promote the maximum take-up 

of benefits. 

Complying with the Committee's request. the Family Service Units closed Its 

submission of evidence with a brief assessment of the likely consequences of 

Its recommendations. In doing so. they attempted to summarise the objectives 
Implied within their evidence. 

Our recommendations are directed towards creating a situation in which 
abuse Is less likely to occur- and the ordinary claimant more effectively 
helped. Any steps which ensure a more equitable Income level for the 
claimant In relation to the community In which he lives. coupled with a 
more attentive approach to his situation and needs. may substantially 
reduce the pressures and attitudes which In our experience lead to the 
majority of abuse known to us. 

The minority of claimants Intent from the outset on defrauding the 
Department may be deterred If they knew that both Initial, and review 
visits will be thorough. For some of these claimants a positive attitude 
from the Supplementary' Benefits Commission towards''theIr real needs 
may undermine their anti-soclal attitude. (701 

And then. they concluded, 

We would anticipate- that In the long run. our recommendations, would 
encourage a greater ease In handling claims by producing an 
administrative and personal setting within which officers and claimants 
could cooperate more constructively These (recommendations] If 
Implemented would. we believe. release more departmental time for 
dealing with the -small group of hard core offenders while ensuring that 
the majority of claimants are given the effective and efficient service they 
require. [711 

However. as we have seen. such arguments are rather ambiguous and have 

tended to collapse when pressed. While a large part of the available evidence 

has Aaken a clear stand. against the extension of control procedures - about this 

there Is little doubt -a number of the submissions of evidence have rested their 

case on weak. Inconsistent or- contradictory evidence. As we shall see. this 

led to problems In the way the Committee handled the evidence' and. In many 

respects, gave the Committee all the leeway It needed in drawing the kinds of 
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conclusions It sought. 

No great claims can be made for the representativeness of the submissions of 

evidence reviewed above. except that no malor interested organisations having 

submitted evidence are missing and there are no good reasons for believing the 

organisations. surveyed In 1981. to be unrepresentative of the group as a 

whole. Amongst the organisations surveyed. none claimed to believe that, In 

1971. fraud and abuse were rife. substantially serious or deserving of now 

powers and techniques of claims control. The vast majority of organiallons 

urged that existing methods of claims control were more than adequate. Many 

made both general and specific criticisms of Departmental administration and. 
In a few cases. the comments made Informed a fairly rigorous critique of the 

place and priority of claims control In social security policy and practice. 

The surveyed organisations might. with one or two exceptions, best be 
described as Institutions of the centrist 'welfare consensus. organisatlons from 

the middle-ground of welfare politics. The one or, two exceptions are broadly 

seen as occupying rather more left-wIng positions. but they can hardly be hold 

to undermine the political balance of the overall sample. What we had In 

1971. In the midst of media campaigns. party-' pol ItIcal rhetoric. the forward 

march of, selectivism and the Introduction of explicitly disciplinary legislation In 

a number of fields, was an official review of the attitudes of the 'middlo-ground' 

In the field of social welfare. A. nd, to the suggestion that the disciplinary and 

policing powers of the Social Security departments be Increased or more 

extensively deployed. Fisher's survey produced a clearly negative responso. 

The response from Individuals, however. was rather less favourable. Thero 

was much less of a middle ground here. Individuals giving evidence were. In 

general, more likely to be more strongly for or against an Increase In claims 

control activities. Even so, on the basis of a limited number of Interviews and 

written comments. while there appears to have been no overall consensus 

regarding an appropriate means of tackling the supposed problem of benefit 

'abuse'. there was certainly no general mandate for a significant extonsion of 

the policing powers of the Departments. 
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Ton years, later on. despite an Intervening period of the most Intense 

escroungerphobla' exploited by press and politicians alike. the situation Is. 

perhaps remarkably. very little changed. (721 Although a number of 

organisations reported that they had not discussed the question of social 

security abuse and therefore had no 'official' attitude to the question. they 

confirmed. 'off, the record' that their position was unlikely to have changed. 

Other bodies were much, clearer, expressing direct criticisms of DHSS. 

politicians and. above all. the press. for fuelling a reaction. the only 

consequence of which was a more Intolerable burden of hardship and suspicion 

for those forced Into reliance upon social security benefits. In 1981. as In 

1971, there was no general support from the organisatlons surveyed. for the 

Idea that social security 'fraud and abuse" was a serious problem and no calls 

for the Intensification of the ý claims -, control powers of the social security 
departments. Only tyvo replies dissented from this view. A former Conservative 

MP suggested "Supplementary benefit abuses ... I am quite certain, are taking 

place -on a mammoth scale. 0 and the Organising Secretary of the Institute of 

Social Welfare. writlngýln a personal capacity added, , 

I must 
, 
admit that I personally think that there could well be more real 

abuse of social security benefits now than was the case 8 (sic) years 
ago. I know of numerous Instances where young people are deliberately 
avoiding work because the rate of benefit to which they are entitled Is 

-almost as great as any wage they would receive. (731 

In 1981. no general evidence was found amongst the 'Interested' organlsatlons' 

comments (the voluntary. community and social and welfare sectors) . of 

support for an Increased 'policing' of the social security system. However. 

despite the marked continuity In the attitude of the major 'Interested' 

organisations. a great deal had changed. 

Public opinion had turned against the recipients of social security In a big way 

and, so too, In a number of Important respects, had the government. the 

social se curity departments and offical representatives. The ton-year 

anniversary of the appointment of the Fisher Committee was marked by the 

publication of the report of the Rayner Scrutiny Team, 'The Payment of Benefits 

to Unemployed People'. This Report while estimating the extent of "fraud' In 

the Social Security system to be around the 8% mark (I. e. 1 In 12 claimants) . 
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claimed that fraud Investigation was highly cost-effective. ospcially the 'special 

drives'. and advocated a major Increase In the complement of special 

Investigators and a strengthening of the powers of the Departments to deal with 

suspected 'abuse'. [741 

While press. public and many right-wing politicians had continued to push for 

an Intensification of claims control procedures within the benefit system, the 

majority of organlsatlons Involved In the performance of welfare and advice 

services had grown Increasingly critical of this 'mobIllsation of bias', which they 

saw as jeopctrdIsIng the welfare and rights of many of their clients or members. 
Furthermore. as this brief review of the evidence to Fisher has shown. It is the 

former attitude, In favour of more Intensive claims control. which has registered 
the greater change. and Is therefore the most 'volatile' and the least reliable. 

Yet. not only Is the evidence to Fisher Important. the Report too is of crucial 

significance. The Report Is significant primarily because It Is Itself deeply 

Implicated In the process of Intensification of social security claims control. 
One might even go so far as to say that the Fisher Report Is very largely 

responsible, for much of the Intensification of the policing of claimants during 

the 1970's. To understand why this Is so we need to examine how the Fisher 

Committee employed the evidence It received. how It drew towards conclusions 

In Its Report and how these related to the recommendations it made. 

We need spend relatively little time examining Fisher's employment of evidence 

for the simple reason that the substantial part appears to have been very largdy 

Ignored. This need not come as too much of a surprise. for, as early as 

paragraph 5 on page 2 of the Report. we were warned that the Committee 

would be attempting to represent the opinions of those Oln favour of a str, icter 

control over abuse". while 'correcting' other evidence themselves. 

As we have seen. this had Important consequences. The Committee had 

redrawn the balance between acceptable claims control techniques and the 

welfare and rights of claimants: it had redefined the nature of the problem 
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faced, thereby broadening the general object of enquiry and. finally. It had 

misrepresented the nature of Social Security abuse and the likely Implications 

of an Intensification of control procedures, The not effect of these changes and 

'redefinitions' was that 'welfare' considerations had been Isolated and divided 

off - from the social security departments' responsibilities such that the 

Committee could. with apparent just cause. recommend the Increase of 

discipline and deterrence with only limited attention to the consequences. [751 

At one level Fisher was simply undertaking a review of the adequacy of control 

procedures In the benefit system but. more fundamentally, his objective was 

nothing less than the drawing up of a now agenda for attuning social security 

to the political economy of crisis and 'late' capitalism In Britain. 

If It Is still possible to defend the 1960's as an era of radicalism, 

permissiveness and the legislation of consent, with positive advances In a 

number of areas of social policy then. In the field of social security, this phase 

of "development' came to an abrupt stop. The Fisher Committee being one of 

the Instruments of Its foreclosure. It Is now time to consider how the Fisher 

Committee drew together Its findings and then went on to derive conclusions 

and recommendations. 

REWRITING THE CONCLUSIONS 

Michael Meacher took a particularly sceptical view of the Committee's Report. 

writing In March 1973 shortly after Its publication. he observed, 

If 'you set up an - inquiry - and Invite evidence but then the witnesses do 
not come up with the required answer. you change the conclusion. (761 

Sections III to V of the Fisher Report closely followed the schedule of Issues 

outlined . 
1n. the Committee's Invitation to submit evidence -a schedule. It will 

be remembered. decided barely four weeks after the appointmont of the 

Committee. 
. 

Thus. a framework and therefore a moans of reporting 'the 
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problem of abuse'. decided very early In the lifetime of the Committee, came 

to shape both form and content of the final Report. 

The Committee's examination of particular areas of abuse began with an attempt 

to clarify the major forms taken by It. Eight areas wore Identified as worthy of 

separate consideration. although given the Committee's desire to reduce 

questions of abuse to common denominators. (I. o. false statements) and 

common forms of claims control. such a detailed breakdown might seem rather 

unnecessary. Nevertheless. the eight areas Identified were: 

(1) wrongful claims to sickness benefit. 
(2) wrongful claims to" Industrial Injury and disablement benefit. 
(3) wrongful claims by unemployed claimants. 
(4) undisclosed earnings while In receipt of benefit. 

-(5) cohabitation- and 'fictitious desertion'. 
(6) 

' 
wrongful claims 

rto 
Family Allowances. 

(7) wrongful claims to Family Income Supplement. 
(8) itinerant fraud, 

To support their selection of these eight areas the Committee remarked. that 

We are satisfied that the above he'adings cover the areas In which much 
the greater part of abuse by wrongful claims occurs. We have of 
course surveyed all types of benefit, and have come to the conclusion 
that In relation to 

, those not , specifically, dealt with above ... the 
measures taken to prevent and detect abuse ... are adequate. (Fisher 
Report. page 56, paragraph 161). 

To be more accurate. and to put the eight 'forms of abuse' In proper 

perspective. the"Committee's comments should really refer to the Departments' 

havInq reported that these eight categories consisted of the areas In which the 

greater part of hitherto detected abuses had usually been found. Having sot 

up eight prlnclpol types or forms of 'abuse, of the Social Security system, the 

remaining chapters of Part III_ of the Report were devoted to an examination. 

often In some depth, of the control problems presented by the particular forms 

of abuse In question. 

(a) Wronqful Claims to Sickness, Industrial Injury and DIsablement Benefits 

We will not be considering the Issues surrounding forms of 'abuse' and claims 
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control techniques In this category In any great depth. This Is because. firstly. 

the above benefits represent rather special cases In the social security field by 

virtue of the crucial role of medical Intermediaries who help regulate access to 

the benefits and. secondly. by virtue of the fact that major changes In respect 

of the administration and payment of sickness benefits have invalidated 

significant parts of the Committee's discussion. In the process overturning a 

number of recommendations and reversing government policy. [771 

The factors prompting official concern In regard to the question of abuse of 

sickness benefits were three-fold. (1) The numbers of claims and the amounts 

paid out annually In sickness benefit were large and, moreover, were seen to 

be rising steadily from year to year. (2) It seemed comparatively easy to feign 

certain Illnesses and therefore qualify for benefit, the-rules of which appeared 

to offer a positive Inducement to malingering. (3) A reliance upon review 

procedures operated by qualified medical personnel made a defence against 

such abuses very costly. 

The Committee were especially concerned by the Increasing numbers of 

short-term claims for sickness absence which were believed to conceal the 

highest rates of 'abuses' of sickness benefits. The concern about Increasing 

numbers of short spells of sickness was partly a reflection of concerns about 

reductions In Industrial productivity resulting from working days lost. particularly 

through aggregated rates of absenteeism and strikes. It was. and very largely 

still Is. believed that the relative 'generosity' of social security provision and the 

effectiveness and deterrent value of the various checks and controls, played a 

key role In determining general rates of absenteeism. However. although the 
has 

supposed relation between rates of sickness benefit and absenteeism/ been 

demonstrably exposed as almost entirely fictitious [781 It appears to have 

become stamped Indelibly on the British 'commonsense'. such that a 

maximisation of work I ncentives figured as one of the key reasons for the 

Introduction of Statutory Sick Pay In 1982-83. (791 

Because short term sickness absence was seen as particularly problematic. It 
N 

was to this area that the Committee devoted their greatest attention. 
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The evidence which we have received has satisfied us that there Is loss 
danger of wrongful claims by the long term sick than by those who are 
sick for shorter periods ... We have concentrated our attention on short 
period claims and claimants. In this area the opportunity for abuse Is 
greater. and the efficacy of the preventative measures more doubtful. 
(Fisher Report. pages 63-65. paragraphs 177.183-84) 

Similarly, a brief discussion of the situations of potential recipients of Sickness 

Benefits Indicated that the Committee had by no means rejected the 'Incentives' 

argument. 

The Committee reviewed the procedures for determining elligibility to Sickness 

Benefits. Although long-term sickness was seen as less problematic. the 

Committee recorded. 

we believe It Important that the long-term sick should be. seen regularly 
by their own doctors and should be examined at Intervals by the 
Registered Medical Officer but this Is as much for welfare reasons as to 
prevent or detect abuse. (Fisher Report. page 65. paragraph 184). 

Yet It was In respect of the short term claims for Supplementary Benefit - in 

particular over the concern to prevent and detect abuses and the implacable 

opposition of the British Medical Association to the performance of short term 

sickness certification - that problems were encountered. 

In 1969 the Conference of Elected Representatives of United Kingdom Local 

Medical Committees. reiterated Its demand for the abolition of National 

Insurance Sickness Certification. In 1971 that demand, "to press the 

Government for the abolition of National Insurance Sickness Certification" was 

repeated. The entire body of the British Medl 
, 
cal Association's evidence to 

Fisher (from Its General Medical and Social Council) concerned the question 

of National Insurance Sickness Certification by General Practitioners. 

The British Medical Association evidence emphasised what It saw as the waste 

of the General Practitioner's time caused by sickness certification and rejected 

thel view that doctors were an ImportantIcheck upon abuse with the argument 

that. 

In most cases the doctor does no more than countersign the patient's 
declaration of his fitness for work. (801 
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The BMA supported the view by adding that the doctor merely confirmed a 

person's self-attested Inability to work whereas *the final decision as to a 

person's right to benefit Is not in the hands of a doctor, but of the Insurance 

officer. " (81) 

While the, Fisher Committee gained a clear Impression of the BMA's strength of 

feeling - about the 'distasteful' system of sickness certification. they. 

nonetheless. believed that the BMA representatives "overstated their case" and 

refuted a number of the BMA's arguments. 

Having Identified the principal problem as arepeated short period claimants* the 

Committee rejected a number of alternative systems (including self-certification) 
and, concentrated upon "making the present system more effective*. 

The - Committee endorsed the notion that. In giving sickness certificates, the 

doctors should concentrate upon Owhether the claimant really Is Incapable of 

work. (Fisher Report. page 72, paragraph 201) without making any 

recommendation as to whether this required any division of emphasis as 

between medical dlaqnosis-and assessment of ability to work. Instead, the 

Committee recommended that doctors make much greater use of the Regional 

Medical Service (RM7 procedure) , and refer claimants more frequently when 

there was some suspicion about. the genuineness of a person's symptoms or 

Inabilities. 

Overall. the Committee recommended an Increase In the frequency of referrals 

to the Regional Medical Service (by both doctors and Insurance officers) aware 

that this was a costly form of control., but confident that a DHSS review of 

control procedures had Identified that, such referrals *had an Important deterrent 

affect. 0 In any event. , the 
- 
Committee believed that the high cost of those 

control procedures, nshould not be regarded as an objection so long as they are 

Justified In terms of benefit saved. * (Fisher Report. pages 75-75. paragraphs 

203-204). 
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In, short, the Committee's recommendations amounted to an Intensification of 

RM7 procedures, with the proviso that. to be an effective control. it was 

necessary to accelerate the referral procedures. It was suggested that prime 

candidates for the accelerated RM7 procedure were all claims from repeated 

short-perlod claimants and claims occurring on or around the occasion of 

works holidays or strikes. In all cases It was recommended that publicity be 

given to the control procedures In order to secure maximum deterrent effect 

from -them. -(Fisher Report. pages 75-76. paragraph 205) (821 

The,, Commlttee's recommendations therefore retained the doctor as the key to 

the claims control process In respect of Sickness Benefits. much to the chagrin 

of the BMA. - However. despite the opposition of the BMA, they also decided 

toAntroduce a review of the certification records of particular doctors In order 

to draw attention to the 'lax, certifier' (a character not wholly unlike that 

OIndiscrImInate alms-giver' for so long the bane of - 'enlightened' victorian 

philanthropy) . Thus, 

the regional medical officer should feel free In appropriate cases to 
notify the relevant local offica(s) In confidence that a particular doctor 
was unduly liberal In certifying, and to suggest 

' 
that certificates from that 

doctor should be considered with particular care, and referred to a 
Regional Medical Officer more frequently than the normal practice would 
require. (Fisher Report. page 77. paragraph 210) 

Fisher had recommended only an Increase In the utIllsatlon of existing 

procedures and the BMA remained profoundly unhappy. In 1982 and after 

sustained pressure from t66'medlcal profession. the government, keen to buy 

Off opposition from doctors to 'Its NHS economy measures. came to a 

compromise and announced plans to Introduce 'self-certification" for short-term 

sickness. ' [831 He'nce. since April 1983. periods of absence through Illness 

expected to be less tfian seven days In duration do not require the General 

Practitioner's signature on a sickness certificate. The measure carries the 

positive virtue that claimants are now able to determine their own ability to 

work. but removes from the process of entitlement determination a potentially 

Important 'advocate on the claimant's behalf. Furthermore. concern about 

ensuring take-up -of benefits If the visit to 'the' doctor and the claim for benefit 

were disconnected. and problems Involved In altering a tried and tested system 
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familiar to the general public. led a number of welfare organisations to oppose 

the BMA's position during the 1970's and. when Invited to consider the 

proposals for change by the Social Security Advisory Committee in 1982. reject 

them. (841 

Indeed, much about the new scheme leaves genuine cause for concern. 

especially the degree to which 'welfare considerations' played any part In Its 

design. - Not surprlslngly, ý however. while considerations of welfare took a back 

seat, ý 'claims control moved to the fore. Self-certification was to be 

supplemented, by, routine -referral to the Regional Medical Service in all 

suspicious cases. all cases of regular short-term Illness. and for a percentage 
annual sample of cases. Spot-checks and regular random referrals were also 

promised. 'Even the Fisher Report'had acknowledged that such controls and 

wide publicity , for them would be a necessary accompaniment Of 

self-certification. (Fisher Report. pages 71-72, paragraphs 199-200). 

It Is by no means unusual for particular extensions of control to assume a 
broadly liberal guise and. -It Is difficult to see how the Introduction of the now 

self-certification procedures amount to anything other than a withdrawal from 

welfare priorities and the selective re-impositlon of a deterre'rit claims control 

procedure In respect of certain categories of claimants. 

As the, BMA. ' broadly accepting the argument that Sickness Benefits, might 

reduce the incentive to work, seemed to Indicate In its evidence to Fisher In 

1971. not all claimants of Sickness Benefits would be under suspicion. it was 

not employers -or the, self-employed who were believed to have anything to gain 

by 
, 
sickness absence but primarily employees and. particularly, low-paid 

GmPloyees would represent the groups who would be bearing the brunt of the 

DHSS's control procedures. 

Similar comments apply In respect of the determination of claims for Industrial 

Injury and disablement benefit given that the claims control procedures were 

designed almost exclusively In-anticipatlon of abuse by employees.. Indeed, the 

only "abuses' deemed worthy of mention by the Committee -were abuses by 
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employees. viz: attempting to attribute Injuries and conditions received 

elsewhere to contrived Incidents at work, attempts to prolong Incapacity 

"because the preferential rates of benefit are a disincentive to return to low paid 

work". and attempts to overstate the extent of Injury of disablement. (Fisher 

Report, page 82. paragraph 222). 

In respect of such kinds of 'abuse'. the Committee did not have a great many 

courses of action open to them to recommend. The Committee could have 

Insisted on a rigorous medical review of all cases and required that benefit 

officers seek clear confirmation from employers about the relation of Injuries to 

the nature of a claimant's employment. Beyond this. however. and a more 

Intense -'testing' of entitlement. the Committee could only fall back upon a 

greater atmosphere of Increased deterrence - which was, In effect. precisely 

what they did suggest. 

It seems to us to be Important that It should be widely known that claims 
may be submitted to an Investigation ... as ri_qoroUs as a- court 
hearing. In cases where a false claim Is suspected or It Is known that 
the employer challenges the claimants' version of the facts. the claim 
should be contested before the Local Tribunal. 

Furthermore. to give force to their proposal the committee suggested an 

Increase In the powers of the Tribunal along the lines of the Franks Committee 

Report In 1957: 

It Is difficult 
... to'see'how_ the form- of deterrent which wo'have In mind 

can be effective unless local tribunals have the power to compel 
witnesses to attend before them and submit themselves to examination 
and cross-examination, with penal sanctions for dlsobodianco ... we 
reallse that this procedure will be appropriate only In a small percentage 
of cases. but we believe that If It were known that any claim might be 
subjected to It. this would act as a deterrent to false claims. (Fisher 
Report. pages 85-86. paragraph 225) (851 

(b) Wronoful Claims bv Unemoloved Clalma nts and UndIsclosed Earnlnqs While 

In Recelot of Benefit 

As we are already aware. the regulations governing entitlement to 

Unemployment Benefit and Supplementary Benefit are not as straightforward as 
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might be believed. The problem Is complicated by the fact that a large number 

of unemployed claimants receive Supplementary Benefits (and now Housing 

Benefits) either to supplement or replace their Unemployment Benefit. Thus a 

range of conditions of entitlement overlap and Intermesh In determining the 

eligibility of claimants for particular benefits. 

In 1971 at the time of Fisher's survey the regulations covering the conditions 

of , entitlement to - Unemployment Benefit were set out in the 1965 National 

Insurance Act which -consolidated the National Insurance regulations since 

1946. Under the 1965 Act the regulations governing *availability" for work and 

determining the responsibilities of unemployed claimants were spelled out. 

Although, as we have-already seen. the 'availability' they describe is capable 

of many differing Interpretations. (861 

Furthermore, regulations* also governed the withdrawal or reduction of benefits 

In the event of claimants having behaved In such ways as to cause (or 

perpetuate) their own unemployment. Under the regulations, In such cases, 

Unemployment Benefit could be withdrawn and Supplementary Benefit paid at a 

reduced rate. 

These were but the general -'ground rules' 
-governing 

entitlement, to 

Unemployment Benefit and_ Supplementary Benefit In 1971. it is unnecessary 

to, spqII out the regulations In any greater detall here for. quickly pushing such 

technicalities aside. the Committee rapidly moved on to describe. In rather 

more familiar and conventional language. what they took to be the real object 

of their., enquiry. 

We are [most] concerned with claims to benefit by healthy unemployed 
persons who do not take up suitable employment which Is available to 
them ... ý We regard such claims as "wrongful claims* falilng. wlthln our 
terms of reference. , The expression 'voluntary unemployment' Is 
commonly used In reference not only to those people who become 
unemployed voluntarily. but also to those people whose continuance In 
unemployment Is voluntary. (Fisher Report. page 91. paragraph 236) 

Making explicit the Committee's preoccupation Involved connecting Its discussion 

and the prerogatives 
11of 

the modern social 
, 
security system to an enduring 
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tradition of labour discipline which links the Poor Law. to the Unemployment. 

Assistance Board and National Assistance. Moving back in time. the voluntary 

unemployed. the- 'workshy'. the 'undeserving'. the able-bodied unemployed. 

the 'vagrant'. -and the 'sturdy beggar' all shared a common position outside the 

"consensual' discipline of the labour market and subject to public sanction. 

poverty. stigma and social ostracism. There were Indeed. as the Committee 

noted. adifficult Issuesm to consider In discussing those subjected to the 

discipline of social security and caught within Its regulations. There were the 

'reluctant'. the 'physlcallyýor mentally handicapped'. the 'socially inadequate'. 

or the 'simply, Inexperienced'. but the problem was by no means a new one. 

only our discourse and our means of coming to terms with It have changed 
although. even so. - surprisingly little. - 

ý: 1.1 
The problem has only to be stated In these terms ... the psychological damage to the Individual In allowing him to recline on benefit and 
abandon the search for work: the general effect on public attitudes to 
work and self help and on the extent to which the whole notion of a 
social security system paid for out of contributions and/or taxes Is called 
Into question. (Fisher Report. page 96. paragraph 243). 

Such a discussion led smoothly Into Fisher's defence of' the Unemployment 

Review Offl6er's, "role. 'Yet, whlle'the Committee's discussion covered both the 

claims control and the - social pathology aspects of the unemployment review 

function, their : argument lacked 'the sophisticated ambiguity earlier ascribed' to 

the role by Stevenson. the" Supplementary Benefits Commission's Social -Work 

Advisor. 

Always a criterion In a' I review 'of 'measures to combat abuse, howevor. 

cost-effectiveness remained 'the'reference point throughout Fisher's examination 

of unemployment review'work. Thus. ' * 

Throughout this, report we have continually referred to the necessity to 
evaluate measures taken to prevent and detect abuse on a cost/bonofit 
or cost-effectiveness basis ... This Is particularly relevant to the work 
of Unemployment Review Officers. (Fisher Report. page 95, paragraph 
243). 

The Committee spelt out the varying layers of checks and reviews operated by 

the Department of - 
Employment in 1971 to confirm the statement of 

unemployment made by the claimant. Although the levels at which the claims 
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control process operated were many and varied, the principal grounds of doubt 
k 

or suspicion tended to arise (significantly) from the claimants' own statements 

In signing declarations and during Interview. Likewise, the false statement 

served as the common -denominator of abuses In Unemployment Benefit as In 

so many other areas of Social Security. (Fisher Report. pages 99-100. 

paragraphs 248-251). - 

Although the Committee declared that It was their major concern to ensure that 

the power to withhold or reduce Supplementary Benefit was exercised as 

effectively as possible. they noted that the conditions of entitlement under the 

1971 Social Security Act. allowing for Immediate refusal or withdrawal of 
Supplementary Benefit., were substantially more severe and searching than the 

regulations embodied 'In--existing legislation- (Fisher Report. page 105. 

paragraph 259) 

The Committee gave broad support to the '4-week rule' on the grounds that. ' 
In the case of single. unskilled men under 45, It seemed reasonable to assume 
they would encounter Ono-difficulty In obtaining a suitable job In a wide range 

of local Industries% The '4-week rule'.,, a further example of the way In which 
the major disciplinary emphasis of the Social Security system, is turned against 

the least advantaged In the" labour market. was described simply as a-, limited 

award' which Is reviewed after four weeks, Oto see, If there Is any apparent 

reason why the claimant -should not have found work. -" (Fisher, -Report, page 
106., paragraph 260).., , As we have seen. employment of the, rule was. In 

theory. to be moderated by certain criteria. In practice, however. It appeared 

that 'the rule was applied rather more indiscriminately. - [871 Some doubt was 

expressed -about the legality of the '4-week rule' by one of the Committee's 

witnesses. The Committee disagreed. however. and went on to add. that. 

oven nIf the Commission has not In fact got the power to make awards limited 

In duration. It should In our opinion be given such power. * (Fisher, Report. 

page 107. paragraph 263). -, 

The point was something of a tech n1callty - --, but with fundamental Implications. 

The 'Committee argued Ahat Othe 4-week rule,, as we understand It. does not 
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affect anyone's rights or chances of gottinq benefit. 0 In some respects. of 

course. this Is patent nonsense. thousands of claimants lost their entitlement 

as a direct result of the operation of the rule. but from the Committee's point 

of vlew. - It made no real difference whether a limited 4-week award was made 

In response ý to an Initial claim or whether 'an Indefinite award was made subject 

to a periodic (4-weekly) review. in the end. of course. the Committee came 

down on the side of the DHSS and In favour of the 4-week rule, *both on the 

grounds of saving In administrative manpower and on the ground that It has a 

beneficial psvcholoqlcal effect on claimants. 0 (Fisher Report. page 108. 

paragraph 265). 

Many of the Committee's witnesses criticised the Rule. arguing that. had those 

claimants-whose benefit had been suspended by the rule, either renewed their 

application or appealed against the decision to suspend, they might have 

remained entitled. Some witnesses criticlsed the Supplementary Benefits 

Commission for making no effort to find out what happened to those who did not 

renew their claims. (in thls'respectrthe 4-week rule closely resembled those 

Medical and Unemployment Review procedures Inaugurated under the National 

Assistance Board during the 1950's. Then. as now. effectiveness was judged 

In terms of 'savings' and the numbers squeezed off the unemployment register. 

no attempt being made to find out what happened to those who 'disappeared' 

In this way. ) To Its minor, credit the Fisher. I Committee recommended that. "a 

system such as the 4-week rule Is tolerable only If It can be and is explained 

to every claimant In a way which he can understand. * and then advised that the 

DHSS Initiate periodic enquiries to discover the reasons why-, people do not 

renew their claims. how many find employmerit and. more Important. how many 

do not and what happened to them. (Fisher Report. pages 108-109. 

paragraphs 264-265). 

Given' a --real opportunity to 'express their concern In active form - by restricting 

the -situations In which renewal -of benefit might be refused, the Committee's 

actual recommendations 'fell far short. In effect. endorsing the existing 

practices of the DHSS. - The Committee had originally considered limiting the 

power of the DHSS to withdraw benefit to situations In which the unemployed 
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claimant had not taken advantage of "good and suitable employment 

opportunities available In the arean and that the claimant had failed or refused 

to apply for a specific job notified to him or available to him. However. the 

Committee rejected this option, feeling that It would be very counter-productive 

to the relationships between employment exchange and employers If the former 

only forwarded the very reluctant worker to the latter. In any event. according 

to Marsden and Duff. It appears that the DHSS were flouting the "specific Job" 

rule anyway. sending six to seven men for the same Interview but using the 

failure of all but one of them to become employed as evidence against them 

under the rule. (881 

Ultimately. the Committee settled upon a rule which closely resembled the 

existing practice of the DHSS. Limited awards of benefit (I. e. 4 weeks) were 

not to be refused: 

unless the DHSS officer Is satisfied that good and suitable employment 
opportunities are available In the area for the particular claimant and 
that, as a general rule. the method of satisfying himself of this should 
be, the notification ... of a specific job. followed by a refusal or failure 
to apply., benefit mlqht however be refused In the absence of such 
evidence If the officer was satisfied: 

(a) that the claimant had neglected to avail himself of a reasonable 
opportunity of suitable employment. 

(b) that the claimant had caused himself to be rejected by an employer 
through avoidable misbehaviour. 

(c) that the claimant had discouraged employers from offering him 
employment. 

(d) that the claimant had by his conduct and habits rendered himself 
unacceptable to any ' employer. * (Fisher Report, pages 110-111. 
paragraph 267. recommendation 30) 

, While It Is true that the old test of *availability" had now been given some 

positive content (with criteria established to help elaborate what It actually 

meant) this was only so at the explense of conferring upon the DHSS significant 

directive powers. While these powers did not assist the claimant to find work. 

nor allow him to know with any precision what 'being available for work' actually 

entailed. they did provide the DHSS with a clear mechanism of disentitloment 

capable of deployment against the least skilled or privileged persons on the 
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labour market. 

The-Committee made their Intentions plain. 

The last thing which we want to do is to make It easier for those whose 
failure to got work Is' due to disinclination or lack of effort to live on 
social security. or to reduce the Incentive for unemployed people to 
make their own 

, 
efforts to find work. The Departments have represented 

to us that If proof of a specific job offer were normally to be required 
limitation of awards would have less effect In spurring on less willing 
workers -..., we believe that our recommendations will make it more 
likely that people who really are layabouts and work-shirkers will be 
detected ... our recommendations If adopted wi33. lead to a closer 
scrutiny of these cases. and a greater Involvement by Employment 
Exchanges and Unemployment Review Officers In the problems of this 
category of claimant. (Fisher Report, pages 111-112. paragraphs 

-268-269). , ý, I 

The Issues described concerning the '4-week rule' provision also apply In 

respect of other aspects of unemployment review work and, given our 

consideration of unemployment review work In an earlier chapter. it IS 

unnecessary to repeat that discussion. 
'Perhaps 

all we need note here, is 

Fisher's genial support for a series of activities which. while providing a useful 

lever to exert upon the more reluctant employed. also hold out such 

possibilities of moral rehabilitation. (Fisher Report.. pages 113-117. paragraphs 

271-281). 

In a more general sense. _ 
Fisher supported the extension of unemployment 

review work as a key component of a dynamic and new-style employment 

service which diagnosed capabilities and Inclinations and selected. from 

amongst the unemployed. 'volunteers' for the range of available employment 

retraining opportunities and 'resettlement' and 'therapeutic' schemes. 1891 

Writing on 
'_ 

equivalent developmentsin Franco during the early 1970's. Jacquos 

Donzolot has described the statutory InstItutlonallsation of diagnosis and training 

In employment services as-formation Permanento (porpetual retraining) having, 

as Its long-term conclusion the displacement of the lurldical sublect as 

contractual agent, for the employee as assemblage of relative capacities 

subordinated to the demands of productivity and work process. [901 
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Even so, as-we have seen. the British arrangement of employment services 

were to be given a powerful sting to their tail In their ability. under 

unemployment review procedures, to deduct benefit Indefinitely. Once more. 

discipline and deterrence proved to be the explicit foundations upon which 

statutory mechanisms of 'social' promotion and Integration came to rest. 

It should not to made easy for the able bodied and able minded to live 
off the social security system Instead of working; the temptation to do 
so Is strong for some. and for such people a tough attitude on the part 
of the Departments Is appropriate ... We believe In keeping down the 
number living on supplementary allowances who could work but are not 
doing so ... we believe no unemployed man should be written off In this 
way. (Fisher Report, pages 120-121. paragraphs 289,293) 

While 'voluntary unemployment, was seen as sufficiently serious to merit such 

an array of defensive mechanisms and a *tough attitude on the part of the 

Departmento the Committee took a very stern view of the failure to disclose 

earnings while In receipt of benefit. *This seems to us to be the most 

objectionable of all forms of abuse. It merits first place In the I attentions of the 

Departments. " (Fisher geport, page 124. paragraph 297. recommendation 

34). 

The offence In question consisted In the deliberate concealment of Income or 

earnings. by claimants or by their dependants. above the level of the Income 

disregards established In respect of the different benefits. Some 8o% of the 

prosecutions for 'benefit fraud' were In relation to the non-disclosure of 

Income. While the Committee admitted that, "all non-disclosure Is a criminal 

offence which should not be condoned''or overlooked" they drew a distinction 

between small scale abuses of limited financial value and Oa class of people 

who In effect enjoy two wage packets each week. one drawn from the state In 

the form of benefit and the other obtained from full-time or virtually full-time 

employment. * (Fisher Report, page 124. paragraph 297). 

Living on two Incomes In this way may well represent the abuse considered the 

most serious but, by all accounts. It Is also one of the least common. Yet, 

although the Committe e made a distinction between the two kinds of 'earnings 

offences' by reference to their relative seriousness. the DHSS Investigators 

were seldom so discerning. Furthermore, In advocating a solution to the 
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problem, Fisher's own recommendations tended to conflate the Issues at stake. 

I 

We recognIse that detection of abuse ... Is difficult and that 
surveillance and Investigation Is expensive In manpower ... but, In 
general terms. the only solution which we can see Is an Increase In the 
numbers of personnel employed In the work of detection, and an 
Intensification both of random checks on beneficiaries and their 
dependants and of sp 

- 
ecial campaigns In types of employment where this 

form of abuse has been' found to be prevalent. (Fisher Report. pages 
124-125. -paragraph 298). 

The Committee went on to suggest that the Investigation of abuses relating to 

undisclosed Incomes should be the principal activity of special Investigators. 

before moving on to consider the preventative claims control techniques 

operating on Initial receipt of claims and during periodic reviews thereafter. On 

the grounds that, "a recent suryeyý has revealed a substantial amount of fraud 

In relation to wives' earnings. " the Committee suggested a separate 

corroboration of dependants' earnings and a random sample "weekly test check* 
by Unemployment Benefitl Office section supervlsors, 

l 
to confirm the 

circumstances of the claim. The significance of the latter procedurells. Of 

course, the fact that Ono claimant can be sure If or when his claim will be 

Included among those selected. " (Fisher Report, page 126, paragraphs 
303-304). 1- 

The special situation of retired pensioners (generally viewed with less suspic on 

than other claimants) and Supplementary Benefit claimants (generally viewed 

with more suspicion) were considered. Periodic 'honesty checks' were 

considered appropriatG'for the former while review visits and the onus placed 

upon the claimant's responsibility to report all changes In circumstancos, were 

considered an Important. but not necessarily sufficient. control upon the latter. 

In subsequent paragraphs. the Committee considered the Introduction of a 

system of Identity Cards, based upon the National Insurance system, which 

could serve as a National Identity Card. as a passport to benefits and a check 

upon abuses. (Fisher Report. page 128. paragraph 311) 1911 
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It Is. undoubtedly, surprising to see consideration being given to the 

Introduction of a system of National Identity Cards. Not. It might be added. 

as part of an endeavour to control acts of terrorism. espionage. or 'serious 

crlmes'. nor even In time of war but. rather. as a means of regulating the 

labour market, confirming the status' I of poverty. and as a passport to tho 

benefits of the welfare state. In the light of the 1984 Conservative 

Government's announcement -a plan to phase-in a system of plastic Identity 

Cards., withAnIald magnetic Information-bearing strips. based upon the National 

Insurance system. It- Is worth considering the conclusion drawn by the Fisher 

Committee following Its discussion of such a system. 

We do not believe that such'_a, system would be Impossible to operate. 
though (if cards were not required or used for some other purpose) the 
administrative costs would be, heavy and probably prohibitive. In any 
case we doubt whether any government of this country would wish to 
Introduce In peace time a system Involving Identity cards, ... and we 
do not recommend the Introduction of such a system. (Fisher Report, 
pages 128-129. paragraph 311). 

Mention was made earlier of the relative seriousness with which 'working while 

signing., was viewed. The Cqmmlttee clearly considered the question of such 
Importance that they made the strongest recommendation that, 

detection of earning 'while claiming benefit should be regarded as the 
principal activity of DHSS special Investigators and sufficient numbers 

jshould) at all times be available to deal with It ... The ar 
' 
ea of 

concealment of earnings Is the last In which 'economies should be 
made. * (Fisher Report. page 129 

, paragraph 314. recommendation 37) 

Amongst the claims control designed 'to, combat this form of abuse, 

were checks -and surveys of employers thought likely to collude In defrauding 

the Social Security scheme. Although, as the Committee suggested. In the 

absence'of a greater control over the employers themselves, "it Is difficult to 

see how effective action could be-taken against [them]. ' (Fisher Report. page 

130, paragraph 316). 

Yet. while the mechanism of a more effective policing of employers. namely, 

collaboration with, the Tax-autharitles and inland Revenue Inspectors was (and 

still - Is) only In Its Infancy. ' -the methods for the policing of claimants and 
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employees themselves showed markedly more development and sophlstication: 

evidence we have received leaves us in no doubt that the Departments' 
already have a good Idea of the typos of employment In which 'working 
and signing' ... Is most prevalent. (Fisher Report. page 131, 
paragraphs 318-319) 

A list of occupations considered most prone to 'abuse' (by virtue of the scope 

they offer for working 'off the record) followed. These included: building-site 

work'and building trades. catering. delivery work, driving. domestic work and 

cleaning. gardening. -farming'and fruitpicking. painting and decorating, scrap 

collecting. window cleaning. general repair work and watchmen. Not 

surprisingly; all the named occupations entail general and unskilled work often 

at relatively' low rates of payment and poor conditions of service. Yet. In 

common with -virtually all other areas of claims control. It Is the least secure. 

and least well off upon whom the- brunt of social security discipline falls. As 

the Committee recommended. It Is upon precisely such 'trades'ý that, Othe 

attentions of the special Investigators should be concentrated ... we do not 

consider that the Departments should reqard themselves as Inhibit d ... by 

offendinq -public -feelinqs 
b 

131. paragraph 319) (921 

11111 earing over zealous. a (Fisher Report. page 

With this Injunction to. the Departments" I Investigative practices and the rather 

more explicit targettIng ' of certain 'trades" for , special - 'fraud drive' 

consideration, - we have discovered -Ahe foundations of the selective doterrenco 

that developed Into the technique of Specialist Claims Control In the late 1970's 

and early 1980's. 

(c) -Cohabltation and Fictitlous Desertion 

In an earlier chapter we have considered the phenomenon of 'fictitious 

desertion' ý In the, context of the, Social Security system's attempts - to enforce 

compliance with the 'liable relative' provisions of British family, law.. Yet there 

Is another dimension to 'fictitious, desertion, as the corollary of cohabitation. 
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If a man and women cohabit (the rule now refers to 'living together as husband 

and wife' although no practical differences resulted In the operation of the rule) 

and claim Supplementary'Benefit. It Is the man who. In normal circumstances, 

must make the claim. In order to do so, the resources of the 'couple' are 

aggregated and treated as the man's. 1931 

The cohabitation rule Is best understood as an adjunct of the Means-Test and, 

since the mid-sIxtIes. has met with Increasing opposition. not only from 

feminists. but also from wide sections of the 'poverty lobby' and the political 

left. For present purposes It Is not necessary to go too deeply Into the political 

arguments surrounding the rule. here and now. save to note that the argument 

for 'dIsagg rogation' (the abandonment of the cohabitation rule and the payment 

of benefits to Individuals) makes most sense In the context of an abolition of 

the Means-Test. Excellent'critiques of the rule. Its philosophy and Implications 

can be had elsewhere. Here we are principally concerned - In so far as the 

Issues can be divorced with Departmental practices and the enforcement of 

the rule. [941 

The Committee believed that large numbers of "widows and other women 

drawing Supplementary Benefit [were) tempted to conceal cohabitation" In order' 

to maintain their Independent, (and therefore relatively more generous) title to 

benefit. The DHSS suggested, -to the Committee that some 38% of the time Of 

special Investigations were devoted to cohabitation -work, - thereby Indicating, the 

seriousness with which the- DHSS- viewed, the question. 

Alert 'to the sensitive nature of the enquiries entailed, the Committee advised 

that Othe measures employed by the DHSS to contain (the] abuse should be no 

more Intrusive than the extent of abuse requires, and should , Involve, as little 

offence to the feelings of beneficiaries as Is consistent with efficlengy. 0 (Fisher 

Report. page 134, paragraph -325). 

It does not require one, to look too hard to, detect the several ý qualifications In 

the above r 'advice. , In effect. the DHSS were being Invited to write their own 

rules. In turn. Ahe Committee recommended., 
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we are, satisfied that. If abuse occurs (as It does). It would be wrong 
for the Department to turn a blind eye to It simply bacauso the people 
committing abuse are In a situation which attracts sympathy. (Fisher 
Report. page 134. paragraph 325. recommendation 42). 

The Committee reported witnesses who. In evidence, had expressed disapproval 

of the rule, criticisms about the ways In which It was enforced and the Intrusion 

Into private lives and relationships which It Involved. Other witnesses reported 

certain of the anomalous consequences of the rule. a number of which the 

Committee referred to. However. after some consideration of alternatives to 

the rule and the case for It put forward by the Supplementary Benefits 

Commission. 

the Committee came to the conclusion that there was no viable 
alternative to the present rule. and that the separate assessment of the 
resources and requirements 'of cohabiting couples would present the 
greatest possible difficulties. AFisher Report. page 135, paragraph 328) 
[951 

Yet. this 'conclusion' was no real 'answer. The existing operation of the 

cohabitation rule presented the 'greatest possible' difficulties. the difference 

being that the consequences were borne entirely by claimants - almost 

exclusively. female claimants. 

Nevertheless. the Committee did have a valid point to make. The operation of 

the rule was Indeed Inextricably bound up with the operation of the means-test 

and the assessment of the resources and requirements of claimants. 

Unfortunately. however. the Committee were-not authorlsed to consider anything 

so fundamental as the principles upon which Tthe benefit system' was actually 

based. 

Having. perhaps - reluctantly-, arrived at the, concluslon that the cohab tat on ru e 

should stay. the Committee proceeded to make a number of observations 

regarding the rule and Its operatlon. ý The first point they considered related to 

the wording of the rule. The cohabitation rule In some form or another. 

applied In a range of benefits although tended to be described differently on 

each-occasion. -The Committee recommended that the wording of the different 

statutes be brought Into -line. However, these terminological difficulties hinted 
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at a rather more fundamental problem with the rule. As Ruth Lister has pointed 

out , Othere Is no official definition of cohabitation for the 
_purposos of 

administering the Social Securltv laws'. Fisher was forced to agree. "In the 

absence of a definition. the expression Is Imprecise and there will often be 

room for argument whether a qIven state of affairs Is cohabitation". (Fisher 

Report-, page 136. paragraph 330) [961 

The Supplementary Benefits Commission had. In 1971. already admitted 

weaknesses, with, the rule. 'given that. "the decision on whether or not 

cohabitation exists. In the last resort. Is a matter of personal Judqement. * [971 

Having considered 'the difficulties' facing the -National Insurance Commissioners 

when 'deciding questions of cohabitation and, In particular, their Inability to 

come up with a firm definition applicable to general cases - and which would 

not create still further difficulties - the Committee concluded. 

It Is unsatisfactory that Individuals (some not particularly well Informed)' 
should be left In such uncertainty as to what will and what will not lead 
to 

- 
the forfeiture of benefit. Some may embark on relationships not 

reallsIng that they will be held to amount to cohabitation. For some It 
will be difficult to Identifv the precise moment when a rolationshiP 
crosses the Imprecise line between non-cohabitation and cohabitation; 
nevertheless they are expected under the law to Identify this moment of 
time and report this change In circumstances. (Fisher Report. pages 
136-137. paragraph 330). 

The difficulties associated with applying the rule Imply that while some claimants 

may be persuaded - often ý Incorrectly - to admit cohabitation and surrender 

their entitlements and their order books '(1. e. from, the, -DHSS point of view a 

"voluntary' withdrawal 'of, claim) others might effectively resist-, such "persuasion' 

or appeal successfully against any decision to suspend benefit. A direct 

consequence of such loosely formulated rules Is the wide discretion they confer 

upon-the Investigative officers -who ý make, the decisions. - 

As a result, the, Committee recommended that 'greater precision Is necessary, 

so that claimants will know exactly how the cohabitation test will be operated In 

practicen. but they believed that It would be difficult to actually achieve greator 
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precision without amending the statutes themselves. A second course of action, 

"publishing non-statutory guidance*. was considered nless satisfactory. since 

the adjudicating authorities would not be bound by the guidance and might 

disagree with It. "' (Fisher Report. pages 136-137. paragraph 330. 

recommendation 43). 

it was. however. , the option of publishing guidance rather than clearer 

legislation. that the Supplementary Benefits Commission and DHSS had taken. 

Understandably reluctant to release to claimants guidance designed to improve 

the effectiveness of Investigators. the Supplementary Benefits commission had 

attempted to stave off criticisms by Including a brief note of guidance on the 

meaning of cohabitation In the 1971 Edition of the Supplementary Benefits 

Handbook. The Handbook admitted that there was -no simple solution to the 

question of cohabitation. and continued 

The decision has to be reached after weighing up a combination of 
facts. for example. 'is there a comm'on home? Is there a pooled 
household fund? 

* 
Do the couple have children 

,? 
What are the regular 

sleeping arrangements? Does the women use the man's name and are 
the couple acknowledged publicly as man and wife? And so, on. 

The answer'to any one question * Is * not necessarily conclusive by Itself. 
Nor need the answer to any one question be more significant.. taken-, by 
Itself. than the answer to another. In each case, all the facts have to 
be regarded as a whole In reaching a decision. And It should be 
emphasised that the decision depends solely on whether it appears that 
the couple are livinq as man and wife In the full sense of the term, not 
on any moral considerations or on whether a man and a woman have 
slept together on occasions. [981 

Thus'. what purported to be guidance actually raised more questions than It 

solved. - Even ! so. -the Supplementary -Benefits, Commission's Report -on. the 

cohabitation rule. endorsed the 'comblnationýof facts' approach. although It did 

emphasise that. In deciding suspected cases of cohabitation, officials must 

place particular emphasis on the questions -regarding the stability of, th .0 

relationship and the way In which the alleged -'couple, are acknowledged In 

public -and added that. - - Oeven If there Is no doubt that 1he - couple (sic) live in 

the same household. - It still has. to be established that theyýare living together 

as man and wife"., 1991 
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However. It Is at this point that serious Inconsistencies can be soon to plague 

the ý application of the rule. The DHSS and the Supplementary Benefits 

Commission's guidance. and a Supplementary Benefits Commission Report all 

endorsed the 'combination of factors' approach but suggested that spoclal 

Investigators be employed to conduct cohabitation Investigations. However. the 

AX Code. -guldance for special Investigators. dispensed with the 'combination 

of factors' approach and collapsed all the cohabitation factors "into the ono 

overriding criterion of whether there Is a man living In the same accommodation 

as the women. " Evidence of housekeeping or financial relationships, might. It 

seems. have endorsed a suspicion that cohabitation was taking place. but a 

lack of such evidence certainly did not disprove cohabitation. [1001 

Lister has commented. that the most disturbing aspect of the AX Code's 

Instructions was the Implication Ahat. "proof oU actual cohabitation Is not 

necessarily of prime Importance In deciding whether Ao withdraw a woman's 
benefit., " There Is more, than 'a hint here that the practical Instructions to DHSS 

Investigators ' actually countermand the Supplementary Benefits - Handbook's 

guidance, to claimants. Given the nature of the Investigator's role and the 

Supplementary Benefits Commission's admission that aso many cases have to 

start purely from the suspicion that a man Is In the - house" there seems little 

doubt about which set of -instructions and guldlines effectively take precedenco. 

[1011 

Subsequently. other attempts ý to give precision to the- meaning of the 

cohabitation rule were made--by National Insurance Commissioners. The not 

result was that the cohabitation rule began to attract a growing body of. often 

Inconsistent and certainly confusing, case law. 11021 

Since 1973 the Supplementary Benefits Commission have endeavoured to 

produce clearer guidance on the 'cohabitation' rule and, In an effort to de-fuse 

criticism. to abolish the term 'cohabitation'. with Its' sexual' connotations. and 

substitute what seemed the more decent and objective phrase 'living together 

as husband and wife'. Alongside the new terminology. the Supplementary 

Benefits Commission, now under Donnison's chairmanship. produced a now 
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report on the rule In 1976. An effort was made to clarity the criteria by which 

'living together as husband and wife' was to be determined but very little 

substantial change took place. Reflecting. some five years later. on the the 

significance of the changes made and the fresh Instructions to staff. Donnison 

was (with good reason) fairly cynical. Any discussion on the rule still tended 

to leave people. Including. or, so he feared, his own staff, with the view that 

the rule was really. "all a matter of who slept with who. a 11031 

Such Impressions. and the sexism they both reflect and sustain, were but one 

aspect of the problems consequent upon the rule. As Important were questions 

concerned with the enforcement of such Imprecise rules and the Investigation 

of those under official suspicion. 

'Living together as husband and wife' Is still determined by a combination of 
factors. none of. which in themselves prove cohabitation. but which have to be 

evaluated In the light of, all the other criteria In order to produce an overall 
Impression of the nature of the relationship. In effect. the cohabitation rule Of 

I 
today bears all the Imprecision of Its predecessor. 

The criteria upon which the rule Is based. centring upon the following points. 

remain as expansive as ever. In fact. there Is good evidence to suggest that 

DHSS officials fall to apply the criteria with sufficient care. Indeed, It remains 

the case that they are able to exploit the open-ended nature of the rule. The 

factors considered relevant to determining whether a man and woman aro 'living 

together as husband and wife' are: 

Membership of the same household (I. e. that neither has another 
'homel) 

2. Stabilitv of the relationship (the relationship must be of reasonably 
'long duration, not just very brief) 

3. ý, Are the household finances shared? (each party must pay a 

, 
contribution to bills and heating costs. One cannot simply be paying 
rent) 

4. 
-, 

Sexual relationship (in Itself not regarded as evidence of 
cohabitation but may help give a fuller picture of the relationship) 

5. Do the couple (sic) have children? 
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6. 
, 
Public acknowledgement (how do they represent themselves to 

others? ) [1041 

While theso"factors 'are generally considered an improvement upon earlier 

criteria. they still leave a great deal to be desired. In particular, they present 

DHSS with a very flexible set of grounds upon which to Initiate claims control 

proceedings. Grounds can be selected so as to Incriminate or they can be 

taken out of the context of the relationship as a whole. 
4 

Very wide discretionary po 
, 
wers are given to Investigators which might be 

misused In a situation where the other party (the woman whose 
, circumstances are being Investigated] Is likely to be at a disadvantage. 
Some women In this situation. oven If they are not In fact cohabiting. 
are likely to be frightened. emotional and unable to do justice to their 
case. (Fisher Report. page 141. paragraph 336) 

In short. many of the vagaries of the earlier cohabitation rule have been 

retained today such that the DHSS, seldom reluctant to err on the side of 

control rather than on the side of the claimant. are encouraged In an attitude 

of suspicion by the very nature of the conditions of entitlement that they 

enforce. 

In 1971 there were two systems for the Investigation of suspected cohabitation. 

the Supplementary Benefit and Contributary Benefit Investigations were handled 

separately. This tended to result In a certain uneveness of approach. 

Proportionately fewer cases are referred for Investigation on the 
Contributory Benefit side than on the Supplementary Benefit side. fewer 
cases are considered for prosecution and there are fewer prosecutions. 
Witnesses from the DHSS have explained the difference as resulting from 
differences In attitudes. 

This difference In attitudes, which was used to justify the differential response 

rates of the two benefit administrations. was explained to the Committee by 

DHSS representatives. The Committee, quoted this *explanation' at some 

length. The difference, It seems, turned upon the OpublIc sympathy for a 

widow loft with a family of small childreno and the rather less favourable attitude 

adopted towards women receiving supplementary benefit - "the rest ... 
deserted or divorced wives or single women with children. Opinions towards 

the latter groups, were It seems. (according to the Supplementary Benefits 
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Commission) . often *tinged with strong disapproval of those who misropresont 

their circumstances In order to live on the Taxpayers' money. N (Fishor Report. 

page 140, paragraph -333). -, 

Having cited such attitudes In evidence to the Committee In part explanation for 

the relative disparity between Supplementary Benefit and National Insurance 

activities against cohabitation. the Supplementary Benefits Commission went on 

to deny that their policy In administering the cohabitation provisions was "tinged 

with this same feelingo of disapproval. They did admit. however. that the kinds 

of attitudes referred to - helped to produce a particular climate of opinion. 

which, especially under the National Assistance Board. contributed to the 

evolution of certain forms of -investigation. "directly - aimed at establIshing the 

facts. a These 'direct' methods Involved observation. questionning the alleged 

cohabItee and neighbours before 'confronting' the woman claimant with the 

evidence -a rather, mare Intensive form of Investigation, than *entailed In many 

other areas of Social Security claims control. (1051 

The- Committee were left unconvinced, by the Supplementary Benefits 

Commission's account of the differences between Investigation of cohabitation In 

Supplementary Benefit and Contributory Benefit cases and their proposal for a 

unification of the -cohabitation proceedings under a single body of SPOCIal 

investigators was. In part. Intended to overcome this disparity. (Fisher Report. 

page 141, paragraphs 333-334. ' recommendation 44). 

Turning to the Committee's consideration of the conduct of cohabitation 

Investigations, then a rather less critical attitude on the part of the Committee 

became apparent. 

Subject to the comments we have made about' the differences Involved 
In enforcing cohabitation rules -. - we have no criticism , Of the 
Commission's principles: they combine realism with humanity. and 
where theV are followed we do not consider that there is any ground for 
legitimate complaint. (Fisher Report, page 141. paragraph 335). 

Clearly alert to the substantial criticism directed at the operation- of the rule. 

the Committee attempted to establish their general 'position before considering 

aspects of the Investigation procedures In more detail. Even so. some concern 
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was voiced In respect of the broad discretionary powers available to special 

Investigators, and the, possibility of their misuse. As we have already noted. 

a number of organisations gave evidence specifically attacking the cohabitation 

rule. ý 

We have been told by witnesses of cases In which It Is said that 
Investigators behaved In a way which was, or was thought to be. 
oppressive. high-handed or offensive. (Fisher Report. pages 141.142. 
paragraph 336). 

Yet although having related , the 'offensive" behaviour to the exercise of 

unsatisfactory (and Imprecise) rules the Committee were content Simply to 

reiterate the principles for proper Investigation and accept the assurance of the 

DHSS that the occurrance of high-handed or offensive behaviour would be kGPt 

to a minimum. I 

Considering It *not necessary to make any special reference to their evidoncem 

the Committee by-passed a good deal of CPAG's criticism of the cohabitation 

rule while merely expressing the hope that their, own recommendtions might go 

some way towards solving the problems Identified. It would seem that such 

hopes are, to say the least. - unrealistic. particularly given the nature of the 

DHSS Code of Instructions to Investigators In 1971. , 

The whole tone of the Code as regards Investigative procedure Is very 
different from that of the Report [Supplementary Benefits Commission 
Report on Cohabitation 19711. The general emphasis on Impartiality 
presented In the Report gives way to one on proving quilt. 'The aim of 
the Investigation'. Investigators are Informed. 'is to provide evidence of 
the man's movements that lead to the conclusion that he lives In the 
claimant's accommodation. ' In the light of this emphasis on proving 

_q! Lllt the Inadequacy of the evidence often presented as proof of 
cohabitation ceases to be surprising. (1061 

This emphasis on proving guilt Is Important In the light of the 'safeguards' upon 

the rights of the claimant discussed by the Committee. The Committee 

recommended that. If at all possible. the Investigators should avoid contacting 

nelghbours. shopkeepers. employers and landlords In order to obtain evidence 

of cohabitation and that where such persons are approached for evidence, It 

should only be as a 'last resort". A complete ban on such approaches was 

considered, but dismissed for fear that It might unduly hamper any 

Investigation, 
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Unfortunately, where the solo oblect of lnvestlqatlon was proof of quilt. then the 

Committee's 'safeguard' says no more than that the rights of suspected 

cohabitees can be waived on suspicion that a given Investigation may produce 

such proof. A 'safeguard' quickly turns Into no safeguard at all. (Fisher 

Report. pages 142-143. paragraph 338(a). recommendation 45) 11071 

The Committee's concern about the criticisms of Investigators and the collection 

of the evidence sufficient to Justify a decision to withdraw benefit became very 

apparent, for they went to some length to try to refute other Interpretations of 

the Investigators' decision-making. Indeed. on reviewing the taking of this 

crucial decision by Departmental Investigators. the Committee's discussion 

turned almost entirely onto the defensive. The suggestion that claimants 
suspected of cohabitation were treated as Ogullty until proven innocent" seemed 
to be the real object of the Committee's concern. and they went to some 
lengths to try to refute this suggestion. 

As we have seen earlier. the real problem entailed In the Investigation of Social 

Security 'abuses'. -a problem strikingly apparent In the enforcement of the 

cohabitation rule - Is the operation of a kind of 'double-jeopardy rule'. Insofar 

as under Supplementary Benefit law and the Criminal law 

A di stinction Is drawn ... between the material (evidence) necessary 
to found a decision to discontinue benefit and that which Is necessary 
to found a prosecution for fraud. (Fisher Report. page 144. ' paragraph 
339) 

Given that DHSS Initiate Investigations on the basis of suspicions. it is often the 

case that they may find such evidence which will throw entitlement to benefit 

Into question before establishing evidence of fraud. Reviewing a number of 

cohabitation Investigations Ruth Lister noted how a number of women suspected 

of cohabitation "complained of how the officer snatched their (giro order) books 

from them. " adding that. Othis suggests that, In many cases, the withdrawal of 

benefit has already been decided upon and the Interview with the claimant was 

largely a formality. " (1081 

i 

There is some point to Lister's suggestion. in 1973 DHSS Investigators might 
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well have been reversing decisions regarding entitlement to benefit (when in 

fact they had no right to do so) , treating claimants as non-antitled until proven 

entitled. Thus an Investigator might continue an Interview or arrange a second 

Interview In- order to -decide whether a prosecution for 'false statement' was 

warranted. 

The Committee seemed to Insist on this separation of objectives in cohabitation 

Investigations. ýSlmllarly. the Instructions In the Fraud Investigators Guido, by 

virtue of the different stages they write Into the Interview procedure and the 

points -at which they require Investigators to Issue a formal caution to suspected 

claimants. seem to insist upon a two-stage Interview. 

Despite-the Committee's denial that claimants, are treated 'as guilty first' the 

practical content of the two Interviews (or two, stages of the same Interview) IS 

likely, to, be very similar and It Is, difficult to believe that the two parts of the 

claims control process, do not overlap. - Furthermore. --from the point of view Of 

the claimant. It ý Is not, Inconceivable Ahat the -whole, Interview and Investigation 

will seem very much like a single process In which she Is assumed culpable 

from the start and In which the Investigator retains-a firm control over both the 

Interrogation process and the direction taken by the Interview. 

Even the Committee acknowledged that the decision that a person Is not entitled 

Is easier to substantiate and likely to made earlier during the Investigative 

process than a. decision about any offences which, may or may 'not have been 

committed. 

If the local office Is satisfied that the conditions for benefit no longer 

exist then It Is under a statutory duty to terminate the benefit ... 
In 

many cases the local office will find Itself In this position although thoro 
Is not sufficient evidence of fraud to justify a prosecution ... In a 

, criminal prosecution quilt has to be proved beyond reasonable doubt 

whereas decisions as to entitlements are taken on the balance of 
Probabilities. [Further]. the decision as to entitlement relates to the 
then current state of affairs whereas. the question whether or not fraud 

was committed relates to a past action. (Fisher Report, page 144. 

paragraph 339) 11091 

The fact that withdrawat of entitlement Is relatively easier to substantiate helps 

explain why rather more special investigators' Successes' are achieved In 
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benefit withdrawals than In prosecutions. However. In view of the Department's 

policy shift. during the 1970's. towards 'non-prosecutlon case closure.. a more 

sinister way of explaining the relative disparity between benefit withdrawals and 

prosecutions Is that the former Is a kind of compromise settlement In respect 

of a suspicion about the latter. As specialist claims-control officers Interviewed 

during 1982 put It. non-prosecutlon case closure was a 'soft-option' for the 

suspected claimant. (1101 It Is less often acknowledged, however, how a 

non-prosecution 'settlement' simplifies the Investigator's role. dispenses with 

the need for -further investigation and allows a quick termination of benefit 

entitlement and a calculation of benefit 'savings'. 

The same Issues of principle also'ielated to the Committee's discussion of the 

withdrawal or surrender of order books., In keeping with the compromise 

non-prosecution option referred to above. previous Instructions allowed special 

Investigators to withdraw a g1ro-order book' or ask a woman to surrender her 

book. even though the actual decision about entitlement Is not made by the 

Investigator. Here. the Committee actually recommended a direct safeguard 

suggesting that special Investigators should neither ask for, nor accept oven If 

offered, a giro-order book from a woman claimant. (Fisher Report, pages 

144-145, paragraph 340. recommendation 47). Unfortunately. while accepting 

the suggestion that special Investigators should not ask for order books, the 

DHSS rejected the Idea that special Investigators -should not be allowed to 

accept them If offered. 11111 To have prevented special Investigators accepting 

order-books surrendered 'voluntarily' might have severely hampered their 

effectIven6ss. as It Is. the negotiated disentitlement of the non-prosecutlon 

case closure and the 'voluntary' surrender of g1ro-order books go together as 

elements of the same strategy. Thus. It remains the case that an (implicit) 

threat of prosecution hangs over the claimant during the course of the Interview 

with the special Investigator and provides the latter with a powerful lover with 

which to exhort the claimant's compliance. Even though no explicit bargains 

may be struck and, no deals done. the Interview will leave relatively little room 

for doubt about the Issues at stake. 

Faced with uncertainty, expansive and Imprecise criteria prloritised by the 
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Dopartmenes Investigators so as to question entitlement (rather than support it 

- after all, the Investigator Is looking to prove abuse not to prove entitlement). 

a probable lack of Information about her rights (including knowledge about the 

appeals system and her chance of winning) and, above all, a fear of 

prosecution. It , Is hardly surprising that the woman claimant suspected of 

cohabitation can be Induced, by an Investigator, to withdraw her claim and 

surrender her order book. ,ý- 

As Lister concluded In herýstudy of, the cohabitation rule In 1971. 

Claimants are at 
-a 

distinct disadvantage In the Investigative process. 
'They are kept In Ignorance of the rules "governing the Investigative 
procedure and also, often, of the ... nature of the evidence against 
them. .. The claimant's position Is made even weaker by the peremptory 
manner In which the decision to withdraw benefit Is often Implemented. 
In many cases the Interview with the woman appears to have been a 
mere formality, the cohabitation rule [will not have been) explained to 
her clearly. If at all. and her book (will have] been taken away without 
warning and without her being given an adequate chance to put her 
case. (1121 

The Committee closed their discussion of cohabitation with a brief consideration 

of Supplementary Benefit appeals against decisions to wlthold entitlement on 

grounds of cohabitation and the payment of benefit pending appeal hearings. 

Having, In effect, ratified the extensive powers open to special Investigators In 

cohabitation cases, the Committee then considered a number of retroactive 

safeguards. They rejected as 'anomalous' the proposal from CPAG, amongst 

others. that the, 
I 
decision to withdraw Supplementary Benefit on grounds of 

cohabitation should be made only by a tribunal. It was suggested that a review 

of entitlement In the light of evidence of cohabitation was just a part of the 

normal process of reassessment In the of changed circumstances and that 

It would be a quite Inappropriate use of the tribunal system to employ It In such 

ways. Furthermore. the Committee added. quite wrongly. that to Introduce the 

tribunal In such cases would not amount to a safeguard at all because 

there would be "no 'reduction In the sqveýl'tv of the Investigation: the 
Investigator would have to collect the evidence to lay before the tribunal. 
Such a change of practice would be justified only If It appeared that 
local offices could not be trusted with making decisions In cohabitation 
cases. (Fisher Report. page 146. paragraph 342) 
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Yet this Is precisely the point, If supported by representatives or advocates. 

claimants would find the tribunal a very significant safeguard. The small survey 

accompanying Lister's examination of the cohabitation rule indicatod that. If 

claimants were,, represented at -an appeal (or at loast thoroughly briefed 

beforehand) , they stood a better than 66% chance of winning. That Is. In over 

66% of the ýcases the -local office's decision was overturned. - Successful 

outcomes, of all appeals. represented or not. were still over 50%. And. most 

significant of all. !, no claimants who were unrepresented won their appeals. 

Aside from the particular meanings that may be ascribed to these results, and 

allowing for -the relatively small size of the sample. they do tend to Indicate 

that, given the right circumstances, the appeal tribunal can provide a useful 

safeguard. and does Indicate significant problems in local office decision 

making. 11131 

In the event. the only safeguards proposed In relation to the decision to 

suspend benefit. were that the decision should only be taken by a manager or 

other senior officer of the local office. and that'. -when -Such a decision has 

been taken. women shobld'be made fully aware ('orally and In writing) oftheir 

right to appeal. Neither of these'. however. amounted to much as a means Of 

protecting the welfare or 'rights of claimants. 

Much the - same'can be said , about the safeguard the Committee suggested for 

during the appeal 'tribunal itself. The Committee sought to reinforce the 

obligation upon DHSS 'Presenting Officers to draw the I attention of the tribunal 

members'to facts and Informitlon 'running 'contrary to the Department's case. " 

However, In the Ilght"of the'figures produced by Ruth Lister for CPAG, It would 

seem that Presenting Officers are rather less'effectlve In this respect than they 

are In' putting the Department's case'. 

The only remaining 'safeguard considered Involved the possibility of making 

Interim urgent needs payments to claimants for the period between any decision 

to suspend benefit and an appeal. Such payments were not, It seemed. to be 

generally available. "there would be 'room for abuse If the payment of benefit 

pending appeal was made goneral". "and payments were only to be considered 
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In cases Involving children. 

The Committee made, no reference to the fact that suspending benefit and 

making no, Interim payment pending an appeal decision might sound 

suspiciously like the 'guilty until proven Innocent' syndrome that they had earlier 

sought to deny. Such Issues were. howeveri deeply Implicated In the 

Committee's'discusslon of the Interim payment Idea. The 'guilty until Innocent' 

dilemma, cannot ýhave been far from the surface of their thinking when 

advocating the use, of temporary urgent needs payments to cover the period 

until the appeal hearing, 

The Intention to grant payments In respect of children for a period of 
grace goes some way to meet the point we have In mind but It doos not 
go far enough. The fact that a decision has been made which if 
correct means that there are resources to meet the woman's needs- 
does not seem to us a sufficient reason for refusing benefit If the woman 
Is disputing the correctness of the decision: the tribunal may say the 
decision was wrong. (Fisher Report. page 147. 'paragraph 345) 

Yet this so-called 'period of grace' was simply a compromise given what the 

Committee viewed as the special nature of cohabitation cases, They were very 

careful not to recommend a, general Introduction of such Interim urgent needs 

payments pending, appeals. - 

The cohabitation rule ha Is long featured as ari object - of"con'tentlon in' Social 

Security- benefit administration., Despite , pe rlodic attomptsý 'to refine its 

operation, the rule Itself has remained. the administration settling for the loss 

satisfactory situation of non-statutory guidance on the Interpretation of the rule 

rather ihan' clearor''enunciatlon I of the rule Itself. ' Becau I so of the Imprecise 

guidelines. the rule has' traditionally'be'en enforced with Insufficient attention to 

the welfare and rights of the claimants under suspicion. 

Similarly. the flexibility for .1 date I rmInIng - the 5-6 ý criteria for determining 

cohabitation afforded"the investigator with 'a wide variety of means to question 

the entitlement of some women. ' There is plenty of evidence to suggest that 

DHSS investigators make full use of their options In this respect, 

Commissioned to consider only the measures taken by the Departments to 

prevent or detect abuse. the Committee were debarred from proposing changes 
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In the conditions of entitlement themselves and only commented upon the 

Investigative practices of the departments. Even In this. the Committee appear 

to have been very - firmly Influenced by representatives of the Supplementary 

Benefits, Commission and DHSS, Thus# while proposing a consolidation of 

cohabitation , proceduresi on the one hand, and a fairly limited range of 'after 

the event' safeguards on the other. the Committee gave an, at times. cautious. 

endorsement to-the existing powers and responsibilities exercised by the social 

security , departments - and -their Investigators. Rejecting safeguards which 

appeared likely to hamper the Investigative process. they concluded, 

We have no criticism of the Commission's principles: they combine 
realism with humanity. "'and where they are followed we do not consider 
that there Is any legitimate ground for complaint. (Fisher Report. page 
141, paragraph 335 and page 228. paragraph 493). 

This, of course. was exactly the question. except that the emphasis of existing 

rules and procedures was heavily weighted against ý the Interests of the 

suspected claimant. II 

As many organisations have argued. both In - evidence to Fisher and since, 
there must remain a profound doubt as to whether the existing rules could ever 

. 
be adminstered with any degree of fairness at all. 

Cohabitation Is particularly an area where the benefit system. and the 
lack of a clear definition. contrive to produce borderline cases. it Is not 
hard to envisage people -accepting that they have lost their entitlement, 
to benefit because of a relationship. when a careful analysis of the facts 
would disclose that the criteria had not been met. [1141 

The cohabitation rule Is something of a cause celebre In Social Security claims 

control, but the explicit sexism of the rule Is only the most obvious ground upon 

which It Is attacked. More fundamental. and a point very largely overlooked by 

Fisher. (and others) concerns the overlap of the criminal law and 

administrative conditions of entitlement. Together these constitute a powerful 

matrix of authoratItive regulation within which a claimant may be trapped. 

disciplined and ultimately disentitled. 
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(a) Wrongful Claims to Family Allowance, Family Income Su2plement and 
Itinerant Fraud 

Only a brIeUdIscussion of these three 'abuses' Is necessary in the light of. the 

scant attention given them by Fisher and the relatively low Incidence of apparent 

0 abuse' Involved. 

Family Allowance's were replaced by Child Benefits In 1976 so not all the 

discussion In Fisher's brief chapter Is still relevant today. As a universal 

allowance, the condition of entitlement to Family Allowance were fairly 

straight-forward. Nevertheless, the Committee stressed the importance of 
detecting wrongful claims to Family Allowances because family allowance books 

were often taken as sufficient evidence of dependant children In a family In 

applications for other benefits. (Fisher Report. page 149. paragraph 350). 

Family Allowances were payable to families with two or more children under the 

relevant age limits. regulations covered the responsibilities of the parent to 

notify DHSS Family AIllowance Branch of any, changes of, circumstance (for 

example. regarding the child's -attainment of school leaving age or the 

cessation of full-time education). 

Since the early 1950's the Family Allowance branch had conducted a number 

of survey checks on recipients of Family Allowance but had only found minimal 

levels of abuse. Similarly. a more recent analysis had suggested that, "a 

reintroduction of the check would-notýbe justified. as the cost would exceed the 

saving. " (Fisher Report. page -150., - paragraph 353). 

On the basis of such evidence as was available. It appeared that most Family 

Allowance "abuse' resulted ý from a failure to notify the Department of a, child's 

termination of full-time education. but there were no estimates of Its extent. 

The Committee criticised the Department for not knowing how much abuse of 

Family Allowance's there was - even on a very rough estimate - and 

jecommended that a number of random sample checks be', Inltlated from time 

to time. , The Committee believed -that only on the basis of evidence thus 

produced could a realistic discussion of the feasibility of further claims control 
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activity. In respect of Family Allowances. take place. (Fisher Report, pages 

150-152. paragraphs 354-357). 

Turning to 'wrongful claims to Family Income Supplement, we find relatively 

little evidence, especially In view of the fact that Family Income Supplement was 

only Introduced In 1971. Fisher describes FIS as 'essentially a simple 
(scheme]". but that, Oin common with other means-tested benefits It runs the 

risk of being abused by the person who deliberately sets out to obtain benefit 

fraudulently. a The Incidence of 'fraud and abuse' was thought to be low. 

However, so was the rate of benefit take-up. Even today, something loss than 

a half of those eligible a ctually take up their entitlements to Family Incomo 
Supplement. [1151 

As a means-tested benefit payable to families with a man In full-time work. 
(although now single parents working over 24 hours per week can claim) 

entitlement to the benefit rested upon afI ull declaration of the size and 

composition of the family and Its requirements and resources (i. e. Income and 

outgoings) . In such a situation abuse resulted from Incomplete declarations of 
Income and employment or false Information about *family size and composition'. 

' 

Statements of entitlement were verified through contact with employers and 

details of children by cross reference with Family Allowance (now Child Benefit) 

Records. Payments. In 1971. were normally made by a 26 week order book 

at the end of which a' fresh claim had to be made. Thus claimants were not 

required to report changes of circumstances within the duration of an existing 

claim. 

Although the Committee acknowledged that abuses were relatively rare (random 

checks Introduced In 1971 revealed no significant evidence of abuse). they 

deemed It prudent to step-up their Interviewing and claims verification 

techniques and to Introduce further random sample checks on claimants: "We 

can see no reason why statements as to other Income should not be subjected 

to random checks as In other areas of the benefit system. Similarly. 

because - claims lasted. ordinarily. for 26 weeks, It was considered necessary 
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to take a sufficiently long period (over 5 weeks) to provide a representative 

picture of the families' normal circumstances. 

The Committee concluded as follows: 

We do not consider that (these measures) will dot 
, 
or people with genuine 

entitlement from claiming Family Income Supplement, nor be In conflict 
with the general policy stated by, Ministers that there Is no Intention to 
engage In detailed Interrogation of claimants. " (Fisher Report. page 
155. paragraphs 360-361. recommendations 51,52) 

However, with'Family Income Supplement having one of the worst take-up ratios 

of all social security benefits. perhaps the Committee's remark was a little 

premature and optimistic. Although. undoubtedly the lack of adequate 

Information and encouragement about claiming Family Income Supplement is 

also to blame for this deficiency. 

The final area of 'abuses' considered by the Committee as worthy of mention 

concerned 'Itinerant fraud. na form of abuse peculiar to the Supplementary 

Benefit system. " Itinerant fraud Involved a clalmant, applying for benefit at two 

or more different offices, usually supplying a great deal of false Information 

about himself and his situation. The DHSS and the Committee viewed this form 

of abuse In terms of unscrupulous 'Individuals taking advantage of the 

responsibilities of the Department to pay benefit promptly to those who 

represented themselves at DHSS offices as being In Immediate need. Itinerant 

fraud was often viewed In association with allegedly 'urgent' claims to benefit. 

As a result DHSS offices developed tactics of delaying. stalling. Insisting upon 

an address. or even refusing urgent claims for benefit outright. 

The DHSS may have been encouraged In such practices by the Committoo's 

suggestion that the tactics employed by the fraudulent Itinerant may well make 

detection very difficult. In any event. reports of suspected Itinerant 'abuse' 

always exceeded actual prosecutions by a ratio of between 8 and 12 to 1. even 

though a substantial reduction was achieved In reports of this form of abuse, 

In 1970, through the Introduction of payment by g1ro-order. For reasons they 

considered "obviouso the Committee decided not to discuss the measures taken 

to prevent or detect Itinerant fraud. 
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It was unfortunate. however. that the Committee did not give some clearer 

consideration to the effects of 'suspicion' upon the practices of DHSS offices 

and the difficulties of single people. often homeless and In urgent need. In 

establishing an entitlement to benefit. It was noted, In the 1920's that. 

officials "convinced of their ability to spot a scroungern tended to devote rather 

less attention to ensuring that the needs of claimants were satisfactorily mot. 

By all accounts. an essentially similar problem faces claimants In the 1970's 

and 1980's. 

In this respect the philosophy and practice of claims control In relation to 

suspected Itinerant fraud has a great deal In common with other areas of claims 

control In the 1970's. Mechanisms of deterrence erected to prevent exploitation 

of the system Came to exert a particularly strong and oppressive disciplinary 

effect across the whole benefit system and especially upon those poorest 

members of the working class who. usually through no fault of their own, are 

forced Into reliance on social security benefits. (1161 
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APPEMDIX A 

�If 

I 

From the President WOLFSON COLLEGE 

OXFORD 
OX2 6UD 

Tclephone Oxford (0865) 56711 

27 JulY 1981 

6 

Mr. Peter Squires, 
Department of Social Administration, 
School of Applied Social Studies, 
12 Priory Road, 
Bristol BS8 1TF. 

Dear Mr. Squires , 

You will see from the enclosed copy letter to the Secretary 
of State why I cannot assist you. 

Yours sincere-ly, 

It, 
'I C95 L-, icc 

Signed on behalf of Sir Henry Fisher 



WOLFSON COLLEGE 
OXFORD 
0x2 6UD 

- 

Telephone Oxford (o86j) 56711 

From the President 

Secretary of State for Social Services, 
Department of Health and Social Security, 
Alexander Fleming House, 
Elephant and Castle, 
Londonj S. E. 1. 

Dear Secretary of State, 

676 

27 JulY 1981 

v 

I, have-received the enclosed letter from Mr. Peter Squires. 
I propose to reply in the negative. I hope that the DHSS 
will not give Mr. Squires the information for which he asks*ý 
and that the principle will be maintained that a Committee 
says all that it wishes to say in its Report, and that 

-everything else remains confidential. Disclosure of the 
submissions received by the Committee woulcý of course,. 
require the consent of the witnesses. 

I have sent a copy of this letter to Mr. Squires (and, since 
he mentions the SSRC, to the Chairman of the SSRC). I have 

-sent copies to Professor Abel Smith and Baroness Paithfulli 
and I enclose three additional copies for the other three 
meAers of the Committee (Mr. L. P. Neal, Mr. S. A. Robinson 
and Mrs. B. Shenfield) whose addresses I do not have. I should 
be grateful if you would send copies'to-them. 

I- 
As I shall be away I hope you will not mind if- my secr9tary 
signs this letter. I 

Yours sincerely, 

Signed on behalf of Sir Henry risher 

A 

I 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SECURITY 

ALEXANDER FLEMING HOUSE 
ELEPHANT AND CASTLE 

LONDON S. E. 1 

TELEPHONE. ' 01407 5522 

Mr P Squires 
Department of Social Administration 
University of Bristol 
12 Priory Road 
Bristol 
BS8 1TF 25 August 1981 

I am writing in reply to your letter of 9 July to Patrick Jenkin and am 
sorry to say that he is unable to make available to you the evidence he 
submitted to the COmmittee on the Abuse of Social Security Benefits. 
Much evidence given-in Committee is confidential and all that the Committee 
wished to say is in its iReport. I am sorry also that it will not be 
possible to arrange a meeting with Mr Jenkin. 

euv 
lW&T 

K MIKE TULLY 
Private Secretary 
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APPENDIX C 

FRAUD DRIVES AND SURVEYS, WITH RESULTS: 1968-71 
(Firmota. Parov. f. 151) 
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APPENDIX E 

UNEMPLOYEENT BMFITS DTSALLOSED: 
-12697-71 ( FK14 tx, PrPotr 

Total 
Leaving number Total 

voluntarily Refusal of Non- Total of cases number of 
or through employment availability disqualified referred to claims made 
misconduct statutory 

authorities 
1969 615,099 22,541 16,230 653,870 974,089 3,098,000 
1970 611,635 21,855 16,310 649,800 962,803 3,159,000 
1971 461,774 17,677 15,396 494,847 755,558 3,570,000 

APPENDIX F 

SOCIAL SECURITY OFFENCES INVESTIGATED AND 

ALLOWANCES WITHDRAWN OR RED(JCED: 1968-7 
(FISHVA it"cit-1 

1968 1969 1970 197 1 

Type of Ofence %.. - -Z - 
Zý t: Z: 

, %: , 
'-- i Zt 

Undisclosed income- 
earnings as employee 4,343 1,852 4,478 1,867 6,334 2,594 7,060 2,585 Earnings from self- 
employment ... 2,242 987 2,487 1 110 3,339 1,429 4,032 1,483 Other income or capital , 
assets 

Fictitious deseiilon 
327 

I t233 
116 
682 

403 
11516 

146 
776 

377 
2,021 

135 
982 

294 
2,095 

91 
925 Undisclosed cohabita- 

tion ... ... .. 9 Other cases 
4,940 

181 
2,512 5,981 2,775 7,335 3,406 8,426 3,787 

... 46 214 54 282 83 243 82 
Total ... 

113,266 6,195 15,079 6,728 19,688 8,629 22,150 8,953 
(4 6 yo) (44 Yo) (44 Y. ) (40 
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APPENDIX G 
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APPENDIX H 

TBE FISHER REPORT'S STATISTICAL PORTRAIT OF SOCIAL 

SECURITY CLAIMS COMOL ACTTVITTES IN 1971. 

(Tables 1-10) 
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BENEFIT FRAUD TABLE 

Nature of Offences in cases considered for proceedings -(Para 151Y 
by the Department 1971 

Con tributo ry Bene fit an d Fa mily A llow ance 

Nature of Offence 
t! to) 

U t 

" E 
E 

Qý 4 E K 

a 
%j 14 t 4 rz h. 9 fS 2 .6 z !d j %ý ; 1 

Workinglearning (as employee) 2,631 2,645 79 699 196 6,250 4,104 10,354 

Workinglearning (selfemployed) 615 272 - 12 8 907 1,021 1,928 

In receipt of some other benefit 255 18 1 2 - - 276 221 497 

Re-marriage I - 25 - 26 - 26 

Cohabitation - 288 - 19 307 1.199 1,506 

Fictitious Desertion 286 286 

Composition of household 370 370 

Adult dependant earnings 1,191 1,276 116 59 2,642 1,234 3,876 

Adult dependant not maintained 418 242 6 9 675 - 675 

Dependant in receipt of some 
other benefit 332 71 3 4 410 - 410 

Not legal dependant 70 85 31 - 10 - 169 - 169 

Child not dependant 420 267 1 19 7 18 - 443 1 1,176 - 1,176 

Married woman paid at single 
rate 11 12 - - - 23 - 23 

Claim on insurance ofman other 
than husband 16 2 - 18 - is 

False claim for expenses - - - 3D4 304 - 304 

Duplicate order books 1 4 19 - 47 - - 72 171 243 

Theft, forgery or alteration of 
order book - 22 5 15 30 8 155 - - 235 127 362 

Pledging /trafficking in order 
books - 3 - - 2 4 31 40 8 48 

Alteration of medical certificates - 83 - - - - 84 - 84 

Forgery or alteration or other 
documents - 9 - 2 11 

False statement of reckonable 
earnings (earnings related 
supplement) - - - 3 3 - 3 

Payments from liable relative - - - - 340 340 

Other income - - 237 237 

Capital and property - - 36 36 

Aiding and abetting - 166 166 

Other offences 31 
-1 

32 1 10 18 - 17 40 149 395 544 

TOTAL 5974 5 , 039 103 ; 56 07 345 3 705 304 40 13,777 F9-1915 1 
23,692 
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BENEFIT FRAUD TABLE 9 

Nature of offences in prosecutions completed (para 151) 
by the Department 1971 

Contr ibuto ry B enefit and Fam ily Al low ance 

Nature of Offence U 
"1 

3 g E 
t: 

:ý 
It 

to r4 W. 
Rý - 

%I _- a 

4! 

i ý ý ! 4 441 
' U t0 116, U2 Q4 t . U ý 

2 3 

Working/earning (as employee) 757 930 - - 20 50 ý ý, 7 57 1,913 3,670 

Workinglearning (selfemployed) 241 115 - - - 5 361 598 959 

in receipt of some other benefit 12 4 - - - - - - - - - 16 48 64 

Re-marriage - - - 10 - - - - - - - 10 - 10 

Cohabitation - 15 - 3 - - - - - is 455 473 

Fictitious Desertion 124 124 

Composition of Household - - - - - - - - - - 105 105 

Adult dependant earnings 272 232 4 15 - - - - - 523 556 1,079 

Adult dependant not maintained 27 32 - 3 - - - - - 62 - 62 

Dependant in receipt of some 15 other benefit 9 5 - - - - - 15 - 

Not legal dependant 4 2 - - - - - - - - - 6 - 6 

Child not dependant 20 22 - 2 40 1 85 - 85 

Married woman paid at single I 
rate - I - - - - - - - - - 

Claim on insurance of man 
other than husband - - - - - - - - - - - 

False claim for expenses - - - - - - - - - 71 71 71 

Duplicate order books - 2 - 1 4 8 27 35 

Theft, forgery, alteration of 32 49 
order books - I - 1 15 - - - 17 

Pledging/trafficking in order 
books - 

Alteration of medical 7 
certificates 6 - - - 7 

Forgery or alteration of other 6 documents 4 2 - - 6 

False statements of reckonable 
earnings (ERS) 

Payments from liable relatives 100 1 ob 

Other income - - - - - - - - - - - 64 64 

Capital and property - 5 5 

Aiding and abetting - 39 39 

Other offences - 6 1 2 3 5 17 83 100 

TOTAL 1,342 [ --Ii-, 360 2 29 24 84 63 1 71 5 2,981 4,149 7,130 

-I I I I I 
(a) 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 7: THE FISHER REPORT: A NEW AGENDA FOR 

CLAIMS CONTROL 

1 As this chapter Is specifically discussing the Fishor Report, all notes 
In the text refer to pages. paragraph numbers and recommondations 
In the Report Itself. The full title of the Report Is: Report of the 

Committee on Abuse of Social 
-Security 

Benefits. Cmnd. 5228, 
HMSO, 1973. Chairman, Sir Henry Fisher. 

2. Ton years after the Fisher Report appeared a similar call for the 

estimation of the 'true level of social security abuse' was made by 

the Public Accounts Committee. See Second Report 
-of 

the 

Committee of Public Accounts: DHSS, Parliamentary session, 
1982-83. The Prevention and Detection of Evasion of National 

Insurance Contributions and of Fraud and Abuse relating to. 
-Social 

SecuLlty Benefits. HC 102, HIVISO, 1983, Between 1982-83 there 

were periodic calls for studies of the extent of abuso the most 

remarkable being the Rayner Report (discussed later) In, 1981. 

3. R Lister. 'Review of the Report of the Committee on Abuse of Social 

Security Benefits'. Povermt. Number 26. CPAG. 1973. pages 9-11. 

4. The abstraction of 'community' In this way by the Committee provides 

a first-class example of Stuart Hall's thesis on Authoritarian 

. 
Eoptkllsm. which demonstrates how encroachment upon the rights 

and well-being of the population Is orchestrated and legitimated as 

If It were, In the very Interests of that population. S Hall et al. 

Policing the Crisis. 1978 and Hall. DrIftInq Into a Law and Order 

, 
Soclet . Cobden Trust, 1980. page 7. 

5. As Keenan and Dean have argued. "Respondents ... disapproved 

less of tax evasion than of any of the other types of financial 

dishonesty presented to them. Social Security fiddling was frowned 

upon more than tax evasion despite the apparent similarities of the 

two offences. " A Keenan and P Dean, 'Moral Evaluations of Tax 
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Evasion'. Social Polley-and Administration. volume 14. ý number 3. 
1980, pago, 218. 

6. Golding -and ý Middleton'. Imaclos of Welfare, 1982. The authors have 

shown how the medla's' reaction to the Fisher Report was to dismiss 
It by a logic of 'commonsonso vlz: "it did not need all the panoply 

of, a Government appointed committee to toll us there Is enough 

abuse of social security to cause Justified alarm. Daily Telegraph 

Editorial, March 1973. 

7. Fraud Investigators' Guide., paragraph 8. Introduction: The Place of 
Fraud, Work. 

8. Lister. op cit. 'Review of the Report ... 1973, -pago 11. 

9. This emphasis on 'abuse' , In -- - the terms of reference of the 
Committee. reflects the political relations surrounding the 
Committee's appointment. - The new Government were critical of the 

social security system on a number of fronts. They believed It 

damaged work Incentives, that It was a burden on the economy. and 
that - 

It was administered without sufficient rIgour. Thus, the 

establishment of an Enquiry Into abuse signalled a preoccupation with 
the - politics and administration of the system as a whole rather than 

with the somewhat more marginal question of fraud. 

10. L Luckhaus. - lowards, and Explanation of the Welfare Scrounqor. MA 

thesis. Centre for Soclo-Legal Studies, University of Sheffield, 1980. 

page 9. 

11. In some senses. this made, relatively little difference tolho exercise 

of claims control functions -after all. at fIrst, 'It was tho very same 

groups, of claimants who had had their characters scrutinisod as now 
found their, entitlements In question. However. as the claims control 
techniques, developed the- scrutiny of entitlement came to provide a 

more specific means of policing the access to benefits and a more 

effective vehicle of disentitlement. These Issues will-bo returned to 

later. 

12. See for example. J Ditton. Part-TIme Crime. MacMillan, 1977. J 

Ditton. 'Perks. 'Pilferage and the Fiddle: The Historical Structuro, of 
Invisible Wages'. Theory and Society, number 4., 1977, and N South 

and ýP Scraton. Capitalist, Discipline, Private Justice and The Hiddon 

Economy, Middlesex Polytechnic, Occasional Paper number 2, May 

1981. 

13. See -L, MacDonald. The Soclology-of Law and Order, 1976., R 

Carr-Hill and W Stern. Crime. The Police and Criminal Statistics. 
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1980. See also. Carr-Hill and Stern. "Moro Pollco. Moro Crimo. 

Now Statesman. 18th January 1980. 

14. Lister. -op cit. 1973. F Field and M Grieve. - Abuse and the Abusod: 

CPAG Evidence, to the Fisher Enquiry. Poverty Pamphlot. numbor 10, 

1971. Fisher's Report replied to such arguments. "Same of our 

witnesses have, questionned the need for our onquiry .. on tho 

ground that -. .. there are other areas (such as avoldanco of Incomo 

Tax) which have greater claims to attention. It Is not roally for us 
to comment, on the merits of the docislon to sot up our enquiry ... * 

but they go on to 'make the, -'observation' that. -although rolatively 

uncommon. tabuse Is a problem of some considarable financial 

significance and, worthy of attention In Its own right. Pagos 4 and 5. 

paragraph 12. 

15. Although the Committee made, plain the limitations of survoys of tho 

extent of abuse., It nevertheless --recommended. "that a more 

accurate assessment of thoýoxtent of undetectod-but detectable abuse 
Is required than any which the Departments at prosent sook to 

make. Consequently. the Committee went on 'to rocommond a 

series of surveys to achieve precisely this rosult. Pago 10. 

paragraph 31. 

16. Despite Fisher's apparent-, Ignoranco., just such a -"firm attitudo' had 

been a key feature of the Department's response to the unomployod 

for some considerable time., This firm attitude was most evident In 

the 'wage-stop' and '4-week rulo% These two regulations had boon 

Introduced precisely to overcome a supposed 'bettor-off on the dolo' 

problem, -and In ; the light of the Introduction, of more extensivo 

unemployment. review procedures , after 1967-68. It -was quite 

disingenuous of the Committee to suggest that the DHSS were 

anything but firm In their attitude towards the unemployed. 

17. As. -feminists have long recognised. such comments aro procisely the 

grounds for their proposal that the-conditions of, ontitloment -for 

supplementary benefits be d1saggregated. -z Soo for oxamplo. 'T 

Lynes. 'Cohabitation -A Wrong Rule'. New, Socloty. 23rd, Docomber 

1971.,, and M McIntosh. 'Feminism and Social Policy'. Critical Social 

Policy. volume 1. number 1.1980. 

18. The distinction here Is crucial. many people appear, to condomn the 

means of enforcing the cohabitation rule although tend to support the 

existence of the rule Itself. Many people. oven some of the more 

enlightened social Policy commentators., , appear not to understand 
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the full Implications of disaggrogation and Its underpinning of a 

system of moans testing. ý-Yot., It Is Important to recogniso that tho 

policing activity, surrounding the suspicion of alleged cohabitation Is 

but, one more aspect of: the policing of the conditions of ontItloment 

undor-the means-tesi. 

19. CPAG In Its own evidence'to the Fisher Enquiry drew attention to the 

changing ways In which' the, Department had Itself roportod the 

question of, social security abuse. 'The current outcry against the 

workshy and-the scrounger Is not the first In the post-war world. 
The National Assistance -Board - reported In 1951 on public, comment 

about -the supposed ýabuse of national assistance but was rightly 

proud of the way It Juxtaposed facts about the scale of abuso against 

public,, prejudice . ý3ý, When a similar public concern was exprossod 
In-, the,, oarly -1960's. - the -Board Instigated medical chocks for tho 

minority of the long-term unemployed claimants. Again. every care 

wasttaken to ensure that the public's demand to prevent abuso did 

not result In such a tightening of the control procedures that benefit 

was denied to -'genuine claimants'. '* Abuse ý and the Abused: CPAG 

Evidence, , page 13. - i" ". I '' _ 

20. The Idea that the , majority oof Incorrect claims result from , the 

complicity of claimants', themselves has long been allowed to circulate 

unchecked. --despite a wealth, of, evidence. The majority of Incorrect 

claims, are In fact underpayments and the majority of, overpaymonts 

not deliberate. the belief In deliberate abuse has 

persisted. f- The worst: Instances of this, belleVtond to, imply that 

claimants are particularly susceptable to dishonesty orý temptation. 

In other, forms -this attitude ýýcomblnos with -an -attitude of moral 

censure - ý'and ' an' Implicitly -- socio-pathological view of claimants 

themselves., 7he Committee drew upon evidonco'from the Family 

Service Units, which 'Suggested that while FSU workers encountered 

limited evidence ,, of,, abuse, such cases as came, to light only 

occurrodAn famillos'living for long periods on low Income whoro tho 

act- of - abuse was made- 1n desperation. Unfortunately. , the 

Committee did not probe behind this phenomenon oxcopt to record 

that abuse, -appeared to derive from the *personal and social 

Inadequacies of , certain, claimants., FSU' Evidence to the Fisher 

Enquiry. 1971'. Llsterý op cit. 1973. page 11. 

21. Lister. op cit 1973. 

22. An Indication of the, sensitivity of the state In the 1969-70 period. 
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following the Introduction of now claims control procedures In 1968. 

can, be found In the Comptroller and Auditor General's specific 

reference to 'fraud -and abuse' In his 1970 Report. His Report. 

however. did no more than reiterate conventional wisdom. the 

Departments were to take wall reasonable steps" to combat abuse 

provided these were 'consistent , with Ahe sympathetic handling of 

honest claimants. Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General on 

the Civil Appropriation- Accounts, 1969-70, classes vi-xi. Fisher 

Report. -page 17. paragraph 57. 

23. Similar forms of words appeared In, the National Insurance (Claims 

and Payments Regulations) 1971., the Industrial Injuries (Claims and 
Payments) Regulations 1964: the Supplementary Benefit (Claims and 
Payments) Regulations 1966: and the Family Allowances, (Claims and 
Payments) Regulations 1970. Since 1980 such a requirement Is 

embodied In the Supplementary Benefit (Conditions of Entitlement) 

Regulations and the Supplementary- Benefit- (Claims and, Payments) 

Regulations 1980 as amended. 
24. Similar warnings appear throughout all declarations of entitlement to 

social security benefits. The DHSS - has from time to , time 

experimented with ý- mechanisms of postal roview. -whereby ýcortain 
categories of claimants are required to complete -an., olaborato 

questionnaire In order to re-estabilsh thelr. ý, ontltlomont to benefit. 

Unsurprlslngly. the more austere and elaborate the form the more 

effective It has proven-to be as a means of claims control. In 1981 

prior to the ý introduction of the, DHSS's first postal claim form. Sir 

Derek Rayner's -Review, Tearn had, suggested that more extensive 
techniques of postal review- be- instituted on a samplo basis and by 

occasional 'blitzes' In certain-local offices. 
25. Yet., despite this dual rationale behind the home visit, there are good 

grounds for believing that. In recent years, It Is the claims, control 

function which has predominated. Given ýthat Benefit Offlcosý have 

found Increasing difficulties In fulfilling their quota of home visits now 

priorities have begun to appear In the selection of visits undertaken 

and the character of the visits themselves. Fisher's ReportAn 

particular took the very-singular view of the utility of-the-home visit. 

clearly seeing them as but one more arm of the verification process. 
min the, administration of the social security system home visiting 

plays an Important part '. -. ýý (At least, It does In supplementary 
benefits] Obviously. -the necessity or- desirability of home visiting and 
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the frequency of visits. depends on, a number of factors, of which the 

prevention and -detection of abuse Is, only one'. ý There Is for 
Instance. a considerable welfare value In home visits ... [although] 

our terms of reference confine us to considering the value of home 

visits as a, means of detecting and preventing abuse through wrongful 

claims. 0, -Page 36. paragraph 112. mAbuse through wrongful claims 

will occur If the facts 'are,, not, fully disclosed or If false statements 

about factors affecting entitlement or amounts are made by claimants 
and either they are not chocked or the process of verification Is 
Insufficient to reveal them., - The process of verification Inevitably 

takes time. but the claimants need may be genuinely urgent ... 
There Is (as our terms of reference suggest) a tension between 
'prevention of abuse through wrongful claims' and 'prompt dealing 

with claims'. , We have to see whether a proper balance Is kept 
between these two conflicting requirements. whether the process of 
verification Is as thorough as It can be In the time available and 

whether claimants are unnecessarily delayed while rtheir claims are 
being chocked. Page '30. paragraph 97.1 

26. The Intervals between review visits-can be anything froMr13 weeks to 

2 years for different classes of claimant depending on assumed 

welfare - needs or departmental suspicion. The--categories and 

suggested Intervals are spelled out on pages 37-38 In the Fisher 

Report. -I 
27. The Instructions, suggested four possible determinations pending full 

corroboration of the - claimants statement and declaration of 

entitlement. These were: (a) award ý of full entitlement. (b) an 
Interim award of benefit. (c) no award until home visit completed. 
and (d) outright refusal of benefit., The Committee were koon to 
dispel the belief that an address was essential for the claiming of 
benefit and sought to ensure that 'genuinely homeless people' were 

not deterred from making claims. However. the DHSS success In 

propagating this message has boon rather compromised by a host of 

criticism to the effect that many homeless people are being denied 

benefit by being turned away at DHSS offices. , Recent experience 

namely. the mass arrest of,, clalmants In Oxford (September 1982). 

suggests that, the DHSS take a particularly hard line with homeless. 

single claimants. '- See R Franey. Poor - Law: ý The Mass Arrest of 
Claimants, In Oxford., CPAG. 1983. 

28. This Is an Interesting, suggestion. for, eight years later the DHSS's 
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first specialist claims control circular firmly disavowed the use of 

random selection techniques for the detection of fraudulent claims. 
Eight years after Fisher the the principle of cost-effectiveness In 

claims control had come to assume far greater significance. 

29. Family Service Units, Evidence for the Committee of Enquiry Into 

Abuse. pages 10.14. paragraphs 5.24.6.23.1971. and Health 

Visitors Association. Report and Evidence of the Workinq Party on 

the Abuse of Social Securltv Benefits., 1971. 

30. See note 24. It would., no doubt. be naive-to assume that the now 
DHSS postal claim form Introduced In 1982 was-not designed with a 

similarly deterrent objective In mind. 
31. JB Rule., Private Lives and Public Surveillance. chapter 4. National 

Insurance In Britain, page 124. --"The surveillance capabilitlos of NI 

are awe Inspiring. Its enormous capacity for acquiring, and storing 
Information, Its large and well-dispersed force of Investigators and 
Its legal right to seek the Information which It deems-necossary for 

Its tasks - these things make It easy for the system to turn ,a 
powerful -spotlight on any case which -It chooses. . The commonest 
form of Interchange of NI, Information Is-with the'area offices of tho 

DHSS ;.. The desire to adjust supplementary benefits so that thoy 

really do supplement NI benefits gives rise to regular cooperation 
between-the two types of offices. " (pages 139; 162) 

32. Hansard., House of Commons Debates. 4th November 1970. Sir Kolth 

Joseph as Secretary for Social Services. 

33. See --for example , Fisher's - recommendation 73. - - "Although the 

Department should continue, as, at present to make use of and follow 

up Information, about alleged abuse rocelvedý (anonymously, or 

otherwise) from the public. the Departments should not take any 

positive steps to encourage the general public to Inform. * As wo 

shall see later. not all Conservative MPs have tended to abldo by this 

policy guidance. See A Clarke. 'Prejudice. Ignoranco -and Panic: ' 

Popular Politics In a Land Fit for Scroungers'. In Loney ot al.. Social 

Policy and Social-Welfare, 1983. 

34. See the later , discussion -of the non-prosecutlon, Interview as It is 

spelled out In the Fraud- Investigators' Guido. Paragraph 142 In the 

Fraud Investigators' Guide Instructs special Investigators to. *avoid 

any approach which could lay you open to an accusation of 

pressurising the claimant Into, withdrawing his claim., 0 The guidance 

warns Investigators not to - offer amnesty bargains to claimants 
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although the nature of the Interview Is such that the claimant can be 

under very few illusions about what Is at stake. Soo following 

chapter. 
35. For an analysis of the structuring of the social relations of the 

confessional. see- M Hepworth and B Turner, Confession, RKP. 

1982., 

36. JB Rule, , op cit. - 1973; page 164. wConversations with national 

Insurance stafUdirectly engaged In -[Investigative work) make It plain 

that the needs of local police and local Inspectors ... do. In a 

significant number of cases. give rise to reciprocal sharing -of 
Information which goes beyond the letter oUofficlal policy. 0 , 

37. In the USA around 90% of criminal convictions Involve some element 

of Plea-Bargaining. - the Plea-Bargaining Institution enables the 

USA's criminal -justice - system to ý, functlon. In Interrogation or 
Interview situations. as we have seen. the odds are heavily stacked 

against the suspect who Is. as, Hopworth and Turner have shown; 

pressured on aWsides to speak. Although we have already noted that 

the fraud Investigators Guide now specifically Instructs officers not to 

offer bargains In a high proportion, of cases It will be quite clear that 

just such a deal Is a highly effective way of closing the case and. 

judged situationally from the point of view of the suspect, In-his own 

best - Interests. There Is, nothing -quite so obvious as that which Is 

left always Implicit. Judged - against, this background of situational 

pressure to comply, ý write Bankowski and Mungham. *the suggestion 

'plead guilty, and we'll 'put In a good word for you' sounds to the 

defendant less like a bargain and more like a lifeline., In reality. It 

seems that he has nothing to give In return. the (investigators] ýseorn 
to be doing him a favour. In these circumstances to plead guilty Is 

part of no bargain. It has become -the common sense course, of 

action. " Z Bankowski and G Mungham. Imaqes, of Law. 1976; page 

95. See also. the discussion of plea-bargaining, and negotiated 

justice In J H, Skoinick. Justice withoul, Trlal. 1967. J Baldwin and 

M McConville. Negotiated Justice-, Pressure on-Defendants to Plead 

Guilty, 1977. AK Bottomley. Decisions In the Penal Process, 1973. 

and D McBarnett., ! Pro-Trial Procedures and the Construction of 

Conviction'. In Carlon (ed)' Socloloqy of Law. Sociological Review 

Monograph, 1976. 

38. See for example Fisher's brief discussion of 'criminal proceedings' 

and 'overpayments'. pages 49-52. 
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39. It Is understandable that a Committee of Enquiry headed by a High 

Court Judge with a right and proper regard for legal formality and 
due process might not relate all that closely to the day to day 

pressures and constraints of a large administration dealing with a 

range of routine and patty Illegalities In as 'cost-effective' a manner 

as possible. Indeed. 'we only have to substitute 'claims control 

process' for 'criminal courts' and 'court organisatlon' and 'withdrawal 

of claims' for 'guilty pleas' In Blumberg's comment below. to got the 

point: "it I's a perfunctory, administrative-bureaucratic version of 
due process that has been , Implemented ý In our criminal courts. 
'Bureaucratic due process' serves as a bland. obeisance to 

constitutional principles. - It Is characterlsed by the superficial 

ceremonies and formal niceties of traditional due process. but not Its 

substance ... The rational Instrumental goals of the ... organisation 
In Its urgent demand forýý guilty pleas, have produced a bargain 

counter. assembly line, system of criminal justice - which Is 

Incompatible with traditional due process. NAS Blumberg. Criminal 

Justice. 1967. pages 4 and 5. 

40. In 1978. the Coordinating Committee on -Abuse. recommended that 

DHSS -ought, to prosecute more often In cases of fraud by pensioners 

although a relatively sympathetic policy of handling such cases has 

been maintained. , On the 'other hand. non-prosecution procoduros 
have expanded conslderablyý as we shall see. 

41. In the following chapter we shall discuss more fully the problems 

associated with surveying particular- categories of claimant In order 

to discover the 'true extent' of abuse. In all cases the search for 

'accurate knowledge' Is entirely bound up with a more Intensive loglc 

of, claims control. 
42. Very Interestingly. In 1981. the Rayner Survey Team came up with 

a figure - of 8% fraudulent claims. although this was based upon 

nothing more than an average of various guesses. Payment of 
Benefits to Unemployed People. DE/DHSS, 1981. page 63. 

43. Interviews and'dIscusslons were held with Mr Sam SlIkIn. MP (former 

Labour Attorney General., -, Mr T Fortescue. former Conservative MP 

with a particular Interest In social security. Mr N Rose. - Secretary of 

the Scottish Law Society., Mr R Smith. -CPAG Sollcitor. -and Mr M 

Hill. Lecturer at the University of'BrIstol. Strangely. while a number 

of MP's could not recall the nature of the evidence 'they- had 

presented to the Committee. a significant number denied having 
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done so although their evidence was acknowledged by the Committee 

In an appendix of Its Report. 

44. See for example. the - response of the Federation of Claimants" 

Unions to the Fisher Enquiry's Request for Evidence. A load of 
Bullshit. FCU. London. 1973. 

45. Supplementary Benefits Commission. Evidence to the Fisher Enquiry. 

1971. quoted In Fisher Report, page 109. 

46. Womens National Commission. Evidence to the Fisher Committee. 

27th May 1971. 

47. -The Society for the Prevention of Asbestosis and Industrial Diseases. 

Letter. 6th August 1981. 

48. Scottish Council for Single Parents. Note of Evidence. 15th July 

1971. 

49. National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. Evidence 

to the Fisher EnQuIrv; 27th October 1971. 

50. Health Visitors Association. Evidence. ... pages 1-2.1971. 

51. Electricity Council, Evidence to the Fisher Enquiry. Ist July 1971. 

Similarly. the evidence from the Family Service Units. while admitting 
that a certain minimal level of 'abuse' did take place. was Important 

In showing that the problem was usually trivial, mainly sporadic and 

often the result of special sets of circumstances. win several 

Instances .. applications had been made to the DHSS for help with 

special need(s) and having been refused. abuse commenced. 
Often. once the undeclared earnings had cleared the debt 

concerned. , the offence then ceased. Family Service Units. 

Evidence to the Fisher Enquir . page 4.1971. 

52. F Field and M Grieve. Abuse and the Abused: CPAG Evidence to the 

Fisher Enquiry, pages 4.9.14,1971. 

53. Scottish National Party. Evidence to the Fisher Enquiry.. 8th 

November 1971. page 1. Unfortunately. although setting themselves 

against an Intensification of claims control activities In Scotland. 

there were sufficient weaknesses and ambiguities In the SNPS 

evidence which could be exploited by the Committee. As we have 

already seen, to talk of a "genulne claimant' Is to Introduce a form 

of social division and, imply that there are other 'less than genuine' 

claimants and as we know only too well, In the unstable world of 

social and political reaction. 'small minorities' can appear to grow 

at an alarming rate. Any difficulties In distinguishing the malingerer 
from the genuine do not necessarily lead to the argument that ono 
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ceases to attempt to distinguish but can equally well load to the 

proposition -that one distinguish more effectively. As often as not. 
the suggestion that a policy, has failed Is succeeded by the 

suggestion that It be reorganised more effectively. Thus, despite the 

apparently positive tone of evidence such as that from the SNP. It 

still succeeded In- reproducing theý social division of genuineness 

which has so often proved the vital point, of entry, for the advocates 

of a more Intensive claims control. As a-former Labour MP wrote 

when making a similar point regarding the-small m1norlty-of abusers 
of the system. "the overwhelming - number- of- discrepencies which 

come to my attention concerned people who were receiving less than 

their entitlement. Most allegations of abuse (very- few specific 

cases) , proved to be false and based on misinformation. All the 

propaganda aboutr,, supposed fraud', was harmful to the genuine 
applicant who was consequently hesitant 1o pursue -any complaint. 
Letter, 27th July 1981.1 1 

54. CPAG, Evidence. pages- 9rand 10. - 1971. - 
55. Paul B Rose. Labour MP. Letter. 13th July 1981. 

56. Labour Research -Department. Labour --Party NEC ý Report 1972. 

'Summary of Evidence to Fisher, Report on ý Abuse, of Social Security 

Benefits'. page 45.1972. 

57. NSPCC. Evidence, page 2.1971 and Health Visitors Association. 

Evidence. page 2i 1971. The evidence of, the, Health Visitors 

Association to Fisher was veryý similar to the. evidence they were 

shortly to submit to the-Finer Report on One Parent Families. see 

HMSO. 1974. 

58. CPAG. Evidence,., page 11.1971- 

59. Ibid. CPAG were very critical, of the ways'-In whIch, DHSS policed the 

cohabitation rule. (See for example. R Llster. -As Man and Wife?. 

CPAG. 1973) They were critical of the delay faced by claimants 

while DHSS sought to verify claims, and they were critical of the 

measures taken-by unemployment review officers to police, 'voluntary 

unemployment' which they, belleved had frequently,, been shown up to 

be'related to a concern to., *push men back Into the labour market 
Irrespective, of whether jobs are available or. If ý they are, available. 

of whether they provide above poverty line - wages. CPAG Evidence. 

pages 6-8.1971. 

60. Ibid. pages 11-12. 

61. Ibid. The Family Service Units agreed on this point In their 
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evidence. op cit. 1971. -II 
62. CPAG. Evidence,. pages 13-14., 1971,. 

63. NSPCC and SNP. -Evidence. op cit. 1971. 

64. Justices' Clerks' Society. Report and Evidence to Fisher Enquiry; 

1971. 

65. Family Service Units. Evidence. page 5. paragraph 4.134.1971.,, 

66. Ibid. the Health Visitors Association made a similar point. 
67. Family Service Units, op cit. page 6. paragraph 5.1. 

68. Health Visitors Association. Evidence,. pages 2-4. Family Service 
Units made -similar comments about the, need for -'skilful and 

effective' Interviewing. Similar criticisms about the Inadequacies of 

welfare training for DHSS Interviewers were made by Scottish Council 

For Single Parents. 

69. Family Service Units. op cit. page. 8. - 1971. 

70. Ibid, page 17.. paragraphs - B. 1-8.2. Unfortunately. the remarks 

once again distinguished the , -'ordinary claimant' from those 

considered a more appropriate object of control. 
71. Ibid, pages 17-18. paragraphs 8-9. ý 
72. P Golding, 'Why Is the Press so Obsessed with Scroungers? '. New 

Society, 26th October 19M P Golding and S Middleton. Imaq s of 
Welfare. 1982. P Golding. 'Its the*Poor What Gets the Blame'. Now 

Soclet . 1st-AprlI 1982. A Deacon. 'The Scrounging Controversy'. 

Social Policy and Administration. volume 12, number 2.1978, A 

Deacon 'and A Sinfleld, The Unemployed, Policy and Public Debate. 

Mlmeo. ' SSRC Social Security Workshop. 1977. 

73. Letter. dated 6th August-1981. 

74. Rayner Report. op cit. 1981. pages 61-68. paragraphs 7.39-7.86. 

see also. The Government's" Response tolhe Rayner Scrutlny, Team's 

Report. pages 4-5. paragraphs 28-30. The Government expressed, 
aconsiderable, doubt about the statistical accuracy of the survey 

team's - estimaten. ,I 
75. *The crucial element In the definition of social security, 'abuse' as a 

social problem was the belief that 'abuse' was widesproaad and for 

this reason 'something should be done about It'. -The Fisher 

Committee played a'cruclal role In this definitional process. The 

mere existence of aýbody Inquiring Into methods of preventing and 
detecting -abuse'- ws -sufficient to suggest that 'abuse' was 

widespread while Its Report. far from quelling such beliefs tended to 

give substance to them. ". L Luckhaus. 1980, op cit. page 11. 
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76. Michael Meacher. quoted in the Guardian. 31st March 1973. 

77. The relevant changes concern the Introduction of 'self-cortification 

for s. hort, term sickness absence' and the Statutory Sick Pay scheme 

covering the first eight weeks of sickness, absence. These were 
Introduced by the Social Security and Housing Benefits Act; 1982. 

78. P Taylor. 'Sickness Absence: Facts and Misconceptions'. British 

Medical Journal. volume 8. number 4.1974. , "The evidence thus 

falls to substantiate allegations that the levels of social-security and 

the benefits during slcknessý are an Important cause of high rates of 

absence. except for a few of the lowest paid. Even when employers 

provide additional sIck-pay, and the responsibility for this does not 

lie with the state. there Is no convincing evidence of any large scale 

abuse. " Page 325. 

79. DHSS Statutory Sick, Pay: A BrieV Guide for Employers -Seminars. 
1982. See also'the International Social Security Association Report. 

Absenteeism and Soclal, ý Securltv., ISSA studies and research 

publications, number 16,1981. -The , Report provides an 

authoratative critique of the assumed link between benefits and rates 

of absenteeism. However, , the Report went, an to recommend -a 

number of checks and controls In- both theý nature, of benefit payable 

and Its mode of delivery In respect of sickness benefits. " 

80. British Medical, Association., Evidence ýto, the- Fisher Enquiry, 1971. 

see also. - S Carne. British Medical Journal. 18th January 1969, 

quoted In Fisher, page 66. paragraph 187. 

81. BMA, EvIdence. -op cit. 1971. 

82. In this respect Fisher's proposal endorsed a-suggestion made earlier 

In the 3rd Report of the , Public - Accounts Commlttee. ý for the 

Parliamentary session 1970-71, which - recommended a more 

extensive utilisation - of the Regional Medical, Service (RM7) Medical 

Review procedure. -I-1, 
83. The Introduction of self-certification In 1982-83 was a direct result 

of -surveys undertaken by 'the Rayner- Scrutiny Team which was 

seeking ways, of both reducing the, administrative burden, on 

government departments and 'reducing civil service manpower. ' 

84. See for example. D Bull. Family, Doctors, and Welfare Advocacy. 

CPAG. Research Mimeo., '1976;,, 

85. This suggestion had also 'been'ý made by-the, Franks Committee. 

Report of, the Committee -on Administrative Tribunals' and r jnquirles. 

paragraph 92. recommendation 12,1957. - In 1960 the Council on 
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Tribunals rejected this recommendation but. as we have seen, In 

1973, - Fisher was now suggesting 'that the Issue needed 

reconsideration. 

86. As- we have already seen. 'availability' became a very complicated 

notion In-social security law. See the discussion of 'availability' and 

Industrial discipline In Kincaid; Poverty and-Equallty In Brltalný pages 

, 1973, and In Novak. Poverty and the State. 1977. 207-216. 

87. M Meacher., Scrounqlnq on the Welfare, 1974, pages 60-86. 

88. D Marsden and E Duff. Workless. 1975, pages 121-129. 

89. See the Department of'Employment's Report. People and Jobs: A 

Modern ýEmployment Service; HMSO. 7-1971. 
90. J Donzelot. 'Pleasure In -Work'. ldeoloqv -- and Consciousness. 

number 9. 'ý pages', 21-24,1981-82. 

91. win order to constitute a- really effective -form of protection against 

abuse It would be necessary that every adult should be Issued with 

a form of Identity, card with a photograph of the holder. which would 

be marked In, a, distinctive way when a man was drawing -benefit: It 

could thený, be made a criminal offence to employ a person --- 
without expecting his Identity card: If the card Indicated that the 

person was'drawing benefit, the employer would be required to enter 

the earnings on the card and would, commit an offence If he did not 

do'so: ' 'the card would have to be produced -by the- claimant when 

he ý next applied for or drew benefit. Fisher Report. page 128. 

paragraph 311. 

92. The Committee seemed to be suggesting that the DHSS'and the -DE 

might be Inhibited, by sympathies for ý the claimant drummed, up, by the 

popular press. 'This Is strange, press coverage of social securlty'and 

partlcularly, ýof social security abuse has traditionally been anything 

but sympathetic. ' See. for-example, Golding. 'Why Is the'Press- so 

Obsessed with Scroungers'. Now SoclOtV, 26th October 1978. see 

also, Goldlngý and 'Middleton., 198-0., 

93. Ministry of Social Security Act 1966. schedule 2. paragraph 3. as 

amended Supplementary Benefits Act 1976. schedule I. -paragraph 

3; The National Insurance Act 1965. sections 26(2). 27(3). 28(4) 

and 38, and section 19(2) of the ýNational In'6urance (Industrial 

Inluries) Act 1965. stipulate that It a widow cohabits with another 

man she-loses tltle, to her widows' benefit or pension. 

94. As we shall see In many respects these issues cannot be separated. 

Criticisms oVboth-the rule and Its, Implementation canýbe-found In M 
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McIntosh. - 'Feminism and Social Policy'. op cit. 1980. and F 

Bennett, et al. 'The Limits of the Demand for Legal and Financial 

Independance'. In Politics and Power. , number 1.1980. -, See- also, 
R Lister, As Man and Wife. - op cit, 1973. and E Wilson. ý. Woman and 
the Welfare State. 1976. 

95. Supplementary Benefits Commlsslon. ý, A Report on the Cohabitation 

Rule, HMSO. 1971. In 1976, under Donnison's Chairmanship. the 

Supplementary Benefits Commission launched- another enquiry-of the 

cohabitation rule. but did not recommend any substantial change In 

It. Supplementary Benefits Commission, Toqether asýHusband 

and, Wife. - Supplementary Benefits Commission Administration Paper, 

number-5. HMSO. 1976. Even the Finer Committee was sympathetic 

to the - Supplementary Benefits Commission's - difficulties : with 

cohabitation. although generally --concurring with them over the 

necessity for the rule. Finer's 'solution' to the Social Security and 
Income, problems -of the one parent family - the one parent 

guaranteed maintenance allowance - contained cohabitation problems 

of Its own. As-, Finer noted "a one parent family benefit Is 

particularly susceptable to abuse. Almost Inevitably such an 

admission meant that a one parent family benefit would find Its 

conditions of, entitlement and : receipt -policed, Just as much as the 

cohabitation conditions of supplementary, benefit. See, Report of -the 
Committee on One-, Parent Families, volume 1. - 1974. -, pages, 135, 

306-307. 

96. A consequence of the Committee ý attempting to bring ý the different 

rules, Into alignment. was Its recommendation that-all cohabitation 

Investigations be ý conducted by the same,, organisatlon of DHSS 

special Investigators. Fisher Report. recommendation 44. - 
97. Supplementary Benefits Commission, A Report on the Cohabitation 

Rule. op cit. 1971., paragraph 14. "11.1ý. Iý1 11 
98. Sup lementary Benefits Handbook, 2nd edition. HMSO, 1971. 

paragraphs 18-19. ---II -__11 - ý, .I 
99. Supplementary. Benefits- Commission., 1971., op cit, ýparagraphs 19. 

28-29., - 
100. Lister. op cit. 1973. page 14. quoting1he 'AX Code. r, -paragraph 

2471. 

101. Supplementary, Benefits Commission. Evidence 
-to 

the Fisher Enguir 

1971'. quoted In Fisher. page 141. 

102. National Insurance Commissioners' , decisions. G214/50 KL and. 
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(8) (G) 3/71. In the Dlqest- of Commissioners Decisions. HMSO. 

cited In Lister. 1973. - As Donnison noted, however. the judiciary 

were singularly reluctant to become Involved. "When In 1973 the 

Lord ýChief Justice was asked to 'give some guidance upon the 

phrase cohabiting as man and wife. ' he swiftly handed back the 

poisoned cup. saying the phrase-was 'so well known that nothing I 

could- say about It could possibly assist In Its Interpretation 

hereafter'. * D Donnison. The Politics of Poverty. 1982., page 109. 

103. Supplementary 1ý Benefits, Commission Administration Paper. , Living 

Tonether as Husband and Wife. op cit. 1976. See also, Donnlson, 

1982. ýpages 113-114. - 
104. Supplementary Benefits Handbook. 1982 edition, HMSO. See also. 

A Coote and T Gill. Wome's Rlqhts. Penguin. - 3rd edition; 1981. In 

the-Fraud Investigators' Guide. 1978, paragraph 617. the criteria 

employed by special investigators to determine whether evidignco of 

cohabitation Is sufficient to withdraw a claim for benefit, Is spelled 

out. - Not surprisingly the Fraud, lnvestlqators' Guide's criteria are 

rather more - detailed. and precise than the guidelines for the public. 

105. As we shall see (following chapter) the present Fraud Investigators' 

Guide still bears the signs of an- essentially confrontational approach 

to - suspected claimants. In Its guide on cohabitation Investigations. 

It, suggests that: - "The basis of most Investigations Is that you, will 

obtain, the -facts" that are available so that you are In a good position 

to,. confront the claimant with questions about them.,. . The more 

Information you have to confront the claimant with. the greater your 

chances of getting 'the truth. Fraud InvestIgators' Guide. 1978. 

paragraph 629. 

106. R Lister. 1973., op cit. quoting DHSS. W Code'. paragraph 2492. 

107. In cohabitation cases the only really positive safeguard suggested by 

Fisher Involved, theý recommendation that observation of suspected 
claimants ought not, to be undertaken If It could not be carried out 
without alerting nelghbours. etc. However. there Is no evidenco to 

suggest, that Ahis recommendation had any effect on DHSS 
Investigation pratices. 

108. Lister. op cit. 1973. page 18. 
109. However. this Is a little misleading. given the fact that most 
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suspensions of benefit are accompanied by a requirement that the 

claimant repay any overpaid benefit. Often, however. It Is the case 

that claimants do not always reallse that If an overpayment Is 

discovered In respect of their claim they will be required to repay the 

money. 
110. In September. 1982. an Interview was arranged with DHSS South West 

Region Specialist Claims Control Team organisers. At this Interview 

the Specialist Claims Control officers wore clear that the Specialist 

Claims Control non-prosecutlon procedure was a 'soft-option' for the 

claimant. In the following chapter these Issues are considered In 

more detail. 

This formula was adopted In, an Specialist Claims Control Circular, in 

1981. DHSS Specialist Claims Control Guidelines 19th January 

1981. paragraph 7. It will be emphasised that officers should not 

seek to withdraw benefit where It, Is not clearly ,a voluntary 

surrender. 
112. R Lister, 1973. op cit. pages 37-38. 

113. Ibid. pages 26-27. See also Lister. Justice for the-Claimant. CPAG 

Poverty Research Series. number 4,1974. 

114. P Moore. "Scroungermania Again at the DHSS'. Now Society. 22nd 

January 1981. page 139. 

115. See for example. Supplementary Benefits Commission. Take Up o 

Supplementary Benefits. Supplementary Benefits Commission 

Administration Paper, number 7.1978, ` and D Barker., 'Family 

Income Supplement'. In Bull (ed). Family Poverty, 1972. 

116. Comparisons between the Inter-war period and the 1980's are all too 

apparent. In the earlier period. as Deacon has shown, thousands of 

people were disentitled from benefit by the stringent 'application of 

tests (Deacon. In Search of the Scrounger. 1976) and, from the 

mid 1970's. social security claims control operations took a similarly 

disciplinary turn with the most extensive deployment of social security 

Investigative personnel since 1945. To cap It all. In 1982. the 

DHSS collaborated with the police to arrest a whole 'dole queue' - 

a more striking reminder of the 1920's and 1930's would be difficult 

to find. See R. Franey. Poor Law: The Mass Arrest of Homeless 

Claimants In Oxford. CPAG 1983. 
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CHAPTER 

FROM CLAIMS CONTROL TO THE POLITICS OF DISENTITLEMENT 

"The Social Security system was Intended to replace 
the Poor Law. which formally and Institutionally It 
did. Perhaps It was naive to suppose that the 
animating spirit of the Poor Law would be abolished 
along with the Institution Itself. But It Is possible to 
detect. almost from the beginning. a counter 
pressure to the vision of an unstlgmatlslng and 
compassionate system of relief for the poorest; the 
gradual but 'relentless Intrusion of a meaner and 
more suspicious spirit and the parallel development 
of more Inquisitorial procedures which In their more 
extreme forms evoke a chilling reminder of the world 
we have not. regrettably. lost. * R SlIburn. 'Social 
Assistance and Social Welfare: The Legacy of the 
Poor Law'. In P Bean and S, MacPherson. 
Approaches to-Welfare. Routledge, 1983. page 132. 

If there Is a widespread belief that a great deal of 
fraud Is going unchecked. the result will be that 
social security becomes to some extent 
discredited. .. We are entirely In sympathy with the 
emphasis which Ministers have placed on the 
prevention of fraud. with detection and prosecution 
providing essential back-up and deterrence where 
prevention falls. and we are glad to be assured that 
prevention Is achieved by selective controls which do 
not Inconvenience claimants unduly. 0 Supplementarv 
Benefits Commission, Annual Report, 1977. 
paragraphs 2.9-2.10, pages 6-7. 
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Having surveyed the range of 'abus es' to which the Social Security system was 

thought to be subject. Fisher's Committee turned their attention, to the means 

of controlling them. In doing so. - they placed their major emphasis on 

techniques of prevention and deterrence. 

POLICING THE POVERTY TRAP: , PREVENTIVE DETERRENCE 

(a) The Avoidance of Situations 

We are asked to review the measures taken by the Departments to 
prevent abuse. Logically we should Include measures to prevent 
situations occurring In which people are tempted to make wrongful 
claims. But we can hardly extend our enquiry to cover all the 
measures which might be taken to prevent long-term unemployment. 
to prevent or cure personal or social Inadequacy. to teach people to 
manage their affairs better. and In general to remove the causes. of 
long term dependance on Social Security. (Fisher Report. page 158. 
paragraph 367) 

As we are well aware. this was not the enquiry undertaken by the Committee; 

on the contrary, they took a decidedly more narrow and - punitive approach. 

Only very rarely does a concern, that might broadly 
-be classed as 'welfare 

oriented'. make an appearance. Perhaps a reference to 'welfare concerns' Is 

a little grand to describe the broadly Individualist pathology which Informs the 

Committee's discussion of 'situations likely- to lead to abuse' but this Is about 

as welfare-oriented as the Social Security claims control discourse ever 

becomes. The explanations of the 'Inclination' to abuse, refer to the 'vicious 

circle of long-term poverty'. 'personal problems'. and threats of, eviction, or 

disconnections of gas or electricity. as 'trigger points" which stimulate 

Individuals "Into deception of the Supplementary Benefits Commission. " (Fisher 

Report, page 159, paragraph 369). 

Nevertheless. the Committee's attempt to explain'the sources of the Inclination 

to abuse does not herald any effort to understand the predicament of the 

poorest trapped within the social security system - still less does It Imply a 

sympathetic attitude to these claimants. In particular, the reaction of the 

Committee to those claimants facing certain difficulties (aside from the 

assumptions It conveys about the adequacy of the benefit scale rates) can only 
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be described as one Of almost outright criticism. 

We have no doubt that many claims for exceptional needs grants arise 
from mismanagement of resources, and In particular falure to apply 
moneys ... to meet recurring expenditures such as rent. gas and 
electricity bills. 

It is then a relatively short stop from such criticism to a direct allegation of 

culpability on the part of the claimants concerned. - 

in some cases 
, 
the course of conduct which leads to the claim may be 

deliberate or may amount to a high degree of negligence by the 
Individual concerned ...,, but more often of the same lack of capacity 
which led to the claimant going onto social security In the first place. 
(Fisher Report. page 159. paragraph 370) 

it is rather surprising to See so explicit a return of the themes of pathology and 

Irresponsibility In the Report's discussion of situations 'likely to result In abuse'. 

The reasoning here Is not related to the Legal framework of Social Security 

'fraud and abuse' (1.9. a claimant deemed 'Irresponsible' could hardly be held 

criminally responsible for social security offences) . but relates rather more 

generally to the broad objectives of any social security policy. Thus, It Is odd 

to see one of the principle functions of a Social Security system - making 

provision for those unable (for, whatever reasons) to do so for themselves - 

being referred to as an 'abuse'. 

Using such a criterion as the hallmark of Social Security abuses (something the 

Committee did not seem averse to doing) would necessitate the redesigning of 

the entire system of claims. verification and payment, so as to exclude all bar 

the most needy, persistent or desparate of claimants. Of course. In a number 

of respects this Is precisely the direction taken by much 'reform' of the Social 

Security system since the early 1970's. The- defining characteristics of the 

strategy and politics of disentitlement are that benefit regulations and conditions 

for entitlement - the legal and administrative foundations of the social security 

system - come to find their principle applications as exclusionary devices. 

it is. perhaps. of less Importance whether this 
_exclusion 

Is achieved directly by 

means of restrictive and selective conditions of entitlement supported by 

Intensive procedures of corroboration and verification, or by means of 
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generallsed deterrence - stigma. surveillance. discipline and pressure. 

In respect of the latter. the Committee suggested. "we have to satisfy ourselves 

that measures taken to contain abuse do not have the Incidental effect of 

deterring legitimate claims to benefit. * (Fisher Report. page ý 162. paragraph 

374). Nevertheless. In a number of key areas the Committee were prepared to 

compromise the welfare, rights and Irtbpendence of claimants In favour of more 

intensive claims control. Usually. of course. both mechanisms of exclusion 

operate In tandem. reinforcing and extending one another. Thus. In Fisher. we 

see the Intensification of forms of surveillance and the raising of the thresholds 

of control within the benefits system, especially for certain 'suspected' 

categories of claimants. The general significance. therefore. of the Fisher 

Committee's review of the claims control procedures In the Social Security 

system has to be seen In terms of lits cautious approval for the principle of a 

more deterrent. more selective and more Intensely regulatory social security 

system. Ultimately. what was Involved was a more disciplinary and Increasingly 

exclusionary social security apparatus. 

The Fisher Committee's Report stands, therefore, as a kind of watershed for 

a number of developments during the 1970's which had the effect of expanding 

and reinforcing the claims control capacities of the social security departments: 

capacities, which later came to comprise a rather more broad-ranging and 

multi-dimensional strategy of disentItlement. Yet. It should be noted, Fisher's 

endorsement of this augmentation of the Departments' claims control capacities 

was cautious. sometimes reluctant and often qualified. He did. on a number 

of occasions. propose safeguards, Admittedly, some of these safeguards were 

unrealistic. others little more than advice about good -practice. - and In any 

event. the government chose to reject most of the Committee's more positive 

recommendations. (1) 

The Committee's consideration of the measures for avoiding situations likely to 

lead to abuse also covers the question of the claimant's duty to report changes 

In circumstances. Failure to report a relevant change of circumstances can 

lead to an overpayment of benefit. or It can be an offence. The only way that 
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claimants may avoid r epaying an overpayment Is If they-can show they exercised 

, due care and diligence' to avoid overpayment. or that the overpayment was 

entirely the responsibility of the Department. The requirement to repay Is, 

however. subject to precisely the same 'non-prosecutlon' procedures referred 

to earlier and. given the particular emphasis placed upon the achievement of 

benefit 'savlnqs' and the pressure to produce results (rather than prosecution) 

It Is unrealistic to assume that the rules governing repayment did not also lean 

heavily In favour of the Department. [2) 

As Field et al. have shown. less than one quarter of Irrecoverable 

overpayments of Social Security are a result of 'fraud or abuse' although. as 

if to close all loopholes. the Supplementary Benefit Handbook declares that. 

even where the overpayment occurs as a result of mistakes by the Department. 

wit may nevertheless be reasonable. In the light of an Individual case. to 

request a refund. " [31 The handbook omits to mention. however. that the 

claimant Is perfectly entitled to refuse to do so. 

The Departments' powers to recover overpayments are best seen as the 

corollary of more extensive powers to Investigate suspicion of alleged 'abuses' 

- yet they take on an especial significance amongst claims control techniques 

emphasising the goal of cost-effectiveness. In common with Its 

recommendations elsewhere. the-Committee had no objection or criticism of a 

firm policy of recovering overpaid benefit as If unaware of the fact that. without 

safeguards. the requirement to repay was simply another weapon In the DHSS's 

arsenal for applying pressure upon claimants. The only recommendations the 

Committee went on to make regarding overpayments concerned the need to stop 

them occurring by a stricter assessment of Initial claims, clearer Instructions 

to claimants regarding the changes of circumstances they had to report and the 

proviso that claimants all sign a common declaration that, theV understand these 

instructions. (Fisher Report. -chapter 18. pages 162-173)- - 

(b) Staffinq the Control Procedures 

The success of measures designed to detect and prevent abuse In a 
manner consistent with prompt and sympathetic treatment of claims 
depends among other things on the numbers and skill of the staff 
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employed ... [Yet] we recognise that for good reasons the government 
Is concerned to economise In civil service manpower. (Fisher Report. 
page 174, paragraph 382) 

Such was the Committee's argument In favour of adequate staff to operate the 

claims control system. As we have already seen. however, given the way that 

the Committee struck Its 'balance' between claims control and 'prompt and 

sympathetic' handling of claims. It Is not too surprising to see staffing 

deployments redefined In terms of the supposed need to combat 'abuses'. 

Thus. 

It would. In our belief. be a false economy to try to run the social 
security system with staff Inadequate In numbers or quality ... This Is 
true both In relation to the staff of local offices and in relation to 
special Investigators and others specially employed on the work of 
preventing and detecting abuse. There would ... In our opinion 
without any doubt be an Increase both In the total number of attempts 
to abuse the system by wrongful claims. and In the proportion of such 
attempts which go undetected. (Fisher Report. page 174. paragraph 
382) (41 

Very directly. therefore. the Committee went on to relate staffing priorities to 

the over-riding Imperative of claims control. Adequate staffing ratios and 

supervision were seen as the first line of preventive deterrence. 

The first stage of defence against fraud and abuse of benefits Is the 
general training experience and supervision of the staff In local offices 
coupled with their alertness and the Intelligent application of the 
prescribed procedure for dealing with claims. which will enable them 
to recognise a doubtful statement or claim and so prevent abuse from 
arising. (Fisher Report. page 174. paragraph 383). 

With an obvious Interest In staffing questions. the DHSS Whitley Council (staff 

side) concurred with the Committee that. "a continuous level of overwork which 

Is too high --. has made It Impossible to give the claims the time and care 

which they require. 0 The Committee went on to quote the Whitley Council's 

(staff side) comment that the existing shortage of staff had led to the 

swidespread relaxation of (claims control] procedures which of necessity must 

make the avoidance of abuse even more difficult. (Fisher -Report. pages 

178-179. paragraph 391). 

Yet for all the concern about staffing difficulties leading to Increased problems 
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of fraud and abuse, the Committee's own examination of assessment 
-error 

rates 

Indicated that under-payments were a relatively larger and faster growing 

problem than over-payments. 151 , 

While the Committee acknowledged the training problems faced by the 

Departments In view of the high turnover of staff. from their description of the 

training undergone by DHSS benefits administration personnel, It appeared that, 

If deficient in all other respects. counter clerks and Interviewing staff received 

a firm grounding In claims control work. 

The main contribution training makes towards the prevention of abuse 
and overpayments Is In helping to raise the standards of competence 
generally ... within the traininq programmes considerable emphasis Is 

_given 
to abuse and overpayments. (Fisher Report. page 184. 

paragraph 400d) (61 

Continuing the theme of staffing and staff deployment. the Committee turned to 

consider the management techniques within local offices, stressing the 

importance of senior level supervision of sensitive operations. Better still. they 

believed. only , senior personnel should handle these sensitive tasks. 

Unfortunately. however. this would tend to leave the relatively less experienced 

and junior , staff working on the counter In the local offices, with negative 

consequences for office morale. levels of job satisfaction and efficiency and 

effectiveness In determining entitlements and assessing claims accurately. 

Since so much (in the field of detection and prevention of abuse) 
depends -upon the quality and efficiency of Interviewing and visiting 
officers, It Is particularly. Important that their quality should be as high 
as possible and that every effort should continue to be made to recruit 
and employ for this work people who can show patience and sympathy 
without failing short of the strictness and vigilance against abuse which 
this work requires. (Fisher Report. page 189. paragraph 403(c) . 
recommendation 65) 

Fraud Investigators. however. were only to be selected from amongst the most 

experienced staff well sociallsed In the practice of claims control. The officers 

selected for 'fraud work' must have "an aptitude for painstaking protracted 

enquiries and a willingness to work Irregular hours. " (Fisher Report. page 196, 

paragraph 45). 
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The Committee were fairly Imprecise about the Instruction of Investigators. When 

appointed. they received. 'about one month of practical training. 0 and then a 

period of 'on the Job' training with an experienced special Investigator. When 

judged able, they were to take on their own Investigations under close 

supervision. 

There are. as we have seen, different types of fraud Investigators but the 

Committee strongly endorsed the Importance of local office fraud work. 'They 

were firmly In support of the Idea that each local office retain at least one 

'designated fraud officer'. His (sic) duties Involved not only dealing with cases 

of suspected fraud (or referring them to Regional Office) but also co-ordinating 

local office claims control work. 

to make sure that proper attention Is given 
_ 

by all personnel In the 
offices who are seeing callers or handling claims to the detection and 
prevention of abuse and to give them as much Instruction and advice 
In what to look for as possible. (Fisher Report. page 192. paragraph 
407) 

In effect. the local office fraud officer's responsibilities were veryýclose to what 

was subsequently to be called the co-ordInatIon of 'fraud awareness work'. 

The Committee made no firm recommendations In 'respect of a particular 

organlsatlon of local office fraud work, simply suggesting "an open-minded 

experimentation with rival systems. " They appeared keen an the principle of 

one fraud officer per office, although were quite favourably Impressed with the 

'West Midlands system' of local office claims control based upon. a number of 

mobile teams of fraud Investigators. 

The basis of most special Investigations was (and still Is) Regional Office. 

Special Investigators were Introduced In National Assistance administration In 

1954 and In Unemployment Benefit administration ton years later. The 

complement of special Investigators has risen. regularly and without fall. across 

both Departments every year since their Introduction. Both DHSS and the 

Department of Employment appeared particularly keen on the work undertaken 

by their special Investigators and noth . Ing In Fisher's Report, was likely to halt 

or diminish their spectacular growth In any way. 
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The Committee clearly accepted that the special Investigators produced 

quantifiable 'savings' and, although they gave 'no details about the calculation 

of these 'savings'. went on to claim that the 'saving' amounted to approximately 

twice the cost of employing the Investigators. A clear 'saving' and an apparently 

'cost-effective' deployment therefore - or so It seemed. (Fisher Report. page 

193, paragraph 410) 

The failure of the Fisher Committee to examine these Issues and question the 

Departments' production of benefit 'savings'. must be viewed as a very serious 

oversight on Its part. particularly so in view of its explicit duty to examine the 

effectiveness of existing claims control procedures and Its own fervent advocacy 

of cost-effectiveness. 

Accepting. completely without question. the Departments' analysis of benefit 

'savings' and bound by their own logic of cost-effectiveness. the Committee 

considered the numbers of special Investigators deployed. 

The figures suggest to us that the point of diminishing returns has not 
yet been reached. It would In our view be justifiable to employ more 
special Investigators and to continue to Increase the numbers at least 
so long as the additional savings of benefit exceed the cost of the 
additional special Investigators. We do not believe that criticism of 
further Increases could lustly be made on the ground that too much 
pressure was being put on the claimants ... the only- logical point at 
which to stop Increasinq them Is that at which thev cease to be 
effective. (Fisher Report. page 195. paragraph 413) 

The Committee then proceeded to expound the principle of cost-effetiveness 

and. In view of the subsequent significance assumed by this notion as a 

political and administrative barometer for claims control activities. It Is well 

worth examining how the Committee articulated this principle, 

We have formed the conclusion-that In determining the numbers of staff 
to be deployed In this work. It would be quite wrong to consider only 
numbers and gross cost to public funds. and to limit further expansion 
by reference to a general policy of limiting civil service numbers and 
gross cost. The relevant figure Is the net cost to public funds. If any. 
of each additional recruit., It Is possible to make some estimate of the 
sums of public money saved by each special Investigator specifically 
employed In the detection and prevention of abuse, though any such 
estimate will be Inexact ... " 

and will of course reflect only ibuse 

actually detected and stopped and will not reflect the deterrent effect 
of the activities of such people. (Fisher Report. pages 195,196. 
paragraph 414) 
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While the Committee then went on to state that they were. "convinced that the 

total effort to contain abuse would be harmed If additions to the numbers of 

special Investigators were made at the expense of the numbers of staff In local 

areas and offices". this was only preparatory for their final recommendation. 

We consider that, In the submission made annually by the DHSS to the 
(now defunct] Civil Service Department about manpower needs. the 
case for special Investigators should be put separately and not as part 
of the overall manpower budget for the Departments: and the case for 
maintained or Increased manpower should be made In terms of 
estimated savings as well as costs. (Fisher Report. page 196. 
paragraph 414) 

The Implications of this suggestion are. of course, fundamental. At the 

moment It would constitute something of a special case but It Is not entirely 

Inconceivable that a similar case could be made for writing off police 

expenditures with the revenue recouped from fines or stolen property recovered 

or. back In the field of social security, the payment of bonuses to the most 

deterrent (official) or to the officer most prolific In disallowing claims. 

In the nineteenth century the 'good' Poor Law relieving officer was considered 

to be the one with few. or even no. paupers on his books. today such an 

official would have been considered very cost-etfective and efficient. Although. 

for obvious administrative reasons. It would prove Impossible to divide social 

security staff Into 'fraud' staff and 'other" staff. the language and rhetoric of 

cost-effectiveness remained. becoming the powertul, although quite fictional. 

rationale for Intensified claims control work as. from the mid 1970's. we were 

to discover, 

The changes recommended by the Committee, In respect of the organisatlon of 

local office fraud work and of special Investigations. have to be set In the 

context of their proposal for a unified corps of Investigators. 

The Committee made no recommendation regarding Othe system under which 

primary responsibility for the detection and prevention of fraud rests on the 

(local] offices" and only the difficult. speciallsed or prolonged Investigations 

referred to Regional Office. however. they criticised the complex divisions of 
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responsibility between special Investigators of the DHSS and Department of 

Employment for the different forms of suspected abuse. (81 

With these problems In mind. the Committee recommended 

we consider that (the] division of responsibility [for special 
Investigations] should cease. and that the Investigation of cases of 
suspected fraud Involving any form of benefit (contributory or 
supplementary) should be carried out by the special Investigators of 
the DHSS. This concentration of the work would be likely to lead to 
the maintenance In the corps of DHSS special Investigators of a special 
expertise In the detection of abuse. (Fisher Report. page 194. 
paragraph 412) (9) 

The Committee believed that the unification of special Investigator activities 

within a single corps of Investigators within the DHSS might lead to Increased 

effectiveness and reduced costs. They dismissed the supposed anxiety that 

"Department of Employment personnel may pay less attention to fraud matters 

if special Investigation becomes solely a DHSS responsibility. * It Is, of course. 

very Interesting that witnesses on behalf of the respective Departments feared 

an overall reduction In the Intensity of claims control work, but few expressed 

any similar concerns about an extension of such control. Indeed. there was 

no consideration at all of the Implications of turning DHSS administration and 

its officials Into the specialist fraud control agency of the entire Social Security 

system. and Increasing still further the (potential) stigma and deterrence of this 

means-tested place of last resort for so many claimants. It should be a matter 

of some considerable concern that the benefit scheme catering for the needs 

of some of the poorest and least secure members of society should also be the 

scheme to house the Social Security system's elite corps of benefits police. 

The Committee concluded their discussion of staffing questions with two brief 

points. On the one hand. they criticised the special Investigator's role. both 

In terms of the DHSS's, administration as a whole and Its career structure, when 

It became *too narrowly concentrated on detection work. * On the other hand, 

where difficulties were encountered In recruiting sufficient numbers of suitable 

special Investigators within the service, they accepted the principle that outside 

recruitment. particularly, of retired police officers. should take place (this Is a 

strange recommendation. given that the Committee had earlier Insisted that all 
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special Investigators be well familiar with DHSS activities and experienced in 

claims administration). Finally. however. It was made quite clear that there 

was no place In social security claims control for the 'private-eye': 

It has been suggested to us that In special cases where results cannot 
be achieved by any other means. It might be justifiable to employ 
private detection agencies for specific 'one-off' jobs. We do not 
accept this suggestion. (Fisher Report, page 197, paragraph 417) 

(c) Prosecutlons, Planninq and Hard Evidence 

In 1973 the Committee believed. somewhat Inconsistently In the light of other 

of their recommendations. that "the ultimate weapon against abuse Is 

prosecution. " They went on to suggest that some unspecified witnesses 

believed "the Departments make Insufficient use of the criminal penalties of the 

statutes and that. even In clear cases. there seemed to be a reluctance to 

prosecute for fear of damaging the Image of the Departments. 0 (Fisher Report. 

page 200, paragraph 424) 

As we are aware, the Departments do have a non-prosecution Procedure 

because their policy on prosecutions Is Informed by a combination of factors. 

such as efficiency (avoiding costly and unnecessary prosecutions). 'welfare' 

considerations. and the desire to use prosecutions solely as a deterrent. As 

the drive to cost-effectiveness has gathered pace. however. the Departments 

have tended to reserve prosecutions for the more serious offences or for use 

as exemplary deterrents. 

It Is Important to reallse that the courts will often be faced with a 
difficult task. and many will be Inhibited from Imposing the kind of 
sentence which the offence would seem to require. There Is not much 
point In fining a man or woman who Is already on Supplementary 
Benefit. To send a man or woman to prison .. - may Inflict severe 
hardship on the whole family and reduce or destroy the prospect of 
getting them off social security. [However] It may be that the 
experience of being prosecuted will discourage a further abuse by the 
people concerned. and the fear of prosecution may deter others. 
(Fisher Report. page 200. paragraph 425). 

While the Committee noted ýsome considerable- regional variation In sentencing 

practice It Is Ironic to notice that. In spite of their remarks on the futility of 
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fining claimants. even In Supplementary Benefit cases. lines are by far the 

most common penalties applied by the courts. 

In 1973 the Committee supported the Departments' then declared policy that 

criminal prosecutions should take place In cases of abuse by wrongful 
claims wherever the evidence Is reasonably adequate to secure a 
conviction. and that extenuating circumstances are a matter for the 
court rather than the prosecutor. (Fisher Report. page 205, paragraph 
437) 

They went on to add. however. that considerations of policy and welfare ought 

to have a bearing on the decision whether to prosecute and that, Nalthough the 

perfect balance between softness and severity Is Impossible to achieve. we 

believe that the Departments do their best to achieve It. 0 (Fisher Report. pages 

205-206, paragraphs 437-439) 

Nevertheless. this Is a far cry from the picture only seven years later. For by 

1980. the grounds for 'policy' or 'local office' closure of cases had become 

rather more firmly estabIshed and a specific 'non- prosecution' procedure 

Instituted. The new procedure was not a result of any particular 'leniency' on 

the part of the Department. but rather more to do with the ascendancy of the 

discourse of 'cost-effectiveness" In claims control practice. However. as we 

have already seen. and as statistics produced by Fisher confirmed. actual 

prosecutions onIv take place In about halt of the cases considered for 

. 
prosecution and In a very much smaller proportion of all those cases 

Investigated In which some 'abuse,, or false or Incomplete statement resultInq 

In overpayment, Is discovered. (Fisher Report. pages 204-205) 

Since the mid 1950's this Is precisely the pattern of case disposals which has 

prevailed In claims control work. The changes. following the widespread 

Introduction of non-prosecution procedures, will be reflected In a shift away 

from prosecutions towards "disentitlements' (suspension of benefit). Such 

changes, of course. occur within the context of marked Increases In all 

categories of case disposals consequent upon the added Intensity and frequency 

of all claims control activities. We will be giving further consideration to these 

Issues shortly when examining. In some more detail, the nature of the now 
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non-prosecution techniques and the strategy of disentitlement. 

In the meantime. however. we need only reiterate the conventional wisdom 

purveyed by Department and Committee alike that. where possible. the 

Departments ought to prosecute In cases of suspected abuse, except where 

welfare considerations rightly predominate. 

It Is Important to emphasise the conventional wisdom of 1973. If only to throw 

Into sharp relief the degree to which things have changed In a short space of 

time and the factors which have precipitated this change. Often overlooked 

amongst these factors. amidst the accepted social reaction. moral panic and 

"scroungermania' orthodoxy, are those Initiatives promoted by the Departments 

themselves. And. amongst these Initiatives. the proposals. recommendations 

and suggestions, for future claims control policy advanced by Fisher have been 

a good deal more In tune with the general direction ot change than Is generally 

acknowledged. Specific recommendations of the Committee may well have 

been rejected. Ignored or simply lost. but Its general principles. Its formulae 

for 'cost-effectiveness' and 'balance' and the overall priority it afforded to 

claims control activities remained very congruent with the pattern of 

development In Social Security claims control throughout the ten year period 

following the publication of Its Report. 

A basic and founding principle of the Committee's claims control planning 

which. although apparently overlooked In practice. has remained at the centro 

of public debate since 1973. concerns the effort to determine the 'true' extent 

of 'abuse'. The Fisher Committee were firm and unequivocal In their belief that 

the DHSS should endeavour to do more to discover the real amount and 

significance of 'abuse by wrongful claims. ' All to no avail, or so It might 

seem. however. 

This question, or dilemma regarding the 'true extent' of abuse. has so 

captivated public attention that. within only three years of Fisher's Report 

appearing, the 'tip of the Iceberg' theory and the 'hordes of scroungers' 

rhetoric was, once again. riding high. (111 1977 saw a report from the Public 
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Accounts Committee stressing the need for the DHSS and Department of 

Employment to develop adequate Information systems In order to Identify all 

areas which were vulnerable to abuse and. In the run-up to the 1979 election. 

the 'scroungerphobla' was. once again. revived. 

1981 saw the Rayner Scrutiny Team's 'Indiscriminate'. I In 12 (13%). guess at 

the proportion of fraudulent claims. (121 and an (unrelated) Report from the 

DHSS's Economic Adviser *drew attention to the lack of detailed knowledge 

available to the Department on the Impact of the black economy on contribution 

Income and benefit expenditure. He suggested that "DHSS consider the 

collection of more detailed statistics on benefit fraud. 0 (131 

Finally, a decade of concern was capped. In 1983. by a recommendation from 

the Public Accounts Committee that. 

DHSS should undertake new studies to find practical ways to secure the 
data needed to provide a reasonably sound estimate of the extent of 
undetected benefit fraud. [141 

Earlier. the Public Accounts Committee had reported. 

DHSS stated that whilst they considered that their Investigatory staff 
operated In those areas of fraud likely to produce cost-effective 
results, they accepted that there was a large gap In their knowledge 
on the actual extent of undiscovered fraud. They had sought to 
Improve their Information by undertaking several exercises .. - to 
Identify weak controls facilitating fraud and to assess the risks. But 
they had not embarked on any exercises In line with the 
recommendations made In 1973 by the Fisher Committee. 1151 

On the -face of It therefore. the decade would seem to have registered the clear 

failure of Fisher's recommendations. To believe this. however, Is to be misled 

by appearances.. - 

There, are, broadly speaking. two ways of approaching the apparent paradox 

resulting from the non-appearance of an answer to a questim posed originally 

In 1973, and hardly ever off the political agenda since then. One can either 

take the question at Its face value. agree that It Is a valid question. and seek 

to answer It. or one can be rather more sceptical. In the latter case one 

might perceive. within the repeated asking of the question and the perpetual 
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failure to answer It. a rather more complex relationship between claims control 

and claimant. or between the state and the poor. 

Fisher's enunciation of the 'need' for a more exact knowledge of the 'real 

extent' of abuse Is an announcement of a longstanding political preoccupation. 

In the broad sense It Is best seen In terms of the state's historical 

preoccupation with a 'knowledge of the poor'. More narrowly and situationally. 

In 1973. the announcement served as a constant reminder of an assumed need 

for control In the exercise of social security policy. To make a rather obvious 

point, all such demands for 'more Information'. or 'greater knowledge' are 

aimed at Illuminating the so-called 'dark figure' of the unknown an the 

assumption that a supposed actual level of crime or 'abuse' is really more than 

that which Is currently known about. In this way a need for. or a lack of. 

social controls might be expressed. 

To engage In the debate about, 'actual levels' of 'abuse" Is to engage. however 

unwittingly. reluctantly or Implicitly, In a discourse quite fundamental to the 

legitimation of claims control strategies. Similarly. to Indulge In the kinds of 

surveys, special drives and random sample checks advocated by Fisher, Is to 

Initiate an. arbitrary and fairly unilateral. expansion of claims control activities, 

defensible only In terms of the assumption of further. yet to be discovered. 

abuses (although. of course. a failure to discover them would convince no one 

of their lack of existence). 1161 

Even If Social Security 'abuses' did amount to a discrete, objective and fixed 

quantum of 'deviance' within the benefits system, then such techniques and 

practices would constitute an Inappropriate response. However. given all that 

we do know about Social Security 'abuses,: their Intermittent, often trivial and 

fluctuating character' and the I mpreclsion of the regulations governing 

entitlement. ' status and relationships. etc. . and the modes of Investigation 

employed, then any attempt to 'measure' the problem amounts to a 

reconstitution of the problem Itself. This perpetual reconstitution of the 

phenomenon of abuse exerts a ratchet-like effect on the claims control process 

- new knowledge spells more control and. In turn, further Information. [171 
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All this leaves us. however. with a recognition that ton years of unfulfilled 

advocacy on behalf of a greater and more detailed knowledge of the 'true extent 

of abuses' does not mark the failure of a central dynamic In the discourse of 

claims control but, on the contrary. Its very success. The Ideology Implying 

the existence of 'real abuse' 'out there' waiting to be discovered has exerted 

a constant upwards pressure upon the claims control system demanding and/or 

legitimating Increases In both the frequency and Intensity of claims control 

activities and In the thresholds of entitlement. 

Thus It Is only, In the light of the above discussion that the full Implications of 

Fisher's (and everyone else's) advocacy of a 'true' and full knowledge of the 

extent of Social Security abuses emerge. In any event. we cannot fall to notice 

Immediately how policy-related and supportive of the claims control process. 

this new knowledge Is Intended to be. 

So long as knowledge of the full extent of abuse Is Incomplete and 
fragmentary., any Judgement as to how serious a problem it Is and what 
resources It Is justifiable to devote to alternative means of suppressing 
It must be based on Impression and guesswork. (Fisher Report. page 
209, paragraph 446) 

Lest there be any doubt about the political utility of this now knowledge. the 

Committee called for the public to be directly Implicated in the foundation and 

legitimation of new levels of claims control activity In the context of now social 

attitudes towards entitlement, welfare and abuse. 

We believe that there Is a widely felt desire that more should be known 
about the facts (of abuse] ... all that we can hope to do ... Is to 
suggest how the task [of gathering Information) should be approached 
and to leave It to the Departments to carry out a systematic series of 
surveys over a period of years and to give wide publicity to the 
findings. (Fisher Report. page 209. paragraph 448) 

To put the control Implications of the search for true knowledge (about Social 

Security 'abuse) 
- 
Into a fuller perspective. it is useful to examine two sets of 

claims and counter7CIalms. and the ways in which these are resolved. as 

Indicative of the Committee's line of approach. 

It Is significant to note how the Interaction of two sets of assumptions work to 

revise the estimate of abuse. and/or Its cost. upwards. Thus: 
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A sample survey can never do more than establish a minimum, figure 
for total abuse ... even If abuse occurs In only a small proportion of 
the total number of claims of certain types large sums of money will 
be misapplied and misappropriated ... The possibility will always 
remain that there was some abuse within the sample which the 
Investigation failed to detect. The proportion of detected to total abuse 
can never be certainly known. If the survey reveals abuse In only a 
very small percentage of the cases Investigated. It will continue to be 
possible to believe In the 'tip of the Iceberg* theory. (Fisher Report. 
pages 211-212. paragraphs 453-454) 

As well as this quantitative basis (1.9. In relation to the size of the target 

group) a similar examination of the samples and surveys proposed can reveal 

a qualitative dimension to the extension of controls. their frequency and 

Intensity. For example, 

A sample survey Involves varying degrees of Intrusion Into the lives of 
a larger number of Innocent people ... If It would be Impossible to do 
an effective survey without engaging In forms of Investigation which 
would cause justified offence to Innocent people, then the survey 
should not be held ... We do not consider that a survey which was 
confined to visits. Inquiries and Interviews In this way would be 
objectionable ... The size of the sample required to give statistically 
valid results ... may remain so large as to make the survey 
prohibitively expensive. 

However. 

The Department should not withdraw from the field. Limited surveys 
which give results subject to a wide margin of error may nevertheless 
be of value In establishing the limits of the extent of abuse ... Any 
additional Information Is preferable to Ignorance. 

Yet this Is precisely the problem. for the very 'additional Information' sought 

after by the Committee was. In reality. simply more Information about more 

abuse. Despite the expanded surveillance entailed In the production of new 

knowledge. It can only ever remain a minimum figure and we are referred back 

to the quantitative process. 

The kinds of checks and surveys envisaged by the Committee In order to 

develop the knowledge base of claims control. some of which we have already 

discussed. entail sample checks In particular areas and within particular 

categories of claimants, surveys within particular occupations, additional 

home-visits and Interviews (*provided that they were neutral In flavour and did 
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not constitute cross-examination") . observations and Inquiries. and 

cross-checks with other sources of government official Information as available. 

In short. the Departments 'research' was to consist. almost entirely. of 

precisely the kinds of activities usually directed towards the Investigation of 

Instances of abuse. 

Finally. however. the relationship between enquiries into the 'true extent' of 

'abuse' and Departmental policy and practice was drawn tightly to a close with 

the suggestion that. 

surveys [into abuse] should be held . to determine the relative 
efficaev of administrative procedures. InvestigatiMs undertaken to 
Investigate the extent of detectable abuse on a sample basis may well 
Indicate how far It would be justifiable to use on a national basis 
particular procedures which have been used In the Investigation ... 
The only way of testing the efficacy of different procedures Is to try 
them out ... and compare their costs and benefits with those already 
In use. (Fisher Report. page 215. paragraph 467) 

Ultimately. the Committee recommended that all Departmental procedures be 

examined In accordance with their relative efficacy In preventing, deterring or 

facilitating abuse. Almost Imperceptably. therefore. 'abuse' has become the 

primary criterion for Judging Departmental procedures. Administrative methods 

and techniques. even policy goals themselves. come to stand or fall depending 

upon the degree to which they appear to enlarge or reduce the field of 

supposed abuses. Henceforth. 

whenever a major change In practice Is contemplated which can be 
expected to affect the proportion of abuse detected. experiments ... 
should be undertaken' to ascertain the extent of the change In the 
proportion of abuse detected, (Fisher Report. pages 215-216, 
paragraph 468, recommendation 81) 

The general consequences of the recommendation were quite fundamental. All 

new policy,, Initiatives, and changes In existing practice - however desirable In 

themselves - had . now to - be examined from the point of view of their 

Implications for claims, control. As the ten years after Fisher were to show In 

no uncertain -terms. far from an ancillary feature of Social Security policy. 

claims control had vidually become the sine qua non of Social Security reform. 

Combined with the restrained and prohibitive political economy of social security 
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emerging In the late 1960's and early 1970's, this priorltisation of claims 

control had serious consequences - above all for claimants and the poorest 

themselves. 

Indefinitely Into the Future 

Such was the committment of the Committee to Its proposals and Its awareness 

of the constantly changing social and economic environment of Social Security 

policy that It believed there to be a basic need for some body to continue and 

coordinate the work it had begun. 

Our work Is bound to be Incomplete ... The tIme-scale of our enquiry 
has been such that we have not been able to delay our report till the 
completion of the Inquiries. or until the time has arrived when the new 
arrangements can be evaluated ... The background against which the 
measures taken to prevent and detect abuse have to be viewed Is 
changing ... We believe that there will be a continuing need for a 
body whose duty will be to continue where we leave off. and to extend 
our review of the measures taken to detect abuse Indefinitely Into the 
future. (Fisher Report. page 218. paragraph 477) 

The Committee's suggestion was that there should be a permanent DHSS 

Standing Committee to exercise a continuing control over the Departments' work 

In the area of 'fraud and abuse'. 

Because responsibilities within the DHSS for preventing and containing abuse 

had so far been 'diffuse'. It was suggested that the responsibility of the 

Committee would be to coordinate claims control work. Furthermore. the 

appointment of a standing committee at DHSS headquarters would help give the 

kind of direct emphasis and priority to claims control activities that the 

Committee deemed appropriate. (Fisher Report, page 219, paragraph 480) 

The Standing Committee. 'it was believed. could assist many other parts of the 

administration to enable them to tackle abuse more effectively. A number of 

areas; survey reports, performance evaluation. advice on preventative 

measures, development of now methods and procedures. were all singled out 

as possible areas for the Standing Committee's attention. 1181 
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In the event. The DHSS Representatives accepted that management required 

strengthening and that wthere should be a stronger focus of responsibility for 

general questions of abusen. They agreed that a permanent committee be 

established to consider Ogeneral questions relating to ... abuse. the supply of 

Information bearing on fraud and abuse In general and the adequacy of the 

measures taken to combat them. 0 (Fisher Report. page 221. paragraph 484) 

"Abuse by wrongful claims Is a serious problem. " Fisher had remarked. mWe 

have no doubt that a considerable effort should be devoted to preventing and 

detecting [it] ... Society will be damaged It wrongdoing comes to be regarded 

as acceptable. a (Fisher Report, page 224. paragraph 488) 

Yet the difficulties and problems to be encountered by the standing committee 

did not derive solely from the size and scale of the claims control task that 

Fisher had-in mind for them. They also stemmed from the peculiarly sensitive 

nature of the 'fraud and abuse' Issue. Its political salience and Its prominence 

In the national media. The duties of the Standing Committee were no simple 

matter either. They had to encourage vigilance against abuses across the 

whole of DHSS administration and coordinate efforts In the claims control field. 

recommending changes or now practices where appropriate. In general. and 

In Fisher's terms. the Standing Committee were to be the DHSS's very own 

'balancing act'. 

This new Committee was to be conscious of the duties of Social Security 

administration but would bring to It the discipline deemed necessary to run an 

efficient and responsible system and the control over claims and payments 

hitherto considered lacking. *We have sought for ways of strengthening the 

controls on abuse% Fisher admitted. (Fisher Report. page 229, paragraph 

494) 

As the Fisher Report concluded. there was 

no short answer or easy solution to the problem of abuse ... We have 
no magic wand to wave. no panacea to offer. 
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The opportunities and temptations to abuse which the Social Security 
system creates are the price which has to be paid for a comprehensive 
social security system: abuse will never be entirely eradicated, but the 
acceptability of the Social Security system depends on the existence of 
measures to contain abuse which are effective without becoming 
Inhumane. We have no doubt of the Importance to society of achieving 
and maintaining this balance ... We attach great Importance to the 
continuance of our work by the Standing Committee. (Fisher Report, 
pages 233-34, paragraph 503) 

On that by now familiar note the Report drew to a close, reiterating. at one and 

the same time. Its overall conception of the place and significance of abuse. 

Its sense of priority for social security claims control and. above all, Its 

continuing committment to a reformulation of priorities and concerns In the 

making of Social Security policy. However. the Committee were wrong In at 

least one Important respect. the price paid for the social security system In 

terms of oopportunitles and temptations to abuse* was as nothing compared with 

the price paid for It by the poor themselves. The real costs of the Social 

Security system. Its deterrent framework of regulation and Its Intrusive and 

petrifyin Ig administration. were met only by the poorest. Poverty, discipline and 

Isolation remaining the currency Involved. 

BEYOND SOCIAL REACTION: THE SCROUNGER AND THE TIGHTENING SAFETY 

NET 

The overall significance of Fisher's Report must be seen In terms of Its cautious 

approval for a'more deterrent. more selective and more explicitly regulatory and 

Intrusive social security system. The'pollcles and principles discussed In the 

Committee's Report and endorsed by Its recommendations came to figure. often 

very strongly. In the subsequent discussions of the theory and practice of 

claims control within the Social Security Departments. Even so. it was almost 

ten years before official publications began to make any serious reference to 

Fisher's report -or Its overall strategy for claims control' and benefits 

administration. 

Nonetheless, a distinction has to be drawn. while the government did accept 

the Report and a significant number of Its recommendations. the more common 
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media reaction (non-roaction) was to Ignore It altogether. No doubt this was 

because of Its own self-imposed conception of 'balance'. Its formal and 

rhetorical adherence to the "prompt and sympathetic" treatment of claimants 

and the, fact that It did not surrender entirely to the media's efforts to Incite the 

vengeance of tax-payer and low-pald alike. For Instance, It was not the Fisher 

Committee's style to claim that Social Security abuse was *rife from one end of 

the British Isles to the other* (191 and they are hardly likely to have agreed with 

a Conservative MP's suggestion that. "convicted scroungers' should be forced 

to give a pint of blood every six months. 1201 

The media's response to Fisher's Report. therefore. was mainly dismissive. 

The Daily Telegraph. although typically the most forthright amongst the 'quality' 

papers In calling for action on Social Security 'abuse'. was highly critical of the 

attitudes that It believed were reflected In the Committee's Report. 

It did not take all the panoply of a government appointed committee to 
tell us there Is enough abuse of Social Security benefits to cause 
justified alarm. Who but that small stage army of middle-class 
fanatics for state welfare. who also believe that such benefits cannot 
really be abused. and who are so profligate with cash other than their 
own, have ever doubted It. 1211 

To a large extent. therefore. In 'discussing the response to. and the 

Implications of'. Fisher's Report. as well as the changes broug I ht about by It. 

we do not need to become embroiled In the deep waters of 'scroungermanla' 

and welfare 'backlash'. In all but-'one (albeit Important) respect It Is possible 

to treat the two sources of commentary upon claims control and abuse In Social 

Security as relatively Independent. Certainly the two strands of commentary 

'coincide' at-certain key points (1976,1979. and 1980 being the obvious ones, 

respectively the Deevy 'Supersbroungern court case. 'the run-up to the 1979 

election. and Sir Derek Rayner's guesswork) . but on each occasion the public 

commentary was precipitated by Incidents 'arising In the normal course of 

Departmental administration or by 'event - S" I which might loosely be termed 

'official' occurring In the due' course of government. At no time did the 

supposed 'scroungerphobla' erupt spontaneously. 

Whilst It Is lamentably clear that there Is a fairly long, though by no means 
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simple and continuous. pedigree to public preoccupation with Social Security 

'fraud' and 'abuse'. preoccupations deeply rooted within Ideological conceptions 

of the 'work ethic'. social responsibility and moral worthiness. It Is equally 

clear that. In recent years at least. It has'taken some 'official' spark to Ignite 

these diverse attitudes and marshal them. aided and abetted by the press, 

towards a common contempt for the 'scrounger'. 

A similar tradition of discipline. mistrust. surveillance and control has prevailed 

within the succession of Social Security administrations. but the ton years after 

Fisher help, to show us how the two channels of 'discourse' can follow their 

own. different but related. trajectories. 

As suggested earlier. however; there is an Important sense In which the two 

sets of commentaries are related. This 'link' Is of particular relevance to 

Fisher but It also provides an Important 'pointer' to the foundation of attitudes 

to welfare -in earlier times. 

We have seen how Fisher regarded It as a central responsibility of the Social 

Security administration to survey the question of social security 'abuse' and give 

wide publicity to the results. Likewise the results of successful prosecutions 

and the penalties applied were to be published. Further. as part of the tactic 

of 'preventive deterrence'. the Social Security departments were to make 

claimants fully aware of the armoury of checks and controls In respect of 'fraud 

and abuse'. At this level of activity the Departments could almost claim that 

they were merely Informing public debate, disseminating Information on an 

Important matter of public Interest, and conveying the clear message that Social 

Security benefits were not a source of "easy money' for the would-be 

fraudulent. Yet. It could. quite reasonably. be objected that there ought to be 

two sides to this public debate and that Information about rights. additional 

benefits and how to claim them ought to figure at least as prominently as abuse 

In any broadly 'educational' work undertaken by the DHSS. Nevertheless. any 

attempts by the DHSS to draw public attention to the range of benefits available 

pale Into relative Insignificance alongside the 'Fraud Awareness' work launched 

by the DHSS In the mld-1970's. 
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We shall consider the mobillsation of this 'fraud awareness' (perhaps best seen 

through the Ions of 19th century practice as the application and fostering of 

stigma) In more detail a little later on. In examining the DHSS's drive for 

'fraud awareness" It Is Important to draw attention to the attempt It heralded on 

the part of the DHSS to Inculcate a particular range of attitudes as much 

amongst DHSS employees as amongst the general public at large about the 

question of 'abuse'. 

'Fraud awareness' work was very clearly Intended to sensItIse public opinion to 

the question of Social Security abuse at the same time as It sought to sponsor 

a certain kind of attitude to It and. where appropriate. to the application of 

techniques to overcome It. Fisher's Report had been firm In Its conviction that 

more had to be done on the publicity front In respect of social security abuse. 

Accordingly. his Committee had suggested that the Departments release 

Information on the rates of abuse found by sample surveys and on the results 

of prosecutions. 

Yet the drive to 'fraud awareness' amounted to a good deal more than this. by 

virtue of Its advocacy of the need to coach staff In DHSS offices In specific 

ways of thinking and working. By, extenslon. the general public also were to 

become gradually more accustomed to the negative Imagery of Social Security 

abuse and - of - the claimant. In short. therefore, the major exception to the 

relatively separate development of attitudes to abuse and the actual practice of 

claims control. following Fisher's Report. concerns the Committee's quite 

explicit attempts to'lead public 
-opinion 

In certain approved-of directions. 

Thus. the bout of mid-1970's 'scroungerphobla' was no spontaneous eruption, 

and the perpetuation of more endemically hostile and disciplinary attitudes no 

accident. In Important respects. they were a clear and foreseeable result of 

the Departments own Initiatives. The social security administrations were. 

therefore, deeply Implicated In the 'welfare backlash' facing the social and 

health services with growing force In the late 1970's. The abundance of 

reaction faced by claimants (especially the unemployed and supplementary 

benefit recipients) after 1979 was a direct result of the seeds of suspicion and 
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stlgma sown from the early 1970's onwards. 

Yet despite the content of Fisher's Report. It would be wrong to lay the whole 

of the blame for this reaction there. For, as we have seen, as an Intervention 

In the soclo-polltlcal arena, Fisher"s Report received relatively little publicity. 

By October 1972 when the'Committee submitted Its Report (to Sir Keith Joseph. 

Secretary of State for Social Services. to Maurice MacMillan. Secretary of State 

for Employment and Productivity. and to Lord CoIllson, Chairman of the 

Supplementary Benefit's Commission) . the government clearly had other 

problems on Its mind. The receipt of the Report was merely noted by the 

Annual Report of the, DHSS for 1972. [221 

By March 1973 when the Report was published. the government's other 

problems were even more pressing 'and the relative Importance of Social 

Security correspondingly diminished. Nevertheless. the DHSS Annual Report 

for 1973 permitted Itself a few brief comments on the Report. 

In general the DHSS appear to have accepted the Report as a broad vindication 

of their own existing practice. , even claiming It as a tribute to the way DHSS 

staff performed their duties., As the DHSS Annual Report noted: 

The Committee concluded that both Departments 
, 
had. In general. 

adopted sensible measures of control and had dealt promptly and 
sympathetically with claims to benefit within the resources available to 
them ... The Committee acknowledged that Its recommendations were 
for the most part Improvements In detail. and some of the 
recommendations endorsed existing policies. Many of the 
recommendations were accepted either as they stood or In principle. 
[231 

The DHSS therefore appeared to derive a fairly comforting - almost complacent 

- series of conclusions from Fisher's Report, just how complacent might be 

Judged from an examination of the DHSS's commentary on the Report. 

Broad agreement was registered with Fisher's Identification of 'non-disclosure 

of earnings' as the most serious form of abuse, the DHSS announcing that. 
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since 1972. In line with the Committee's suggestions. a number of specific 
drives-against this form of abuse had been launched with 'satisfactory' results. 

As we have already seen. the major emphasis In Fisher's Report was towards 

an overall Intensification of claims control techniques and the Installation of a 

regime of preventive deterrence. On reviewing the DHSSs short commentary 

on Fisher's proposals. It becomes abundantly clear that the DHSS's own 

support for the enhancement of claims control as an administrative priority was 

nothing If not more emphatic, Where Fisher was relatively cautious In 

suggesting the expansion of claims control activities and occasionally suggested 

safeguards (many of which were undoubtedly Inadequate. too vague or too late) 

the DHSSs reaction was to accept the substantive proposal and sweep away or 

reject the safeguard. .- 

As regards cohabitation, the DHSS noted that the Committee felt that the 

Department's Instructions to Its Investigator's acombined realism with humanity". 

but then went on to recommend "limitations on Inquiries In the nelghbourhood 

and on observations carried. out by special Investigators. " In turn. the DHSS 

commented that It could not accept these recommendations *because they 

would have allowed much serious fraud to have gone undetected. " A proposal 

that Investigators should refrain from demanding or withdrawing order books was 

agreed to but compromised to the extent that Investigators could only accept 

such books as were freely offered. This constitutes a fairly meaningless 

"safeguard'. the skilled Investigator would have been unlikely to have experienced 

much difficulty In engineering the 'free' submission of order books. [241 

Regarding the unemployed, the DHSS claimed that It's methods had been 

endorsed with approval by Fisher. but noted the Committee's suggestion that 

more ought to be done to explain the principles upon which the 4-week rule 

was based. However. the DHSS rejected a recommendation that the 

Departments ought to do more to test whether suitable work was available 

before applying the availability rule to disallow benefit. *since It would have 

largely obstructed the operation of the rule., [251 
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In relatlon to the Committee's view of the Departments' (and the government's 

and the public's) need to know the extent of abuse the DHSS commented: 

The Committee recommended that the extent of abuse should be 
estimated by random sampling whilst suggesting limitations on the 
methods of Inquiry to meet the objection that sampling Involved 
subjecting Innocent people to fraud Investigation. The recommendation 
was not accepted because it was thought that It would not be possible 
to overcome the objection while yet producing reliable results. [261 

The DHSS rejected the suggested random sampling of claimants and opted 

Instead for other of the Committee's suggestions - based upon earlier DHSS 

practices - that surveys of abuse should continue to be targetted upon those 

trades In which It was suspected that many 'unemployed' men or women gained 

a surreptitious second (undisclosed) Income. SImIllarly. certain categories of 

claimants and cases In which suspicions had arisen In the past, were specified 

as 'targets' for Investigation. (271 

Yet the vital point about random sampling was encapsulated In the 

acknowledgement that large numbers of those Investigated were likely to be 

Innocent. In constructing certain suspected 'target groups'. however. the 

DHSS were. In effect, assuming that a much smaller percentage of the 

claimants Investigated were likely to be Innocent. Accordingly, they believed 

It less important to be very discerning about the methods of Investigation 

employed or the limits to which It was reasonable to go. 

Yet. the technique has proved popular - at least with the DHSS and the 

Department of Employment. As we have seen In recent years, the policy of 

targetting such groups for special Investigation has expanded considerably. , 

Since the mid-1970's. the technique has found Itself employed upon a wider 

and wider basis coming. eventually. to form the principles of the technique we 

now know as Specialist Claims Control. [281 

In general, the DHSS appear to have taken from Fisher more or less what they 

wanted. typically rejecting proposals which might be seen as hindering the 

claims control process or requiring a substantially greater allocation of 

staff-resources. The DHSS believed that the Committee's Report had vindicated 
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its methods and Its approach to prosecution and Its application of the discretion 

not to prosecute where It was 'not practicable' to do so. 

Finally, the DHSS recorded Fisher's recommendation that a "high-powered 

Standing Committee to direct and supervise the control of abuse be 

established. " Although accepting the suggestion In principle. the DHSS had 

reservations about the precise form to be taken by the Committee. 

With that. however, the DHSSs sole formal acknowledgement of the nature of 

Fisher's Inquiry was closed. , 298 pages of Report and appendices were 

routinely. almost dismissively, 'taken account of' In slightly less than two 

pages. Nothing more was heard of Fisher In the subsequent Report s of the 

DHSS or Supplementary Benefit's Commission. In fact. excluding the annual 

recording of legal proceedings Instituted by the Department and one or two 

standard references to cohabitation or voluntary unemployment, both of which 

already appeared slightly anachronistic alongside the more recent singular and 

Ideological predominance , of 'fraud and abuse'. there was precious little 

reference to claims control at all In- the Annual Reports of the DHSS or 

Supplementary Benefit's Commission for the next couple of years. 

Yet despite this absence of - commentary. In practice. a good deal was 

happening. By 1976. In what Is generally regarded as the Supplementary 

Benefits Commission's most 'liberal' or -"progressive' Report, some signs of this 

'behind the scenes' activity were becoming apparent. 

Rlsng unemployment and the Intensification. following the Fisher Report. of 

certain types of claims control techniques began to show some fairly dramatic 

results. A combination of factors played a part In this: 

- the Increasing deployment of special Investigators and local office fraud 

personnel. 

- more extensive use of sample surveys and 'fraud drives'. 
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- greater deployment of Unemployment Review Officers and a substantial rise In 

the numbers referred for unemployment review Interviews (partly a consequence 

of the termination. during 1973. of the 4-week rule) . 

- greater coordination of claims control and Investigative work In local offices 

and regional administration and therefore the referral of greater numbers of 

suspected cases to 'fraud sections'. - 

- more 'official' or cost-effective' selection of groups or categories of claimants 

for the special review procedures and more 'routine' reviews of cases with 

liable relative officers. home visitors and even special welfare officers. adopting 

approaches and assuming responsibilities more explicitly related to claims 

control. [291 

The Increasing frequency and Intensity with which claims control techniques 

were employed resulted In a 65% overall Increase In the numbers of special 

Investigations launched by DHSS between 1971. the time of Fisher's 

examination, and 1977. The 65% growth Is significant enough but It conceals 

a doubling Me. 100% Increase) In the Investigations of suspected cases of 

'undisclosed earnings as employees' for the same six year period. (For the 

whole period 1971-1980 the respective Increases amounted to more than a 

doubling of the overall number of lnvestlqations and almost a four-fold Increase 

In Investigations In respect of cases of suspected undisclosed earnings). 1301 

Nevertheless, It should be remembered that these figures relate only to special 

Investigations. It Is fair to assume that corresponding Increases occurred in 

respect of Investigations by local office fraud staff. 1311 

Turning to the rate of prosecutions. the total number proceeded against In the 

Magistrates Courts between 1971 and 1976 for 'social security offences' (i. e. 

excluding offences covered by the National insurance Acts) grew from 3.963 to 

7.521. an Increase of almost 90%. Similarly. Information supplied by the DHSS 

to Sheffield University's Centre for Sociological Studies In 1979 for Research on 

behalf of the Roval Commission on Criminal Procedure Indicated that 

prosecutions In respect of all forms of abuse. of both contributory and 
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non-contributory benefits. grew from 9.649 In 1971 to 19,007 In 1976. a rise 

of some 96%. (Extending the same figures to 1978. we encounter an even 

more staggering growth rate. Total prosecutions In England/ Scotia nd/ Wales for 

contributory and non-contrIbutory benefit offences reached 29,147 In 1978 - 

almost a 300% Increase since 1971 - whereas figures for those proceeded 

against for "social security offences" In England and Wales Magistrates' courts. 

recorded a rise of some 230%. up to 13.669 between 1971-1978). 

The various sets of figures. although significant In their own right, also help 

confirm two Important points. Firstly. they help show that well over hall of the 

Increase In prosecutions between 1971 and 1976 related to offences brought 

under the National Insurance legislation rather than under the Ministry of Social 

Security Act. It Is clear that rising unemployment but, more especially. the 

abolition of the 4-week rule In 1973, brought larger numbers of claimants under 

the auspices of the Department of Employment and DHSS control procedures. 

Thus, the abolishment of the 4-week rule led. not so much to a diminution of 

the exercise of claims control -functions but. more accurately. to a displacement 

of such functions towards Increased unemployment review work, more frequent 

claims control Investigations and large rises In the numbers 'disentitled' 

(benefits, suspended or withdrawn) or prosecuted for 'false statement'. Since 

the mid-1970's the relative preponderance of contributory benefit prosecutions 

has declined to a level more closely approximating that of 1970-1971. 

Undoubtedly this has to do with the large growth In the numbers of claimants 

In receipt of supplementary benefits. whether unemployed or not. growing rates 

of long-term unemployment and corresponding shifts In the DHSS claims control 

activities. 

Secondly, an examination of the numbers of Investigations and prosecutions 

between 1971 and 1976-77 Indicates that the 'take-off point' for the high-rates 

of claims control activity by both DHSS and the Department of Employment was 

not 1976-77. the high point of 'scroungerphobla'. as is commonly assumed. 

but rather earlier. , In fact. If -we are to be quite accurate. two such take-off 

points appear. The first. around 1966-68 and following the 1966 Ministry of 

Social Security Act. Involved an Intensification of unemployment review work. 
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further deployment of special Investigators and general Increases In the 

frequency of claims control activities across a whole range of social security 

operations. The second 'take-off' point for claims control Investigations (and. 

by extension, for prosecutions by the Department of Employment and DHSS for 

'wrongful statement') centres upon the 1973-74 period. It Is a matter for 

conjecture as to how far this latter acceleration of claims control activities 

reflects the practical Implementlon of the Fisher Report's proposals. or even the 

Committee's 'Ideological' endorsement of enhanced claims control activity but. 

even so. the occurrance Is Interesting. 

In any event. the Increasing rate of Investigations and the higher numbers of 

prosecutions during 1973-74 substantiate the principle point - the DHSS 'drive' 

against abuse during the 1970's preceded the outburst of 'scroungerphobla' In 

1976. Or. to put It another way. the social controls preceded the social 

reaction -a fairly obvious point. -one might assume. Few things are so simple. 

however. The available evidence warrants a few comments on traditional 

approaches to the study of social security 'abuse'. 

Since the early 1960's we have learnt a great deal about the social relations 

of deviance and. In particular. analyses based upon the so-called social or 

'societal' reaction approach have done much to rectify older and more 

positivistic theories of deviance. - In more recent times such theoretical 

frameworks (with or without an accompanying theory of media bias, Ideological 

hegemony or soclo-psychological conditioning) have been applied to the study 

of 'social problems' In the welfare state. 

The basic elements of this social problem approach received their earliest 

elaboration In -the sociology of deviance. This approach. particularly the 'moral 

panic' thesis. has been applied In relation to the study of Social Security abuse 

and social welfare problems. [321 Within the broad confines of this social 

problem orientation there have been a number of attempts to explore the 

deviancy amplification -model and Its effects. Thlsýmodel has also been applied 

to the study of welfare abuse and welfare problems. 1331 Similarly. a modified 

amplification thesis has been- devised. - employing the kinds of Insights 
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elaborated In Ditton's 'controlology' thesis. (341 These explanations have seen 

perhaps their major. although largely untheorlsed. application In the work of 
Alan Deacon. although the approach Is not exclusively his. [351 This particular 

approach frequently Involves extensive detailed empirical work and gives due 

emphasis to the role of the media as part of the amplification network. but 

usually emphasises the role of politicians and administrators In constituting or 

even fabricating a problem, often for political ends. (361 

This has the effect. however. of reducing the generation of perceived problems 

to the level of Individuals who are taking decisions In a given 'psychological 

climate'. (371 Thus. complex social relations are reduced to the level of 

popular Ideas and conspiracy. linked neither to wider class and market 

relations. nor even to the labour regulations that are the legacy of earlier forms 

of coercion, social division. pauperisation, Incorporation and exploitation. [381 

Rather. acceptance of the Idea of a 'psychological climate' (without moving on 

to consider the constitution of that climate and how It Is reproduced) 

encourages and facilitates the depiction of these Issues as Ideological fictions 

divorced from the real world of politics and administration. Such an approach 

overlooks a great deal. 

There Is. as Deacon and Slnfleld have pointed out. a tendency on the part of 

some of the more orthodox policy analysts to regard opinions about the level 

and extent of Social Security abuse' as 'trivial Irritants' to be dismissed as 

Irrational and Irrelevant to policy-making. Deacon and Sinfleld demonstrate 

that this argument Is not only wrong. but dangerous. for the whole Ideological 

debate relates directly to *concerns about the just wage. the proper reward and 

what Is seen as the appropriate position for people In society. " 1391 Yet the 

'gesture of division' that is made in their work, Isolating 'real' from 'Ideological 

factors' Is not considered adequately. On the contrary. it Is encouraged. as 

these authors (and others In the social problems camp) fall to consider the 

processes by which the objects of social/ political Intervention are themselves 

constituted as deviations from similarly constituted norms. [401 

Thus, for a combination of reasons, both theoretical and practical. It Is not 
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necessary to enter a debate on the social relations of 'scroungerphobla' here 

- In any event. several good accounts can be had elsewhere. [411 

All we, need to do at this point Is alert ourselves to some of the circumstantial 

weaknesses of the 'scroungerphobla' analysis. In doing so. It Is not necessary 

to dispute the media's ability to fuel longstanding public hostility to certain 

forms of existence and/or behaviour. Neither are we doubting our society's (or 

at least certain key sections of ID Intolerant and repressive attitude towards the 

working class and the poor. on the contrary such factors are the very 

preconditions for a complete answer to the questions posed by our disciplinary 

arrangement of social security. What does appear to be at stake. however. 

Is an argument about the exercise of power. the authority of the state and 

political legitimacy. Stated briefly (and rather crudely). our sense of priority 

has been overturned. The analysis of 'scroungerphobla' or 'authoritarian 

populism' has quite rightly decentered the seemingly exclusive authority of the 

state. but at the cost of an apparently over-soclallsed conception of power or 

'Ideology'. 

However. while the 'scroungerphoblal thesis has assumed the status of an 

orthodoxy In the study of social policy - there Is. after all, good evidence of 

both the media's ability to mobillse opinion and of the fertile ground In which 

such anti-welfare attitudes could be cultivated (5 million additional people found 

themselves paying tax between 1973-74 and 1976-77 as a result of Inflation and 

failing relative tax thresholds) [421 - for the 1970's. at least. It falls to accord 

with the known facts. 

The media's moblilsation of bias appears not to have prompted the social 

security administration's Intensification of claims control activities for the media 

only came upon the process three years late. Furthermore, the 'general public, 

although vicariously responsible for those activities undertaken In its name Is 

(fortunately) not revealed as a uniformly gullible receptacle of propoganda. 

This 'conclusion' helps us resolve another set of problems pertaining to the 

study of social security 'abuse'. For one of the central difficulties we face In 
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discussing attempts to control social security 'abuse' Is the apparent legitimacy 

of social controls and support for them amongst the population at large. Indeed 

It Is unusual. to say the least. to find much evidence for the existence of 

attitudes condoning traditional Images of 'the scrounger'. except that, to a very 
large extent. these Images are themselves heavily distorted towards the more 

serious forms of deliberate- fraud. Yet, even Sir Derek Rayner's review team 

commented that the majority of abuses In social security were either practised 

unwittingly or were relatively trivial and that. Othere seems little doubt that, 

large sections of society, Including some of the civil servants Involved In paying 

out benefit. are nowadays prepared to condone minor transgressions. " [431 

An Inference we can draw from such evidence Is that It cannot be unhesitatIngly 

claimed that Increased activities In the field of claims control are always 'what 

the public want'. Rigorous 'testing' of the unemployed or the poor cannot 

always be Justified by reference to a popular mandate for, on occasions over 

the last fifteen years (and over the 150 years before that) new state practices 

have preceded the mass orchestration of public political opinions. Thus. as 

regards the administration of social security. the state has tended not to 

respond. but to Initiate. although. having done so. It has often found Itself 

quite successful -in mobillsing or attracting support. This Is. to some extent. 

reassuring. However unpalatable many of the strands of argument that make 

up what passes for conventional wisdom. the pressure for a more rigorous 

administration of social security appears to emanate from within the social 

security claims control culture Itself. The explanation for a disciplinary 

arrangement of social security or a harsh regulation of the conditions of 

entitlement cannot be referred back to 'public opinion'. social attitudes or 

otherwise supposedly 'Ideological' factors. On the contrary, as should have 

been clear from the outset. the organistion of the social security system, and 

particularly Its claims control practices, have a good deal more to do with the 

maintenance of political order and authority and the sustainment of the 

disciplinary power of capitalist political economy and the labour market. The 

plausibility of rather more 'Ideological' approaches Is. no doubt, a reflection of 

the Implicitly Ideological tone of most social policy and policy studies. 
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In the context of the changes described regarding the extension of claims 
control activity during 1971-1976. the concern expressed by the Supplementary 

Benefits Commission In Its 1976 Annual Report was. perhaps, understandable. 
In addition to the growing demands on the already overstretched social security 

system, new regulations and administrative changes and record numbers 
dependant upon supplementary benefits. the Commission noted: 

There came a welfare backlash In public opinion. sometims fanned by 
the press. In the course of which the social security services and 
those who depend upon them were exposed to a great deal of crudely 
Informed abuse ... We expect some revival of the backlash each time 
social security benefits are uprated. [441 

The Supplementary Benefits Commission were. of course. correct. The 

occasion of the uprating of benefits had long been the signal for murmurings 

of disapproval to echo amongst the right wing popular press who, as the ever 

watchful guardians of the moral economy of capitalism, sounded the alarm at 

any endeavours to make poverty or unemployment more 'eligible'. 

Yet the Supplementary Benefits Commission failed to mention the factors which 

had precipitated this welfare backlash. In blaming the media. the 

Supplementary Benefits Commission were turning attention away from the very 

Intensification of claims control activity which had produced the Increases In 

discovered abuses In the first place. However If. In 1976. the Supplementary 

Benefits Commission could disclaim all responsibility for the reactionary turn In 

the politics of social security and the fostering of hostile attitudes towards 

claimants. by the following year this was no longer possible. 

By the time their 1977 Report- had appeared. the Supplementary Benefits 

Commission had been forced to take a rather more serious account of the new 

reactionary moral economy of social security and acknowledge what It believed 

were Its own - responsibilities- regarding the organIsatlon of effective claims 

control. prevention and deterrence. Yet the Supplementary Benefits 

Commission's Annual Report made no reference to the changing policies and 

practices which had helped problematise the question of social security 'abuses' 

during 1976-1977, and It was equally silent about the 'Six-PoInt Fraud Action 

Plan' (more of which later) announced by the Secretary of State In July 1976. 
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The Irony of the fact that the Commission was now being Influenced by precisely 

the kinds of attitudes It had earlier criticised was. for rather obvious reasons. 

overlooked. The Supplementary Benefits Commission's 1977 Annual Report 

stated that: 

We as a Commission are primarily concerned with the payment of 
benefit: the responsibility for detecting cases of fraud, taking action to 
recover benefit Improperly obtained. and where appropriate. Initiating 
prosecutions. lies with the Secretary of State. Ministers have 
repeatedly stressed their determination to 'take effective action to 
counter all forms of social security fraud. 

, 
The numbers of staff 

employed directly on fraud work has been Increased and there has 
been a substantial rise In cases detected and prosecuted. We stronql 
support such action. (451 

Moving on to consider what they saw as the peculiarly vulnerable nature of the 

social security system to abuses. and the consequences of a failure to be seen 

to be dealing with them In a sufficiently severe manner. the Supplementary 

Benefits Commission's discussion was very reminiscent of the Fisher 

Committee's own analysis. Indeed. the Fisher Committee would have found 

much to applaud In the Supplementary Benefits Commission's conception of 

abuse. Its re lative, seriousness and the Importance of measures to overcome It. 

Both Fisher and the Supplementary Benefits Commission showed a very discrete 

and positivistic conception of social security abuse which fed Into a particularly 

unrealistic view of the means of overcoming the problem. Rather than learning 

from the experience of 1973-76. where increased claims control activity had led 

to more Investigations producing more evidence of overpayments and abuse. 

and. In turn. greater political backlash. stigma and deterrence. the 

Supplementary Benefits Commission advocated an extension of precisely these 

kinds of claims control activities. This was done In the apparent belief that. 

despite over 150 years experience to the contrary. the moral economy of social 

security could be pushed Into reverse. 

We are grateful for the vigilance of staff In local offices In checking the 
accuracy of claims for supplementary benefit. and for their contribution 
to the prevention and detection of fraud. Like the collection of Income 
tax and other government activities that rely upon getting true 
statements from large numbers of people. the Supplementary Benefits 
scheme Is vulnerable to fraud. 

Unlike the collection of Information for Income tax purposes. however. 
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claimants of Supplementary Benefit are subjected to very detailed and often 

Intimidating scrutiny and review procedures Intended to verify the statements 

made. Nevertheless. the Supplementary Benefits Commission continued 

If there Is a widespread belief that a great deal of fraud Is going 
unchecked. the result will be that social security becomes to some 
extent discredited. People with genuine claims may be deterred from 
taking up their rights. and the public support necessary for 
Improvements In the levels and ranges of benefits may not be 
forthcoming. We are entirely In sympathV with the emphasis which 
Ministers have placed on the prevention of fraud, with detection and 
prosecution providinq essential back-up and deterrence where 
prevention falls, and we are glad to be assured that prevention Is 
achieved by selective controls which do not Inconvenience claimants 
unduly. (461 

However. 

Although there must obviously be a limit to the proportion of social 
security staff working to combat fraud. the Department has significantly 

-increased Its anti-fraud activity over the past year or two. [471 

As the Supplementary Benefits Commission suggests. "there must obviously be 

a limit. " but the Implication of their concluding remark seemed to suggest that 

It had not yet been reached. Consequently. we might reasonably expect still 

further exercises In deterrent or selective claims control. At least the 

Supplementary Benefits Commission called them 'selective'. although by virtue 

of the fact that they often Involved 'sample surveys' of claimants. fraud 'drives' 

directed against certain of the more 'casual' areas of modern employment and 

spot-checks and review' visits upon claimants In certain suspected priority 

categories. It might be as accurate to call them 'pre-emptive' controls. 

In this context. It Is particularly Interesting to note that In December 1977 a 

report was published detailing the DHSS's achievements In the field of claims 

control following the announcement, during July 1976. of a 'six-point fraud 

action plan. 
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THE COORDINATION OF FRAUD AWARENESS 

The Report describing the DHSS activity was presented to Parliament by Stan 

Orme. the Labour government's Secretary of State for Social Services. The 

new Initiatives clearly drew their Impetus from a number of Important sources. 

First of all, and the background to all the discussions of abuse and measures 

to overcome It., was the fact that unemployment was continuing to rise. at a 

rate that then seemed alarming. reaching hitherto unknown post-war heights. 

Particularly worrying was the growth of long-term unemployment. about which 

the Supplementary Benefits Commission had expressed concern In 1977. not 

least because It seemed to offer. "greater scope for people to work while 

drawing benefit and conceal their earnings. " (481 

A second factor responsible for prompting the Secretary of State's 

announcement of further developments In the field of claims control relates to 

the process of Implementation of Fisher's recommendations - or rather. the 

Implementation of practices based upon Fisher's recommendations. 

By 1976 a number of Fisher's suggestions had been followed. The deployment 

of special Investigators and the appointment of local office fraud staff had 

Increased. efforts to verify claims had been expanded and reinforced. the 

emphasis of home and review visits had begun to change and the new. more 

selective. targetting of suspected categories of claimants for special 

Investigation - perhaps the most 'advanced' and also most contentious of the 

new procedures - had commenced. The net effects of these changes were, as 

we have seen, major Increases In the numbers of Investigations. benefit 

suspensions and prosecutions. 

Changes Introduced In 1976 sought to continue this pattern of development 

although. also during the year. DHSS and the Department of Employment gave 

partial effect to Fisher's recommendation that the Investigative and 'ancilliary' 
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claims control staff of both Departments be consolidated Into 6a single corps 

under the DHSS. * 1491 

The effect of this change was that most special Investigation work. and a higher 

proportion of prosecutions for benefit frauds, were to be brought by DHSS 

personnel. (National Insurance Inspectors continued to deal with offences In 

relation to National Insurance contributions) 

The results of this shift-of responsibilities were plain enough. the DHSS became 

the principle Investigating and prosecuting agents for the entire benefit system. 

a development, the significance of which. can hardly be overdrawn. 

Furthermore. with the DHSS assuming sole responsibility for prosecutions. a 

marked changeover In the respective trends of prosecutions occurs. While, 

between 1975-79. the overall trend, of prosecutions Is steeply upwards. (a 

percentage annual rise of between 25-35% and at Its steepest between 

1976-78) from 1975 the number of prosecutions recorded for contributory 

benefit offences begins to decline (markedly) as Inter-Departmental priorities In 

thelleld of claims control began to change following the Fisher Report. and as 

DHSS began to assume the singular responsibility for conducting prosecutions. 

Thus, the establishment of this single Investigating and prosecuting agency was 

a quite crucial precondition for the more extensive claims control measures 

announced In December 1977 following the DHSS's '6-point fraud action plan'. 

Only on the basis of a singular Organisation of Investigative personnel could the 

most effective and coherent -redeployment of -staff. the coordination of now 

Initiatives, and a comprehensive monitoring of methods. effectiveness and 

performance. with, guidance. up-dating and retraining. be organised. In 

several Important ways, therefore. key changes In the Organisation Of 

Inter-departmental -claims control practices (changes first advocated by Fisher) 

became the crucial platform upon which the DHSS. under a Labour 

administration. pioneered a number of quite fundamental changes of a coercive 

and disciplinary nature In the Social Security system. It Is clear (and should 

have been very clear at the time) that the Impact of these changes would be 
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to Increase the levels of surveillance and control operating within the Social 

Security system and thereby Increasing Its deterrent. stIgmatIsIng and coercive 

effect. It Is small justification of these now claims control measures to claim 

that they were a course of action reluctantly arrived at. (501 

The '6-point plan' was to consist of a series of studies. of both new and 

already existing procedures. designed to guide DHSS management In the most 

effective deployment of anti-fraud resources and techniques. The 6 

components of the 'action plan' were: Resources. ýTralnlng and Facilities. 

Improving Procedures. New Anti-Fraud Measures. Managerial Involvement and 

Prevention. These six components translated fairly directly Into six operational 

Imperatives formulated during the planning of the exercise and applicable to the 

entire bGneflts administration. 

1. Resources 

"Having enouQh fraud st)eciallsts and deDlovinq them where the risks are 

greatest, using selective drives In hlqh risk areas" 

To this end. substantial increases In Investigative staff were announced. In 

addition to what had come to be a regular annual Increase In numbers of 

special Investigators. a substantial growth In the numbers performing local 

office fraud work was announced. It was acknowledged however. that it was 

difficult to detail a precise figure "since many staff are employed on fraud work 

part-time% or as an element of their other responsibilities. This was an 

especially Interesting revelation for It shows that. whatever the stated manpower., 

commitment to fraud work In local offices. In fact a substantially greater number 

of actual Departmental officers were engaged upon claims control duties. 

The available data suggests that [the complement of local office fraud 
manpower] has risen from about. 600 In September 1975 to about 900 
by last April as a result of action by local office management to 
redeploy their available resources. (511 

Increases In numbers of Investigative staff were also announced for DHSS 

Regional Offices and at DHSS Headquarters In the Specialist Anti-Fraud Branch 
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. and the Solicitors' Branch. "to cope with Increased demand". 

On the Department of Employment side. the complement of special Investigators 

was Increased to 76 (10% Increase on 1975) and 41 additional local 

unemployment office fraud posts created. 

To ensure that these new developments were rendered as effective as possible, 

In tackling-social security caseloads to ascertain ratios of 'abuse' and In taking 

appropriate action. local office managers were to be given, 

a formula which will enable them to make an estimate of the fraud 
potential of their workloads and the manpower needed to deal with It. 
1521 

It Is only possible to speculate upon the precise nature of this 'formula' but It 

Is fairly safe to assume that It represents a rather more sophisticated version 

of the Department's sample survey techniques considered earlier. The method 

would Involve DHSS Headquarters section using Its existing fraud statistics 

Information to produce predictive fraud and over-payments ratios for a given 

number of categories of claimants. Such Information would then be forwarded 

to local office managers who, an the basis of the supplied predictive factors 

and their own office caseloads. could construct "fraud potential" statistics. 

Regional Offices and local offices would be left with a 'fraud potential' figure 

which would then form the basis of their claims control workloads. 

The Implications of such pre-emptive claims control planning. spelled out In no 

uncertain terms In the Co-ordinating Committee's Report. are that predictive 

fraud statistics would be computed In advance so as to dictate the pattern of 

work of local and regional 'fraud teams'. Furthermore. the 'fraud potential' 

figures so produced. could be used to evaluate the effectiveness of existing 

techniques to discover and 'deal with' abuses. Techniques resulting In a 

significant shortfall In actual abuses and overpayments discovered as opposed 

to the estimated 'fraud potential' could be deemed Inefficient and/or 

cost-ineffective. Decisions to Increase or redeploy staff or change sampling or 

Investigative techniques could then be taken. 
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Having produced a range of 'fraud potential' statistics. It would not be too 

difficult for the DHSS to maximlse 'cost-effectiveness' by Identifying those areas 

In which 'savings' might be most cheaply and promptly achieved. The new 

'philosophy' of claims control carried therefore the clear Implication that future 

fraud Investigations. as well as being Increased across the whole range of 

benefits. would also become particularly Intensive In certain selected areas. 

Throughout the new procedures 'fraud potential' statistics were to be monitored 

and revised according to results, although the effect of Introducing criteria of 

cost-effectiveness and selective deployment of Investigators would be to distort 

the overall pattern of results and therefore the computation of future 'fraud 

potential' figures. In any event. It has to be recognised that the whole exercise 

depends entirely upon the assumed accuracy of the original 'formula' and 'fraud 

potential' statistics supplied to local office and regional office managements. 

While DHSS have ý occasionally expressed a reluctance to launch Investigative 

surveys of 'abuse' where large numbers of 'genuine claimants' will be affected. 

they have seldom shown any reluctance to over-estimate levels of suspected 

'abuse'. The - new procedure, - based upon the 'fraud potential' estimate. 

appeared to be something of a compromise. It was deemed appropriate to 

subject large numbers of people (for whom Sir Derek Rayner was to Invent the 

fascinating concept of 'potential genuine claimants) to detailed scrutiny only 

where the likelihood of a discovery of 'abuses' and overpayments seemed 

relatively higher than average. 

Having elaborated the nature of the new procedures and the now system for 

organising - the deployme I nt of Investigators the Co-ordinating Committee turned 

Its attention to the feasibility of commissioning special 'fraud drives'. Local and 

Regional office managements were Informed that the targettIng of such drives 

and the techniques for putting them Into effect were being kept under constant 

review. Thus, na flow of Information to enable target areas to be Identified 

more precisely" was being maintained. 

Managements were exhorted to keep In view the possibility of such drives where 

local Intelligence suggested the likelihood of significant problems of abuse In 
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certain areas or amongst certain groups of claimants. Local office 

managements were offered guidance on the selection of targets for possible 

fraud drives In the new Fraud Investigators' Guide prepared during 1976-77. 

although regional offices were to retain overall responsibility for determining. 

whow best to deploy the available resources between generallsed fraud drives 

and the Investigation of Individual cases. " [531 

We consider below the production of the first comprehensive Fraud 

Investigators' Guide, but It Is worth examining the kind of advice supplied to 

local office managers. local office 'fraud specialists" and regional special 

Investigators. Officials were encouraged to keep an open mind to the 

possibilities of the 'fraud drive'. *suitable targets for special drives will suggest 

themselves to you during the course of your day to day work. " However. In 

case they did not, a few examples were suggested. for Instance: suspicions 

about non-declaratlon of earnings by dependants. or seasonal or part-time 

work going undisclosed. suspicions about relatively high rates of undisclosed 

cohabitation or significant numbers of employers recruiting claimants 'off the 

record' and. above all. suspicions about (gypsy) caravan sites In which any 

number of Irregularities might be perpetrated. (541 Having suggested such 

potentially fruitful targets the Fraud Investigators' Guide continued: 

You may well think of many more examples. It so. discuss the 
possibilities with your HEO. Experience suggests that, to be 
successful. a fraud drive should be planned with the following In mind: 

(1) the target should be clearly confined to a particular trade In a 
specific area. or to a particular place of employment. 
(2) you should have reasonable evidence of fraud In the target area 
- *playing a hunch" Is not good enough. 
(3) drives need careful planning, should not be too large. and 
should make full use of, clerical support staff for non-specialist 
research, e. g. Injury benefit records. 
(4) publicity Is one of the most valuable results of a successful 
exercise. as the best deterrent to fraud Is the expectation of detection. 
If a drive results In a number of prosecutions. maximum publicity can 
be obtained by arranging a special sitting In a Magistrates' Court and 
alerting the local press In advance about the hearing. 1551 

Having established that the drive could produce significant results and that It Is 

within the competence and resources of the local office (with or without 

regional office assistance) managers were encouraged to proceed with their 
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exercise. On completion of the work - Including the review of benefit 

entitlements such as were Involved. or any subsequent appeals or prosecutions. 
the fraud team were expected to prepare an appraisal of their results. 

RO and HQ need to know about the fraud drives which are carried out 
and their pay-off compared with the effort put In. The steady 
accumulation of such knowledge enables future fraud drives to be still 
better planned and carried out. If RO takes over a fraud drive It will 
report the results. If the LO does the drive, report the results to HO 
and accompany (the Report] with a short narrative. explaining how the 
suspicion arose. what particular problems you encountered and, for 
the benefit of others who might wish to try the same thing. what 
lessons you learned from It. 1561 

ThIs. however. was not to be the last that we were to hear of the DHSS Fraud 

DrIves. 

2. Tralnlnci and Facilities 

TrainIng the specialists In the best techniques of fraud lnvestlqation- and 

provIdIng the facilities they need to do a good lob 

A 'good Job' was defined as a highly productive job, a high rate of results and 

a cost-effecting deployment of manpower. To this end the Go-ordlnating 

Committee announced that the DHSS training programme for fraud specialists 

had been completely revised. "among other measures we have Introduced a 

programmed learning booklet for new appointees and a centrallsed course, 

using closed circuit television. on the techniques of Interviewing under 

caution. *_ The new training techniques had apparently been thoroughly tested 

and found satisfactory by both trainers and trainees alike. In order to maintain 

the standards of Investigative practice. encourage the adoptlon of the most 

recent and effective techniques and promote the formation of contacts between 

the different levels of the DHSS and Department of Employment claims control 

hierarchy. a number, of 'fraud seminars' were organised during the year. It Is 

clear that such meetings Improved the speed and effectiveness with which the 

Information about now problems and counter measures were exchanged between 

Headquarters and local offices. [571 
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Aside from training and staff development the DHSS sought to Improve the 

facilities and guidance available to Its Investigators. A major feature of this 

work was the preparation and distribution of a comprehensive Fraud 

Investigators' Guide. 

2(a) . Tho Fraud Investlq-ators" Guide 

The preparation of a "Fraud Investigators' 
i 
Guide' to replace existing 

Instructions. Is well advanced. The opportunity has been taken to 
Integrate material produced In the former Ministry of Pensions and 
National Insurance and National Assistance Board, to take account of 
the numerous organisational and policy developments on the fraud 
front. and to encourage the Investigator (within the limits Imposed by 
acceptable methods of Inquiry) to think how to do his job effectively 
rather than to follow set procedures. (581 

A draft of the new Guide was circulated during 1977 and, later In the year. 

discussions were held with fraud specialists and regional managements to 

assess reactions to It. Apparently. the draft was well received. Obeing a 

considerable Improvement on existing material. 0 The Co-ordinating Committee 

suggested that a final version of the Guide would be with local offices by the 

middle of 1978. Accordingly. during June 1978 the new Fraud Investigators' 

Guides were supplied to all the DHSS regions. 

The Fraud Investigators' Guide was some 50-60 pages long. supplemented by 

a series of appendices. The uncertainty regarding the length of the Guide Is 

a reflection of the fact that it was numbered In paragraphs. not pages and. 

since 1978. It has been supplemented or amended on a number of occasions. 

The most significant amendments occurred during 1980 and we shall be 

considering these shortly. 

The Guide was structured In live main parts: 

Part I dealt with the law and especially with the legal constraints within 

which the fraud specialist must work. 

Part 2 dealt with the general approach to fraud Investigation. It described 

the normal sequence of events from the first suspicion of fraud to the action 
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necessary If Investigation were to result In prosecution. 

-- Part 3 gave general guidance to deal with special aspects of certain types 

of cases such as 'working and signIng', 'living together'. g1rocheque and order 
book fraud, etc. 

Parts 4 and 5 dealt with the long term pay-off to claims control work - 
whelping line management to prevent fraud by recognising weaknesses In Its 

procedures ... or the way such procedures are applied In practice. " (591 

A great deal could be said both about the organisation and orientation of the 

Fraud Investigators' Guide and about the specific procedures and practices It 

recommends. Already we have come across aspects of the Guide's procedures 

and suggestions In a number of areas. and we shall encounter more of this 

guidance lat er. There Is far too much In the Guide for anything resembling an 

adequate summary of the contents to be undertaken here. The following points. 

reflecting the Fraud Investigators' Guide's own organisation and objectives. are 

presented In lieu of a more developed critique. 

While recognIsIng the limitations of such a method of proceeding. It Is 

nonetheless true that a good deal of the nature and orientation of the Guide Is 

revealed In Its description of Its own general objectives. It Is quite fair. 

therefore. to allow these to Inform our approach to the Fraud Investigators' 

Guide as a whole. , Indeed. Insofar as the Guide was both a series of practical 

Instructions about the most effective organisation of claims control and a major 

Ideological restatement, of the significance of fraud control. a central rallying 

point In a new strategy against abuse, then Its statement of general objectives 

serves as a particularly Important Indicator as to Its general character. 

This latter feature of the Guide - as an Ideological marker for a new emphasis 

on selectivity and claims control in DHSS administration - was one of the very 

first Issues raised. Partly to fend off arguments from the Civil Service Unions 

(Civil and Public Servants Association and Society of Civil and Public Servants) 

who, since the mid-1970's. had expressed a considerable reluctance to 
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become what they called the 'secret police' of the welfare state. and partly to 

establish the place and priority of fraud control within the overall pattern of 

DHSS responsibilities. the Fraud Investigators' Guide remarked openly to all Its 

readers: 

You may hear the view that the social security side of the Department 
Is "there to pay benefits" and that fraud work Is an *optional extra" to 
be tackled if and when resources allow. This Is not true. We have 
to pay benefit to the right people and avoid paying benefit to the wrong 
ones. Neglect of this second task can discredit the scheme and work 
against the Interests of genuine claimants. Fraud Investigation. like 
checking, adjudication and other measures to control payments 
properly. Is an Integral part of the Department's work. 1601 

Alternatively. the remark might have been directed at the Supplementary 

Benefits Commission which. In 1977. had stated clearly that Its duty was to pay 
benefits and that It was up to the DHSS to deal with fraud. 

Having established the place and priority of claims control, the Guide 

proceeded to outline the basic responsibility of fraud Investigators. In doing so 

It recalled a good deal of the moralism. pathology and social division which. 

over the years. had come to characterlse claims control. Above all. the Guide 

Invoked the authority of that paragon of the modern 'deserving poor'. the 

*genuine claimant' and the moral majority of 'perfectly honest claimants' to 

justify Its proposed measures. Fraud Investigators were urged: 

We want you to be effective and get results. But these results must 
be achieved In ways which are consistent with the administration of a 
major social service. Investigation must Invariably be fair and 
unbiased and have regard to the legal constraints Me. the Judges' 
Rules) set out In this Guide. Though your work may mean that a high 
proportion of the people you deal with are cheats. the Department has 
millions of honest claimants. Firm measures against fraud must not 
result In the unacceptable treatment of perfectly honest people. 
Indeed even a dishonest claim-ant may prove to have some difficulty or 
disadvantage, perhaps not readily apparent, which will, as the Guide 
explains. need to be taken Into account. [611 

The Fraud Investigators' Guide then went on to describe a 'balance' In the 

exercise of proper responsibilities In claims control work. We have already met 

similar 'balances' In the history of social policy and administration. Yet the 

'balance' defined In relation -to the protection of the right to benefit and the 

prevention of abuse Is slightly different Insofar as It describes a fairly explicit 
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contradiction at the heart of entitlements to social security. For. the more 

rigorous the preventative techniques and the more deterrent the controls 

surrounding entitlement then. Implicitly. the more that the formal riqht to 

welfare Is compromised In practice. 

Any concern In this respect can only be Increased by the discretion conferred 

upon particular Investigators. on the one hand. and the prevailing emphasis on 

cost-effectiveness, or "pay-offo. on the other. 

There Is only one formula for successful Investigation and that Is to 
think. Think about the particular Job you are doing ... Is the 
particular Investigation likely to pay- off? ... As a practising fraud 
Investigator. you have the unique advantage of first hand experience of 
current problems. Use that advantage. think of the work you do. 
make the best use of your time and abilities and ask yourself whether 
there are other types and areas of fraud which strike you as being 
more serious and where the potential pay-off may be greater ... Are 
the procedures you have to operate sensible ones, or could they be 
made more effective and aimed at better targets? 1621 

'Balance' In the language of the DHSS Claims Control serves as a metaphor 

that describes the effect of a range of political. economic and administrative 

constraints upon the social security system. It has little to do with the juridical 

conception of 'balance' (a rather misleading notion at the best of times) which 

It emulates for It does not pose two 'factors' In a relationship of relative 

equivalence. On the contrary the assessment of a right to benefit and the 

exercise of claims control functions are all part and parcel of the same 

process: OWe' have to both pay benefit to the right people and avoid paying 

benefit to the wrong ones. * In either case It Is precisely the same process 

of entitlement or disentitlement which Is In operation. 

As we have seen, In 1978 when the first comprehensive fraud lnvqýýatol_rw 

Guide appeared, the' recent"history of social security had been characterlsed 

by a progression of -attempts to bolster the system's 'prevention and 

deterrence'. Increase Its powers of surveillance and detection. and enhance 

the rigour of overall claims control procedures. Although Fisher tended to see 

the consequences of change In terms of the community as a whole. rather than 

In terms 'of particular claimants. he at least acknowledged that an Intensification 

of claims control techniques came at a price, [631 No such acknowledgement 
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Is to be found In the Fraud Investigators' Guide. 1641 Indeed It IS Somewhat 

Ironic that the rhetoric of 'balance' Is advanced, via the most extravagant 

metaphors. In the two publications which. during the 1970's at least. did more 

to Increase the threshold of acceptable claims control techniques than any 

other. Where Fisher spoke. In rather complimentary tones. of the DHSS's 

relative success In treading a difficult path along a razor's edge. 1651 the Fraud 

Investigators' Guide had the following point to make. Along the way the 

claimant appears to have been overlooked. for It Is the Investigator who Is now 

being defended. 

[The] combination of effective Investigation and scrupulously fair 
methods calls for a continuing sense of balance In a sensitive area of 
work: no tight-rope walker can succeed all the time. Sometimes, 
especially with hindsight. It Is possible to see that a fraud Investigator 
could have handled a case better. We will. however, defend the 
Investigator to the limit against all unreasonable criticism. 11 you have 
followed the principles In this Guide, you can be confident that you 
will not be deserted should the going get rough. [661 

As suggested earlier. Part I of the Guide covers the legal aspects of claims 

control, There Is no real reason. bar convention. why these aspects should 

be termed 'legal constraints" for. In determining the offences. the available 

penalties. the acceptable evidence and how It might be obtained, these aspects 

of fraud control procedure might equally well be termed 'enabling powers'. 

The Guidance provided here Is formal an d precise and. In the vast malority of 

cases where no prosecution Is to be brought (and never likely to be brought) 

and tribunal appearences relatively rare. probably Irrelevant. Tribunals are not 

covered by the restriction on 'hearsay' evidence and as a number of writers 

have pointed out. It Is very often true (especially In cohabitation appeals) that 

the DHSS case rests entirely upon hearsay evidence. (671 Similarly, even If 

cases are prosecuted. the evidence Is often of a very secondary nature given 

the fact that a large number of prosecutions are resolved by full or partial 

'confessions'. 

Part 2 of the Guide deals with the whole process of Investigation, the 

techniques available. the Issues to be considered. (i. e. the distinction between 

finding overpayment and proving fraud). Interviewing procedures and the 
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necessity to caution. and the taking of the decision to prosecute. 

The substantial part of the Guide's advice on Investigation and Interviewing 

relates directly to the means by which the Investigator 'retains control' of the 

proceedings. This Is made explicit In paragraph 211 where Investigators are 

advised to make adequate preparations for Interviews with claimants In order to 

maintain control and "keep the Initiative all the way through the Interview. " [681 

In a similar vein (quite strange at a time when the police are beginning to use 

tape-recorders during Interviews) Is the Instruction that. Ointerviews should be 

discontinued If the person begins to use a tape recorder. ' [691 

Otherwise. however. Part 2 of the Guide consists of fairly routine guidance on 

Investigative practice. describing a sequence of events by which a suspicion Is 

founded and. via checks of official records. Inquiries of third parties, 

observations- and. - finally. ending up with an Interview with the claimant In 

question. either confirmed or denied. (701 The overall objective of the 

preliminary layers of Interview were to build-up such evidence with which. as 

the Fraud- Investigators" Guide suggests. to "confront the claimant. * [711 

In general. Part 2 of the Fraud Investigators' Guide Is more thorough and 

developed than Part I and covers some of the more complex and problematic 

aspects of claims control. much of which we have considered at some length 

already. In turn the guidance offered Is reasonable, Idiosyncratic, 

objectionable and absurd. but there Is far too much of It to allow us to give It 

any detailed consideration. Perhaps foremost In the latter category Is the 

suggestion that Investigators record verbatim claimants' answers to questions 

ahavlng a direct bearing on the alleged offence. " (721 

Elsewhere In Part 2 the Guide's advice that. wit Is obviously wrong to put 

pressure on a person to make a false statement so that you can contrive a 

fraud case, " sounds a little suspicious. it Is odd that the Guide should 

specifically warn against so clear a breach of Investigative authority unless It 

was believed that such breaches might otherwise have (or already had) 

occurred. (731 
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Part 3 of the Guide expands upon the general advice already presented, 

detailing the particular problems posed for Investigators by a number of forms 

of benefit abuse. The strange and unique feature about the series of offences 

which might be considered the terrain of the DHSS Investigator. Is their 

Immense range and variety. This Is so both In terms of the gravity of the 

offences Involved and the amounts of money 'fraudulently' obtained. 

At the most serious end of the spectrum (although a very small minority of 

cases) are offences of fraud. theft or forgery. offences which would. In any 

event, be In breach of the 1968 Theft Act. (741 

At the other and of the spectrum. we encounter that mass of patty 

transgressions which make up the overwhelming majority of social security 

offences and consume the major part of the special Investigator's time. In so 

many of these cases It Is clearly not the case that the arrangement. situation 

or relationship constitutes an offence. On the contrary. the relationships or 

situations are only considered problematic In the context of a claim to certain 

kinds of benefit where there may be a suspicion that the claimant has not made 

an accurate. complete or up to date declaration of his or her situation. 

Amongst the more 'trivial' and often 'unwitting' abuses we find such offences 

as. Jailure to report a change of circumstances, undisclosed earnings (of self 

or dependants), undisclosed cohabitation. fictitious desertion or separation. 

and a range of loosely defined itinerant frauds'. 

In the main, the guidance offered simply extends that presented In Part 2 but 

going Into some considerable detail In certain Instances In order to give the 

Investigator, a blow by blow account of the most effective steps to take In 

conducting particular Investigations and Interviews. alerting him to possible 

pitfalls and giving him examples of good (and bad) practice. 

Of particular note Is the DHSS's concern that Interviews take place In private 

(i. e. without witnesses) and that claimants are not, athreatened with police 
I 

actiono. although Investigators are permitted to inform claimants that the case 
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may be referred to the police. Also. In accordance with the very best 

Interrogation practice. Investigators are advised not to reveal all their 

Information at once when Interviewing a suspect. 

Ask him to explain the first occasion on which he was seen working 
[while In receipt of benefit]. His excuse for one occasion might seem 
reasonable. but It will be difficult for him to continue thinking up 
excuses for each separate occasion. His story will thus appea 
IncreasInqly lame. (751 

Yet above all. and because such Investigations have called for the most 

extensive criticisms and Involve some of the most detailed forms of surveillance 

and Intrusion, some note ought to be taken of the guidance proffered In respect 

of cohabitation Investigations. 

To begin with. 

All Investigations should be made with due regard to what Is proper 
conduct... the factors which go to make up 'living together' are 
particularly personal and officers must Intrude In people's private lives 
no more than Is necessary to establish entitlement ... Nothing should 
be said or Implied that Indicates any moral Judgement. ( ... I The 
guiding principle In deciding whether a method of making an enquiry 
or conducting an Interview Is acceptable Is to ask yourself this 
question. 'Given that my purpose Is to resolve a suspected fraud and 
to protect public funds. can my action be justified to a reasonable and 
Impartial person? ' [761 

In recent years the DHSS has faced severe criticisms regarding Its practice of 

asking female claimants to describe their sexual relationships. In the face Of 

much public hostility the Department made a considerable show of Its change 

In policy so as to discourage sexual Interrogation of this kind. However, as the 

Guide acknowledges, although the Investigative process In Supplementary 

Benefits and Widows Benefit cases Is substantially similar. "a contributory 

benefits Investigation permits of more specific questioning, particularly on the 

sexual aspects of a relationship. " (771 

Presumably the DHSS would have more than a little difficulty In justifying this to 

a Oreasonable and Impartial person". - particularly after 1979. For In 

November of that year Robert KIIroy-SIlk. MP. asked the Secretary of State for 

Social Services to confirm that the DHSS had recently purchased 24 pairs of 
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binoculars for the use of Its special Investigators and enjoined him to prohibit 

their use for observing claimants. The Minister for Social Security, Mr Reg 

Prentice. on behalf of the DHSS. was unmoved. however, Othe use of 

binoculars was part of the Department's counter- meas u res against fraud and 

should be used 'for this desirable and properly controlled purpose'. 0 

Nevertheless. the Inference of Mr Kilroy-Silk's question was lost on very few. 

Something of the discretion available to the special Investigator In cases such 

as cohabitation. the overlapping objectives of Investigation and the leverage this 

allows the Investigator over the claimant. Is conveyed In the following remarks. 

Given the pressures manufactured by such a situation It Is of little surprise that 

a large percentage of women Investigated have been 'encouraged' to surrender 

their benefit order books 'voluntarily'. 

You will sometimes face the difficulty of having to decide whether or 
not to pursue fraud action In view of the difficulties posed by a 
particular case notwithstanding the fact that It Is clear that there Is no 
entitlement. No hard and fast rules can be laid down. but remember 
that fraud action should follow when a person has been found to have 
cheated and It should cease only when It Is Impracticable. or would 
require so much time spent on It that It would seriously hinder the 
Investigation of other cases of Importance. [791 

Finally. the Guide expounds the. by now notorious. 'third-day procedure' 

Involved In watching the home of a claimant suspected of cohabitation. In view 

of the nature of the procedure. Its subtle blend of surveillance. Intrusion and 

entrapment. and the way It embodies so many of the characteristics of social 

security fraud Investigation. the procedure Is well worth citing at length. 

To get useful Information about who the man Is and his movements. 
you may have to keep watch on the house to establish a pattern which 
proves ... that he lives there ... the aim must be to build up 
evidence of his frequenting the house that will provide the basis for an 
Interview. 

(1) On the first day watch the claimant's home at about the time a 
man might reasonably be expected to leave In the morning If 
possible. carry out similar observations In the evening. 

(2) Watch the address again In the morning of the second day and, 
If the man Is seen to leave. arrange for a review statement ... to be 
taken from the claimant. 
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(3) If the man's presence has not been declared. keep watch again 
on the third day. If you do not know already where he works. follow 
him to find out. 

(4) When you have established where he works, check his name and 
address with his employer. If his address Is given as that of the 
claimant, try to find out how long this address has been recorded ... 

(5) Interview the man ... In order to try to obtain an admission from 
him that he does live in the house. At the Interview cover the 
following points: (a) Try to obtain his account of the arrangements In 
the household and when he moved In ... Remember you are obtaining 
Information with which to confront the claimant. (b) Also bear In mind 
the possibility that the man could have had some part In any fraud. 
Question him closely with this In mind and, If he admits to positive 
action that amounts to aiding and abetting, administer a Rule 11 caution 
and then continue the questioning to establish fully his Involvement. 

Interview the claimant as soon as possible after. (801 

As befits a Fraud Guide the entire objective behind the Investigative procedures 

described Is the detection of false statements made for purposes of obtaining 

benefit. or an Increase of benefit. an admirable testimony to the present 

preoccupations of the DHSS and the degree to which they have changed In 

recent years. 

The final sections of the Guide. Parts 4 and 5 deal with Departmental 

administration and the management of fraud work. Much of the Guidance 

contained In the final sections we have come across already. In one form or 

another, Insofar as It deals with the organIsation, monitoring and redeployment 

of future claims control personnel. the planning of fraud prevention and 

performance review. Part 4 of the original guide specifically covered the 

question of fraud prevention, the organisation of 'fraud drives' (discussed 

earlier) and the maintenance of what was described as Oan atmosphere of fraud 

awareness" as the central plank In a selective strategy of preventive deterrence. 

'Prevention' was, of course. one of the key elements of the DHSSs '6-polnt 

plan' during 1976-77 and we shall be considering these Issues shortly. 

The final sections of the Guide. relating to the organistion of fraud awareness, 

the disposal of cases, management systems and the planning of prevention 

were those most affected by the amendments made within the structure of the 
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Fraud Investigators' Guide during 1980. It Is appropriate to leave consideration 

of these aspects until we can examine them In the full context of the changes 

introduced during 1979-1980. 

The Fraud Investigators' Guide remains a central feature of modern social 

security claims control although. In the few years of Its existence. quite 

significant changes have taken place within It. When It was first Introduced In 

comprehensive form at the behest of the Co-ordlnatinq Committee on Abuse It 

was seen as a quite crucial facility for regulating and directing the work of the 

growing numbers of social security Investigative personnel. The Guide says so 

much about the practical organisation of social security claims control but so 

much more about the attitudes. principles and preoccupations which Inform and 

are used to justify It. The extent to which these functions might be allowed 

to override considerations of 'welfare' and rights Is also clear from the Guide's 

elaboration of the relative priority of claims control. In the above. brief and 

rather limited. review of the Guide we have been able to discern something of 

Its quite penal and disciplinary character. 

Im provinq_ Procedures 

"Makinq the procedures for speclal lnvestlqators as d1rect and effective as lega 

and humanitarian constraints allow* 

We never cease to encounter the notion of 'balance' In social security claims 

control, here Is yet another such formulation. Obviously. the procedures to be 

Improved were the Department's claims control measures although, as we have 

already seen. the Department has seldom allowed "constraints' to stand In the 

way of Its most productive and effective claims control techniques. 

As our review of the Fraud Investigators' Guide Indicated. a key component of 

claims control entailed monitoring the effectiveness of different techniques and 

performance review. As the Co-ordinating Committee noted: 

Most of this work has been Initiated by the Specialist Headquarters 
branch In close collaboration with line management and legal 
Interests. At any one time a large number of projects under this 
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heading are In progress. [811 

A number of ongoing projects were cited as representative of the Headquarter's 

Specialist Fraud Branch's work in refining managerial control and coordinating 

anti-abuse planning. (821 

4. New Antl-Fraud Measures 

oDeveloping now anti-fraud measures and. wherever these prove successful. 

applying them qenerally throughout the Departmento 

Under this heading the Co-ordinating Committee believed that some of the 

Department's greatest successes had been achieved In overcoming the 

nexploltation of the payments system ... by criminal gangs. " 

In collaboration with the Police and Post Office. we have learnt more 
about the techniques these criminals use and have devised measures 
to detect. Investigate and prevent such frauds In the future. A major 
'post-payment scrutiny' of order book foils Is being undertaken. 
[831 

The fraud work envisaged here was clearly designed to overcome the problem 

of organised major fraud highly untypical of the bulk of trivial Illegalities that 

made up the Investigator's more usual caseload. Nonetheless. the DHSS 

Headquarters 'Special Branch' had established working relationships with other 

agencies and regular seminars and courses had been hold at Police Training 

Colleges to help coordinate Ideas and activities surrounding the question. For 

good measure the Co-ordinating Committee listed a number of major successes 

regarding the arrest of persons for burglary and bulk theft of order books from 

local offices. handling of stolen order books or cashing or attempting to cash 

stolen or forged g1ro-cheques and order books. But despite the Department's 

enthusiasm regarding Its now procedures. It Is not made clear how these 

successes were achieved. More fundamentally. no comment Is made on the 

fact that when the switch to giro-order payments was announced In 1970 It was 

widely remarked how this change would help reduce the (by any standards fairly 

minor) problem of 'Itinerant abuse,. It was not then envisaged, and Is not now 

acknowledged. that this change might also help precipitate another somewhat 
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more, serlous and expensive criminal fraud. but It does appear that this has to 

some extent happened. [841 

The second major area of now development was In relation to a problem which. 

with rising unemployment and growing official concern about the size of the 

'black economy'. the DHSS believed was becoming an Increasingly common 

and attractive proposition for employee and employer alike. (851 

in public statements the Minister for Social Security had. during 1976-77. laid 

emphasis on the need to deal more effectively with employers believed to be 

employing unemployed claimants and thereby avoiding the payment of National 

Insurance contributions and/or assisting a claimant to defraud the Department 

of Employment or DHSS. In a similar manner. the DHSS had become equally 

concerned about the other side of the problem. It believed there to be a 

sizeable and growing problem of claimants Oworking and signing. " 1861 

Yet despite the mutual Implication of employer/ employee abuses (conspiracy, 

aiding and abetting. non-payment of National Insurance contributions on the 

one side and conspiracy and working and signing on the other) In almost every 

respect the Co-ordinating Committee were willing to be vastly more lenient and 

considerate to the employer than to the claimant. Where the employer had 

provided the Department with Incorrect Information he had committed an offence 

and could be proceeded against (for aiding and abetting a claimant to 

defraud) . Such a prosecution was relatively uncommon. however. *we are not 

able to make as good use of these provisions as might be wished because of 

difficulties In collecting the necessary evidence. " [871 

On the other hand. the employer Is uniquely placed to become the 

Department's key 'witness' In proceedings against any number of his 

employees, a far from unfamiliar turn of events. Whereas two possible options 
for strengthening the powers of the Departments to deal with the question of 

collusive employers were considered. they were rejected fairly smartly. The 

option of creating another offence, ', Collusion by an employer' was turned 

down. even though It would make It possible to act directly against the source 
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of the 'abuse' and recover overpaid benefits from him. because 

It would raise serious difficulties. It could. for example, be an 
oppressive power If It put employers at risk of prosecution. (881 

An alternative possibility. extending the Departments' powers to recover benefits 

overpaid to employees from their employers, was similarly rejected. 

as with the previous proposal, great care would be needed to ensure 
that-innocent employers were protected ... proposals of this kind can 
... be attacked as Imposing oppressive burdens on employers and 
giving the Department unreasonable powers. [891 

Seldom had such 'great care' been taken to 'safeguard' the Interests of 

claimants. The only recommendations the Co-ordinating Committee went on to 

endorse had claimants only as their targets: tighter National Insurance 

registration procedures, more Identity checks. more and better Investigation of 

'doubtful cases' and improved Inter-office liaison. 

5. Manaqerlal Involvement 

"Brinqinq home to manaqers at all levels In the Department the Importance of 

the anti-fraud effort and the need to give full support to the speciallstso 

Apparently, the DHSS Regional Directorate Ornade better measures to detect, 

Investigate and prevent fraud a top priorityo during the 1977-78 financial year. 

Numerous management discussions and seminars were scheduled and 

all levels of management have been Involved In a thorough and 
complete reappraisal of the way Local and Regional Officers are 
organised to tackle fraud ... there Is ample evidence - for example 
the shift In resources towards tackling fraud. the response to the 
'fraud awareness' package and the upsurge In the number of fraud 
cases being handled - to show that all levels of management are, now 
well aware of the Ministerial policies and objectives about tackling 
fraud. 1901 

Preventlon- 

"Using the knowledge gained by discoverinq fraud to find better waVs o 

preventing It" 
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The three Issues considered by the Co-ordinating Committee In Its review of 

preventative measures Included: fraud awareness, Improvements to the 

payments system and home visiting of supplementary benefits claimants. 

During the early part of 1977 a 'Fraud Awareness Package' was Issued to all 

local offices. It sought to Illustrate the main abuses perpetrated on the Social 

Security system. The principle of 'fraud awareness' as a preventative tactic is 

self explanatory. 

Despite Its neat packaging. however. and Its apparent concern for the welfare 

and rights of claimants. 'fraud awareness' Is not essentially different from a 

rather more familiar. tried and tested. response to poverty. It has always been 

accepted that If the staff administering a benefit system are encouraged In 

attitudes of suspicion. the stigma of claiming benefit would Increase. the 

deterrent effect of the system would grow and the numbers failing to take up 

their full entitlements would grow. In the 1870's and 1880's when the Poor Law 

Administration (the Local Government Board) undertook an equivalent policy of 

deliberate stigmatisation and punitive administration. they were quite clear about 

their reasons for doing so. They referred to the policy as 'practical 

dispauperlsation' and today a similar though modernised series of Initiatives 

might reasonably be termed 'Practical disentitlement'. 

Local Office managers were expected to use the 'fraud awareness' package to 

help train their benefit staff. apparently the package met with an enthusiastic 

reception. 

The Immediate effect has been to Increase the number of prosecution 
cases as local offices scrutInIsed existing claims more closely and 
found fraud In some of them. One region carried out a detailed survey 
of reactions to the package at 30 offices and found positive 
Improvements In the way fraud was being tackled In virtually all of 
them. 1911 

While the distributed 'fraud awareness' package was Intended for general staff 

training purposes. the question of fraud awareness was also raised In the first 

Fraud Investigators' Guide published In 1978. As we have already seen. the 

Fraud Investigators' Guide was specifically designed for the guidance of special 
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Investigators although It too elaborates the basic principles of 'fraud 

awareness'. The key to 'fraud awareness' was seen to lie In a reinforced 

*. corporate responsibility for fraud prevention and detection. 0 

You should seek to prevent fraud, both by Improving procedures and 
by helping to develop "fraud awareness' among colleagues ... The 
adage 'prevention Is better than cure' Is certainly true of social 
security frauds ... (for] Investigations and prosecutions are highly. 
and expensively. labour Intensive. 1921 

The primary aim was seen In terms of generating an *atmosphere of fraud 

awareness" throughout the office administration. To ensure that staff In the 

local offices retained a sense of perspective about the question of 'fraud 

awareness' and claims control - but with a clear guide as to the direction In 

which their thinking ought to go - the Fraud Investigators' Guide left benefit 

office staff 'with the following thoughts: 

Preventing fraud Is no easy matter. Improved rates of benefits make 
fraud more attractive, criminal Inqenultv Is endless and new benefits 
or changed procedures may offer new loopholes. Additionally. there 
Is always the problem of striking the right balance between providing 
a good service to honest claimants and stopping fraud. If checks 
against fraud and abuse are made too elaborate, genuine claimants 
may be Inconvenienced. or even deterred from claiming benefit. 

The aim must be selectivity - to find preventative measures which 
concentrate as closely as possible on the areas of greatest risk and 
cause least complications. This Is where the fraud specialist can play 
a particularly valuable part. [931 

As we have seen. the modern system of claims control was coming to focus 

upon a strategy of preventative and selective deterrence. Classification. 

pre-emptive surveys and special drives In certain areas were the keynotes to a 

process of distillation In which the 'most significant' risks of abuse were 

attributed to particular groups of claimants. In particular situations and In 

receipt of particular benefits. 

The strategy and principle of 'fraud awareness' was seen as a way of 

maintaining the 'front line effectiveness' of the benefit administration to all 

forms of fraud and deception. Even so. It too had to be selective. It too had 

to be a little discerning. It was not a strategy of blind deterrence that the DHSS 

was concocting. 
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As the principle Of Cost effectiveness began to emerge and crystallize at the 

heart of the Department's claims control objectives. It became Increasingly 

clear that even a responsibility so apparently generic as 'fraud awareness' was 

formed of a rigorously economic logic. 

T6rnln6 to the question of Improvements In preventative measures within the 

payments system. we are once again presented with the DHSS's vision of the 

dilemma of a system designed for millions of the 'honest' being exploited by a 
few of the 'unscrupulous'. thereby necessitating control techniques affecting 

most claimants - some. undoubtedly, more than others. 

The search for preventative measures Is never-endIng. the work so far 
done has enabled a number of selective Improvements to be Introduced 
which. while not unduly Inconveniencing genulne claimants. should 
stop up some of the loopholes. [941 

A number of examples of new preventative methods were presented. for 

example, the redesigning of order-books and g1ro-cheques to Incorporate new 

security features to help prevent forgery and manipulation. the requirement that 

claimants 'make clearer declaration of entitlement. the Idea that more positive 

proof of Identity be required when claimants cashed g1ro-cheques or benefit 

orders and a stricter control upon people nominating alternative post offices In 

which to cash their giro-cheques and benefit orders. 

However. a- project "set up. partly under the auspices of the DHSS 

computerlsation programme, seemed to offer the greatest preventative potential. 

The project was to consider the feasibility' ý of paying long-term benefits by 

Automated Credit Transfer (ACT) directly Into bank accounts. 1951 A DHSS 

Review team headed by Sir Derek Rayner produced a report on Arran_qements 

for Paying Social Security Benefits, In 1980. which concluded that Automated 

Credit Transfer might be of help In helping control loss of public funds. 

Direct crediting of benefits Into bank accounts will reduce the risk of 
loss. theft. manipulation and forgery of order books. Together with 
a reduction In the frequency of payments It will help DHSS to combat 
fraud and abuse ... However without adequate safeguards direct credit 
might make a successful prosecution more difficult to achieve and 
could lead to more overpayments of benefit because It Is said to be 
less likely than order books to prompt people to tell DHSS of changes 
In circumstances. DHSS will therefore need to have arrangements - 
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which may require extra staff - for minimlslng the risk of 
overpayments. for recovering them where necessary and for 
maintaining the capacity for dealing with fraud abuse. 1961 

In themselves, the Review Team's comments are not outstanding but they are 

Indicative of the way In which. especially during 1976-1983. virtually all 

changes. reforms and considerations of social security became heavily 

saturated with preoccupations about claims control. It Is as If. once claims 

control had been made a 'top priority' for 1977-78, an enduring psychological 

association between poverty and criminality. the poor and the undeserving. 

need and Immorality. had been touched off (although clearly not by accident), 

One consequence was that all potential changes in policy and all administrative 

reforms had to be held up to the altar of claims control practice to ensure. not 

only that they did not create further opportunities for fraud and abuse. but also. 

that they positively helped control It. A kind of ratchet effect appears to have 

been set In motion. wherein security. selectivity and cost effectiveness Impelled 

one another Ineluctably towards an 'efficient' social security system which. like 

the efficient parish relieving officer of the 1850's. had the bare minimum of 

claimants on Its books. 

The final area the Co-ordinating Committee considered under Its 'preventative' 

remit was home visiting. It sought to Oconsider the most effective use of staff 

In the light of the staff cuts exercise. " In the past. home visiting had been 

considered a vital part of the Supplementary Benefits system. more recently 

restrictions had been placed upon the activity. Home visitors had traditionally 

visited all National Assistance or Supplementary Benefits claimants on the 

occasion of their first claim to verify entitlement and. ostensibly. to advise 

about other benefits. Subsequently. review visits with both claims control and 

*welfare' functions were periodically organised. DHSS managements were more 

keen to develop a rather more selective 'priority risks' visiting service focussing 

on 'abuse and welfare' cases. Fisher had advised upon a similar redeployment 

and during 1977-78 DHSS Headquarters Specialist Fraud Branch were Involved 

In discussions to help produce an magreed list of visiting priorities. " (971 
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In 1983. however. It was reported that the number of staff engaged on home 

visiting duties had declined by some 40% since 1978 (3.950 to 2.300) as part 

of the DHSSs attempt to focus most attention upon their 'priority risk' cases. 

Between 1981-82 a small Increase. both In numbers of visiting staff and 

numbers of visits made, was recorded (although It must be remembered, this 

followed a fairly massive rise In numbers of claimants and a rise of over 

600.000 claims from current cases over the 1981-82 period) Nevertheless. 

it was, acknowledged that: 

The number of visits for [the prevention and detection of fraud and 
abuse] Increased by 9% over the two years -a faster rate than the 
Increase In visiting generally - because the growth In caseload has 
been highest In those categories where more vigilance Is called for. 
(981 

The Co-ordinating Committee concluded Its work with a brief comment an the 

equivalent claims control activities launched by the Department of Employment. 

These Included: 

- Introductlon of a Fraud Awareness Packaqe. 

- Issue of IdentitV Cards for local unemployment benefit office Investigators. 

*useful In dealing with employers". 

- revised fraud control Instructions. providing "step by step Instructions In the 

form of flow charts showing operations to be followed In typical fraud cases. " 

- Introduction of a Self TraInInq Packac 
. 3e for helping Instruct Investigative 

officers In the technique of Interviewing under caution. 

- Increased staffing for fraud activities - 'it has been made clear by Ministers 

that the staff resources allocated to fraud prevention and Investigation will 'not 

be reduced as a result of any restrictions on the growth of the civil service. " 

- extenslons of the 'nominated Post Office procedure' - "arrangements whIch 
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restrict the office at which a glro can be cashed ,.. [have] generally reduced 

the rate of known duplicate encashment considerably. " [991 

Across the two Departments, therefore. *substantial effortso were being made 

to overcome social security fraud. The Committee claimed that the work 

completed to date In accordance with the Six-Point Fraud Action Plan was an 

"Impressive ... Indication of the Government's determination to tackle social 

security, fraud. a but believed. much like the Fisher Committee. that the real 

answer lay In better methods of prevention and deterrence. Thus. better and 

more alert 'fraud awareness' was called for. along with more direct and 

effective action In those cases where a suspicion arose. 

Both Committee and Minister were well pleased with the work undertaken In 

pursuance of more effective claims control. the latter adding, 61 do not Intend 

to relax our Department's attack on social security fraud. and I am making the 

Report available to make clear the effort we are putting Into this. ' (1001 

The Co-ordinating Committee accepted that It was "working In the context of a 

firm Ministerial commitment to tackle fraud" butýadded a cautious note about the 

need for- a clear sense of proportion, mThe great Increase In the amount of 

fraud now being prosecuted reflects largely the result of the added effort the 

Department Is now making rather than any underlying Increase In the amount 

of fraud. ' 11011 

Such remarks. and further comments by the Minister. Mr Stan Orme, appear 

to have endorsed Deacon's view that the Co-ordinating Committee and any 

changes Introduced In Its wake *were made to placate public feeling rather than 

to remedy any defect In the existing procedure. * [1021 

But If this was the Minister's belief. he was mistaken. A considerable amount 

was done to Itensify the claims control system and a great deal of thought was 

given to rendering a selective ýsystem of preventive deterrence effective 

throughout the benefit administration. It was to be a system that was to have 

lasting practical and Ideological significance - once staff have been coached In 
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the - essentials of 'fraud awareness, they cannot be made to forget It all 

overnight. In any event. the Minister was rather playing hostage to fortune: 

attempts to Itensify control procedures Invariably both detect more occasions of 

abuse and give rise to Increased public outcry. Since 1948 governments have 

Increased their checks and controls upon those In receipt of social security 

benefits, but very rarely has there been an unequivocal downscaling of claims 

control operations. On the contrary, the pattern of development within the 

Social Security claims control system reveals an Inexorable upward trend. 

steepening - markedly after 1970-73. Whether Judged by numbers of 

Investigators/claims control personnel, number of Investigations undertaken. 

numbers of claims suspended or withdrawn. numbers of overpayments detected 

or number of prosecutions, the pattern shows a similar upward growth. It Is. 

of course, undeniable that there are now more claimants of benefits and 

especially more unemployed. But this Is precisely the point. there are now 

substantially -more people subjected to the surveillance. control and deterrent 

discipline of the social security scheme than at any other point in history. 

The Co-ordinating Committee, clearly no short-term palliative, were to continue 

to meet regularly. surveying the problem of abuse, the rearrangement of claims 

control functions and the monitoring of the effectiveness of the Departments' 

anti-fraud effort. A second progress report was promised. on the next twelve 

months work. It appeared In December 1978. In the meantime. a good deal 

had happened. 

NEW DEPARTURES 

The mid-1970's were an 'active'- period for policy making and practice within 

Social Security. Aside from the passage of the Social Security Pensions Act 

1975 and the Supplementary: Benefits Act 1976 (consolidating the supplementary 

benefits legislation from 1966-75) a programme of research on the 

computerlsation of the Benefit system, the Introduction (belatedly) of the Child 

Benefit scheme and a continuation of efforts to relate Social Security 

administration with Local Authority Personal Social Services. Important 
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developments were taking place In the flel 
,d 

of supplementary benefits. Under 

Donnison's chairmanship from 1975 and having published Its first full report 

during that year. the Supplementary Benefits Commission began to assume a 

much higher 'political' profile. raising questions about the future shape and 

style of Supplementary Benefits. The Supplementary Benefits Commission also 

prompted a major review of the organisation. operation and possible reform of 

the Supplementary Benefits scheme. In advocating this review Donnison was 

undoubtedly swayed by the Increasingly common allegation that the 

Supplementary Benefits system had 'failed'. (1031 that It had become absurdly 

complicated. that Its exercise of discretion could be seen as arbitrary and that 

its "generally forbidding character" was deterring a large number of claimants 

from taking up their entitlements. 11041 

This Is clearly not the place to begin an examination of the Supplementary 

Benefits Review or of the Report, Social Assistance. that was eventually 

published, except to note the constraints and priorities which came to shape 

the eventual 'possibilities for change' rather hesitantly proffered throughout the 

Report. 

The major factor weighing upon the existing Supplementary Benefits structure 

and the factor which-, arguably. had precipitated the crisis of supplementary 

benefits. was the huge numbers of claimants dependant on Supplementary 

Allowances. It had never been Intended that the Supplementary Benefits scheme 

become ý the - mainstay of the Social Security system and supporters of the 

Beveridge Plan had always envisaged that the (fully Implemented) National 

Insurance, system, would be sufficient to meet, the needs of the vast majority of 

claimants and their dependants. Even so. as early as 1953. Beveridge had 

demanded of the then Conservative government that they either raise the 

Insurance Scheme benefit rates to an, adequate subsistence level or formally 

declare that they had abandoned the 'Beveridge Policy. [1051 

No such declaration was forthcoming. however. although the issue upon which 

the dispute had centred remained firmly entrenched at the heart of the problems 

of the UK, Social -Security system. 
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Thus, by the late 1970's. although the authors of Social Assistance could write 
(perhaps with more than a little Irony) that. *Successive governments have had 

the long-term aim of reducing dependance on Supplementary Benefits and the 

particular form of, means-testing that goes with It, " they had relatively little 

record of success to point to. [1061 

However, In tackling the problem of the Increasingly 'mass role' assumed by 

the Supplementary Benefits system, the Review Team were to find themselves 

constrained (or rather they constrained themselves) to a 'nil-cost' approach, 

and. 'rough Justice' between claimants who might gain slightly or lose slightly 

from the proposals. - [1071 CPAG. foremost amongst the critics, subjected 

these notions to fierce attack. Ruth Lister wrote: 

Only civil servants with no understanding of what It Is like living on 
Supplementary Benefit could have ... [developed such a principle] ... 
we reject absolutely the basic premise of the Review Team that 
alteration of the Supplementary Benefit scheme can be carried out at 
no extra cost. Both the doctrine of 'rough justice' with Its bland talk 
of some losers and some winners and the 'realistic aim' of adapting 
the scheme to Its mass role of coping with millions of claimants' are 
in our view against the Interests of claimants and therefore 
unacceptable... A document such as 'Social Assistance' which glosses 
over the unpalatable facts about poverty experienced by those on 
Supplementary Benefit, Is not only Irrelevant but Is positively harmful 

... because It helps to create the Illusion that all the problems can 
be solved by just jiggling around the resources already devoted to the 
Supplementary Benefits scheme. [1081 

Yet costs and numbers were not the only constraints faced by the Review Team. 

Their very watchword was 'simplification'. and a 'major aspect of their brief was 

the attempt to work towards a clearer legal structure for the scheme and a 

consolidation. reduction and clarification of the main areas of discretion. [1091 

However, as Prosser has remarked. It Is fairly meaningless to consider the 

issue of 'legality versus discretion' - especially In relation to the question of 

social security reform - as If In a political vacuum. 

In the course of the Review and subsequent political debate the Issue of 

simplification became, somewhat transformed. In the Review's notion of 'Rough 

Justice'. the mass role for Supplementary Benefit and the assumption that no 

extra cash would be finding Its way Into the scheme (i. e. the Implicit 
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acceptance of existing benefit scale rates). Ruth Lister detected an ulterior 

motive. ffithe Review Team's main aim. " she suggested. "was to rationallse the 

administration of the Supplementary Benefits Scheme. Little attention Is paid 

to the needs of the 5 million people dependant on that scheme. " Social 

Assistance. she suggested, was the forseeable result of a review. Oby civil 

servants for civil servants. * (1111 

Yet while the objectives of simplification became rather lost to sight, the pursuit 

of a clearer and firmer legal structure continued. The clear message from the 

Review Team was that "the basic rules of entitlement (should be laid down) In 

a more precise form than at present ... In the Act or Regulations. * 11121 

A clearer legal structure could form the basis for a more positive and 

progressive framework. of formal welfare rights. along the lines of Titmuss's 

suggestions In 1971. but this process of development was by no means 

assured: 

The crystallisation of policy Into rules provides a basis for debate and 

-conflict over Its content. yet this 
, 
need not automatically provide an 

advance for those dependant on It. It Is merely part of a political 
process which may produce various results. (1131 

The terms of the Review exercise. rational Isatlo n. legality. nil-cost constraints. 

a continuation of means-testing and an extension (perhaps Indefinitely) of the 

mass-role for the state's subsistence scheme with no forseeable prospect of an 

Increase In Its scale rates, Inevitably Inhibited the scope of the Review Team's 

proposals. Furthermore. the political conditions Into which the Report emerged 

offered little hope of more positive 
-things 

to come. In the event. a firmer and 

clearer legal structure became an Intensive series of regulations determining 

entitlement. calculable resources. allowable requirements, exceptional needs, 

weekly additions, deductions, etc. . which were nothing If not more complex 

that the regulations they replaced. 

The post-1980 Supplementary Benefits system came to be organised around a 

complex framework of regulations covering all payments and entitlements. 
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The new regulations were of such precision and complexity as was virtually 

unknown In any other area of social policy. they marked a major step towards 

greater legalism In social welfare In Britain. They constituted an Intense and 

detailed matrix of regulations prescribing. to a very fine degree. the context 

and content of the social existence of claimants and marked a poignant ditching 

of Beveridge: ("Detailed legislation Is neither needed nor usefulo 11141). 

Under the now government and with the now Supplementary Benefits Scheme on 

the horizon. - the SBC saw fit to quote Titmuss's 'warning' about the 

'over-legallsation' of welfare In Its final report. *A regulatory approach. 0 

Titmuss had suggested. Ocan be too Inflexible and lead to excessive prescription 

of detail which In time becomes absurd. 0 (1151 In a similar vein. Lord 

Scarman. Introducing the 4th Edition of the Penguin Guide to Supplementary 

Benefits. has written of the new regulations. 

A high price has to be paid for converting discretion Into legal rules: 
It Is the price of complexity. No claimant can hope. unaided, to 
understand the Regulations. 11161 

Yet detail, complexity and unclear guidance are familiar criticisms, It Is rather 

less often acknowledged that a complex and detailed regulation of entitlement 

. 
Is also a complex and detailed regulation of d1sentitlement. There are many 

ways In which the existing Supplementary Benefits scheme resembles prima 

facie a legal structure designed to exclude, rather more effectively than It 

includes, and with each successive change It Is becoming more, not less. 

prohibitive. We will return to such questions In our conclusion. 

The outcome of the Review -of Supplementary Benefits was never Inevitable but. 

as we have seen. problems entailed at an early stage were compounded by 

weaknesses In the drafting of Social Assistance, the final Report. And then 

again. the circumstances of the Report's publication were hardly fortuitous. 

Social Assistance was an expression of administrative needs for the 
formulation of rules. However. with the election of a government 
determined to curb public expenditure the central element has become 
effective control of the system ... Formal welfare rights are not ends 
In themselves but may be resources to pressurlse government. yet they 
may also permit government to effect Its control more firmly. [1171 
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The actual timing of the Report's publication did not help much either. Social 

Assistance appeared In 1978 and, as we have already seen, the DHSS had 

designated the financial year 1977-78 as a 'top priority anti-fraud' year. (1181 

Clearly. this was not the best time to commence a far-reaching discussion of 

the reform and future organisation of the benefit system. 

By the time the Report reached the Secretary of State (David Ennals) and 

Minister for Social Security (Stan Orme) In July -1978, It was apparent that. the 

year's programme of claims control operations and the problem of waste, abuse 

and overpayments were still weighing heavily upon their minds. In a brief 

Toreward' to the Report. the only real reasons cited by Ennals and Orme for 

the establishment of the Review. seemed to relate to the problem of fraud and 

abuse and failings In the existing organisation of claims control. Likewise. it 

seems that the only major virtue they saw In Its proposals was their potential 

contribution to the minimisation of 'abuses'. 

Before the review was set up there had been mounting criticism of the 
scheme's structure and operation ... There has also been much talk, 
some of It highly exaggerated about abuses of social security. This Is 
not surprising, given the scale of Its operations: the Supplementary 
Benefits scheme alone covers one tenth of the population at the 
present time. We have already published our proposals and acted to 
counter fraud and abuse. But the complexities and uncertainties of the 
Supplementary Benefits scheme. which the report documents. are not 
helping our efforts. There Is a strong case for a simpler and clearer 
scheme so that both claimants and officials can know where they 
stand. P 191 

The Minister's remarks gave a clear Indication of the degree to which the 

'abuse question' and claims control priorities had come to 'saturate' all 

discussion and consideration of social security. As with the discussion of 

'Automated Credit Transfer' In the Review of Arrangements for PaVInQ Social 

Security Benefits (1980). the discussions surrounding the new 'Statutory Sick 

Pay' scheme and the Introduction ' of 'self-certification' for short periods of 

sickness absence from work, considerations of claims control. were well to the 

fore. Similarly. claims control functions were well to the fore In the Rayner 

Scrutiny team's Report on the 'Payment of Benefits to Unemployed People' 

(1981) which signalled a new official willingness to make wild guesses about 

the supposed levels of abuse. Finally, the Issue of claims control and the most 
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obvious forms of mass computerlsed surveillance were Implicated throughout the 

DHSS 1982 strategy document Social Security Operational Strategy: A 

Framework for the Future. [1201 

But these were all Initiatives of the early 1980's appearing under the 

Conservative government elected In 1979. propounding a broadly 'monetarist' 

economic strategy and with a firm commitment to cutting levels of social 

expenditure. Even so. It Is clear that. along with Social Assistance. the four 

major social security Initiatives referred to above. shared a common concern 

with the broadly 'preventative' orientation of claims control advocated In 1977. 

and repeated In 1979. by the Co-ordinating Committee on Abuse. 

The direction of change was quite clear and had a good deal In common with 

the recommendations of the Fisher report. The most effective organisation of 

claims control. It seemed, was now seen to reside In the actual structure and 

organisation of the Social Security system Itself. If the benefit system could be 

arranged to be so simple, clear and 'efficient' as to make any questions of 

entitlement and assessment straightforward and readily Intelligible to all (thereby 

eliminating all but the most obvious and deliberate abuses) . then a selective 

. 
Eedeployment of Investigative and detective personnel could take place. 

, Redeployment' Is undoubtedly a rather Inadequate word to describe the 

decision by the new Conservative Minister for Social Security, In February 1980. 

to appoint 1.050 extra social security Investigators 11211. but It describes 

precisely what the Minister believed he was doing. In any event. the allocation 

of extra staff was selective. over half of the new investigators were directed 

towards the unemployed. primarily the unemployed claiming Supplementary 

Benefit. 

The kind of mass 'redeployment' described here was fairly typical of the special 

_preventative 
procedures (or forms of deterrent) being Introduced In certain 

areas where -the 'fraud potential' was considered highest. Similarly. the whole 

system could be Injected with a solid dose of 'fraud awareness' (suspicion and 

stigma) and Investigative staffs could be concentrated on the selected 

categories of claimants In which previous experience or statistical prediction 
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suggested they might yield the greatest savings (special procedures. fraud 

'drives' and pre-emptive sample surveys). 

AT THE POINT OF CLAIM 

By the 1980's Social Security claims control had become ever more Indelibly 

stamped with the logic of 'Cost-effectiveness'. Certainly. 'fraud savings' had 

been a crucial component of the attempts by successive NAB/DHSS 

administrations to justify the work of their Investigators. but the principle of 

cost-effectiveness signalled a new Intensity In the political economy of claims 

control. The crucial Issue relates not so much to the validity of the 

calculations made concerning cost-effectiveness - as we have seen. there are 

good grounds for scepticism here - but to the question of what Is done In Its 

name and the degree to which It subverts the competing principles of welfare, 

rights and justice, and allows adequate protection for the entitlements of 

claimants. 

As we have seen. developments In Social Security claims control since 1976. 

In particular. Initiatives following the 'Fraud Action Plan'. raised still more 

questions about the nature of the two Departments' methods which were guided, 

as the second Co-ordInatIng Committee Report noted approvingly, by an 

Increasing preoccupation with prevention. deterrence and cost-effectiveness. 

The Initiatives stemming from 1976-77 and the DHSS's 'top priority' fraud year 

were carried still further forward when the Second Report of the Co-ordinating 

Committee on Abuse appeared. shortly before the 1979 election. The Report 

was primarily Intended as a commentary on DHSS and Department of 

Employment progress in meeting the six criteria of the 'Fraud Action Plan'. but 

its proposals also provided a firm foundation for the new Government's claims 

control Initiatives and gave a .., clear Impetus for the continuation of the 

Departments' claims control work well Into the 1980's and beyond. 

A general study Is being made to establish what will be the best way 
of organIsIng work In the Department for the future. This will seek to 
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take Into account developments In the benefit structure. In the 
Department's procedures (for example Increasing use of computers) 
and ... the Increasingly sophisticated technology available to 
criminals. The study will seek to assess the specific fraud risks which 
the Department will face, the techniques which might be used In 
countering such risks. and organisational questions such as how best 
to allocate the work both within the Department and between 
Department and other agencies such as the Police. The study will be 
Integrated with other. wider, studies of the Department's functions and 
organisation. 11221 

That was planning for the future, although a good deal of It came to fruition 

during the Conservative's first term of office 1979-83. The bulk of the 

Co-ordinating Committee's Report dealt with the preceding 15 months claims 

control work In the DHSS and Department of Employment. The most striking 

successes. It believed. had been achieved In the areas of 'fraud awareness' 

and 'prevention'. 

So far as tackling existing fraud is concerned ... the emphasis has 
changed from background planning of now measures to their 
Implementation at the point of claim ... Secondly. however, sharp 
Increases In the amount of discovered fraud and the consequential 
Increases In the Investigative and legal staff needed to deal with them. 
have led to an Increasing emphasis on preventative measures. [1231 

Reviewing the utilisation of staff resources. the Committee noted a further 

Increase In the numbers of special Investigators working within the Regional 

offices. [1241 The Increased complement of Investigators permitted more 

investigations to be undertaken and allowed DHSS regions to respond to 

criticisms by-the Public Accounts Committee that they were not carrying out 

enough special fraud drives. To supplement the work of the Increased numbers 

of Investigators. additional clerical and administrative staff were being allocated 

to regional offices. 

The -Department appeared happy with Its fraud 'prediction' formula but was 

entering. discussions with Treasury Controllers. "about the adequacy of their 

present fraud resources In the light of current levels of fraud work. " and 

added, 

While there must be a limit to the amount of staff resources that can 
be devoted to anti-fraud, work - evidence so far Is that the additional 
effort we are committing to this work Is yielding cost-effective results. 
[1251 
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The upwards spiral of problem and solution continued, therefore. with 

apparently relentless force. Approximately 14 months later and having earlier 

announced the creation of an extra 1.000 Investigative posts within the DHSS 

(the largest single addition of claims control staff ever) the Minister for Social 

Services was still Invoking the 'logic' of 'cost-effectiveness' to Justify his 

activities. 

Officers working on fraud and abuse cases ... are very busy and ... they are saving a great deal of public money. However. they are 
working at nowhere near the point of diminishing returns. 

Eight years before that, of course, Fisher had said exactly the same thing. 

(1261 

The famillarlsation of now fraud specialists was proceeding according to plan. 

the range of training programmes were well under way Including: training in 

Interview techniques and the Interview under caution. liaison with police and 

other outside oeganlsatlons and residential seminars to discuss Investigative 

techniques. A Conference of Regional Office Staff In September 1978 devoted 

a major portion of Its agenda to 'fraud control' planning. The Cocxdlnatlng 

Committee were pleased to announce that afraud specialists are now better 

trained than ever before. " [1271 

The launch of the Fraud Invest1gators' Guide earlier In the year was considered 

a success although lt, was noted that the Specialist Headequarters staff were 

keeping It under constant review *to ensure that It continues to meet the 

Investigators' needs. " The Special Headquarters Fraud Branch (C3) were 

themselves developing greater expertise to deal with 'organised crimes' against 

the Department and studying the Implications of new computer technology and 

computer frauds. To this end. "liaison with the police continues to develop and 

the unit provides speakers for Police Training Colleges and Regional Crime 

Intelligence Conferences. " (1281 

In 1978, the DHSS were being rather more open about their liaison with the 

police. In 1973 the Fisher Report had said next to nothing about the police, 
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and when James Rule wrote (again In 1973) on the basis of his research. that. 

"conversations with National Insurance staff directly engaged In [investigative] 

work make It plain that the needs of local police and local Inspectors ... do. 

In a significant number of cases. give rise to a reciprocal sharing of 

Information which goes beyond the letter of offical policy. 0 DHSS spokesmen 

were particularly upset. (1291 

This was not the case by 1978. however. with senior level seminars being hold 

between DHSS/Department of Employment and Police. mutual training In 

Investigative', techniques. or methods of responding to organIsed fraud and the 

sharing of criminal Intelligence Information. similarly. special Investigators were 

being specifically encouraged to do what. a more five years earlier. had been 

vigorously denied. The Fraud Investigators' Guide dealt with DHSS/pollce 

liaison at a number of points and then discussed the value of local contacts: 

A fraud officer needs to build up a range of good-working contacts of 
various kinds both Inside and outside the office. These should Include 
Inspectors, whose compliance activities may overlap with a fraud 
officer's measures against working and signing and collusive 
employment. the local police. the head Post Office. the Unemployment 
Benefit Office. the Local Authority. etc. ... The Fraud HEO should 
ensure that such contacts are developed and. as appropriate. himself 
assist In making them. [1301 

it is undeniable that the police would welcome such contacts, after all. the 

Police's local (criminal Intelligence) collator system was precisely dependent 

upon Just this kind of relatilonship being established. With a revived Interest In 

community policing (and growing concern about the computerlsation of police 

Intelligence) It was likely that an Increasing emphasis upon these kinds of 

formal and Informal local contacts. between DHSS. National Insurance 

inspectors and police. would be forthcoming. With the lead being clearly given 

by the DHSS Special Headquarters Fraud Branch, contacts of this nature 

became Increasingly common after 1978. In any event. we did not have too 

long to wait to find out just how far police/DHSS liaison could go or quite what 

It would lead to. 11311 

However, returning to the Co-ordinating Committee's Report. we find another 
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'success' declared. Insofar as a further 6% Increase was registered In the 

number of cases referred to Regional Office and authorlsed for prosecution. 

The percentage of special Investigation cases authorlsed for prosecution now 

stood at 48%. the DHSS attributing the Increase to the Nimproved quality of 

specialist Investigation Into fraud. " The figure was still below half of course. 

Very shortly, however. major changes were to be announced In the DHSS's 

systems of case-disposal and particularly In Its non-prosecution procedures. 

Amongst the Co-ordinating Committee's review of measures to Improve 

'Investigative procedures' a series of 'ongoing' programmes were announced: 

-a reconsideration of prosecution policy In respect of retirement pensioners. 

(Fisher had urged leniency In this area. but the Co-ordinating Committee felt 

the rate of prosecution was rather low). 

- an attempt to rationallse, 'living together' (cohabitation) . Investigations In 

relation to.. contributory and supplementary benefit cases. (another Fisher 

recommendation). 

- attempts to streamline responses and procedures 'so as to minimise delay 

between the detection of fraud and Its eventual prosecution or closure, " 

- efforts to revise categories and definitions of 'minor fraud' and the 

organisation of the most appropriate responses to It. 

*All this. " commented the Co-, ordinating Committee, *helps to make 

Investigators work more cost-effective. " [1321 

Some concern was -expressed In the Report at the 'lucrative rackets' Involving 

the organised exploitation of the payment system: trafficking In order books. 

bulk theft of books and g1rocheques and counterfeiting. The Co-ordInatIng 

Committee reported a great deal of work 'in hand' to help tackle these problems 

but the number of detected offences showed a clear Increase on previous 
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years. , Nonetheless. successful prosecutions had been brought In a number of 

cases. the result of close liaison with the Police and the Post Office. 11331 

Little progress was recorded regarding action against collusive employers. the 

proposals before the Co-ordinating Committee In 1976-77 were apparently. *still 

under consideration. " However. the Departments were well satisfied with their 

attempts to Increase managerial Involvement In the coordination and 

Implementation of claims control work. The Specialist Headquarters Branch had 

played a key role -in advising regional managements and In accumulating and 

appraising all data deriving from the Increased claims control activities. 

Despite the successes of the 'fraud priority' year. however. 

It was not thought necessary to retain the formal priority status for 
fraud work In 1978-79. because sufficient Impetus had been 
established and there were other candidates for priority attention. but 
Regions and Local Offices remain free to-adopt anti-fraud measures as 
a reqIonal or local priority and some of them have taken up this 
ýPtlon. [1341 

For some time the DHSS had been emphasIsIng that. amongst Its priorities 

within the drive to more effective claims control. the question of prevention. In 

particular. a selective and Intensified form of prevention, was paramount. The 

Co-ordinating Committee now confirmed this approach with its announcement of 

new activities designed to Implant preventative claims control techniques at the 

heart of all DHSS administration. 

Prevention Is now the Department's 
-main priority, In tackling social 

security fraud and abuse. A new section concentrating entirely on 
preventative measures has been set- up and Is now fully operational. 
within the Headquarters Fraud Branch. Among other tasks this unit 
advises all HQ policy. financial and managerial Interests about the 
controls which might be Incorporated In new and existing procedures 
to minimlse the risk of fraud and abuse. It Is becoming Increasingly 
common for this unit to be consulted In the early stages of new policy 
and procedural developments ... In all Its work the emphasis Is on 
selective controls. tailored as precisely as possible to observed risks. 
so that they can be operated as economically as possible and with the 
minimum of Inconvenience for the majority of honest claimants. [1351 

The second arm of the preventative strategy was 'fraud awareness'. The 

Co-ordlnatlng Committee duly recorded the successes entailed by the policy of 

coaching benefit office staff In attitudes of suspicion. The 'fraud awareness 
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packs' had apparently served their purpose very well and othere was a marked 

Increase ... In the number of cases referred by benefit staff for special 

Investigation. Similar 'fraud awareness' packs were also being distributed to 

local Post Offices In a number of regions. [1361 

The Co-ordinating Committee concluded Its Report by referring to the 

establishment of a general study to consider the overall place and organisation 

of claims control activities within the broad range of DHSS benefit operations 

(noted earlier) and Indicated a number of more detailed evaluation projects 

which had recently been set up. These latter were to consider: 

(1) the most effective form of organisation for special Investigation. 

(2) how to accelerate the process of fraud prevention and how to Improve the 

flow of Ideas regarding prevention between the levels of the organisation. (HQ. 

regional. local office) 

(3) how to speed up the process of InvestIgation and prosecution. (1371 

Furthermore. the closer collaboration between the HQ Specialist Fraud Branch 

and the DHSS Regional Audit Branch was reported. The object of this 

collaboration being, Inevitably. to place a greater emphasis upon the 

Identification of existing weaknesses In the DHSS organlsation and systems In 

order to *help prevent the avoidable loss of public funds. n Under the auspices 

of the two 'Branches' a number of surveys and studies were carried out. 

By the beginning of 1979. the DHSS were left with a great deal of claims 

control work "In hand. During the previous year some separate 'fraud projects" 

had been launched in different areas of DHSS administration. focussing on 

particular weaknesses In the system. or on problems with certain benefits or 

certain groups of claimants. A similar, though shorter. range of special fraud 

priorities rested with the Department of Employment. 

The outstanding areas of research. examination and analysis In fraud control 
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techniques were Indicative of the great extent and variety of the two 

Departments' continuing work In anti-abuse activities and of the degree to which 

the claims control priority had permeated all levels of DHSS/DE operations. 

The Co-ordinating Committee believed that the list of on-golng work was ample 

testimony to the Departments' concern to. amalntaln public confidence In the 

fairness of the benefit system by vigilant measures to prevent Its exploitation. 

(1381 

The Impetus had clearly not gone out of the anti-fraud drive. Although abuse 

was not a nominated priority for the DHSS In 1979. claims control was still fixed 

as firmly to the social security agenda as It had been for the previous two 

years. In any event. the Incoming Government. Its manifesto and a series of 

comments by leading party members. were to ensure that It stayed there. [1391 

As we were to discover soon enough. more, than a few of the on-going projects 

of the DHSS and Department of Employment came to occupy the attention of the 

new Conservative Minister ý for Social Security, Mr Reg Prentice. on his 

appointment shortly after the election. 

THE GOVERNMENT'S CAMPAIGN 

Although a great deal of work was taking place 'behind the scenes' within the 

DHSS and Department of Employment to Improve claims control techniques 

(including. of course. Sir Derek Rayner's Investigations) . the first major pubil 

Initiative to emergeln the wake of the government's pre-election statements 

was the Minister's announcement of The Government's Campaign Against Social 

Security Fraud and Abuse. (1401 

Praising the excellent work achieved by the DHSS's, specialist staff the Minister 

remarked that the only thing holding them back was a shortage of numbers. 

The (3overnment had accordingly agreed to allocate some 1050 additional staff 

to the 'fraud and abuse' work. despite an overall policy of reducing civil service 
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staff numbers. It was confidently expected that the benefit 'savings' to be 

recouped from this exercise might reach 50 million pounds. a figure given 

widespread prominence In the national media. Considerably less prominence 

was given to a CPAG statement that In excess of 344 million pounds worth of 

entitlements went unclaimed or to the estimate by Sir William Pike, Chairman 

of the Board of the Inland Revenue. that some 3.000 million pounds In revenue 

was lost annually by Illegal tax evasion (the Inland Revenue employed a more 

260 fraud Investigators). although these were not the only Ironies emerging 

following the Minister's announcement. 11421 

Answering questions on his 'clampdown on scroungers' In the House of 

Commons a month later. the Minister defended both his decision to deploy the 

extra fraud staff and his Department's estimates of the loss occasioned by fraud 

and abuse. Challenged by. Labour MPs to "confirm the leaked report from his 

Department" that, In order to produce, their estimate of loss through fraud. nhis 

officials rang around the large department stores and asked for their estimate 

of theft. n Labour backbenchers clearly believed that It was, "ludicrous to 

compare the DHSS with firms like Marks and Spencer. The Minister retorted. 

There Is no reason to ring around department stores to know that they 
and other large commercial organisations. assume a loss through 
fraud of 1 or 2% In their operations. Applying that to the DHSS with 
its expenditure of 20 billion pounds a year leads to a figure of 200 
million pounds., Through this operation we are attempting to save this 
year at least 50 million pounds. [1431 

We have already seen how the DHSS's calculation of 'fraud saving' gives cause 

for 
- 

some considerable scepticism regarding their accuracy. This scepticism is 

given. further foundation by Indications that, *pressure was being brought to 

bear on DHSS employees to produce the answer that (the Minister] wants. 

(1441 

Subsequently. all such doubts about the accuracy of savings were to be entirely 

vindicated by the evidence, given In 1983, by Sir Geoffrey Otton (Second 

Permanent Secretary, at the DHSS) to the Public Accounts Committee. 

Commenting that It was not appropriate to compare the relative 
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cost-effectiveness of fraud work undertaken by both Inland Revenue and DHSS. 

SIr Geoffrey added. 

in a sense the Inland Revenue figures are harder than ours because 
they are an explicit measurement of money recovered. Ours are to a 
deqree more tentative in the sense that we are having to estimate, on 
the basis of the money Involved In the case. how much we have really 
saved. which Involves an element of projection Into a future period. 
[1451 

Responding later to a suggestion that the Department's figures were Ofairly 

meaningless". he replied. "No. they are not meaningless: they are the best we 

can do. * 11461 

No such doubts or uncertainties (or frankness) were evident In the Minister's 

announcement of the 'savings' likely to be derived from the control exercise. 

however. Having given details about his department's deployment of the extra 

Investigators. the Minister promised that special arrangements would be made 

to monitor the results of the exercise and that a full statement would be made 

about It at the end of the financial year. (Most of the extra staff were to be 

allocated to unemployment review work with a sizeable Increase In the numbers 

of liable relative officers - neither of which having a great deal to do with fraud 

at all) [1471 

When the government's promised statement appeared on 6th May 1981. It 

transpired that the exercise had provided DHSS with a useful impetus to Improve 

their system of management returns. and particularly Its estimates of the 

cost-effectiveness of claims control work. 

The estimate that the deployment of 1050 staff might achieve benefit 
savings of around 50 million pounds was based on such evidence about 
performance as was then available. and Inevitably Included a number 
of assumptions about the financial savings to accrue from the 
additional staff's work. 

We therefore Introduced a now and detailed system of Internal returns 
so that both the actual results and the basis of calculating benefit 
savings could be monitored, verified and analysed. These returns 
have provided far more data than was ever previously available both 
about the specialist manpower used and about the benefit savings 
made. They have been supplemented by a number of specific checks 
and analyses which have also given more Information about the pattern 
of valid and non-valid claims to benefit. 11481 
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This would have gone some way to fulfil the Rayner Report's recommendation 

that. *measurement of the Incidence of fraudulent claims be conducted as a 

matter of urgency In 1981. * (1491 although It was never really made clear why 

the matter was so urgent, given the fact that similar demands had boon 

regularly emerging throughout the previous decade. 

Characteristic of the DHSS's work In the field of Social Security claims control. 

the development of management technique and the production of Information 

went side by side. To make, Foucault's point once more. power (or practice) 

and knowledge were Inextricably Interlinked In the administration of social 

security. As the Secretary of State noted. 

In the longer term ... the detailed manpower and financial returns 
would continue, so as to enable (the] Department to employ the 
available specialist resources to maximum advantage. This mav--Indeed 
prove to be the most significant long-term pay-off from our campaign. 
[1501 

Thus It remains completely Inconceivable that efforts to discover 'the real extent' 

of social security 'abuses' would ever emerge Independently of more disciplinary 

preoccupations. As the DHSS's claims control activity expanded. so did the 

Department's apparent capacity to Justify Its work by statistical predictions and 

management returns. 

The Secretary of State's 'Statement' detailed the actual deployment of the extra 

Investigators and tabulated the 'savings' figures achieved within each category 

of Investigative work. The 'savings' calculation amounted to a total of 40.3 

million pounds. (An Appendix demonstrated how 'savings' figures were arrived 

at) . 
One of the more revealing sections of the 'Statement' was Its attempted 

refutation of 'criticisms of the Government's campaiqn'. A number of attacks 

had been made, both Inside and outside Parliament. on the 'Campaign' and 

the government clearly felt It Important to vindicate Its activities. The principle 

criticisms had centred upon: 

(a) - the 'displacement effects* of unemployment review work - that. In a 

period of high unemployment. the effect of 'pushing' one person Into an 
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employment vacancy Is to deny another person the same employment 

opportunIty. 

(b) - the relatively low levels of known and detected abuse. 

(c) - the fact that the emphasis on fraud and abuse had been conducted at 

the expense of measures to promote take-up of benefits. 

(d) - the suggestion that the methods used to achieve benefit savings had put 

unfair pressure upon claimants. 

Understandably. the Secretary of State rejected all of these criticisms. HIS 

arguments. although becoming an Increasingly familiar echo in the Politics Of 

social security. were neither very original nor very convincing. Indeed. the 

points are sufficiently familiar that. while a short selection of comments might 

be useful for the purpose of Illustrating the further development of the 'popular' 

discourse on social security claims control (Its objects. relations and 

emphases). It Is unnecessary to credit them with any more detailed 

consideration. 

In respect of the first point. the statement reiterated traditional claims about the 

effectiveness of unemployment review work by reference to the large numbers 

who 'sign-off' as a result of contacts or Ifiterviews with Unemployment Review 

Officers - although. as In the past. under the auspices of the National 

Assistance Board. no evidence was ever presented of the numbers actually 

finding jobs or how long those who did obtaln'them actually held them. Of the 

unemployment review 'successes'. the statement noted. 

Of course, a small [number) will have been people who have left the 
register naturally that week. and another small number will have been 
prodded to Intensify their search [for work]. but there Is a strong 
Inference that most were already working and called It a day when 
called for Interview. 11511 

A 'strong Inference' there may have been. but this was no substitute for firm 

evidence - of which there was none. Even the Rayner Scrutiny Team 

acknowledged this. The only basis on which DHSS calculated 'savings' from 
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Its Unemployment Review Officer exercises was the assumption they did not 

re-claim for a certain period. "At present claimants who cease to draw benefit 

as a result of fraud Investigations are assumed to stay 'off the register' for one 

year. but there Is no way of knowing -.. " [1521 

In respect of the second point. the low level of known 'abuses'. the Secretary 

of State's remarks were closely akin to those of Fisher. suggesting that even 

a low level of abuse was still an expensive problem and that existing records 

were only of detected abuses. It was assumed that there was a substantial 

degree of undetected abuse (i. e. up to the 200 million pounds cited earlier). 

The previous figure of total discovered fraud written off as 'Irrecoverable Me. 

4 million pounds) was dismissed as, "irrelevant to the question of how much 

effort we should put Into tackling fraud and abuse. " The Secretary of State 

undoubtedly had a point. any 'savlnqs' or fraud statistics would only ever be an 

Index of the Department's activity. although he was being rather less 

forthcoming about thel mul tiplicatlon factors employed to produce the 

Department's new 40.3 million pounds 'savings' figure, let alone the assumed 

200 million pound fraud target. [1531 

In relation to the third and fourth points the Secretary of State merely reiterated 

his Department's commitment to the honest claimant. the genuine claimant and 

public funds. 

I cannot emphasise strongly enough that the fraud and abuse campaign 
has not been conducted at the expense of measures to promote 
take-up ... Indeed the emphasis of the now Supplementary Benefits 
scheme Is on entitlement ... It seems likely that qenulne claimants will 
be readier to take up their entitlement without feeling tarnished In 
association with the dishonest. Moreover all our staff, Including fraud 
and abuse specialists. share an equal and over-riding duty to help 
qenulne claimants receive their proper entitlement ... A message 
[was] sent to the staff by the then Minister for Social Services when he 
Initiated the campaign ... which stressed the Department's central 
responsibility to honest claimants. [1541 

Having defended the decision to proceed with the 'campaign. the Secretary of 

State turned to consider both Its Implications for the future and a number of 

more general questions pertaining to claims control. 
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Since August 1979 the cost of the entire operation was estimated at about U) 

million pounds. but the "savings' and an "unquantitiable ... deterrent effect" 

wereý believed to be ample justification for It. Furthermore, the argument was 

neatly extended. 

It would clearly be bad value for money to check the momentum now 
built up and disperse staff who have now become fully effective. 11551 

Even so. It was noted that the effectiveness of the Investigative staffs would be 

kept under review In line with the Department's commitment. "to play Its full 

part In reducing civil service manpower. N 

However. that 'overall reduction In manpower' could be accommodated with 

consummate ease within the emerging patterns of deployment of claims control 

personnel already favoured by the DHSS 'fraud control planners'. And. In 

winding up his statement. the Secretary of State gave due notice of his 

endorsement of the principles of selectivity. cost-effective targetting and 

deterrence which. since Fisher and the first Co-ordinating Committee. had 

come Increasingly to shape the planning and Implementation of fraud control 

Policies. 

In all the circumstances. I have decided to continue the present 
Initiative In much the same form during 1981-82: flexible as to the 
numbers of additional staff Involved. but maintaining our present 
degree of cost effectiveness by a measure of redeployment to 
techniques of Investigation ... which have proved successful. (1561 

Such a conclusion would have drawn considerable approval from the Rayner 

Survey Team which had been working throughout 1979-80, and the 'fraud 

campaign year'. on Its study of arrangements for paying benefits to the 

unemployed. Rayner's report had achieved notoriety with Its claim that some 

8% (i. e. 1 In 12) of unemployed claimants were engaged In fraudulent 

activities. 

It seems to us that a reasonable working assumption Is a minimum 
estimate that around 8% of claimants are working and signing 
(including some part-time or casual working). In 1979 the benefit 
paid to this 8% would have been worth about 108 million pounds. 11571 
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Rayner's figures, rapidly assuming the status and appearance of 'facts'. were 
duly, 'splashed' across the front pages of all national newspapers. Few of 

these, however. bothered to record the Report's more cautious 'qualifications' 

that. *there are very few hard facts about the extent of fraud. * or. Ono one 

knows the precise extent of working while claiming benefit. " or even the 

Government's own response which expressed. "considerable doubt about the 

statistical accuracy of the team's estimate. * (1581 

Yet, If somewhat eccentric In Its guesswork. the Rayner Team's range of 

proposals were well In line with the Secretary of State's declared objectives. 

Thus. an Inflated picture of the degree of 'abuse' was once again the 

justification for an Intensified policing of claimants. 

Tighter controls and closer Investigation of claimants might be 
regarded as acceptable In the light of losses on the scale (reported] 

... In addition steps to maximise general fraud awareness amongst 
local office staff ... should be considered. (1591 

in general the Rayner Team's Report confined Itself to a restatement of the 

main principles and priorities of claims control work. namely cost-effectiveness 

and prevention and deterrence. In fact. cost-effectiveness was very much the 

modus operandl of Rayner's entire survey. the criterion before which all else 

fell. with benefit 'savings' being lumped Into the 'costing equation. along with 

all other administrative costs. (1601 

Rayner's Team was especially keen on the utillsation of 'special fraud drives'. 

commenting on the North West and West Midlands DHSS Regions' considerable 

experience of the technique. In the North West a large fraud drive which 

Investigated over 300 cases and had produced 148 Instances of abuse. was 

marked down for special acclalm. *Special drives are highly cost-effective and 

more cost-effective than routine special Investigation work. 0 

The Review Team went on to recommend. 

that both Department of Employment and DHSS gradually Increase 
special Investigators and fraud staff on special drive work to the point 
where the claimants most likely to be fraudulent can be Investigated In 
each benefit office annually. (1611 
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Some 750 extra staff were deemed necessary to operate this procedure and It 

was expected to cost 8 million pounds to administer although It was assumed 

that 32 million could be saved by achieving a tripling In the detection rate. 

Furthermore. 

There should also be a large deterrent effect of a staft Increase of this 
size and public knowledge that registers would be examined regularly. 

The Report acknowledged. nonetheless. that there might well be criticisms "of 

such an extensive programme on the grounds that some genuine claimants 

would be Investigated. " but suggested that It was, In the last Instance. up to 

Ministers to make the final decision on such matters. al-lowever. we conclude 

on administrative grounds that this would be a very sound Investment of staff. * 

[1621 

Aside from a number of additional suggestions relating to the Importance of 

conducting more *surveys of the cost-effectiveness of fraud staff" and two 

slightly more 'extreme' proposals - the Introduction of a system of National 

Insurance IdentIty cards and the launching of a number of occasional fraud 

'blitzes' In local offices - the remaining recommendations of the Review Team 

were of a relatively minor nature. Throughout, the lone and character of the 

Report was clear. Its attempted redefinition and reorganisation of social security 

operations was apparent to all who read It. 

The Report's discussion of 'fraud and abuse' and of 'policing the workshy' 

served as a kind of microcosm of its overall perspective and. with the 

oppressive logic of cost-effectiveness' determining virtually every 

recommendation, It was not difficult to see what that was. At a couple of 

points. the di scusslon of 'policing' by Unemployment Review Officers and the 

costing of general benefit fraud savings, Rayner's orientation became very clear 

Indeed. The purpose of the Initiatives under consideration was to produce 

benefit savinqs, and high rates of savings depended heavily upon claimants 

*signing-off under or shortly after Investlgation. 0 The priority therefore. In 

claims control and Investigative procedures. was to construct the most effective 
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means of securing a relatively high 'turnover' of benefit withdrawals by exerting 

the most Intense pressure upon those groups most likely to be vulnerable to it. 

Alternatively. In cases being considered for prosecution. the primary emphasis 

was to be on maximisIng the ratio of guilty pleas (something like 80% of cases 

proceeded upon the basis of guilty pleas). In either case. the most efficient 

means of securing the desirable results appeared to derive from the selective 

targetting of 'suspected' categories of claimants - In Itself. not a now policy but 

given a considerable greater prominence by the Rayner Team's advocacy of an 

annual fraud review and "occasional blitzes" In local offices (letters. now 

declarations. and interviews) to 'shake out' surplus and questionable claims. 

The special drives considered by the Review Team all Involved unemployment 

cases and, In common with the 'Government's Campaign'. were discussed 

upon the assumption that they concealed a high proportion of abuses - 

principally 'working and sIgnIng'. (This assumption derived from the fact that 

- from the unemployment review procedures of the NAB In the 1950's to the 

Government's campaign in 1980-81 - relatively high rates of benefit withdrawal, 

sometimes as high as 30-40%. had been achieved. ) It followed, therefore. 

that the most fruitful 'targetting' of special drives Inquiries should take In 

precisely those areas that had formerly been the territory of the Unemployment 

Review Officer (and with mass-unemployment there were no shortage of these) 

whereupon they would apply a form of pressure - not wholly dissimilar to that 

at the heart of unemployment review - In order to secure a similar kind of 

result. As a DHSS Internal circular quoted In New Society made clear. this was 

precisely the objective behind the special drives. 'Special Drives" It was 

suggested. should be undertaken, Owlth the aim of deterring false claims to 

benefit and of encouraging any person wrongly claiming benefit to withdraw his 

or her claim. ' (1631 People would 'find jobs'. sign-off and look harder for 

them, only to fall back on to benefit having failed to do so - In any event. 

either outcome would only have fuelled the Secretary of State's Ostrong 

inference" reported earlier that a large number of those having signed-off, 
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"were already working and called It a day. 0 when pressurlsed, [1641 

Where cases of provable fraud were discovered. they could be prosecuted In 

the usual way (emphasis on guilty pleas notwithstanding). Yet. with the 

primary emphasis being placed upon the registering of 'savings' as the basis 

of the exercises. the point of the prosecution with Its rather more cumbersome 

and deliberate procedures, was rather undermined. The problem was not so 

much the difficulty of securing convictions (as we have seen up to 80% Involved 

guilty pleas ) but the DHSSs commitment. reiterated In the 2nd Report of Its 

Co-ordinating Committee on Abuse. to Increasing the ratio of prosecutions (as 

a deterrent) 'In all bar those cases deemed trivial or deserving of compassion. 

However, while It was quite clear that the policy of not prosecuting In certain 

cases had found a useful number of applications rather wider than the strict 

letter of (policy) guidance had suggested. there had not. until now. been any 

attempts to extend this form of disposal to accommodate the now Departmental 

ýpj4orltles. Significantly. however. the Secretary of State's 'fraud campaign' 

statement made only one reference to prosecution (elsewhere. the document 

was preoccupied exclusively with 'savings'. a strictly economic form of 

effectiveness) . This remark was In response to a number of criticisms which 

had been levelled at the 'campaign' to the effect that It was Infringing the legal 

rights of those claimants suspected of abuse. The Secretary of State, In reply. 

had acknowledged that a shift to non-prosecution was taking place. but he 

denied the accusation about the Infringement of civil liberties. His remarks are 

worthy of full quotation: 

There have been a number of allegations that the methods we have 
used to achieve benefit savings during 1980-81 have put unfair 
pressure on claimants. For example. It was suggested that by putting 
more emphasis on stopping unjustified payments. and less on 
prosecuting offenders. alleged offenders were denied a right to have 
their cases assessed by an Independent Court. This criticism 
overlooked the fact that a continuing benefit entitlement cannot be 
stopped or adjusted without the decision of an Independent statutory 
authority, - with further formal rights of appeal. Above all It Is totally 
unreal In ý as much as the disposal of venial offences by less formal 
methods Is far more humane than the Infliction of the trauma of a court 
prosecution. We regard prosecution as appropriate only where the 
offence Is serious or repeated. (1651 
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In many respects, this was an extremely effective piece of argument Insofar as 

a policy which was explicitly designed to aid In a massive Intensification of 

claims control techniques, In accordance with an equally coercive logic of 

'cost-effectiveness'. was neatly dressed up as the most liberal and 

humanitarian of Initiatives. [1661 However. whatever else the Secretary of State 

might have said. his remarks did signal a quite significant shift of emphasis In 

the Department's prosecution policy. (1671 

It was, without doubt. beyond the scope of the Rayner Survey Team to venture 

recommendations on an Issue so clearly the, preserve of Departmental policy as 

whether or not to prosecute more or less. but the logic of their own argument 

suggested that prosecutions only be undertaken when It was clear that a 

significant 'deterrent effect' could be secured. Nevertheless. In advising upon 

the adoption of administrative changes that would shift the responsibility of 

preparing cases for prosecution. thereby giving the local office greater 

. 
discretion In Its decision to prosecute or not. the Survey Team's actual 

recommendations were moving In the general direction of their line of 

argument. (1681 

However. while the Rayner Team were considering just such questions 

concerning the organisatlon of prosecution work and while the Secretary of 

State was launching the Government's 'Campaign' against fraud and deploying 

his extra staff. a number of policy changes were being considered within the 

DHSS that were also to have quite significant effects on the Department's 

prosecution policy. 

NON-PROSECUTION AND SPECIALIST CLAIMS 'CONTROL 

In accordance with commitments made by the Co-ordInatIng Committee on 

Abuse. In 1978. the Fraud Investigators' Guide was constantly under appraisal 

and reassessment. The process of reassessment was coordinated by DHSS 

Special HO Branch and. In 1980. a series of amendments to the Guide were 
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announced. 

The amendments were broadly designed to give greater prominence to the 

Important 'preventative' aspects of claims control (fraud awareness, special 

drives, management coordination and planning). to Introduce changes In the 

disposal of cases. by prosecution or otherwise. In particular, however. the 

changes were above all designed to stamp the doctrine of cost-effectiveness 

firmly and clearly upon the claims control tasks to be undertaken. 

In the new Part 2 of the Fraud investigators' Guide. covering the organisation 

of Investigations. the now orientation of claims control was clearly spelled out. 

In 1978 the Investigators had simply been told. "we want you to be effective and 

got results, " but now they were, advised to consider the relative priority of the 

cases brought to their attention, 

When you are considering a case for Investigation you should decide 
what priority It merits. The cost effectiveness of your action will be 
one of the most Important considerations. and this Is largely 
determined by two factors: 

(1) Whether the fraud Is ongoing. For example, a fraud Investigation 
which shows that a man receiving a weekly allowance Is not entitled to 
It will clearly result In more savings to the Department and the 
community at large than one Involving one payment only. So It Is 
sensible to Investigate the ongoing fraud. 

(2) The amount of benefit In payment. Clearly the larger the 
allowance stopped (and perhaps recovered) the greater will be the 
saving to public funds. However, the result of a policy of Invariably 
giving priority to the bigger allowance would be that suspected fraud by 
a family man would always be Investigated and fraud by a single man 
ignored. It Is the Department's firm policy that this should not 
happen. There must be no discrimination against the family man 
simply because he has a larger allowance. Within this constraint. 
however, you are generally right to give priority to a larger amount of 
benefit. 

You should, however. be alert to those cases where Investigation Is 
called for despite the poor financial 

- 
pay-off In the particular case. 

For example. prosecutions may be necessary as a deterrent In areas 
where there are particular problems. But generally speaking, 
cost-effectiveness Is the principle on 

-which you should work. [1691 

Having determined to Investigate. the Investigators now had to bear In mind a 

series of Instructions which had been drawn up following the Co-ordlnatlng 

Committee's endeavours to streamline and coordinate the ongoing Investigative 
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workloads. Thus, Investigators had to determine at the outset where the 

primary emphasis of the Investigation was to Ile, local or regional and which 

benefit section had the greatest "stake' In the case (paragraph 88(3) *the 

office administering the larger portion of benefit will conduct the InvestIgationo) 
. 

Finally. and most Importantly. the investigator had to assess whether the case 

merited the kind of Investigative attention about to be devoted to It and, 

whether, In the light of certain circumstances, more appropriate forms of 

approach were warranted. [1701 

Subsequent activities undertaken In the course of those Investigations deemed 

worthwhile were still bound by the dictate of cost-effectiveness. as the 

Investigators were reminded In the Guide's review of the special kinds of 

Inquiries which might be undertaken. Investigators were urged to ask 

themselves a number of questions - 

- whether there was anything to suggest the case formed part of an organised 

fraud?. 

- whether loss records Indicated, the particular offence was prevalent In a 

certain area such that thorough Investigation of one or more cases was 

desirable to keep the problem In check. 

- and, (of course) how much money was Involved? 

Having raised such questions, the Guide continued: 

The Department's emphasis on the cost-aftectiveness of Investigations 
applies as much to (these situations] as to any other type of fraud. You 
should therefore only undertake further Investigation If your answers to 
these questions suggest that this could produce a worthwhile return for 
the Department In terms of A deterrent effect and/or a financial return. 
(1711 

In accordance with the Department's Increased emphasis on the principle of 

cost-effectiveness, the shift towards preventative measures and the. more 

familiar, acknowledgement that oinvestigations and prosecutions are highly. and 

expensively. labour Intensive. 0 (1721 the Fraud Investigators' Guide sought to 
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articulate a series of now principles for case closure and disposal. The 

principles arrived at. although appearing to be of relatively small significance 

- and In some respects positively 'humane' - actually had quite far-reaching 

Implications. 

In the past. as many cases as possible were pLkrsued to prosecution 
but, In future. while the deterrent effect of successful prosecutions will 
continue to be borne In mind. the cessation of a claim might be 
regarded In appropriate cases as the most cost-effective way of 
dealing with the matter. [1731 

The Fraud Investigator's Guide broached the Important question In an amended 

section 4: 

The Department's policy In respect of fraud which has been committed 
Is to detect It rapidly. Investigate It efficiently and prosecute offenders 
'where appropriate'. But the qualification 'where appropriate' Is 
Important. The point about prosecution - like all the Department's anti 
fraud measures Is that It should deter fraud. This can be achieved by 
a suitable sentence, or even by the mere fact of prosecution where an 
offence. though perhaps trivial. Is widespread In a particular 
community ... But In many cases. as explained below. prosecution 
will not be appropriate because It will be unlikely to produce this 
deterrent effect. (1741 

To underline the point. amongst the 9 categories of case closure without 

prosecution advanced by the Fraud Investigators' Guide. the following remarks 

were made: 

The discovery of fraud has an Immediate financial return: the stopping 
of Improper payments of benefit. and If possible the recovery of the 
benefit overpaid. But there Is no additional direct cash return for a 

_prosecution. 
Indeed the cost of staff time In obtaining the necessary 

evidence and preparing documents for the hearing. and the cost of 
legal representation and payment of witness expenses may be very 
considerable. The test must therefore be whether the fact of 
prosecution or the sentence which the court seems likely to Impose. 
would have a worthwhile deterrent effect. [1751 

To give effect to the Department's policy on case closure or prosecution the 

Investigators were expected to famillarlse themselves with the Department's 

notes of guidance on case disposal and bear these In mind during the course 

of their Investigations. Where It was believed that the case was not going to 

be *suitable for prosecution. * or where. "prosecution Is not the right course of 

action, * then different courses of action were necessitated. 
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On the one hand. If evidence was already sufficient to do so. the person's 

benefit could be stopped or reduced (and an order to repay prepared). There 

has been some legitimate doubt about the legality of this procedure for. 

"despite the briefing on non-prosecutlon Interviews which relates to 'withdrawing 

or reducing benefit'. special Investigators are not Invested with the legal power 

to do- so. N Under the Social Security Act No 1 (1980) only benefit officers 

(officers of L01 Grade) may withdraw benefit and this excludes the special 

Investigator. [1761 And furthermore. where this course of action was chosen. 

the claimant was to be Interviewed and then Informed of the reasons for the 

decision (in writing) and given notice of the right to appeal. However. a fairly 

common ýcrlticism levelled at DHSS benefit withdrawals Is that. It Is often the 

case that the first a claimant knows about the Department's suspicions Is when 

a giro falls to arrive or when the amount of benefit Is abruptly reduced. (1771 

On the other hand. where there was Insufficient evidence Investigators were 

advised. to continue the Investigation. 

it may be worth Interviewing the person and putting to him your 
reasons for suspecting that he Is committing fraud. and asking for his 
comments. 

This. It will be remembered. represented a marked departure from earlier 

guidance which advised Investigators specifically not to alert claimants to their 

suspicions until such time as they could 'confront' them with the evidence, 

caution them. and conduct the Interview under caution as prescribed In the 

Fraud Investigators' Guide (although It Is hard to believe that this was a 

procedure never deviated from In practice). Nevertheless. having been asked 

to comment. 

[the claimant] may give you sufficient Information to justify withdrawing 

_ 
(or reducing) his benefit. Or he may decide to withdraw his claim 

... 
If he does neither of these you will need to consider whether to 

continue your Investigations. 11781 

Once again. the procedure borders upon the Illegal, the investigator - with no 

power to review or revise the entitlement - Is considering precisely this question 

with a claimant he might well be 'encouraging' to withdraw his claim. 
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Furthermore. the precise nature of this 'encouragement' also comes Into 

question. Elsewhere the DHSS had shown peculiar sensitivity to the suggestion 

that their Investigators had been engaged In 'bullying' or 'Intimidating' claimants 

Into withdrawing claims. 

In fairness, It should be pointed out that allegations of Intimidation appeared 

most frequently In response to the activities of the Specialist Claims Control 

teams. established on a national basis, after January 1981. and In respect of 

the fraud drives taking place with Increasing regularity after 1980. (1791 But 

even so. the paragraph In the Fraud Investigators' Guide detailing the 

non-prosecution Interview procedure. Is Immediately followed by a series of 

warnings about Improper conduct which. while they do nothing to convince the 

reader that the guidelines are not breached. clearly Indicate the possibilities 

that are available to any Investigator who might believe that cost-effectiveness 

merits a little more leverage. 

in conducting a Onon-prosecutlon" Interview [as explained earlier). take 
care to avoid any approach which could lay you open to an accusation 
of pressurlsing the claimant Into withdrawing his claim. For example, 
you should not suggest a bargain -- *Admit you are not entitled and 
we won't prosecute*. The only justification for terminating a person's 
benefit (as opposed to his withdrawing his claim) Is that facts have 
been definitely established which show that he Is not entitled. You 
should never recommend withdrawing benefit on Inadequate evidence In 
the hope that the claimant will not protest. (1801 

With such guidelines. the objective of the non-prosecution Interview becomes 

Increasingly transparent even assuming that the guidance Is adhered to. 

The non-prosecutlon Anterview provides a suitable Instrument with which the 

Investigator might apply subtle (and sometimes not so subtle) pressure to 

fencourage' the claimant to reconsider. or even withdraw. his or her claim to 

benefit. - 
The 'suspected categories' of claimants - at whom the 

non-prosecution Interview Is directed - offer Ideal targets to this kind of 

technique. because their situations. within the matrix of social security benefits 

(as single parents. longer-term unemployed or alleged cohabitees). are 

particularly vulnerable to the kinds of pressure exerted by the Investigators. 

The techniques require not so much the dogged pursuit of evidence 
looked for In normal fraud work but a lightness of touch In being able 
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to confront claimants with a few suspicious facts which will lead the 
suspect either to declare work or otherwise leave the register. (1811 

At a later point, the Fraud Investigators' Guide concedes that It may have been 

a profound shock to a claimant to have undergone such an Interview and that 

considerable worry may well have been occasioned by It but It remains, 

nonetheless, reluctant to acknowledge that this might amount to unreasonable 

pressure. (1821 Thus, as we have noted earlier. that just such allegations of 

pressure and Intimidation have become Increasingly common. especially in 

respect of the activities of the Specialist Claims Control teams pioneered by the 

DHSS (and. since August 1983, by the Department of Employment) . (1831 

in the light of such reactions. consideration of the non-prosecution Interview 

procedure Is especially relevant because It Is undeniably the foundation upon 

which the Specialist Claims Control activities are built. The non-prosecution 

Interview. however. Is not the only basis for Specialist Claims Control. As we 

examine the essential characteristics of the technique, It becomes apparent that 

specialist claims control owes a good deal to a number of other developments 

In claims control: the sample survey. selective examination of cases. fraud 

awareness and deterrence. and. above all. the pre-emptive fraud drives - all 

of which were becoming Increasingly common as the 1970's wore on. 

Looked at In this light. there Is less that Is unique about Specialist Claims 

Control; the technique IS simply an accumulation of the lessons In claims 

control learnt bv the DHSS since the publication of the Fisher Report. Thus. 

when the Rayner Scrutiny Team praised the DHSS North West Region's active 

record of 'fraud drives' and recommended that they be organised on an annual 

cycle around the Local Offices In the DHSS Regions. It was doing no more than 

build on a suggestion In the 2nd Report of the Co-ordInatIng Committee on 

Abuse which sought the development of more Imaginallve and cost-effective 

methods. 

However, to look at Specialist Claims Control In this piecemeal way rather 

diminishes the quite fundamental challenge that the technique poses to 

established notions of the L! ght to welfare and specific entitlements to social 
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security benefits. In an article In Now SocletV published, coincidentally. three 

days after the DHSS's first Specialist Claims Control Circular was sent out. it 

was noted that. *Any decline In the emphasis on prosecutions could mean a 

decline In the adequacy of the evidence on which benefit Is withdrawn. " [1841 

And this Is quite clearly the case - although. It Is Important to Introduce a 

crucial distinction. There Is a world of difference between the local office 

non-prosecution closure powers (i. e. non-prosecution In cases of welfare. 

social factors. trivial cases. etc) and the non-prosecutlon Interview that serves 

as the basis of Specialist Claims Control. Despite Its title. the non-prosecution 

Interview has absolutely nothIng, to do with prosecution at all (save that the fear 

of prosecution was Intended to rest heavily upon the claimant's Imagination) . 
Cases selected for non-prosecution Specialist Claims Control treatment are not 

cases the Departments' are hoping to prosecute - the system would 

undoubtedly grind to a halt If they did - on thellcontrary. the single aim of the 

non-prosecution Interview consists In the application of pressure to achieve 

benefit 'savings' through withdrawn claims. (1851 

Confirming -the DHSS's continued commitment to the further development of 

claims control functions. a DHSS Internal memorandum In January 1981 

outlined the DHSS Specialist Claims Control proposals. In doing so, It 

confirmed the enthusiasm shown by the Rayner Scrutiny Team for the DHSS 

North West Region's 'Impressive' record on fraud drives. 

North Western (Manchester) Region have for some years been using 
teams of Special Investigators for special drives which Involved periodic 
examination of local office live E and MC loads and the selection for 
investigation of cases which have Indications of possible fraud. The 
claimants concerned are Interviewed following Investigation and future 
action Is decided In the light of that Interview. 

It was found that In a significant proportion of the cases examined 
benefit should not have been In payment. In some Instances the 
cases were submitted for prosecution and In others. where sufficient 
evidence for prosecution was not available, benefit was withdrawn. In 
addition. In 

, 
many cases claimants voluntarily decided to withdraw their 

claim to benefit. 

In the last few months some other regions decided to Introduce similar 
drives. using their additional 'Breaking the Mould' resources. and we 
have recently been evaluating the results of these. together with the 
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returns submitted by North Western (Manchester) Region. These 
results have demonstrated that the_99neral Introduction of this kind of 
special drive would be fully lustifled and we now propose to extend SCC 
to all regions from April 1981. (1861 

The Specialist Claims Control 'system' entailed 'Peripatetic Teams' of special 

Investigators (membership composed of 4 special Investigators and 1 Higher 

Executive Officer) moving from local office to local office on a regular basis 

around the regions. Each region had some 4-5 such teams operating In 

different offices. During the year It was hoped that each local office would be 

'visited' once. Some 3-6 months before moving Into each local office the 

Specialist Claims Control teams were expected to lialso with the local office 

manager and fraud staff so that a 5% sample survey of claim flies could be 

commenced. From the sample survey the Specialist Claims Control caseload 

was built up. 

In common with past pronouncements, the lists of 'candidates' for the attention 

of the Specialist Claims Control teams were to be drawn up In a very particular 

way. As the DHSS "memorandum" made clear. cost-effective claims control 

still required a very carefully selected 'target base'. 

We are still In the process of formulating detailed Instructions. But we 
plan to maintain the existing rule that SCC procedures will be applied 
to a selection of current E and/or MC cases. There will be no 
question of random selection - only cases selected by reference to 
criteria along the following lines will be Investigated: - 

cases 

a. any recent nfraud awarenessn advice, eg. from a visiting officer as 
to a suspiciously high standard of living. on which the Local Office 
Fraud Section has not yet been able to take effective action., 

b. advice from the URO that SCC action may be desirable. - 

C. a marketable skill or trade 

d. a record of self-employment: 

e. a significant, money-earning occupat Ion which could nevertheless 
be followed on a casual or spare time basis (e. g. bar staff): 

f. apparant (sic) good health and fitness: 

g. except where there Is some clear Indication of fraud, current 
unemployment has lasted for more than 4 months. (This will allow time 
for any UR action to be considered: there are also Indications that 
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"working and S; gnlng' tends to develop after some months of 
unemployment). 

MC cases 

a. any recent "fraud awareness' advice a. g. from a visiting officer 
who has noticed signs of male presence: 

b. advice from the LRO that SCC action might be desirable., 

C. Liable Relative or alleged putative father Is unknown: 

d. claimant refuses to take proceedings for maintenance, 

e. a claim has been made on the grounds of desertion because of 
the family's economic circumstances. 

f. current debt: 

g. except where there Is some clear Indication of fraud. the claim 
has been current for more than 4 months (to allow any Initial LR 
activity to be pursued). [1871 

As we saw earlier with respect to the 'targettlng" of the most cost-effective 

fraud drives. the groups selected are singled out precisely for their uniquely 

vulnerable position and not on the basis of any real evidence of abuse. Hance 

the emphasis on 'E' and 'MC' cases - 'Employment' and 'Mother and Child' 

cases. (1881 

In addition to the sample caseload drawn-up contacts with Local Office fraud 

specialists would yield further cases In which suspicions had been recorded. 

Any such cases would -be added to the Specialist Claims Control Team's lists 

and dealt with In the "normal' way alongside the rest of their caseload. 

With the caseload drawn up In this way the Specialist Claims Control teams were 

to commence a 'Preliminary scrutiny'. looking for "discrepancies or suspicious 

facts which offer pointers for further Investigation. * If nothing else. the 

questions considered reveal the extensive detail maintained on claimants In 

social security records. Amongst such 'discrepancies' and 'pointers' were 

Included the following: 

- Has the claimant or his wife been absent on previous visits? If so, 
he or she may be workInq. 

- Has there been any previous accusation or Indicatlon of fraud? 
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- What explanation has been given (in MC cases) to account for the 
presence of male Items? Has this occurred frequently? (1891 

With the casepaper scrutiny completed the Investigators move to the second 

stage of the Investigation - making preliminary enquiries. The character of such 

enquiries was conveyed In a 2nd Specialist Claims Control circular, (FIG. 21), 

[The Investigative methods employed]... may involve any of the 
techniques normally used in fraud work - eg. checks of other 
Departmental records, discreet enquiries -of employers. business 
associates or neighbours or, If time allows. approved SI methods such 
as observation. shadowing. liaison with police and checking of vehicle 
numbers. As a prelude to an Interview. an evening visit can be very 
effective In an LR case. 11901 

The object of the two Initial stages of Investigation Is. as In more orthodox 

special Investigation activities. the unearthing of Information with which to raise 

questions about the claimant's entitlement. In a more 'confrontational' style of 

work, It Is not unreasonable to assume that busy Specialist Claims Control team 

members might move directly to the Interview stage. Whichever 'approach' 

taken, however. the Interview Is the final and most crucial stage. The 

Interview. confides the circular. "Is the most sensitive part of the specialist 

claims control exercise. ' 

The venue for the Interview Is at the discretion of the Investigator. 
Usually. a claimant Is more at ease In his home surroundings and 
therefore more likely to talk freely. On the other hand. a person who 
has something to hide Is likely to feel uncomfortable If he has been 
specifically called In to a Government Office for an Interview. (1911 

Investigators are reminded of the general guidance In the Fraud Investigators' 

Guide to 'which they must adhere when conducting Interviews with claimants. 

Nonetheless. given the particularly 'delicate' nature of the relations Involved In 

the non-prosecution Interview Me. athe relative Informality of the specialist 

claims control techniques can lead the Investigator Involved. and the 

Department generally, Into allegations of bullying*) It was considered necessary 

to restate the guidance relating to the conduct of Interviews. 

The guidance which followed however. did not, In fact. correspond exactly to 

the guidance put forward earlier In the fraud InVeStlqators' Guide. Apparently, 
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It was believed that the supposed 'Informality' of the Specialist Claims Control 

Interviews made certain amendments to the Interview procedure 'appropriate, - 

presumably to allow the 'special Influence' of the Investigator to be brought to 

bear more effectively. Nowhere Is It considered remotely possible that such 

relatively 'Informal' Interviews might have profound consequences for the 

claimants Involved. (1921 

Furthermore. as well as changing the Interview guidance, It was also decided 

to present It In a very peculiar way. Rather than laying down the principles to 

which the Interviewer must conform. the specialist claims control circular 

sought to list a series of 'acceptable' and 'unacceptable' techniques. As It 

turned out. however. this only served to highlight the unsatisfactory nature. of 

both the-quidance and the objectives of the Interview. all the more clearly. 

The following additional guidance Is appropriate to the more Informal 
Specialist Claims Control Interview. 

It Is permissible to: - 

(a) Inform the claimant (though not In a menacing way) that his case 
Is being specially reviewed; 

( point out the serious consequences of fraud: (I 

(d) allow the claimant to talk with the minimum of Interuption eg. not 
immediately correcting any false assumption or Inconsistent statement 
he makes provided you yourself do not contribute to this. 

(0) (if 2 officers are Involved In the Interview) leave one to 
concentrate on understanding the claimant's circumstances and 
problems while the other concentrates on the safeguarding of public 
funds. 

M asking the claimant to explain any Inconsistencies between replies 
and Information previously obtained about his activities previously given 
by him. 

The following techniques. however. were not to be used: - 

(a) telling lies to try and trap the claimant Into making an 
Incriminating statement - for example ... saying that allegations have 
been made by a third party casting doubts on benefit entitlement ... 
saying that Information Is held giving the Ile to the claimants story ... 
representing yourself as being from another public authority or. In a 
LR case. trying to gain the claimant's confidence by falsely claiming 
to be a single parent: 

(b) pressing the claimant to withdraw his claim If he does not wish 
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to do so. The proper course. If YOU Suspect that benefit may not be 
properly payable. Is to recommend further Departmental action In your 
Report [ ... I 

(d) stopping the claimant's benefit. It Is not for the SCC Investigator 
to determine entitlement: such decisions must be made by an SBO... 
This will avoid any charge that the S. C. C. Team Is acting as both 
prosecutor and judge. aSnatchingo of order books or the Issue of a 
stop notice to the PO. pro-empts the SBO's own decision. (1931 

While the majority of the acceptable and unacceptable techniques relate to the 

conduct of the Specialist Claims Control Interview. the very obleclive of the 

Interview is elaborated In the following two remarks. Thus. It Is quite 

permissible - 

If you have reasons to suspect the validity of the claim but Insufficient 
evidence to Justify an Interview 

' 
under caution (you should let) the 

claimant know of your suspicions and that If he should decide to 
withdraw his claim In the light of what you can tell him about the 
conditions for entitlement, It will be unnecessary to pursue your 
enquiries further. 

On the other hand. It Is not permissible - 

[to offer] an amnesty by Implying that If fraud Is admitted nothing more 
will be heard of It: this Is contrary to FIG 142 (the difference between 
this and the paragraph above may seem small but Is In fact crucial. 
It Is the difference between a suspicion of fraud. which may or may 
not Justify further Investigation. and evidence of fraud. when the 
Department must consider whether a prosecution Is appropriate. ) (1941 

This Is particularly Interesting. It Is clear that there lies a very thin line 

between acceptable and unacceptable techniques. Despite the fact that the 

amended Fraud Investigators' Guide (which Itself Impinged further upon the 

threshold of acceptable practices) spelled out the new Interview procedure with 

a reminder about the. albeit fairly limited. boundary around certain 

unacceptable methods (a boundary which the available evidence seems to 

suggest was already being frequently crossed). the new Specialist Claims 

Control guidelines clearly mark a substantial encroachment upon even that 

boundary. The DHSS's defence of these now Interview procedures rests upon 

the assumption that their relative Informality will reassure and provide a major 

safeguard for claimants. [1951 Yet It Is a very strange and one-sided 

Informality that the Specialist Claims Control circular described. an Informality 
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built upon a prior Investigation of the claimant's circumstances and a great deal 

of detailed guidance In order to establish a relationship between Investigating 

official and claimant In which the latter has very little to gain and everything to 

lose. The whole procedure has the familiar air of 'entrapment' about It: *Allow 

the claimant to talk with the minimum of Interruption. " 

In opposition to the 'formal justice' which It eschews the specialist claims 

control procedure offers an -Inform'allsed 
Injustice which attacks the very 

foundations of the DHSS's 'welfare responsibilities' only to end up by turning 

them on their head. But It Is a highly effective Informal technique that has 

been evolved (although not necessarily so cost-effective as the DHSS are 

Inclined to assume) . For. In deconstructing the procedural formality of legal 

due process It has equally well dispensed with the safeguards. Under the 

earlier 'special Investigation' Interviews. there was at least some attempt to 

secure an admission (or a confession) of Intent to defraud. (although It was 

undoubtedly the case that unreas-, onable pressure was applied. on occasion. 

In doing so) . but the now procedures have dispensed with that too. There Is 

relatively little need for even a'confesslon In a procedure virtually designed to 

avoid any head on contact with legal process. 

in the penultimate paragraph of the Specialist Claims Control circular's 

guidance on Interviewing. and after all the options for 'voluntary' withdrawal of 

claim and 'voluntary' surrender of order book have been thoroughly aired. there 

appears the following 'guidance,. The circular Is not designed to cater for the 

claimant who resists the 'Incitement to disclose' Implicit In the Specialist Claims 

Control Interview. It seems to come as some surprise that the pressure might 

have been resisted, or that the DHSS might have been Inaccurate In Its 

case-targetting. 

Where the Interview does not produce an offer of voluntary surrender 
but suspicion of fraud or abuse remains. It will be necessary to 
consider whether any further action may be appropriate. 11961 

The whole of the Specialist Claims Control procedure Is presented as a kind of 

benign 'diversionary tactic' In which cases are kept from the courts, although. 

In reality, many of these cases (claimants) would never have found their way 
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to the court anyway. 

In the place of the Court there appears the Specialist Claims Control Interview 

which sets In motion a routine and undramatic process of ('voluntary') 

neqotlated disentitlement. (1971 The whole of social security clahns control 

seems to have come to this. a technique designed to give a firm squeeze to 

the boundaries and conditions of entitlement In 
'order 

achieve a voluntary 

withdrawal of claims. In unemployment cases and liable relative cases. the two 

are s in which the Specialist Claims Control techniques were to be applied with 

the greatest vigour, the disentitlement effect was increased by changes 

Introduced following the Rayner Team's review of Unemployment Benefit 

payments, by new and plainly 'oppressive' Interview guidelines for liable relative 

officers and by the fact that the vast majority of the 1050 extra Investigative 

posts created during 1980-81 were deployed within these two areas of work. 

(1981 

Where the pressure is successfully resisted and the Interview seems to produce 

"no doubt at all" about the legitimacy of the claimant's entitlement. Specialist 

Claims Control officials are advised: 

try to finish the Interview by telling the claimant this. setting his mind 
at rest and thanking him for his cooperation In the necessary process 
of checking that public money Is being properly spent. [1991 

As Fisher noted in 1973. a certain degree of delay, certain 'controls' and a 

loss of privacy were the price that had to be paid for a social security system 

that sought to meet needs with the degree of floxibillty and promptness required 

In a modern welfare state. By 1983 It had become demonstrably clear that that 

'price' had become unnecessarily Inflated and was being paid almost exclusively 

by those In the most vulnerable positions and those who could least afford It. 

The Specialist Claims Control techniques synthesised a number of the major 

strands which had emerged within social security claims control during the 

1970's. They drew upon the lessons learnt In the performance of special 

Investigator functions. the central significance of the Interview. the 'authority' 
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of the Investigator and the value of 'Informality. Moro obviously. Specialist 

Claims Control drew upon the experience of the DHSS Regions with thoir 'fraud 

drives'. the value of pre-emptive fraud checks. the utility of deterrence and the 

apparent 'cost-effectiveness' of the technique. 

Specialist claims control teams. with their permanent 'roaming' brief and their 

targetting of 'suspect' and 'vulnerable' cases, represent the spirit of a coercive 

political economy brought to life. They are the undoubted basis for a 

permanent 'fraud drive' upon the population at large. For Robinson and 

Wainwright, that 'drive' was announced by the Minister for Social Security In 

1980. with his mass redeployment of staff and his Intensification of claims 

control operations. both of which helped give a major Impetus to the 

*natlonallsatlon' of Specialist Claims Control. 

One of the most disturbing features of the drive has been Its 
concentration on targets: on saving money rather than on the 
eradication of fraud by way of prosecution. Coupled with the 
atmosphere In which the campaign has taken place. with the confusing 
terminology, and with the alms of the drive as expressed by the 
Minister. the drive has assumed the air of a campaign to uphold public 
morals. rather than a campaign against Illegality. The emphasis has 
been placed. not on the dishonest claimant, but on the undeserving, 
the allegedly workshy: the couple who live together., the father who will 
not support his children. This moral crusade has Its other effects: the 
viewpoint which Is so often expressed that 'we must all bear our share 
of the cuts'., and, perhaps more fundamentally. the emergence of a 
campaign against the 'undeserving poor'. By allowing the fraud drive 
to pass beyond the bounds of a campaign against crime and to 
become a campaign with moral overtones, the stage has been set for 
further cuts and restrictions. Once people are established as being 
undeserving, It Is not. hard to Impose further cuts at their expense. 

Yet for all this. Specialist Claims Control was not to be the last word In social 

security claims control. While there are good reasons for believing that 

Specialist Claims Control had emerged as the characteristic form of modern 

claims control. September 1982 taught us that there was still yet room for 

Innovation. 
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APPENDIX B Graph 2 

OFFENCES AGAINST THE POOR LAVRATIONAL 
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APPENDIX B (i) 

PROSECUTIONS FOR OFFENCES IN CONNECTTON WITH 

CLAIMS TO CONTRIBUTORY AND NON-CONTRIBUTORY 

BENEFITS: ENGLAND. SCOTLAND AND WALES 

(Summary and Indictable Offence3) 

YEAR NO. OF PROSECUTIONS 

1970 7,681 

1971 9,649 

1972 12,9220 

1973 119939 

1974 139716 

1975 15062 

1976 19,007 

1977 269058 

1978* 299147 

Sources: Figures supplied by Department of 
Health and Social Security to 

Sheffield University Socio-Legal 

studies Centre for Research 

Commissioned by the Royal Commission 

on Criminal Procedure: 1969 

* Figure from The Leveller Magazine 

No. 36, Marchl 1980, page 32. 

See LuckhauB. Towaram, an Explanation 

of the Welfare Scrounger, (1980) 
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. FACSIMILE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SECURITY Circular 26/80 

MESSAGE FROM THE MINISTER OF STATE FOR SOCIAL SECURITY 

824 

"I have just announced, in a Parliamentary Statement and at a Press Conferencet 

the additional steps which the Government is taking against fraud and abuse of 
the social security system. In 1980-81 there will be more than a thousand extra 
staff employed on this workq among other things on a virtual doubling of the 

amount of Unemployment Reviewp and in doing so we aim to save C50m that would have 

been lost in unjustifiable social security payments. 

"However, the success of this campaign will depend on the efforts of the 

Department's staffq not just the specialist Fraudq Unemployment Review and Liable 

Relative Officers and Special Investigatorsq but those who administer benefit claims 

and payments. So I would like to give all of you a little of the background to this 

new initiative. 

"Firsty the Department feels it would be a false economy to cut back on staff 

working against fraud and abuse. Secondlyq however, we have to prove our caseq and 
for this reason we not only have to produce the benefit savings but demonstrate very 

clearly that they are real savings. This accounts for the special returns and 

monitoring arrangements which have been set up for the exercise* 

"Finallys the most important of allp I want to stress the need to keep a sense of 

proportion about this campaign. 1000 additional posts is a substantial commitment 

at this time of staff cutsp and a saving of C50M is a large sum. I am determined 

to make the campaign a successp and hope all concerned will play their part in 

the efficient and vigorous detection and investigation of fraud and abuse. 
Neverthelessp this still remains only a small proportion of our work - in 1980/81 

we shall be employing some 87#000 staff on the social security side of the 

Department and paving out more than C19.000m in social security benefits. We are 

not forgetting that our main function is to see that benefits are paid to those who 

are properly entitled to them. 

"We certainly want results. Butp as the existing guidance to fraud specialists puts 

it, 'these results must be achieved in ways which are consistent with the administrat: k 

of a major social service' and 'must not result in the unacceptable treatment of 

perfectly honest people', From what I and my fellow Ministers have seen of the 

Department's workt we are confident that we can, with your helpq strike the right 
balance". 

APPENDIX D 
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APPENDIX H 

IRRECOVERABLE OVERPAYMENTS OF BENEFITS 1979-80 

. 
Typ e Total 

Fraud by Claimant 
or other person 
not being a member 
of the Dept W 

Family Benefits 

Unemployment Benefit 

Sickness and Invalidity 
Benefit 

Maternity Benefit 

Widow's Benefit 

Retirement Pension 

Industrial Injuries 
Benefit 

Others 

Supplementary Benefit 

War Pensions 

TOTAL 

698,210 

30000,257 

2,976,089 

82jB56 

315 p 717 

799,565 

247,199 

349,882 

l2p756pl62 

1079227 

L219333jI64 

78,736 

3859257 

4370535 

50684 

125,392 

580297 

249905 

149779 

31633,084 

30P243 

E4,7939939 

828 

Source: DHSS Statistics 1979-80, cited in F Field (1983) 



APPENDIX I 

AN ANALYSIS OF DETECTED SOCIAL SECURITY 'FRAurso 

AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CLAIMS AND TOTAL VALUE OF RENEFTTS PAID CUT 

(A) AS A PMENTAGE OF CLATMS 
1978/79 

TZ2e of Benefit 

Family Allowance or Chila Benefit 

Retirement Pension 

Unemployment Benefit 

Other Contributer7 Benefit 

Supplementary Benefit 

TOTAL 

No of Claims 

661 p 296 
5839764 

4,383POOO 
13030,958 
5#5479396 

24,506.4 

(B) AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL VALUE 
1978/79 

Type of_Benefit 

Family Benefits 

UnemPlOYment Benefit 

Sickness & Invalidity Benefit 

Maternity Benefits 

widows' Benefits 

Retirement Pension 

Industrial Injury Benefits 

Supplementar7 Benefits 

TOTAL 

Deteetea Frau& 

.C 

36,9753 
437,972 
420.91+06 

6,840 
120,422 
60,495 
24,732 

2,, 802,9052 
3,909,672 

Fraud as % 
of olaims 

0.042, 

0.127 
0.563 

0.061 

0.596 

0.27ý 

Fraul as 
of benefits 
paid out 

0.639 
0.664 

0,051 

0.025 

0.001 
0.012 

o. 138 
0.027 

829 

SOURCE: Written Answer to Parliamentary Question Tabled by Frank Field MP 
1979, Reproduced in New Statesman 16th November 1979, page 755. 
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We List Nu'mber 

Sheet 

13 (r--, 6- Appdal or Refamme to Ucal TrIhmml 

Benefit ........ 
ýIDOWED.. MOTHER. I S.. ALLOWANCE 

........... Tribunal ......... 
MRI 

. 
STOL 

...................................... ..... ....... 

FULL NAME OF CLAIMANT National Insurance Number 
(Sumame) (Other names) 

xciseensionsictittrz 

LO 1707 2003000T 

*Marital status 
Date of birth 

(tAge In UB cases) 
Re tered occupation(s) &(UB 

cases only) List occupation (if 6own) 

S%le 
Mar6ed 
Diwxmd 

Men/Woman 
Widow 

VAMWer 

18 2 33 
, I 'I 

$ftWkUMM0tjjW ....................................... 12 November 1262 *Appeal by claimant from the following decision of the Insurance Officer dated ............................. 
From form LT 54 
I have reviewed the decision of the Inm=anoe Officer awarding Widowed Nother's 
Allowance from and. including 27 5 1980 beoause there has been a relevant change 
of circumstances since the decision was given and in respect only of the period 
from and including 79 1982 my revised deoision is an followei- 

Widow's Benefit is not payable from and including 79 1982 because on that day 
the claimant and a man to whom she is not married vere living together and 
have contintied to live together as husband and wife. - 
As a result an overpayment of Widowed Mother's Allowance has been made amounting 
to C266-40 as detailed below. 
Repayment of this sum is required because it has not been shown that the olsdmaný, ý. 
has throughout used due care and diligence in the obtaining and reoeipt of 
benefit to avoid overpayment. (Social Security Act 1975, Sections 104, *250) proviso and 119) 

Details of overpayment: 
79 1982 to 8 11 1962 =9 weeks at C29.60 9266-40 

14 

- 1, 

P,, 

2 
-i 

Rtlevant provisions In Acts and Regulations 
Social Security Act 1975, Section 1040)(b), the proviso to Section 250) 
and Section 119(l) and (2). 
(Brown Book pages 92,32 and 103 respectively) 

__-_______ 

Relevant reported declsions of the Commissioner 
CP 97/49 RG R(S) 2/74 

Gý 

3/71 
CG 214/50(KL) RG 5/68 

Noteý(G) 
2/64 Rý 2/72 

Copiýs of the Brown Books (which contain the Acts and Regulations as amended) and reported decisions of 
the &mmissioners can be seen at the local office of the Department of Health and Social Security. Copies of the 
Acts, Regulations and reported decisions can be purchased from Her Majesty's Stationery Office but it would be 
advisable first to ask the local office for details of any amending legislation, and for full tides and reference numbers 
for ordering purposes. If a decision is out of print a photostat copy can be supplied by HMSO on "quest. 

*Delete as mccesiay t Age at date qfdrcijion or refereRce 
Form LT 2 OVER 

r--W) 
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-LJ Claimant's grounds of appeal dated 9 December 1982 (Appeal cases only) 

Throughout the time that I have claimed widowed mother's allowance I have not 
lived with a man as husband and wife and am not so living at the date hereof. 

The main facts that I will rely upon in support ams- 

1.1 do not live in the same household as a man. I have sy own house where 
I live with the children. I accept that I have a boyfriend vbo visits me. He 
has his own house where he keeps all his belongings mid this is his hose. 

2. My relationship with my boyfriend is in its early stages. I cannot possibly 
say how it will develop but at the moment we are only just getting to know 
each other. It would be absurd to suggest that this is a permanent stable 
relationship such as the relationship between a husband and wife. I am certainly 
not prepared to make such a coutaitment at this stage and I do not think it 
right that such pressure should be put on me.. - 

3.1 receive no financial assietance whatsoever from by boyfriend. I seet, 
absolutely all the outgoings on my house and pay for all food and everything 
else for myself and the children. Both myself and the children are now 
suffering extreme financial hardship as 4*result of the Insurance Officer's 
decision. 

4.1 have never held myself out as living in the relationship of husband and 
wife and would not wish to do so as it is not the ease. 
5- 1 carry out no household chores for my boyfriend. He looks after bin 
own house and does his own washing ironing cleaning eta. 

(Signed) 

BOX 
1. The questions at issue are: - 

a. Whether the Insurance Officer' a decision awarding widowed mother's allowanos 
from and including 27 5 60 may be reviewed (Social Security lot 1975, 
Section 1040)(b)), and if so 

b. Whether Widow's benefit is not payable from and including 7 September 1962 
because on that day the claimant and a man to whom she is not married were 
living together and have continued to live together as husband and wife 
(Social Security Act 1975, Section 250) proviso) and if not payablet- 

C. Whether the claimant is required to repay the sum of L226-40 paid by way Of 
widowed mother's allowance from 79 1982 to 8 11 1982 (both dates Licluded) 
on the grounds that in the obtaining and receipt of the benefit she had 
not throughout used due care and diligence to avoid overpayment (Social 
Security Act 1975, Section 119(l) and (2)). 

2. The claimant, who is now aged 49 years, was widowed on 22 November 1979. She 
claimed and was awarded widow's allowance from 27 November 1979 to 26 May 1980 (both dates included) followed by widowed mother's allowance from and including 
27 May 1980., Both main benefits were paid at the maximum rate allowed and 
carried increases in respect of two children until 1 July 1980 and in respect 
of one child from 1 July 1980 to 26 April 1982. 
3. Information that the claimant was living with a man who had a black car was 
received in the Weston-supez%-Mare office of the Department in June 1962. 

CONTINUED ON FORM LT2 (CONTINUATION) 
date* 

(continue on separate sheet If necesSAIT) 

Originals of any documents which are copied In whole or In pad will be availableat the hearing. 

*D*tef* (fR*CSMOPY 
WW667 HC20 Dd 121033 90sm till A. 0. LM 34W4 
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4. Preliminary enquiries and observations established that a black oar, whiohwas 
registered to a Mr of was ifisin parked 
outside the claimant's house. it was first observed at her address on 
1 September 1962. On 13 September 1962, being 'unable to contact the 0124ma"t 
at her home, an officer of the Department visited and interviewed 
the claimant in the presence of Mr. 

_ .., -, It im reported that the 
claimant said they met socially about a year ago. She'agreed that their 
relationship had progressed and when asked to what stage it had progressed the 
claimnnt said she loved Mr '9 The claimant denied that she and Mr ' -. 
were living together but adaiýýid that they slept together at the claimant's 
address and at ,- ____ ; according to the claimant they "stay_together" 
not live together. She was however unable tq may what differentiats4-"6t&_yUW 
together" from' "living togetherý'. Ylarriage had 

- 
been cont4mplated by. the_ 

ýcouple but according to the claimant 
' 
'they yerý. quite_happy. " they were and bad 

decided -against marriage'at'the moment. Mt is manager of a shoe ihop and 
the claimant has a part-tiine''Job 'at the same shop. The claimant said she owned 
her home and all the furnishing and althouýt Mr -, owned all the furni 
at the house was rented for him by hisL_employers, The claimant 
said they did not pool their finances and Mr . _foonfirmed)that 

he did not give 
the claimant any money; each paid their own bills and Mjioýged their own 
responsibilities to their respective properties. It was agreed by the claimant 
that it was fair enough to say they spent their leisure hours together but she 
said they had not thought about going on holiday. It was lUrther agroed that 

widow' a benefit. It was stressed however that this was only an-opinion and,, that 
the actual decision on the case would be given by an IERaikxýs Officer who would 
be in possession of all available information. It was also pointed out to the 
claimant that she must decide for herself whether to continue to cash bar order 

she cooked for Mr -,, both at her home and at his addrOsst and %B&'t =1306 
meals were eaten together. The claimant said that Mr ý% did not help bar 
around the house and the situation was such that the claimant would do all the 
domestic tasks when Mr stayed with her and he. vould do the majority of such 
tasks when the couple stayed at his address. When aliked if she had read the 
instruction pages in her widowls benefit order book the claimant agreed she bad and 
she understood that she must report any changes in her airounstances but she said 
she did not think she had done anything to warrant being reported, 

5- On 14 Septemb6i'1982 the claimant and Mr called at the Weston super Mars 
office and asked the interviewing officer for a definition of living together. 
After the term was explained they proceeded to tell the officer that they had 

separate addresses but slept together 2 or 3 evenings a week and they asked ift ilk 
his opinion, they were living together. The couple were advised that if the 

, -full facts were as they said then it was unlikely the claimant would lose her 
- 

book because she would be increasing the amount of the overPaymnt in the event 
of it being decided that she van not entitled to widow's benefit. 

6. On 3 November 1982 the claimant again called at the Weston-super-Mare, offiost 
having handed in her widowle benefit'order book that morning. She stated that sba 
had continued to cash the order book because no-one had told bar not to and she 
confirmed that her circumstances had not changed since she was interviewed on 13 

,,, 
September 1982. According to the claimant Mr did not keep his clothes at her 
home and would retuin to ýis own'house each morning to vashl shave and breakfast 

:: before going to work. The claimant said she prepared Mr 'I evening meal 
but that she did not do his washing or cleaning. (Coilyii 6flliqFiiliiiýit-l 
reports and statements are attached). 

CONTINUED ON FORM LT2 (CONTINUATION) 

Form LT 2 (continuation) ISM 1039)0 219.3in (4) 7179 WPW GP? 09, 
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CONTINUED FROM BOX 5 ON FORK LT2 (CONT33WATION 1) 

7. Under the provisions of Section 1040)(b) of the Sooial Security Act 1ý75 
any decisions of the Insurance Officer can be reviewed by the Insurance Officer 
at any time if there has been a relevant change of oiroumstanoes since the 
decisions was given. I submit that the investigating officer's report of 
the interview with the claimant and Mr ' an 13 September 1982 clearly 
shows that there had been a relevant change of circumstances and accordingly 
the Insurance Officer was empowered to review the decision awarding widowed 
mother's allowance. It is against this decision that the olel-a"t has appealed. 

8. By virtue of the proviso to Section 250) of the Social Security 10t 1975 
widowed mother's allowaned. is not payable for any period after the claimant's 
remarriage or for any period during which she and a own to whom she in not 
married are living together as husband and wife. The expression "livi3* 
together as husband and wife" is not defined in the Social Security lot, although 
in a number of Commissioner's decisions the term "cohabiting with a man an his 
wife", the wording previously used in the Act, has been interpreted. I subimit 
that although differently expressed the new wording does not call for a 
different interpretation. In reading Commissioner's decisions "cohabiting" 
should be taken as having the same meaning as "living together". In Paterson 
v Ritchie (1934 ) SCW42 (referred to in Decision CP 97/49) Lord Murray said 
"The statute merely contemplates the positim in fact and raises no question 
of the woman holding herself out as the man's wife". In decision CG214/50(n) 
(reported) the Commissioner said that a woman is cohabiting with a man as his 
wife if she and he are carrying on a common home in the manner in which husbandto 
and wives do. The Commissioner added "In datermini thin question, it in their' 
general relationship which has to be looked at. Neither their habits with relation 
to sexual intercourse nor the manner in which the, oommon household fund from 
which they are maintained is spent or provided are'oon6lusive"o In decision 
R(G) 2/64 the Commissioner suggested that in the commonest type of came the 
habitual citation of that passage from OG 214/50 (IL) might cause confusion 
in that too much emphasis may be placed on the fin oial side and too little 
on. the personal and sexual side. lie stated .......... so ..... the financial 
arrangements between husband and wife vary infinitely. One husband will provide 
all the money and give his wife nearly all that he same. Another will give bar 
nothing. One husband will be kind, another will be cruel. The fact that she 
. (the widow) did not use his name is of little importance. There are secret 
marriages, and even more often cohabitations are secret especially where one 
of the persons concerned is drawing benefit to which she would not be entitled; 
if her cohabitation were known". In decision R(G) 3/71 the Comihisajonerisaid 
"It is generally accepted that the question whether a woman is oobabiting with 
a man as his wife within the meaning of the statute requires an examination 
of three main matters; (1) their relationship in relation to sex; (2) their 
relationship in relation to money; and (3) their general relationship* Although 
all three are as a rule relevant, no single one of them is necessarily conclusive", 

9. The evidence is that the claimant and Mr 
-- 

have lived together since 
September 1982 in a manner which, although somewhat unconventional, is seemingly 
acceptable to both parties. The claimant and Mr- originally met socially* 
Mr is the manager of a shop and the claimant works at the same shop 
in a part-time capacity. The claimant owns her home and all the fil-I in it 
but Mr - -1 house is rented-on. his. behalf by his employers although he does 
own the furnishing. Ifepeatedly the claimant has denied living with Mr ý' 
as his wife but she is reported as saying that they "stay together"* She 
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did not t had done an7thing to'van-ant dooikon 
R(G) 2/72 thi`., bQýiissiouer hold that reý. aym'ent of thi"overpsid binofit ims- 
required 'bi6ZiO. 4-, 'th*, oirouistanooa wero such that 'not'. 
eniitled t-`, ab assumption" thai "ahe Was- Ali son 
wilrA withmi+' +'Am . "A in A &A 4m'[^" lRffZ V IJ17A 'ChAb"remool Mai fma" ',. ý 

stated thafAhi-,!: best of due cim-i and diligenoe 
olalinsant to ta" avnroDriate 'iwtion t0likozz -i ý 
relevant change of_:; ir; =stan'oes, *, Th blilmisilt) n0, re 
mircuminances or seeic To conzi= nor, snviTuomonv w: vjwv- w -. usawLjvý -mm I-! 

continued to cash her order t6ok,, ', 
$--1,1--. - -A-4 --A U. ý- ' %-4. 'AA. '4 

. 4-jý " +14.4- 14ý 
ý"" "'"Oý "'i"""a VALV. Luwk& &AMA; U I'asqpxwý. Wvt &Pk%V -L it :. Lim 

" 
vu 57 amw ýja 

1ý41eDtember 
'1982 

the alskilan i waa In6imad- that`shiiýld 
deoide that her, as no ýLW : b-i to 'widowl sbe-nef- --'w-- ip thm obe 
repay any t)enerit overpaid and -she must'thers; r03W. d*O: Ld$ rO;, bsrs*lr %, &Omer -TO 
continue to cash her order book an she' 66ula bwo $z"ie"Ing-mAy ov*rq&ymdnt, ', ý,, 

I It Is mv submission thsLt the alairmantla fidlAre ta`aaftfirm. h&ýr aimitinuiruie'. ' 

enti-tl; ment to efit while still sigiifý deal 
_' 

ýOns 
. 
0, 

was entitled to the benefit oannot be isaid to bC-, -6onmi*tsat,. IwLth the. - 
euv and diligence. Accordingly I submit that 
to repay the grum of C266.40 paid by yq of vjdowsd'. motbarj'O; ial*wAW 

1: 7 September 1982 to 8 November 1982 (bqth. d&U4 
L. 

0; . 01, 

I 
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Investigoations axoce as a result of an anoMmous- lettg. alleging that Mrs ' 
-- 

has a man living with her. The man, is allorSed to have a blaek carna in make and 
is thought to be the Manager of a business in Street, Weston-Super-Mare. 

'Wednesday 1B August 1982 observations carried out between 1530 and 1535 hre in order 
to get a vantage point for future observati-)nE. There was no aotivity to ieport at 
30 Saville Cres, Weston-Super-Mare. 

Monday 23 Aucilet 1982 observations carried out between 0645 and 0750 hrs. There was 
no sign of any car at ' .' 

Weston-Super-Mare. No activity in the 
house until a young man came out of the house at 0737- 1 would think this is the 
woman's son. Later I observed between 1225 and 1420 hra at '--- '0 
Weeton-Super-Mare. Again no sign of a car or other activity in the house. I spoke 

, 601A to an old lady nearby she was not sure that a man lived at the houselbut thought ', 
C t-) VI 

I 
there could be. The woman did not want to give her name despite my saying she would 

ýt "' not in any way get involved in rV enquiries, (I respected her wishes). A man in the 
(. V, " bungalow opposite'said he was not giving his name. He said a man lived at 

Weston-Super-NLre'and he drove a car DAF in typeg usually the 

V. -iý man went off mornings any time between 0500 and 1000 hre. There was no other 'V 41*P* information available. Later I observed again at between 
4V V 1630 and 1640 hre but there was no activity to report. 

Tuesday i4 Augtiii-198ý'cbiervati'ons carried out between 0500 and 0600 hrs. There 
was no sign of the DAF car or other activity at Later between 
1630 and 1640 hrs,, I, Qbserved again at -Super-Mareq there Weston 
was no activity: t "ort there was no sign of a car parked near *I POP 

Wednesday 25 Augusi': 1ý82 observations carriod out between' 0445 and 0615 hrs. There 
waa no activity in'ihe house again no car scion parked near the house. Later between 
1210 and 1240 hre-12observed and made onquirias in'the vicinity of , .0 Milton, Weston-SuperýMaro. Thern wan no activity to report at the houee. I spoke to 
the next door neighbour (who turned out to Le an uncle of the claimant). His name 
was .--;. 

ITo waa unaware I wan lookitia for Mrs, and told me in the course 
of the conversation that his neico was a wi-low. He went on to say that she had a 
boyfriend whojiveLaormally on the 

.. 
Entate, 

---. , somewhere. The man 
stayed at . once or twice a week but both man and woman were 
reluctant to part with their propertieu. IL would appAar that the woman in a keen 
Citizen Band Radio fan which has upset tho ijoic: hboure with radio and television 
interference locally. 

Friday 27 August 1902 obijurvationn carried -jut botwoon 1605 and 1606 hro. There was 
no sign of a car in,, the vicinity of 

TuesdaY 31 August"19ýg';: ýbaervati6ns carried out between 0650 and 0705 hrs again there 
1. was no activity t', vep6rt*t and there was no sign of any car near No 

'tie ston-Super-Mare'* 

Wednesday 1 September 1982 obaervationn carried out between 0745 and 0750 hrG at 
last a black car wah"neen DAP in type and V, c) registration number was FYB 907 L 

and it was parked outs! Ae the house. 

Thursday 2 September_1932 observations carri. ed out between 0750 and 0815 hrs in the 
vicinity of Weston-Supor-Mare. Again the black DAF car was 
parked outside the"house (covered in dew windows included) which indicates it has' 
stood outside the house overnight. 

Friday 3 September 1982 observations carrie-t out between 07i5 and 0755 hrs again 
the car registration number PYB 907 T. was p; trked outside the house. - Again covered 
in dew suggesting it has been parked outaid. - the house again overnight. Later between 
1240 and 1255 hro I att(mipto(I to Interviow ., r.,: without nuocoun. A young girl 
anowered tho door atating that lirs ,--, oan at work in the week, but was usually 
in Mondays only. The woman I spoke to was autwars who I was, I decided to call again 
Monday. 



Monday 6 September 1982 observations carried out between 0710 and 0810 hro 
Weston-Super-Mare, Again the black DAY car was parked 

outside-'the house. This is 4 mornings now he seems to be at the house. 

T'uesdav 7 September 1982 observations were carried out between 0805 and 0810 hroo 
There was no sign of the black car this timo. 

Wednesday 8 Septomber 1902 observations ca-zTied out at Weston- 
Super-Mare between 0640 and 0825 hre. Again the black.. bAP type oar was-parked at 
the address. later between IbIO and 1625 hre I observed at but 
there was no activity to report. 

Thursday 9 September 1982 further observations carried out at '", I 
Weston-Super-Mare between 0715 and 1820 hre. The black oar. typs UP again parks& 
outside the house. 

Friday 10 September 1982 observations again carried out this time between 0735 and 
0900 hre, again the ear registration number was parked outside the house* 
It was again covered in dew and ham obviously been there overnight. I later oonfir1rAd 
that the car wan reListartd to a of Worle. 

Monday 13 September 1982 observations carried out between 0645 and 0650 hre at 
Weston-Super-MLre. There was no activity to report., later 

6tween- 0655 and _ 0710 1 observed at Worle, and saw the car registration 
number ' Z' 

" -, 
It was parked outside Vio address which oonfirmo more-Or lose Al 

this stage tne-m-an has an alternative address. Between 0855'M 0970-1 attempted t; 
contact Mrs at 30 but there was no reply. I then visited 

W"ton-Super-Mare and interviewed Mrc under 
caution ýoiween 0920 and 1045 hre in the company of Mr 

13.9.82 
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Thia i-i a report o: an intorviow und: )z caul-Ja-ii with Mrs 
at I'lorles llccton curix Mait. in tho company o: lir on 
Mond: ij 13 -Septomber 1902, between 0920 and 1045 hra. 

- CODE 19-77 

I adviced the gentleman vho answered the door that I wished to speak to a 
Mrs who I understood stayed at this address on occasions. 
He invited me in then went upstairs '6. o tell Mrs that a man wanted to speak 
to her. On comine, - back down the sbulx: 3 the inan, who I later identified as Mx 
a3ked who I was and what I stanted. I told him I was an officer of the Dopt of Health 
and Social Socurity and I would 1VIce to diruu!,. s a matter with Mxe 

M., z I duly appoaxed havinip, obvious-ly. itimaced to rpt dressed in a hurry 
M, 

. 'wax still in hie dreesinS Sown). 

I idontifiod the woman as Krz -,,. and I identified myself as an' 
officer of the Dept of Health anc Social Cocurity. 

I pointed out to Mrs that I wished -to discuas a matter ariairia from her 
ourrent claim to Widowod I-TothorIc JUlowanco, would that be al#&t to disouce'the 
matter with the Centleman procento Mxa ' said well what is it, you wish to 
discuss about it. I said I understvnd you awe living with a man. She replied No 
I am not, I do-not live here. I said it would seem you live here on occasions and 
at -, on other ocer. sions. Mrs said well what is wrong with' 
that. 

At thio point of the interview the time bolyw 0930 Mrs ' 
orju'you wi h to 

, twas Civon a Itulo II caution "You arv- riot 0Ai_-ad to say anything uýl 
do so but what you cay may be put into writinj and Lriven in evidence". 

Q. mr.. ý do you undc. -3 atand %-A(. 0. I moan by tho caution. 
A. I A"ool lilco a' criminal. 

I 

I 
vuso IIIM 
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..... ... . .... . ....................... 

A 

Q. I have udvir;, od you o: your ri,,,! ht:. in ci. -,, o; c for you to protoot Yournelfs 

A. Whatevor, is this all about- 

C4.14ru I have infomrbion that you ax*) living together with a man. 
A"- 

A. No I not. 

Lýl - Dul. I h-ava retwon Lo bolicva tha:, a mut h:,.;. a DAP typo car and rittty. l. at 
ono part of the w-. (jj-. ond you both stay horo M 

an-ither 1)=-L' or tho wcuh. 

A. No ho dow. rilt violl vie LAcap toCo,. h,: r J.. j t1att whaL you w=t 
ar W, aboixL all thia, who do you thirJý yon =0 coming hore 

(.,,. I -va only Ooin, -, my job, toll IAO lc thc. 

A. Yea of course he in. 

Q.. 1E. this the centleman Mr oj .. 

A. Yea, how do you know. 

Q. 'I liavo madc. certain enquiries an(I hav% 

to Imow. I wn veryj, ---, 
. 
P, 

I liko thic. 

, W". 1eman who you moooiate 

weszon super riaxe - 

L: . '-. with present 

I 

', ". n obsOrving the aituation. 

A. Dc. you meaYi to say you have been w-Ltc): I.. 

M. Yes, what I have been told ic oi 

-1- 

r' 
r' 

T 
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I 

rug "VIAOU s, 
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"r. 
job is to establich the 



Reforence .... ..... .......................... 

(continuation 2) 

y1ra I assume you -halce mo- als 0-of her whether you are at thic address 
or 30 

A. %Jell, yes sometimeat why? 

Q., &, What I mean is you cook for Mr 

A. Yes, why shouldn't I? 

I would say when it comes to aocoimaodalion you own your house Mro 

A. Y-ýrj. 

Lo you owri all the furniture. at 

A. Yas, of course. 

Q. V., Vs does Mr help -. vou ovt with the domestic chores at the house. 

A. 17o he doemit, and I donst do hJ. s warbimr, 

tý. V.! aat you #,. re saying then when Ir- is ý,, -q. Lng at your house you do all the chores 
c te but wbon you otay at hio holtz, ) hc- c'. o(. --3 the mAjority of the chorce. 

., L. Yos, I don't do hie waahine. 

-2- 

of the situation in order to pixtect yourself as a member of the public and to 
make sure the department has the true Zacts. 

A. What a nasty job you have, fancy watchinC my house that is an invasion of my 
private life and I object to it w'Ld am very angry about it. 

q. MrG -I am sorry you are onM, -nýCbout it but as I have said before I am 
only doing my job which in certain circumstances calls for observations and 
enquiries to be made. 

A. What am I supposed to have done wrong 

I have not said Mrs that you have done anything %'ýLong at all What I 

am saying is that you as man and_-wirA with Mr and as 
such there is a doýIL-taa to whether you ax; -entitled to your Widowed Mothe"I a 
Allowance in the oircumstances. 

But I havo told you we are not livine to(-other, we are friends and admit we 
sleep together canIt we do that. 

I am not coneerned really with your cleeping habits Mrs although you 
admit to sleeping with Mr 

.. -I undorstand you live together at 
some nights of the week and when that is not the case you 

live here at Worle. 

A. We cleep at both addresses but ve am.. riot living together. 

Q. How lonC have you known each otLer. 

A. About a year or so. 

�c /? l 

. 
____________________________ 
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Rarcrance .................................................... 

I Q. From the financial point of viea 1, L-s Ourj: ows do you share your finances. 

A. Certainly not'. (Mr then s. nid I r1o not give her any money). 

I said but you obvioualy share iiýoney : or providing meals. 

A. So what, I can'prepare a mcal for him can't 17 

I would understand that each of you own your own furniture and deal with your 
own bills and money because of tho separate properties at this stage. 

A. Mrs said yes that is ritht. 

Q. Do you spend your leisure time together 

A. What do you mean. 

C -Well I understand you are in each others company after working hOUrI3, this 
would oue, -eat you Ehaxo the came interoatc, therefore apend leisure houra 
together. 

A. Yes that is fair enough. 

Do you take holidays together 

'k. No, we have not thought about a holidny. 

Q. Mrs '- 
11 . have you contemplated marri-v_e. 

it. We have thouCht about it but hav; ) i.: Lt 1-kiLs staCe thought otherwise. 

What staCe has the situation rea(ihod tKon Mrs 

IL. WIL-IL do you mean 

4.1 oican how far does the relation ihip jo blAween you and Mx 

A. I love him 

ý4. Well in the eircumstancew would yoa nut say that-the relationship has led to 
a living together situation. 

A. No, we only otay toeethor 

I-, I,: Lt io th( difference botween 11. vinC ;: iid ritaying tocother. I would nay little 
if imy. 

A. No reply. 

I oirl. it to you that you and Mr -c, living tooether. 

No vie do not but you people will say Ya are. 

1 : -, aid that I am not in a Y)ositi:. n to a decinion on the matter I have told 

y(, a b(, roxa that tho mtLtar will --o ro; to a higher authority. 

A. I 'Mow I wJll loce my allowance, they ,.. '. J'L accept what you say. 

C'. I mid No, it does not nocatimixi'iy wo-j--. IL! -e that. 

III you will hava to claim srscit L 3,: curity (referring to Mrs : S 

-3- 
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Refurence ................................. I ............ I 

I think wo had better leave the vitur. d. lon at present md I will reporL back 
on the mat-ter. 

840 

4.1-. bat will happen now. 

I have told you the matter will 1-9 rc; ýor: oed to a hieher authority and ; ý? zrz 
you will receive a written deoiaion in due course. 

Ok 

That will mean I will lose my allowmico %rou have said so. 

I was asked by you and M3. what wac my opinion about the circumstance3 
you live in and I said if you iwanted my opinion you were liyi ! nýogether 

- 
as 

man and wife but that no aecision coiTrUe made until I reported the'rZts. 

A. They will take your word for it. 

left the room. I told Mr I would be It this point in time Mrs 7 
leavinC now vnd Mrs would be hercrin- from the department eventually. 

Intc. vviow tcrmirmt-od at 10-45 hra. 

13 '; c,, r)tcmber 1982 
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The claimant was asked at the time of the interview on 13.9.82 whether she had 
read the instructions at the rear of her widowed mother's allowance order book. 

She in fact replied that she had read the instructions and understood them and 
knew that she had to report any changes which could well have a bearing on her 
entitlement to benefit but did not think at any time she had done anything that 
would warrant her reporting anything to thn local office of the Department. 

30.9.82 
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Report of interview with Mrs and a Mr at DESS, Carlton St, 
Weston-Super-Mare on 14.9-82. 

This couple called'at the office without axi appointment and asked initially I 
believe to speak t6: 'Mr As Mr was not in the office it fell to 
me to speak with them. 

Of n Q44 

I knew nothing of their circumstances or the reason for them calling at the office. 
I did know that Mrs , was under investigation by Mr - for suspected 
"living together" but that was the only information I had, there was no file to 
hand. 

I explained initially who I was and uw official capacity in the office and asked 
them to explain to me the reason they wished to discuss whatever the matter m4y 
be. They explained the day previous they had been interviewed by Mr :. '- because 
he had been making enquiries and he obvioucly felt they were living together. They 

<, asked for my definition of cohabitation and living together which I explained to 
them. They told me that they had separate addresses and that they slept together 
two or three evenings per week and that is about as much as they would admit to. 
They asked for my opinion as to whether or not that constituted cohabiting. I 
otfered W opinion, that_if_thg. facta as they had stated were - correct then I thought 
it, unlikeý-y-i4at_ she _would. 

lpse-, her. 
- eý-tft-i`eWý-nt'---`to. -wi-dow-l'a -pension. ' I then went 

on CTýxplain that'iiiii-was only an opinion on what they had told me as I was 
ignorant of any information Mr L-- may have had. I further advised them that 
Mr ;.,. ' would make a recommendation on entitlement to widow's benefit but that 
the final decision would be made by an Insurance-Officer who is based at Newcastle 
and the Right of 'Appeal. I pointed out to her that it 
was her decision as to whether or not she continued cashing her book because if 
it was decided she was not entitled to widow's benefit she would have to repay an 
amount from the date of alleged living together and also the amount of any orders 
she cashed in the future until the Insurance Officer gave her a decision. 

The interview lasted about twenty minUtOO. 

fr 

30.9-02 
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I interviewed the olaimnt on 3,11.82 at the Weston-Super-Mare office. 

She had earlier in the day handed in the widow's benefit order book to the 
local office. She had unfortunately cashed the order for 2.11.82 as she did 
not receive the letter asking her to roturn the order book until after encashment. 

She had continued cashing the book as uhe thought it would be i order as no-one In 
' 'had told her not to cash it following the interview on 13-9,82.1 took her ithrough 

the zu=t of the interview on 13-9.82 and she agreed that nothing had 
jlý changed since then. 

However, she did give some additional information. 

The house at Worle (Juat a short distance from the claimant's) 
is owned by and as Mr is the manager there the house goes with the 
job. 

He keeps all his clothec, etc at and although he sleeps at * 

., Weston-Super-Mare he only takes his evening meal there. In the mornings 
before going to work he returns to his home address (is -) to wash/bath, 
shave and change his clothes, have breakfast, feed the cat. 

Sometimes at weekends she goes to his house but she does not do his Cleaning/washing. 

He is some 10 years yoitnger than the widow ; -. n(I a divorcee - neither are keen on 
getting married - she inet him about January 19112 and he only "moved" to her address 
earlier this year. 

The widow has 2 children ELLred 10 an(I aged 17 and it is unlikely the 
relationship will becomo more permanent unt;. 1 Lhey have left home. 

The widow now han a part-time job at (Mr rhop) and ho given her a 
lif t horne oach nipht. .0 

I 
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APPENDIX K 

DEPAMMENT OF 12-ALTH A11D SOCIAL SECURITY 
Godwin House Wilder Street Bristol BS2 BIRD 

Telephone Bristol 48011 Ext., 266 

844 

Your Ref: - 
Date: -Zi, s- w-z-. 

. DearAprrAladan 

has been over- I am sorij to tell you that supplementary benefit of C117-45 
paid to you for the period I Ik- S- 61 to 2, (6 
because ej 
t Cr- 

A". 31% LIoz VIZýAij 'cork 
s 

; 
Ou will see from the decision of the Sup5lementary Benefiý*Officer, 

which is set out in full on the back of this letterg the sum mentioned is 
recoverable from you. 

If you do not agree with the decision of the Supplementary Benefit Officer, 
you may appeal -to an appeal tribunal. An appeal"must be in writing and 
should contain a statement of the grounds on which you appeal. It should 
be received at this office within 28 deys of the date of this letter. 

k9ap., cLppc(. 
& Cd 

, car fjrtpez'" Tk& CLIKVIýb'& 0 VCC't'. -O - 

ou may repay by ýaý A single lump sum paymentp 
or b by deductions from your weekly supplementary benefit, 

L=p sum payments or instalmente should be made by crossed chequep 
Girocheque or postal order made payable to the Department of Health 

and Social Security. If you would prefer to pay by banker's standing 
order or through the National Girobank. let me know so that I amy provide 
details. Please do not send cash through the postq but you may hand in 

cash by personal call at this office which is open on Monday to Friday 
between 9-30 and 3-30 -&: r.. 

If you wish to make repayment by deduction from benefit I will let you 
know how and when deductions will start. The Department also has powers 
to make compulsory deductions from benefit. if you wish to discuss the 

method of payment please call at this office. 

please read again the instractions printed on the yellow pages of your 
order book or form 133 issued to you at 'the Unemployment Benefit Office. 

which explains the changeowhich you must report as soon as they occur. 
I enclose a form A9 for your use. 

This demand is made without prejudice to any other action that may be taken 
in your case. 
Yours faithfully 

I 

for Mdnager 
3)LSB/AX 29 
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ISCISION OF TEE SUPPLEWTARY -70= OFFICER 

I have decided that the amount of C117-4 5. was ovex? aid and is 

recoverable from , 
(Sec ý6*-S'ýpplementary Benefit AC: t 1ý76)- 

Signature 

11". """"" "". l. S"s"""""I". " 

000*09000 

-Date 

r j. r 
-I 

- f___-; __. 

ii:: . 

4'; 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 8: FROM CLAIMS CONTROL TO THE POLITICS OF 

DISENTITLEMENT 

R Lister. Report of the, Committee on Abuse of Social Security. 

Poverty Pamphlet. Number 26. "1973. 

2 Overpayment Is not a legally iatifled determination but simply an 

3 

administrative question of benefit assessment. The requirement to 

repay overpayments " Is subject to appeal I but. like many 
determinations regarding withdrawal of reduction of benefits. 

relatively few appeals actually take place. 

Supplementary Benefits - Handb . ook. 1980 edition. HMSO, paragraph 

15.6. See also F Field et al. To Him Who Hath, Penguin, 1977, 

pages 154-155. 

4 In the'Fisher Report brief refeien6e' Is made to. *the loss In terms 

o(human welfare. O'If the system -were to go understaffed but by far 

the greatest emphasis Is placed upon claims control and the 

supposed "false economy' of 'understaffing. Fisher Report. page 

174. -paragraph 382. 

5. An orror'rate"ls described, ' "by expressing the number of wrong 

decisions found as' a' percenta go of the decisions examinod. 0 

Conclusions based on DHSS Annual Audit Reports 1969-71 found that 

(although the 'cases sel6cted"were not necessarily representative) 

10.6% of the assessi-hents were' Inaccurate. but that underpayments 

outnumbered 'overpaiments 'in all categories. Overall the ratio - of 

i1 . '5. whereas In underpayments to overpayments was I 

Supplementary Benefits the difference was greatest. namely 1: 1.7. 

Fisher Report. 'pages 180-ý181. paragraphs 392 '394. ' These figures 

while significant. must be read with caution. virtually all social policy 

commentators have noted that I the DHSS Invariably underestimates 

the degree of underp'ayment and the calculations exclude those-'who 

do not take up their claims' at all. ' ' See, for example. A Deacon and 
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J Bradshaw. ý Reserved for, the Poor. Chapter 7.1983 and R 

Hemming, Poverty and Incentives, 1983. 

6. Later we will be, looking at theý-Fraud Investigators' Guide and Its 

contribution to staff training. namely the requirement that staff In all 

benefit offices'develop high levels of 'fraud awareness". 

7., As we have seen the level of, 'benofit savings' was entirely dependent 

upon the multiplication factors used by the DHSS. Although In the 

early 1980's the DHSS was claiming substantial savings from Its fraud 

Investigation"work. ý this does not-ý tle up with the Supplementary 

Benefits- Commission's Annual ý Report -for 1975 which acknowledged 

that-'actual savings' In cohabitation capes, especially. were very low 

because of the high ratio of claims which were resumed after the 

suspension of benefit had led to the breakdown of an alleged 

cohabitation, relationship. -SBC Annual Report. 1975, page 29. 

paragraph 3.18. ý ;, ý, IiIII 
8. Unemployment Benefit cases ý were Investigated by the Department of 

Employment special ý Investigators and all supplementary benefit cases 

were Investigated by, -special Investigators of the DHSS., Similarly. 

the DHSS's special Investigators were responsible for Investigating all 

other benefits In which there was -some'suspIclon of abuse. 

9. The, proposal for a corps of special Investigators organlsedý under the 

DHSS also envisaged that the- main responsibility of 'Department of 

Employment Investigators would be In the policing of contribution 

defaults. ' 

10. Fisher -also rejected the Idea that the DHSS should encourage 

members of the public-to Inform on their nelghbours although did 

allow the DHSS, to Investigate such cases as came -to light In this 

way. ý During 1976 however. ý the, Conservative MP for -Aberdeen South 

chose, to oppose DHSS pollcyýand Invited the; public to Inform him of 

their -suspicions. - His Invitation received, national prominence In the 

press-and a sizeable -'scrounger hunt' was launched. The MP 

received 765-letters alleging abuse In 67% of which no evidence of 

fraud was found. and In only 3% of which was some previously 

undetected abuse, discovered. , However. In 13% of the allegations 
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referring to families. Investigations showed that there was no traco 

of these persons ever having boon claimants at all and a number of 

casesý, of harassment of claimants were reported. Sao F Field. 

'Scroungerst. Crushing the Invisible. Now Statesman. 16th November 

1979. pageý756. 

11. See Inter alla. Golding and Middleton. 1982. chapter 4 and Deacon, 

1978., %- 

12. Raynor Scrutiny Team. Payment of Benefits to Unemployed People. 

DE/DHSS. 1981. page 63. paragraphs 750-751. 

13. DHSS Economic Advisor's Report. cited In the Minutes of Evidence 

taken before the Public Accounts Committee, 9th March 1983. 

Memorandum by the, Comptrollor and Auditor General. Parliamentary 

Session. 1982-83, HC 102. 

14. Public Accounts Committee Report. The Prevention and Detection of 

Evasion of National Insurance Contributions and of Fraud and Abuse 

relatlnq to Social Security Benefits. HC 102. HMSO. 1982-83, pago 

Al. recommendation 7. 

15. Public Accounts Committee 2nd Report. Ibid. page x. paragraph 22. 

As, even the Committee acknowledged. OThe proportion of detected to 

total . abuse ý can never be certainly known. If 
Ithe 

survey reveals 

abuse, ln--only a very--small percentage of the cases Investigated. It 

will, continue to ; be 'possible 'to ' believe In the 'tip of the Iceberg 

theory'. % Fisher Report., page. 212, paragraph 454. 

17. There'are undoubtedly problems with this cycle of escalation. such 

that ý It, assumes that - only external factors can break the cycle of 

Increased ý'deviance and detection of deviance. Perhaps this Is fair, 

however, -given Ahat the, cycle Is Itself precipitated by external 

preoccupations. , See for-, example. discussions- of crime and control 

waves In 'J DItton. ý Controlology: Beyond- the now Criminology. 

MacMillan. 1979., 'and K Dalstra. The Immanent Structure of Crime 

Control, W Working Papers lnlý European CriminoLoU. number 3. 

1982. ýý 

18. Fisher's Committee were divided, over whether membership of their 
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proposed Standing Committee on Abuse should Include outside 

representatives. although the DHSS themselves were Implacably 

opposed to such outsiders. See the discussion of the Standing 

Committee In Fisher's Report. pages 218-222. 

19. Lord Justice Lawton quoted In The Evening Standard. 25th February 

1980., ' 

20. M Brotherton. MP. (Conservative) Louth. question to the Minister of 

Social Security. reported In The Guardian. 29th March 1980. 

21. Editorial In The Daily Telearaph. March 1973. on the occasion of the 

publication', of The Fisher Report. quoted In Luckhaus. 1980, page 

22. DHSS Annual 
- 

Report. 1972, Cmnd. 5352. page 112. paragraph 

11.6. 

23. DHSS Annual Report. 1973. Cmnd., 5700., page 69, paragraphs 9.7 

to 9.8., 

24. Ibid. - 

25. Ibid. pagw 70. 

26. Ibid. '- 

27. See 'for example. Fisher Report. pages 131-132. 

28. F Field. ! Fraud and Scrounging, In the Welfare State: a Socialist 

Answer%- 1983. , pages 177-180. , ý-- - 

29.0 Stevenson-, -Claimant or Client. 1973. op cit. 

30. See Tables in Appendix derived from Field op cit, 1983. pages 

172-173. and Fisher Report. page 52. 

31. The Coordinating Committee an Abuse, (Ist Report) . pointed out 

that the numbers of local office fraud staff had risen from around 600 

to 900 between September 1975 and April 1977. The numbers refer 

to 'man years' rather than actual, posts and a precise figure was 

difficult to discern. However. significant growth rate Is apparent. 

32. See - S. Cohen; ý, Folk Devils -and Moral Panics. J. Young. 1he 

Druq-Takers' and C. 'A. Hartlen. Crime and Criminalisation. (1974). 

For general 'overview. see Taylor. , Walton and Young. The Now 

Crlmlnoloq . ý-RKP. ý ... 1975. and J. 'T. Eldridge. Recent British 

Sociology. chapter. 7 (1980). For applications of the 'moral panic' 
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thesis to social security. see. J. Popay. Fiddlers on tho Hoof, 

Moral Panlcsand Social Security Scroun-qers. Dissertation, University 

of ý Essex. 1977 and R. Means. Social Work and tho Undeserving 

Poor. - Univ. of Birmingham CURS, '(1977). 

33. Golding'and Middleton, "Why Is the press so obsessed with Social 

Security Scroungers?, New Society. 26.10.78 and A. Redpath 

research project on 'Attitudes to Scroungerphobla, SSRC Research 

Workshop-on Unemployment. September 1979. See also Golding 

and Middleton Images of Welfare: Press and Public Attitudes to 

Povertv. (Martin Robertson 1982). 

34. J. Ditton. Controloloqy: Bevand the New-CrIminoloq v. Macmillan. 

1979. 

35. A. 'Deacon. In Search of the, Scrounqer. 1976 and. Deacon. 'The 

Scrounging Controversy: Publicy Attitudes towards the unemployed In 

comtemporary Britain" Social -and Economic Administration. 1978. 

- Vol; 12. --No. 2. and Deacon, 'SpIvs. Drones and other Scroungers'. 

New SocletV. 28.2.80. . 

36. A. Deacon and A. Sinfleld. 'The Unemployed. -Policy and Public 

W. 

38. 

Debate'. SSRC Social Security Workshop, 1977 and F. Field. 

'Scroungers: Crushing Ahe Invisible'. Now Statesman. 16.11.79. 

See also R. Page. The Benefltsý Racket. (1971) and R. H. S. 

Crossman, Diarles., Vol. Ill, pageS149-50 passim. 

M. ý, Hill. -quoted, In ý Deacon 1976. page 89. 

P. -- Corrigan, -'Feudal Relics or Capitalist Monuments? Notes on the 

Sociology of Unfree Labour',. Sociology. ' Vol. 11.1977. B. Jordan. 

Paupers: The Making of the new Clalminq Class. 1973., A. Sinfield. 

'Unemployment In an, Unequal Society'. In Sinfield and Showler. 

The WorkiessiState. 1981. -- F. Wheen., 'The Modern Workhouses'. 

Now Statesman 18.4.81. 

39. Deacon and, Sinfleld; op. cit. page 15. 

40. S. - Hall 'Racism -and Reaction' In . Five -views of Multi-Racial Britain. 

CRE/BBC. 1978. , page 35. Hall Insists -In this article that Ideologies 

are not' simply myths ý or false Impressions*-, but material structures 

and they have to 'be analysed as, such., , See, also. M. Foucault. 
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Discipline and Punish pages, 193-4. "The Individual Is. no doubt, 

the fictitious atom of an Ideological representation of society. " page 

194. 

41. Golding and Middleton. op cit. 1978 and 1982. Deacon op cit. 1976 

and 1977, Deacon and Slnfleld, 1977. and J Popay. 1977. 

42. Economic Progress Report. Number 90, September 1977. quoted In 

Deacon, 1977. 

43. The Rayner Scrutiny Team. , 1981. op cit. recommended that the 

- earnings ý disregard for supplementary benefit and unemployed 

claimants be raised beyond the present 4 pound limit. but felt that 

Ministers would be reluctant to do this through a fear of weakening 

work Incentives. 'page 63. paragraph 7.51. , 

44. SBC Annual Report. 1976, Cmnd. 6910. page 16, paragraph 1.56. 

45. SBC Annual Report. 1977. CnInd. 7392, page 6. paragraph 2.9. 

46. Ibid. - pages, 6-7. - paragraphs' 2.9-2.10. 

47. Ibid. page, 7. paragraph 2.11. 

48. Ibid. 

49. Fisher Report 'recommendation- 68. page 241. discussed In 

- paragraphs 411-412, page 194. 

50. In 1976 following 'a 7'fraud scandal' latched onto by all the national 

media. 'the Secretary- of State-was asked to review the DHSSs 

measures to combat fraud and abuse. The scandal which was 

-- stimulated'' by the-, trial--, of a -Liverpool unemployed man Is fully 

described In'Golding'and Middleton. 1982. The peculiar thing about 

the, case related, -to the fact that It was held up as an example of 

DHSS Inefficiency. although the man concerned had been detected 

and was sentenced to a fairly long period of Imprisonment. The only 

peculiar thing about the case was that It afforded an unemployed 

man with no, prospects an opportunity to claim contra-stage In a 

great public drama. From the- media's point of view he did so 

admirably. claiming to'have 'fiddled' huge sums of money from the 

DHSS although the highest amount ever mentioned at his trial was 

500 pounds. , The case ý was reported In conventional 
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'scroungermanla' rhetoric and the government responded to what was 

broadly, seen as -'the tip of a national scandal'. 

51. Ist Report of the Coordinating Committee on Abuse. DHSS. 1977. 

paragraph 2.1. 

52. Ibid. page 2. paragraph 3. 

53. Ibid. - page 2. paragraph 4. This was confirmed In the Fraud 

Investlqators' Guide,. paragraph 792,1978, , 
54. Fraud Investiqators' Guide. 1978. - paragraph 792. 

55. Fraud Investigators' Guido. 1978. paragraph 793. 

56. Fraud Investigators' Guido. 1978. paragraph 803. see also 

paragraphs 927-928. 

57. Coordinating -Committee on 'Abuse. (Ist Report). page 3. 

paragraphs 5-7. 

58. lbld. ý page 3. paragraph 6. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

Fraud Investiqators' Guide. 1978; paragraphs 3-7. 

Fraud Investigators' Guide. . 1978- , paragraph-8. 

Fraud Investigators' Guide. 1978. paragraph 9. 

Fraud Investigators' Guide. 1978. paragraphs 13-14. 

63. Fisher Report. page 10. -paragraphs 32-35. 

64. Fraud Investigators' Guide. 1978. paragraph 814. In this paragraph 

It was -noted that If checks were too elaborate and controls too 

Insensitive, then --'fraud , awareness'. -- might deter the 'genuine 

clalmant'. 

65. Fisher Report. page 224. paragraph 488. - 

66. Fraud Investigators' Guide. 1978, paragraph 11. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 
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73. 

R Lister, As Man and - Wife. CPAG.., -, 1973. and R Clayton. The 

Cohabitation Guide, 

Fraud Investiqators' 

Fraud Investiqators' 

Fraud lnvestlqators' 

Fraud Investiqators' 

Fraud lnvestlqators' 

Fraud lnvestlqators' 

London, ý1976. 
Guide., -1978. 
Guide. 1978. 

Gulde. 1978. 

Guide., 1978. 

Gulde. 1978. 
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paragraphs 211.242. 

paragraph 281. 

paragraphs 146-151.156-178. 

paragraph 452. 

paragraph 236. 

-paragraph 91. 

74. Such, offences are very rare. 'although they may Involve thousands of 
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pounds. they are certainly not the kinds of 'abuse' or 'fraud' which 

are the more usual object of the special Investigators' attentions. 

The serious . offences Involve, theft. forgery. alteration of 

giro-cheques or order books. counterfeiting. or conspiracies to 

defraud the DHSS. In recent years. the DHSS has expressed a 

particular sensitivity to the Idea - that 'organisod crime' or 

'professional- criminals' are - gaining access to DHSS benefit 

administration. , Although there Is -, seldorn much evidence to 

substantiate- the belief. See -Fraud Investigators' Guide, 1980. 

paragraphs 468-482., and also the 2nd, Report of the Public Accounts 

Committee. Parliamentary Session ", 1983-84. minutes of evidence. 

9th-_. -March ., 1983. questions 1777-1810, -pages 20-24. During 

1982-83. -, 26 false order books were, impounded and 638 counterfeit 

payment foils were recovered with a face value of 41.000 pounds. 

ItAs undoubtedly the case that the 'collective cost' of the range of 

trivial abuses-and benefit ý Irregularities, amount to substantially more 

thawthe cost of Isolated- Incidents of major fraud. Yet under British 

Law there Is ý no provision ' for' treating an Individual case with 

particular severity simply because it Is of a type considered 

particularly common or -(collectively) costly. Yet It Is precisely such 

an attitude which appears: to Inform so many pronouncements on 

benefit abuse and, which, - seems to underpin DHSS prosecution policy. 

75. Fraud, - Investigators' Guide. 1978. paragraph 425, see also 

paragraphs 509. . 520 and 539. 

76. Fraud Investigators' Guide. 1978, paragraphs 621.626. 

77. Fraud Investigators'- Guide. 1978. paragraph-612. 

78. Reported In Community Care. ' 15th eNovember 1979. 

79. Fraud Investigators' Guide. 1978. - paragraph 616. 

80. Fraud Investlqators' Guide. 1978. paragraphs 631-633. 

81. Coordinating , Committee -- on ý Abuse. I st ReportY, 1977. page 4. 

paragraph 8. 

82. These ý projects Included comparative reviews of DHSS Regional 

performances, In the Investigation and prosecution of fraud and 
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abuse. (An Increase In the rate of prosecution of below 30% In 1970 

to 42% In 1976 was achieved. ) Studies of the relatively Ineffective 

areas of Investigation In order to Improve standards and concentrate 

resources elsewhere. a review of local and regional Instructions 

about case closure. -- the simplification of paper work In order to 

minimise delay In bringing Investigations and prosecutions and 

finally., a project designed to make further use of the powers of the 

CrImInal-Courts Act 1973 In order to gain compensation orders when 

prosecutions were successfully brought. 

83. Coordinating Committee on Abuse. 1977. page S. paragraph 9. 

84. Ibid. page 5. paragraph 11. See also 2nd Report of the Public 

- Accounts Committee. HC 102. HMSO. 1983. pages 20-24,26. 

85. Outer Circle' Policy Unit. Policing the Hidden Economy. London. 
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86. The Coordinating Committee proposed that claimants be required to 
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whether or not, they had received payment for It. Furthermore. It 
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to discover whether they were working or not. Coordinatinq 

Committee Report. 1977. - page 6. paragraph 13. 

87. Ibid. page 7. paragraph 15. 

88., Ibid. paragraph 16. - - 

89. Ibid. paragraphs 17 and 18. - 
90.1 Ibid, page 9. paragraph 20. 

91. Ibid. page 10. paragraph 21. 

92. Fraud Investlqators' Guide. 1978. paragraphs 812.820-ý 

93. Fraud lnvestlqators' Guide. 1978. paragraphs 814-815. 

94. Coordinating Committee on- Abuse. - (Ist Report) . 1977. page 10. 

paragraph 22; 

95. Automated Credit, Transfor did. of course. require that all claimants 

have -bank accounts. During the Initial ýstages of Implementation 

claimants were -rto be "able to opt Into the scheme voluntarily. 

However. since 1976, when the DHSS Working Party with the Inter 
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Bank Research Organisation began Its research (reporting In 1979) 

all major banks have begun to Introduce bank charges for the low 

In-credit accounts; The DHSS Review Team headed by Sir Derek 

Rayner did not seem to acknowledge that claimants opting Into the 

scheme might well end up paying for the privilege. See DHSS Review 

Team. - -'Arranqements for Paying Social Security Benefits. reproduced 

In Cmnd. 8106. HMSO. 1980.1 

96. Ibid. Annex 11. page 17, paragraph 3.14., Cmnd. 8106. HIVISO. 

1980. -ý See also Coordinating Committee on Abuse. ist Report. 

1977. paragraph : 22(e) . and 2nd Report. 1979, paragraph 32(d). 

97. Coordinating Committee on- Abuse, ist Report. 1977. page 11. 
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1920's. A Deacon. In 'Search,, of the Scrounger, 1976. pages 

59-60. 

98. Appendix 2. page-26. ' paragraph 5. Supplementary Evidence of the 
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Comptroller and Auditor General. paragraph 9. and-pages 6-7. HC 
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104. S MacGregor, The Politics of, Poverty. Longmans, 1981. page 40. 
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CHAPrER 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: THE POLITICS OF DISENTITLEMENT 

"Even a pair of very myopic eyes are sufficient to 
discern the mood of the Left today. particularly the 
socialist left In the countries of advanced capitalism. 
The picture Is one of gloom with some extra dark 
strokes over the British Isles. some pale-pink 
touches where holding operations at least offer hope 
that social democracy will maintain Itself until the 
next election. and a few green spots In parts of 
West Germany. a G. Therborn. 'The Prospects of 
Labour and the Transformation of Advanced 
Capitalism'. New Left Review. number 145.1984. 
page 5. 

"The Welfare State was one of the founding 
principles of the post-war political settlement as 
the economic storm-clouds have gathered the 
materiality of the Welfare State [has] been steadily 
eroded by governments of both political stripes. Yet 
the principle remained. until recently. tattered but 
Intact. The 

-Welfare 
State entailed a malor, 

substantive redefinition and expansion of social rlqhts 
at the core of the 'social contract. .. The 

foundation of 'welfare rights' -gave a new definition 
and content to the concept of 'the citizen'. 
Nevertheless, we have witnessed In recent months 

-. a steady undermining of the philosophy of 
welfare rights ... a critical area of social riqhts has 
become progressively vulnerable, not only to 
economic erosion and regressive social doctrines. 
but to what can 'only be described as Ideological 

subversion. " S. Hall. Drifting Into a Law and Order 
Soclet , Cobden Trust. 1980. pages 5-6. 
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OPERATION MAJOR: 'THE STING' 

On September 2nd 1982.283 people who had walked Into a false social security 

office In Oxford were arrested. when leaving. by officers of the Thames Valley 

Police. [I] 

The work that had gone Into the planning and execution of this mass arrest. 

and Ahe , work of bringing the charges and prosecutions which followed. 

represents the most elaborate and extensive example - to date - of liaison 

between the Police and the DHSS in claims control activities. 

It Is difficult to convey the awesome and, threatening significance of the Oxford 

'Incident'. codenamed 'Operation Major' by the Police. In only a few words. 121 

We could. perhaps. note the 'blanket' and quite Indiscriminate nature of a 

large number of the arrests. the apparently callous way In which those arrested 

were treated and the near systematic breaches of criminal procedure and the 

Judges' Rules. We might be concerned about the conditions In which those 

arrested were confined for between 6-10 hours (after which over 100 were 

released without charge)., about-those having to wait until the following morning 

to be released. and those remanded for no other reason than the fact that they 

lacked a fixed address. 

Equal concern might be due In respect of the deceit practiced by the DHSS and 

the favourable treatment of the landlords (a number of whom appear to have 

been given Immunity from prosecution for 'alding and abetting' In return for 

their evidence against claimants) . We might seek to draw, attention to the 

'conveyor-belt' justice meted out to those who appeared before the magistrates. 

the lack of legal representation for all but the few of those whose cases were 

heard last, the 137 custodial sentences Imposed (97 sentences of Imprisonment 

of 20 days and over). and the contrived way In which the whole operation was 

packaged and portrayed for the benefit of media and public alike. I 
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Finally, we may Just want to record what the 'event' declared about the Public 

#status' of the homeless person. the claimant or the unemployed person - 

anyone. In fact. who might have reason to visit a DHSS office - and the true 

meanings of 'welfare' and 'social security' In Britain In the 1980's. There are. 

not to put too fine a point on It. a large number of Issues thrown up by the 

events surrounding 'Operation Major'. 

Yetý perhaps 283 Is not such a high number. Unemployment stood close to 3 

million, there were well over 7 million people dependant upon supplementary 

benefits and allowances and almost 15 million claimants of the whole range of 

social security benefits. Perhaps 283 arrests. the detehtion'. of 120 irinocent 

people and the 137 custodial sentences are Indeed the 'price' which must be 

paid for a system of social security which meets such a wide range of needs 

and dictates the circumstances and situations of such a large number of 

people. -- 

However; to continue the metaphor. has not this 'price' become rather too 

great? Is It not paid by too many people? And, has not the product Itself 

become rather too Inadequate? On the other hand. It may be that the 
I 

metaphor Itself. even If It were once of limited use, no longer describes the 

relation between discipline and social security. - 

In recent years. the gap between the rich, and the poor has continued to widen 

Inexorably;, - and living on social security has become more and more restrictive 

and Impoverishing. As the legal structure of the social security system has 

changed quite dramatically and as the 'Mass-society' means test (universal 

tax-credlt) shows every sign of becoming a reality, so the forms of discipline 

and control exercised within - the - social security scheme have become more 

open and explicit, While 'Operation Major' may well signify, for the first halt of 

the 1980's. the very ultimate In coercive social policy. Its value as a symbol 

. 
Is precisely the limit of -Its representation of the form taken by claims control 

practice In contemporary social security policing. Government Ministers firmly 

defended the decision to proceed with the exercise, and both Police and the 

DHSS defended It as a great, success - they have not. however. repeated the 
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exercise. (3) 

The reasons behind the Government's failure to capitallse upon the alleged 

'success' of Operation Major may be many and varied. For Instance. a 

suitable opportunity may not have arisen. a sufficiently large body of suspected 

claimants may, not, so far. have been discovered. or the authorities might have 

been uncertain of the likelihood of a second 'successful' result. Alternatively. 

they may still be waiting for the outcry against the operation. and the political 

skirmishing which followed It. to fade away and become forgotten. However. 

while each of the above have a degree of plausibility. they fall to convince. 

A more persuasive argument for the failure of the police and the DHSS to 

repeat an exercise on the size and-scale of 'Operation Major' must take account 

of -the relative degree of power and authority embodied within It as compared 

to theAraditional practice of social security claims control. 'Operation Major' 

may well represent a spill-over of the techniques of 'confrontation pollcing" 

developing since the mid-1970's. Into new areas of state policy. but the high 

political cost of these methods means that they are techniques of control 

seldom employed by the modern social security administration. 

Viewed historically and politically. we might say that 'Operation Major' entailed 

such a vivid and direct confrontation between the 'arbitrary' power of the state 

and the marginality of the poor as we had not seen In Britain since the ending 

of the ritual of public executions or the Incarceration of the poor In workhouses. 

Thus. at a time when the exercise of discipline within the social security system 

had begun to assume the character of a mass of 'low Intensity operations' 

which secured their effects through a strategy which excluded and disentitled, 

(41 an Initiative on the size and scale of 'Operation Major' was no small 

Interruption. -To put it simply. ! Operation Major' represented a huge overkill. 

A great deal had been Invested - In 'Operation Major'. not only time and money 

but. above all. political authority. In operation Major' that authority had been 

put uneccessarily to the test and. In a number of Important respects. had been 
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found seriously lacking. 

The media exercise carefully constructed around 'Operation Major' might have 

alerted the first suspicions for. as the weeks passed and as the cases dragged 

through the courts. large holes began to appear In the original 'success story'. 

As the supposed 'savings' achieved by the operation gradually evaporated, so 

the full story emerged. Slowly It became clear just what It had been necessary 

to do - over and above the bounds of legality. citizenship and and reasonable 

claims control - In order to police the poverty line with symbolic vigour. [5) 

Judged on the basis of the criteria which the DHSS measured their anti-fraud 

operations. 'Operation Major' was -an almost unprecedented success. the 

stages of Investigation had been followed diligently and a carefully laundered 

story released by to the press by the Police and DHSS. But still the event 

backfired. 

While It Is true that "Operation Major' did touch off a traditional 'anti-scrounger, 

reaction as the tabloids retailed the story of 'The Sting'. there was more than 

one side to this story. For 'Operation Major' also touched off a rather older 

and- more entrenched discourse and 'folk-memory' of unemployment. poverty 

and stigmatising welfare. As unemployment had been climbing steadily towards 

3 million. It became almost standard public -political fare to draw comparisons 

between the 1980's and the 1930's. While there were clearly limits to the 

extent to which this Imagery of the 1930's could be exploited In this way. the 

mass arrest of a whole 'dole-queue' did rather recall the more unpleasant side 

of the British social policy tradition and gave a now lease of life to the bitter 

memories of the 1930's. 

Although 'Operation Major' Initially had all the outward signs of a most 

successful 'exercise' and also served as a potent Ideological symbol of the 

status of the claimant In contemporary Britain. It was completely out Of 

character with the almost routInIsed claims control capacities that the DHSS had 

been developing throughout the 1970's. It Is these claims control capacities 

with which we are Interested. Social security has become detailed regulation. 
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The DHSS has recently begun experimenting with sophisticated claims control 

and payment systems. It has adopted computer technology enabling the 

surveillance and scrutiny of detailed Individual records and has achieved the 

capacity of mass. routine, administrative disentitlement. We have examined the 

origins and development of these practices, It Is time to consider something of 

their nature and political consequences. 

ANTI-SOCIAL POLICY: DISENTITLEMENT AND THE CRIMINALISATION OF 

POVERTY 

Throughout this thesis. several series of conclusions have begun to emerge but 

have been left relatively undeveloped. In some respects this has been 

Intentional. the title of the study. 'Studies In the CrImInallsatlon of Poverty' was 

an attempt to stress the Inevitable 'incompleteness' of any effort to examine the 

constitution and reconstitution of political strategies within state policy. This 

thesis, and the project of research upon which It has been based can only ever 

hope to remain 'unfinished' but, hopefully. looking forwards. Nevertheless. 

conclusions there have been. at times they have been speculative. usually 

critical and, occasionally, provocative. It would be unreasonable not to address 

them now, in order to see how they might fit together. 

Undoubtedly. the Interim conclusions so far discerned are not all readily 

assimilable: they derive, from different levels -of significance and have a more 

less direct and Immediate relationship to contemporary policy and practice. 

What follows, therefore. is less a whole-hearted conclusion In the ordinary 

sense of the term - to attempt to write one would. In the context of the overall 

project. be a little misguided - than a series of pointers as to the nature, 

derivation and significance of the politics of disentItlement we appear to have 

entered of late. 

With the Intensification of the apparatus of discipline within the social security 

system. - the form -and nature of Its operation has changed. As we have seen. 

social discipline Is no longer, the direct and Immediate objective of the social 
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security system's exercise of control functions. But discipline, nevertheless. 

continues to be significant amongst a range of political effects. It could hardly 

be otherwise. 

A system of social provision that provides. for the poorest. the unemployed and 

the socially 'marginal' In advanced capitalism could only relinquish Its 

disciplinary focus at the cost of failing to endorse the existing pattern of 

employments, " opportunities. aspirations and social relations. State social policy 

does, nothing so well as It reproduces the moral, political and Ideological order 

of capitalist society. The promise of subsistence without sanctions would seem 

to Imply Just such a failure In the organisatlon of social policy. There Is little 

doubt that this Is precisely the reason why the social security system has 

perennially exhibited a problem of Incentives and why Its administration has 

ordinarily- been accompanied by more than a little discipline. 

Yet formerly. we might refer to this discipline as a discipline of Inclusion. 

Incorporation. conformity. the assimilation of labour power to the political 

economy *, of ý capitalism. the 'fabrication' of the working class and the 

organisation of the national labour market. To - cut a long story short. 

throughout, the whole pro-history of'social security. [6) the various schemes for 

the organIsatlon of ', public relief sought to change behaviour. reinforce 

'conventional' notions about social relations and privilege certain forms of social 

organisation. certain attitudes and certain aspirations. Under the Old Poor Law 

the arrangement of poor relief accommodated to the social and political 

relations of hierarchy and order of the time. It IS not necessary to accept the 

near consensual explanation of earlier writers In order to understand how. 

By the middle of the 18th century. 200 years of official relief had filled 
the lower orders with the feeling that the overseer's dole was their 
right and due. was justice and not charity. and could therefore be 
accepted without shame and without gratitude. (7) 

The existence of such deep-seated attitudes helps explain the fervour with which 

the Poor Law Commissioners. In trying to . sweep away the traditional fabric of 

rights and obligations, sought to dis-abuse the poor of their fallacious and 

un-economic notions, about right and proper relief. with dire tales of 'fraud 
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and abuse'. 

Yet the New Poor Law In the 19th century. despite Its formal disbandonment of 

certain of the, 'malpractices' of earlier schemes of relief and Its firm and 

oft-repeated disavowal of 'out-door relief to the able-bodied'. did not amount 

to a mass exclusion of-the population from rights of assistance (to believe this. 

Is to be misled by too close an attention to the discourse of political economy 

which Informed the proposals of the Poor Law Commissioners. On the contrary. 

as we have seen. the Now Poor Law embodied a now organlsatlon of 

assistance. a redefinition of political economy and the social -a now form of 

Incorporation -rather than an exclusion of the population. 

A closer ý examination of the strategy of 1834 reveals that, the 1834 Poor Law 

Amendment Act did not exclude the mass of the poor from relief or expel them 

from subsistence. Rather., as the discourse of the Poor Law Commissioners, 

the text of the Act. the 'Orders' of the Poor Law Board until 1870 and the 

-debate on Poor Law strategy recently joined by Williams and Green. have 

shown. -the reformed Poor Law brought many categories of the poor within Its 

regulative framework., In a, way that had-not been true before, the 1834 Poor 

Law Amendment Act offered a formal right to relief to many categories of poor. 

Admittedly. a great deal of this 'relief' was penal. disciplinary and harsh. but 

It was 'relief' all the same. In any event. the severity of relief was 

predetermined by the prevailing political economy upon which the now scheme 

was built. 181 

As we- have seen. classification of the 'new working class' was the keY. 

The New Poor Law abolished the general category the poor. the 
'honest poor' or 'labouring poor' .-- 

The former poor were now 
divided Into physically helpless paupers whose place was In the 
workhouse and Independant workers who earned their living by 
labouring for wages. This 'created an entirely new category of the 
poor. the unemployed. who made their appearance on the social 
scene. While the pauper. for the sake of humanity. should be 
relieved. the unemployed, for the sake of Industry, should not be 
relieved. [91 

It followed that the political economy of the working class and poor relief were 
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In close association: the Incorporation of the pauper was to be assured by the 

apparatuses of public relief. the Incorporation of the able-bodied man was to 

be assured by the labour market. It Is of no small significance that the 

principle objects of danger, criminality and social threat Identified by 

philanthropists. state servants and statisticians In the first part of the 19th 

century were able-bodied men of between 20-25 years old. for these were 

precisely those able bodied men In the prime of their labouring capacity. as the 

contemporary commentators were at pains to point out. 1101 

By the same token. the problem of vagrancy and Its continued Ideological 

significance well Into the 20th century becomes comprehensible. However. If 

only the 'able-bodied unemployed' labourer was excluded by the post 1834 Poor 

Law (and therefore an object for the Police or Prison authorities' control), how 

might the deterrent turn In Poor Law administration In the 1870's (the 'strategy 

of dispauperisation') also be explained from the standpoint of Incorporation? 

The answer to this question Is rather more familiar. for even the Poor Law 

Board and Local Government Board were fairly explicit about the ways In which 

a deterrent Poor Law was to operate alongside and commensurate with a 

reforming and rehabilitative organisation of private charity. (A charity based 

upon attention to detail, personal histories. a rigorous Interrogation of 

Individual circumstances. character-, and needs. social diagnosis and 

therapeutic casework. ) In turn. the strategy of the Poor Law Authorities was 

both made possible and made more effective by the developing apparatuses of 

discrimination and Intervention., An Incluslonary logic operated. more effective 

techniques of Incorporation were expanding within the domains termed 'social' 

(health and welfare). ý'economlc' (savings banks. co-operatives and 

Insurance) and 'political' (the franchise. trade unionism). 

In the final decades of the 19th century. as the 'dangerous and criminal 

classes' were being fragmented Into Individual offenders, pathological 

Individuals, dangerous Individuals and paupers. so unemployment perso. 

ceased to define the -excluded population adequately. Henceforth. the 

'excluded' of the unemployed had also to be 'undeserving'. 'unhelpable'. 
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'criminal. vagrant or recalcitrant. 'Idle' or Imallngering'. All others were. 
Indeed. Included within the scheme of assistance. although this did not dater 

the Webbs from proposing. In 1909. the forcible re-sociallsation of those 

unemployed remaining 'beyond the pale'. As Rose has suggested. 

Ore-sociallsation was to be the penalty for neglecting one's obligations to 

society. a [111 

However. because of the more Inclusive and expansive apparatuses of social 

welfare which had developed by the turn of the century. It followed that the 

principles by which access to assistance/ relief /welfare was, determined became 

more rigorous and testing. Equally. In order that the public subsistence 

offered did not damage the political economy of Incentives. It was necessary 

that access to relief be restricted to as few as might legitimately be entitled as 

possible, while the rates of assistance. themselves. were not to be allowed to 

encroach upon even the lowest of wages. Rather. the relief scales sought to 

act as-a supplement-to Individual thrift. As we were to discover In the 1920's. 

these tests and principles of exclusion had a long way yet to go but. In 

general. the point holds. access to public relief became substantially more 

regulated, precise and conditional. 

The expansion of the mechanisms of Incorporation and normalisation. and the 

extension of the techniques of social administration. Intervention and welfare - 

supported by the range of discriminations and exclusions - describe the political 

and economic foundations of the 'Social State'. This state. secured Its 

legitimation through its achlevememt, ýof social and political objectives, the 

distribution of the social product. public well-being and political and economic 

stability, rather than through the rule of law. Its constitution, and Its monopoly 

of legitimate authority and force. 

But, In the social state. as we have seen. the price of Incorporation was high. 

a new sociallsed form of citizenship was exchanged for a host of. often quite 

disciplinary. forms of social regulation., which derived their form and coherence 

from the complete subordination of the working class to the political economy 

of capitalism'. - Order. 'respectability'. deference and hard work were enforced 
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by an unbending economic discipline which supervised morals. habits and 
relationships and which was alert to the most minor of transgressions. 

To err was undoubtedly human. to err was to become the site for the 

application of disciplinary technique. In the early years of the social state. to 

be poor was to be deviant. to Issue a demand for assistance was to draw 

attention to one's deviance. to become an object of surveillance and unleash 

a locallsed knowledge of one's character and situation. "All families who Issue 

demands for assistance ... will become likely candidates for tutelage. 0 (121 

When an application has been made for help, the receiver has a 
perfect right to know all the facts. At other times to enquire Into a 
persons affairs Is Idle curiosity. but when you are asked to Interfere 
In them you have a right to know how they stand. (131 

Furthermore. "failure to comply could mean a refusal to help". 1141 

The accumulated knowledge acquired by the social apparatuses and Institutions 

within the social state. found Its major application on discovery of 

transgression, the transgression of poverty being the most central. 

In view of this extension of the state apparatuses of discipline and welfare. It 

Is no surprise to find that the relatively large number of 'histories of' the welfare 

state have come to centre upon precisely this period encompassing the end of 

the 19th century and the first decades of the 20th. During this period, the first 

forms of a practice of state social administration emerged. combining a specific 

attempt to modify Individual behaviour and aspirations with a particular 

constitution of the social order as a whole and a coherent national political 

economy. 

The soclo-economIc and political-administrative Imperatives of the new social 

order found thelr,, most systematic applications In the new political technique of 

social Insurance. Such was the promise offered by this now and self-acting 

principle of Incluslonary social administration, that Churchill believed It 

contained the key to the whole. future of social democratic politics - so 

effectively did It synthesize the social, political, economic and moral 
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dimensions of Victorian social order. 

The Idea (behind Insurance] Is to Increase the stability of our 
Institutions by giving the mass of the Industrial workers a direct 
Interest In maintaining them. With a 'stake" In the country against evil 
days. these workers will pay no attention to the vague promises of 
revolutionary socialism ... It will make him a better citizen, a more 
efficient worker and a happier man. 

And. as the Fablans noted In 1911. the technique carried the additional 'merlt' 

of requiring the collective working' class to finance their own subsistence. [151 

Social Insurance promised the reallsation of an Incluslonary social 

administration based around the national organisation of the labour market. It 

was, as we have seen. to be compulsory and was to operate In combination 

with the system of labour exchanges which were to channel and redeploy labour 

power and operate the 'tests' for determining entitlement to Insurance benefits. 

As Donzelot has noted. Insurantial techniques offered the state with a means 

of 'de-dramatislng' social conflicts over the organIsation of subsistence. [161 

In theory. each employee was to contribute and each contributor was entitled 

to benefit. Only those who had failed certain "tests' became so excluded. 

Churchill was himself willing to see the scheme operate without tests, allowing 

the Insurance principle free rein. so to speak. Any d1sentitlement. any 

exclusion from the scheme through exhaustion of contributions was to be left 

within the hands of, the Individual workman, there was to be no question of 

regulation by administrative flat. 

In the event. Churchill was overuled by 'contemporaries who saw the need for 

a system of 'tests' to reinforce the regulative Industrial discipline of the scheme 

and the moral economy upon which It was based. As has subsequently become 

clear, the system of 'tests, provided the basis for a nationallsation of labour 

and Industrial discipline derived from the pressure of subsistence. which 

continued to exercise Its hegemony even over that major landmark of British 

social policy, the Beveridge Report. 
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However. the series of 'tests' and 'regulations' which accompanied social 

Insurance provided only one side of the discipline that came to characterlse 

social security In 20th century capitalism. As we have seen. the 'tests' and 

'regulations' were but the policing mechanisms for the system of National 

Insurance. Given that National Insurance represented the most advanced and 

systematic organisation of soclo-polltical Incorporation of the collective working 

class within the hogemonic relations of capitalist democracy. It Is not the case 

that 'tests' and 'regulations' per se represent any Interuption of the Incluslonary 

tradition of social policy since 1834. 

This Is all -fairly familiar. Less familiar. however. Is the treatment of the means 

test In a similar light. As Kay and Mott have argued. however. the system of 

National Insurance marked a significant step forward In the social -political 

foundation of social democracy precisely because It admitted that which the 

marxist theory, of labour had always claimed. With National Insurance. *every 

worker became a potential pauper. 0 1171 

As such. and as the state had already begun to acknowledge a ILqht to relief 

through the Insurance scheme. It could not withdraw that right toute courte on 

the occasion of the (contingent) failure of the actuarial principle at the heart 

of National Insurance. In granting the working class a right to Insurance relief 

(albeit. not a right to adequate subsistence) the state had. nonetheless. 

Inaugurated a new discourse on the political economy of needs. It was this 

progressive and Inclusive discourse which. on the occasion of the failure of the 

central logic of Insurantial technique. In the early 1920's. and accompanied by 

the political rejection of the remedy of poor relief. first pushed the 

'compromise' of uncovenanted benefit and then Public Assistance to the fore as 

administrative devices for the management of the poverty of the working class. 

Yet. In sharp contrast to the character and manner of their Implementation. 

these schemes were clearly extensions of the principle of Inclusion which had 

prevailed within social Insurance. The relation we have already encountered at 

several pointst between the deterrent and disciplinary organisation of social 
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security. and the relatively more extensive principles of entitlement embodied 

within It. are well In evidence for the 1920's and 1930's as Deacon has shown. 

1181 

In short, we should not be confused about the relatively extended nature of 

entitlement simply by reference to the disciplinary and economically deterrent 

basis of the social security scheme's organisatlon and principles of distribution. 

Thus, the means test, as a disciplinary technique, cannot by Itself describe a 

process of exclusion - It Is only a mechanism of discrimination. However, In 

Its organisation of discrimination. are there not good grounds for claiming that 

the means test mobillses powerful practices of discipline and normallsation? 

The means test Is the practical Instrument of the state's discourse on the 

political economy of needs. The means test polices need. defines resources. 

Isolates subsistence requirements and stipulates entitlement. It was (and still 

Is) based upon an Intensive and detailed regulation of the conditions. 

circumstances. situation and relations of the household (which. In the Inter-war 

years served as the lowest common denominator of social security) . The 

household means-test was,, therefore, a powerful political Instrument for 

organIsIng the poverty of the working class and governing the social relations 

of the poorest In a most obvious and immediate way. Undoubtedly it required 

a vast political Investment In terms of the administrative mechanism necessary 

to operate so extensive a system of social security. but the Investment seemed 

worthwhile In view of the means by which It organised poverty and rendered It 

politically - useful. 

So constructive a utilisation of poverty hardly qualifles the technique as one of 

exclusion and d1sentitlement. On the contrary. -the means test represented a 

highly effective Instrument for incorporating the social problem of the working 

class's need for -subsistence within the national political economy of British 

capitalism. National Insurance. the organisatlon of Industrial discipline through 

the conditions of entitlement and labour regulations. and the organisation of 

poverty through the means test constituted the foundation for the organisation 
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of a regulative social discipline In the years after the economists had first 

begun to articulate their criteria of national economic performance and national 

Income. 

For Kay and Mott. national Income defined a new and Inclusive 'fiscal 

demography' which expressed a relation between labour power (the population 

- the working class) and capital (money) reduced to a single plane of 

significance. The operation and. Indeed. the effectiveness of the means test 

derived from this national organisation of political economy which came. In 

time. to be called 'Keynesianism. And Keynesianism. as we have seen. 

straddling the gulf between national economic policy and the criteria of social 

citizenship. marked the highest point thus far attained by the logic of Inclusion 

operating throughout hitherto-existing mechanisms of social policy. As Kay and 

Mott have argued. 

Keynesianism proposed to reconcile the unreconcileable: within the 
political consensus of full-employment. It accommodated the freedom 
of working class struggle and the sovereignty of the state In a way that 
appeared to supercede the traditional problems of capitalism. 1191 

Donzelot, likewise. has remarked. 

[Keynesianism) made It possible to Integrate the social sphere Into the 
general regulation of the market, providing Western societies with the 
means of avoiding the alternative of anarchic liberalism or 
authoritarian centralism. 1201 

Precisely the same principles of Inclusion so far described were Incorporated 

within the Beveridge Report which was. In any event. founded upon a form of 

Keynesian political economy. 

As we have seen, Beveridge's 'English Revolution' embodied the most extensive 

fabric of positive social rights so far encountered although. this was at the 

price of subsuming them beneath a political economy of Incentives entirely 

compatible with capitalist political economy. (211 Thus there Is more than a little 

truth In the suggestion that the programme of the 1945 Labour Government 

represented the ultimate fruition of late Victorian social administration. political 

philosophy and philanthropy. 1221 
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Yet full-employment' and Beveridge's political economy of Incentives were 

founded upon detailed regulation and a strict policing of the unemployed and 

the workshy. Clearly. full employment made every worker a citizen. and the 

exercise of specific techniques of explicit discipline and control became rather 

marginal. But It Is nonetheless true that the form taken by this regulation was 

not essentially dIsImIlar from that of the Inter-war years. Furthermore. While 

the labour discipline of Beveridge's plan for social security can traced back to 

earlier patterns of the application of discipline and force against the working 

class, the political economy of Incentives was to be maintained by the scheme's 

guarantee of subsistence - but no more than subsistence. 

Beveridge's Report did not exactly condemn of abuse the poor as the 
Reports of the 19th century admnistrators did. on the contrary It 
attempted to understand their situation. Yet for all Intents and 
purposes. It ends up by recommending that, on the whole, they 
should remain poor. (231 

The voice may be the voice of Beveridge In 1942. but the deeds are 
remarkably close to those of the Poor Law Commissioners of 1834. 
[241 

Futhermore, Beveridge's plan for 'Social Insurance' was underwritten by two 

absolutely fundamental components. Firstly. the means-tested scheme of 

'National Assistance'. ("something less desirable") which. despite all 

protestations to the contrary.. had come to assume a 'mass role' quite opposite 

to original Intentions within 30 years of its first Implementation. Secondly. the 

Indispensable foundation of all social security was made clear by Beveridge 

himself. 

At the basis of any system of social security covering all those who 
comply with reasonable and just conditions for Insurance and 
assistance. there must be provision for a limited class of men or 
women who. through weakness or badness of character fall to 
comply. In the last resort, the man who falls to comply ... must be 
sublect to Penal treatment. [251 

In the two ways Indicated. at the very highpoint of an Inclusionary social 

security, the place and function of discipline and the boundaries of social 

entitlement contingent upon the means test. were clearly and emphatically 

stated. 
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It Would be neat. but hardly accurate. to claim that the 1945-1951 Labour 

Governments achieved In their 'welfare state' legislation. the very zenith of 

statutory social discipline and an Incluslonary social policy. But full 

employment and welfare capita1ism's promise of prosperity did have a little 

substance to add to the formal network of entitlements erected during 

1945-1948. Nevertheless, ý this arrangement of social policy remained, based. 

as It was. upon the political economy of Incentives announced by Beveridge and 

underwritten by conditions of entitlement and regulations conducive to labour 

market discipline. upon rates of assistance (Informed by the now political 

economy of needs) and upon tests of 'means'. providing a clearly disciplinary 

foundation ýto working class social relations. 

The structure of social security In the new welfare state was undoubtedly 

disciplinary - Indeed. Its mechanisms of social discipline were more 

widespread. coherent and 'efficient' than ever before. Yet. by the same token, 

social discipline Implied a strategy of normallsation or. at the very least. 

Incorporation. But, It did not last. The temporary reconciliation of Keynesian 

political economy could not bond the economic rationality of capitalism to the 

fabric of welfare society Indefinitely and- without rupture. [261. And full 

employment. by any account. the founding principle of welfare capitalism. 

could not be maintained. 
ol 

Full employment provided a' concrete synthesis of all [the] elements. 
conditions and requirements (of social policy). It was only through full 
employment that the Incorporation of the working class Into the state 
and Its active participation In the reproduction of labour power could 
be sustained. (271 

Having arrived at this plateau of 'advanced social citizenship' - welfare 

capitalism - the final 3 chapters of the thesis consisted of the attempt to chart 

the gradual process by which the exercise of forms of discipline. within social 

security administration. began to change. Yet, In some respects, the overall 

strategic objectives of the varying forms of exercise of social discipline. have 

not changed so dramatically - It would be rather more accurate to say that they 

have been accommodated to the changing political and economic relationships 

of post-war British capitalism. Thus. shifting conceptions of political economy 

have defined the terrain within which new articulations of (class) discipline and 
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the exercise of statutory authority have taken shape and drawn their 

significance. 

It Is clear that Beveridge saw the entire social security apparatus as founded 

upon discipline and a 'penal' treatment 'in the last resort'. But, despite this 

Inescapable fact. Beveridge's mainspring of social security, the 'Indispensable 

foundation' of discipline was rather too readily transformed Into a marginal 

complement of social and Industrial discipline In the actual operation of the 

Insurance and assistance schemes. The political discourse of social democracy 

and welfare capitalism could only legitimate Its exercise of political authority and 

extol the 'progressiveness' of Its social rights, by denying the foundation upon 

which they were based. It was being suggested. In effect. that the sanctions 

and disciplinary regulations of social security were only of a strictly secondary 

significance to Its distributive objectives. For many of Beveridge's 

contemporaries 'discipline' Implied no more than conformity to the conditions of 

entItlement-to benefit and 'self-discipline' - respecting one's social obligations 

as a worker and a citizen. 

The specific form taken by this 'marginal practice' of discipline Is evident In the 

way It prioritised the question of 'voluntary unemployment'. However. although 

the spectre of 'voluntary unemployment' Itself continued to excerclse a powerful 

hold over the policy and practice of the social security departments well Into the 

1960's. other aspects of discipline and deterrence began to assume a rather 

more central significance within social security administration. 

From the mid-1950's. the disciplinary character of social security began to 

evolve. In the process becoming a more and more prominent factor In the 

organisatlon of social security. 

As part of this evolution of discipline. a discourse of social pathology came to 

Intrude more directly Into the policy and administration of social security. The 

techniques of social Intervention deriving from the discourse of social pathology 

helped pave the way for the development of more sophisticated techniques of 

social Intervention within and around the benefit system. In many ways these 
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techniques could also be viewed from the perspective of Incorporation and 

normallsatlon. 

The language of social pathology frequently concealed a highly Individualistic 

moral economy and It was this which. when social security politics entered a 

phase of profound Ideological retrenchment In the late 1960's and early 1970's. 

enabled the discourse to encompass a rather more punitive series of objectives. 

Notions of social pathology had always been very closely connected to the 

organisation of forms of social discipline and the validation of certain forrrtsof 

order and authority. In these respects. the Inter-relatlon of soclo-pathological 
discourses with social security policies was not a unique development although. 

with the gradual erosion of a positive and promotional politics of welfare. the 

disciplinary Implications, of a pathological orientation became all the more 

marked. As the political economy of social security changed the (potentially) 

Intensive -social policing. which had been first formulated as a mechanism of 

normallsation or Incorporation, began to find other applications. 

One of the more obvious shifts In the discourse of what Is now termed social 

security 'abuse' over the last 20 years has to do with Its objects of concern. 

The level, of public opprobrium has undoubtedly changed quite markedly In Its 

Intensity. but the shifting focus of control Is equally remarkable. Twenty years 

ago. It was the Idle. the, malingerer. -the 'voluntarily unemployed' man who 

bore the brunt of the system's deterrence. Now., that deterrence Is more firmly 

located within the claiming process Itself, operating (or so a DHSS strategy 

document suggested In 1980) at the point of claim. From a marginal 'policing 

of the workshy',, claims control mechanisms have now become a hurdle which 

all claimants - although some 'noticeably more than others - must overcome. 

The now techniques are justified by virtue of the need to verify entitlements and 

protect 'public funds' but. In the context of the now structure and organ1sation 

of the social security system, the character and Intensity of these claims control 

techniques takes on a major significance. In this context It Is more than a little 

Ironic that. although the nature of the discipline exercised within the social 
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security system has changed quite markedly. familiar characters remain at the 

basis of the disciplinary techniques although. In some respects. for different 

reasons. The 'voluntarily unemployed' man and the single mother. once the 

characters at the heart of a series of disciplinary social practices - Infused with 

more than a little of the discourse of social pathology - have now become 

objects of control. The former Is suspected of 'working on the side' or 

"moonlighting'. the latter Is suspected of cohabitation. 

The new oblects of control mark the degree to which the political economy of 

social security has taken a different turn and. how, along with the Inversion of 

Beveridge's political economy of Incentives. the Incluslonary loglc of social 

policy has been thrown Into reverse. 

The first stages In this process saw the social and Industrial discipline - the 

'last ý resort' - of social security become fully-fledged techniques of claims 

control operating throughout the system as a whole. The second stage was 

finally sealed with the reorganisation of the system of social security 

entitlements In the Social Security No. I and No. 2 Acts of 1980. following the 

review of the Supplementary Benefits scheme and the publication of Social 

Assistance In 1978. 

As we have seen. the 'marginal practice of discipline' within the social security 

system was finally banished by the Fisher Committee Report In 1973. At a 

number-of points. the Report does bear some of the signs of the earlier 

preoccupation of the -social security system with questions of social discipline 

but. by- and large. social discipline per se was not the concern of the 

Committee. In effect, social discipline was defined out of the Committee's 

terms of reference by the Secretary of State. The Committee were only to 

consider the mechanisms of, claims control within social security: prevention, 

verification. detection and deterrence. 

Given that ý particular, focus -for their Inquiry. the Committee were, In many 

respects, breaking 'new ground. articulating new 'balances' and establishing 

new relationships that had not before been elaborated with quite the same 
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precision or with so specific a reference to claims control practices. As we 

saw. the uniqueness of the opportunity facing the Committee gave It some 

considerable leeway In redefining the nature of social security administration. 

On the one hand. the Committee's particular consideration of claims control 

functions was-divorced from any consideration of the other (welfare oriented) 

factors pertaining to social security administration. On the other hand. the 

Inappropriate characterlsation of 'balance' In relation to social security 

entitlements. allowed them. at one and the same time, to propose extensions 

In the frequency and Intensity of claims control techniques without any 

substantial reference to the difficulties facing the claimant and. to claim that 

such functions were a legitimate part of the 'price' paid for so comprehensive 

a social security system. 

In the Annual Reports of the National Assistance Board. we were able to detect 

a gradual shift from social discipline. to an all-encompassing notion of 'abuse' 

and. finally, to a specific (and rather misleading) conception of 'fraud'. The 

emphasis upon a notion of 'fraud' fixed the claims control process to the 

specific question of the policing of the system of entitlements. It Is this simple 

transition which paved the way for the major changes subsequently taking place 

In social security administration. 

With Fisher's Report giving a cautious endorsement to the extension of claims 

control activities and. In particular. by- Its deployment of a discourse of 

"cost-effectiveness' when doing so, a good deal of the ground had been 

cleared, for a fundamental re-orientation of benefit administration. Fisher's 

Report set out a kind of 'agenda' along which the reorganisation of claims 

control activities might proceed. -at the same time as It described the existing 

claims control preoccupations. With the administrative focus of the social 

security system altered In this way. and the question of discipline rendered 

secondary to the "less 'expensive' question of control over the process of 

entitlement. now priorities of a distinctly 'cost-effective' kind could come to the 

fore. Henceforth. discipline Csocial' discipline - class discipline) would 

become an effect of the claims control and entitlement process rather than a 

specifically engineered form of supervision. To put It rather simply. the social 
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security system was beginning to absolve Itself from the responsibility of policing 

the poor on a detailed and Individual basis and was gradually coming to 

regulate en masse through the claims and entitlement process. 

The mass regulation referred to was never entirely possible while the system 

carried large areas of of Individual discretion, hence the first major 

developments occurred, during the mld-1970's. In aspects of claims control 

which can best be described as 'ancllllary' to the later emphasis upon a politics 

of disentitlement. Yet. while these 'ancilliary' techniques may well have been 

little more than forerunners for a more 'efficient' organisation of claims control 

qua disentitlement. there Is no doubting their fundamental Implications. The 

claims control techniques developed between 1975-1979 laid the major. 

practical and Ideological, foundations for a deterrent organisation of social 

security. The techniques developed during these years were a practical and 

Ideological precursor for the politics of -reaction In social security that had 

already become firmly entrenched by 1978. 

We have examined. In some detail. the kinds of control measures Introduced 

during the mid-1970's -and the changing nature of social security operations 

which accompanied them. However. the nature of the claims control 

techniques deployed are such that It becomes very difficult to see them as 

anything other than restrictive and preventative mechanisms specifically 

designed to bolster- up a new level of organisation of stigma and a now level 

of deterrence In the administration of social security. Perhaps nothing 

expresses this quite so well as the now 'doctrine' of 'fraud awareness'. 

promulgated from '1976 onwards and which set up the restrictive Ideological 

climate within which the now claims control techniques came to assume their 

place. It Is. no doubt. not the first time that statutory bodies have schooled 

their employees In attitudes of suspicion towards the poor. and It Is unlikely to 

be the last. but It still comes as something of a shock to the supposedly benign 

Ideology of the welfare state. 

From the mid-1970's the mass deployment of claims control personnel, the 

mobIllsation of suspicion and stigma. the utilsation of new technology to amass 
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data and scrutlnIse samples of claimants. the liaison between 'social control' 

agencies and the modifications to the payments system. have all combined to 

alter quite substantially the social existence of the claimant. On top of this. the 

procedures of verification. sample checks. review visits and a restrictive 

framework of regulations. have all contributed to the difficulty of making and 

substantiating a claim for benefit. Almost inevitablythe 'pollcing, techniques. 

Investigation. Interview. and the decision-making within the process of fraud 

Investigation have all tended to compromise the formal 'right' to benefit. Above 

all. of course. the now pre-emptive "fraud drives' and 'blitzes' acclaimed by 

Rayner and the 'specialist' claims control techniques (and 'non-prosecution 

Interview'). have all added a 'frontiersman' capacity to claims control which, 

combined with the accurate targettIng of the more 'vulnerable' cialmantsican 

offer a potentially highly 'cost-effective' vehicle of control. 

It Is. of course. the spurious logic of cost effectiveness which has Informed and 

legitimated these practices. 'Cost-effectiveness' Is packaged and presented for 

the benefit of the media. and It Is here that the legitimacy of the techniques 

stands or falls. In fact. 'fraud awareness' at the level of Individual encounters 

with the social security system and 'cost-effectiveness' at the level of the 

political economy of social security have a great deal In common. Together 

they found the 'preventive deterrence' which Fisher's Committee had seen as 

the key, to future claims control. Unfortunately. however, they also signal a 

new disciplinary pressure as the modus operandl of "efficient' social security 

administration. 

It was by no means Inevitable that the 'Review of the Supplementary Benefits 

Scheme' (Social Assistance) with Its advocacy of 'simplification' and a 'clearer 

legal structure' as the essential prerequisites for attuning the Supplementary 

Benefits Scheme to a 'mass role'. would give rise to the austere and highly 

restrictive social security system we have now evolved. However. there was 

sufficient cause for concern about the particular formulations adopted by the 

Review Team - and still more when they were converted Into legislative form by 

the Incoming Conservative Government In 1979. 
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While It was. In some senses. unfortunate that Social Assistance should only 

emerge onto the public political scene under the shadow of prevailing concerns 

about claims control. and hard on the heels of the DHSS's 'fraud priority' year. 
It Is unrealistic not to link the mass role of Supplementary Benefits to the 

preoccupation with 'fraud and abuse. The formal (and final) abandonment of 

the National Insurance principle embodied In the Social Security No. 2 Act 

1980, following the earlier failure of full employment. and the establishment of 

firm 'legal' entitlements to subsIstenc2- benefits entailed that the organisation of 

claims control also operate at this generic level of basic entitlement. 

While Social Assistance had spoken of 'rough-justice', 'nil-cost' and 'some 

gainers, and some losers'. the Incoming Government's promise to 'make sense 

of social security' had a particular kind of 'simplification' In mind. As Prosser 

has noted. Social Assistance was produced as a result of the administration's 

concern to 'manage' the supplementary benefit system -a system designed to 

cater for a relatively small, even residual. group of claimants by 

means-testing, a form of administration Involving a detailed scrutiny of 

Individual cases and wholly unsuited to the new mass role that the system had 

assumed. With the election of a government determined to make significant 

reductions In public expenditure. the formulas for 'nil-cost' reform established 

In Social Assistance became translated Into firm principles for exerting political 

and economic control over the system. Formalised. legal entitlements to 

bonefit, "are not ends In themselves. (but] may be resources to pressurise 

government. (although] they may also permit government to effect its control 

more firmly. " 1281 , 

In the event. a 'clearer legal structure' became a firmer legal structure which 

posed major obstacles In the way of entitlement. The huge wealth of 

regulations which appeared In the wake of the 1980 Acts provided an Ideal 

environment within which, the new claims control techniques evolved during the 

late 1970's could come Into their own. In a social security system that now 

firmly stressed questions of entitlement. the policing of entitlement could 

assume a very central significance. 
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In overturning. once and for all. Beveridge's principle that detailed regulation 

was quite uneccessary In a social security system. the 1980 Acts finally threw 
Into reverse the logic of Incorporation and Inclusion that had earlier 

characterlsed social security In Britain. Where claims control as an adjunct of 

the means-test and the conditions of entitlement to benefit had previously 

entailed a policing of boundaries: the boundaries of legitimate need and the 

poverty line. the strategy of disentitlement operated throughout the social 

security system. However, Insofar as this strategy. Its equation of efficiency 

and deterrence as a basis for the calculation of 'cost-effectiveness savings' and 

Its pre-emptive and highly selective forays Into the population of claimants, was 

relate d to a new political economy of benefit administration. then this new 

strategy amounted to a whole now politics -a politics of disentitlement. Insofar 

as this 'now politics' formed part of that much reported 'crisis' of welfare 

capitalism. Its Implications were very far-reaching Indeed. 

The Supplementary Benefit system, the basis of Britain's framework of social 

security. had, from 1980, assumed the character of a regulative 'police 

system'. not unlike the order of 'police' In the late 18th and early 19th 

centuries. The social security apparatus no longer polices morals. nor even 

behaviour. strictly speaking. Now Its sole function Is to police entitlement, and 

It does so according to an economic rationale that encircles the poor and the 

claimant (and by extension the whole working class) In a network of 

regulations. lt Is assisted In this task by the 'permanent fraud drive' set In 

motion after 1980. The 'fraud drive' and the rr)ore specific checks and controls 

reinforce the deterrent capacity of the bulk. of the social security regulations and 

practically 'disentitle' many of those hose position the regulations render 

vulnerable. Discussing one of the mo e 'advanced' techniques of claims control 

C 

employed to date. the lspeclallsý claims control' teams, Robinson and 

Wainwright have commented upon 
ýthls 

relation between legal regulation and 

practical deterrence embodied In the new structure of social security. 

It Is wholly unnacceptable to give rights and then to hedge them about 
with such restrictions that they cannot properly be exercised. .. The 
harrassment of those who seek to exercise their legal rights. ' the 
response of ministers to projects designed to Increase benefit take-up 
... the continued refusal to do anything about the poverty trap; land] 
the cuts and changes In the benefits system. (have] no place In a 
democracy where the need to care for Its members Is recognised. 

[29] 
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And this Is precisely the relation embodied within the schemes now 

orchestration of deterrence. 

However. the principle goes further. for a crucial point about the regulations 

Is that. despite all suggestions to the contrary, they remain In Important 

senses. Imprecise. The regulations and the guidance of the CSBO and the 

judgements of the Social Security Commissioners have not succeeded In 

reconciling all the fundamental ambiguities of entitlement In social security 

(cohabitation. and unemployment perhaps still remain the best examples). 

While the overall objective of the main body of regulations Is to Isolate. define 

and, above all. exclude. the 'permanent fraud drive' adds a useful 

supplemental lever against those categories of most vulnerable claimants. 

Perhaps If social security could ever be organised on a rigid and unbending 

framework with complete corroboration at the point of claim for all benefits. 

then perhaps these Investigators could be dispensed with. But until this 

happens they will remain as a useful POIICG mechanism to apply pressure within 

the system as. when and where required. 

That all this Is occurring within the crisis of welfare capitalism - Indeed. more 

properly, this Is the crisis of welfare capitalism - Is highly significant. Are the 

so-called apparatuses of social discipline, the techniques of normallsation and 

the apparatuses of Inclusion and Incorporation fragmenting around us? 

Perhaps It Is not surprising that the crisis of welfare. or 'social' capitalism 

should take these forms. After all, the growth and expansion of capitalism had 

depended upon a particular allignment of the 'social' and the 'economic'. It 

now seems as If the further development of capitalist political economy depends 

upon a refashioning of this relationship taking place. 

To facilitate this development. the social apparatuses of Incorporation and 

legitimation are themselves being reorganised: privatised. economised and set 

to an exclusionary logic. The economic costs of the social are being 

deliberately held back. the meaning of the social Is Itself being stripped down 
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and Mapped more directly onto the economic. The politics of needs. the 

practical expression of a sociallsed conception of use-values. has come 

Increasingly to approximate a pure reflex of capitalism's productive capacties, 

so that capitalism Itself, Its values and Its exploitative practices, In short. Its 

social relations. have become 'natural' and 'acceptable'. 

In this way. the social then becomes the form of representation for anything 

and everything pertaining to society and political order. But this very 

expansiveness of the category 'social' only make It seem hollow. abstract or 

meaningless. The social came Into being as an expression for relations within 

society at large but. with Its project of Incorporation complete. It became clear 

that the social was no more than the form taken by relationships having their 

origin and foundation elsewhere. The social was simply the form of an 

Inclusive political order In advanced capitalism but. when it came to express 

anything. It simply declared the prostitution or subordination of the whole 'social 

system' to the relations of capitalist production. The social apparatuses, and 

the political economy of needs which they sustained, represented the most 

thoroughgoing and synthetic accomplishment of capitalism's productive power. 

precisely for the very naturalising Illusion of use-value that they endorsed$ 

When capitalism began to abdicate from Its general responsibilities In the field 

of needs, when the link between use-value and production became 

over-subscribed. than capitalism was also beginning to divorce itself from the 

social, declaring It as residual and burdensome. 

In France, Jean Baudrillard has been declaring the 'end of the social' just as 

Foucault had proclaimed the 'ending of the era of man'. some ten years ago. 

1301 To establish his position. Baudrillard posits 3 hypotheses. Firstly. that the 

social has never existed or. at least. its existence has never been more than 

chimerical. Secondly. and the reverse of hypothesis one. although it leads to 

similar kinds of conclusions, the social has really existed. it exists more and 

more. It Invests everything such that It has become almost meaningless. The 

third hypothesis suggests that the social has well and truly existed, but does not 

do so any longer. 

The social as dynamic abstraction. scene of conflicts and historical 
contradictions. the social as structure and as stake. as strategy and 
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Ideal - all this had an end In view. all this has meant something. 
The social has not always been a delusion. as In the first hypothesis. 
nor remainder, as In the second. But precisely, It has only an end 
In view. a meanlnq as power, as work, as capital. from the 
perspective space of a rational distribution. from the finallsed space 
of an Ideological convergence. which Is also that of production - In 
short ... It Is dying. (311 

Whichever way one views the three hypotheses (when their meaning becomes 

clear) they condemn to historical obscurity. to Irrelevance or to the 

Imagination. the social as we have come to know It. Henceforth, only a strictly 

economic rationality will prevail - the visible hand of the corporation governed 

by a crude logic of accummulation. And Insofar as accummulation no longer 

depends upon the entire population. the marginal. the poor. the least 

technologically skilled - precisely the bulk of the traditional working class - 

might be dispensed with. 

At a time when work. above all. has become 'sociallsed'. then unemployment 

becomes a form of marginalisation. The restrictiveness and deterrence of 

social security administration and the general austerity of state social policy 

form the early stages of a politics of disentitlement. Yet, we must be quite 

clear about this. the disentltlement Is only partial. Only the poorest, the most 

vulnerable or most 'marginal' are being excluded from the new political 

*contract'. In the heart of late capitalism's 'welfare state'. the '2 nations' 

decried by Disraeli are being reborn and the conditions cleared for the 

manufacture of yet another 'dangerous and criminal class. In the cities, the 

old Industrial areas and the urban districts - even Lord Scarman appeared to 

be suggesting this. (321 

All this might seem rather Incongruous to a social policy discourse still fixed 

rigidly to a horizon of needs and a socialist strategy clinging firmly to the state. 

1331 but. as Marx noted. tragedy has a habit of repeating Itself - as farce. 

To go any further, would be' to move far beyond the bounds of the present 

study. The preceding paragraphs consisted of an attempt to raise Issues beyond 

the "specific' questions raised In the chapters of the thesis. The above 

comments are speculative and. without doubt. controversial. but they Inform the 
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more generic thesis of the earlier chapters. They also help reiterate an 

original claim that this thesis Is advanced primarily as a part of theoretical 

project geared 'to an examination of the form of social policy Itself. its 

development. Its effects. Its significance and Its formation of objectives, 

techniques and practices - In short, Its contribution, Insofar as this can be 

elucidated. to our social present. 

In a good deal of Foucault's work. we have seen how the Institution embodied 

a series of Ideologies. discourses and practices In a particular exercise of 

power relations. Yet, no less a perspective might be usefully applied to the 

analysis of social policy at large. 

One sees the social expanding throughout history as a 'rational' 
control of residues. and a 'rational' production of residues. 1544 saw 
the opening of the first great Poor-House In Paris: vagrants. lunatics. 
the sick. everyone not Integrated by the group and discarded as 
remainders were taken In charge under the emerging sign of the 
social. This has extended to the dimensions of National Assistance 
In the 19th century then Social Security In the 20th... When the 
remainders reach the dimensions of the whole of society. one has a 
perfect sociallsation. Everybody Is completely excluded and taken In 
charge. completely disintegrated and sociallsed. 

Symbolic Integration Is replaced by functional Integration, functional 
Institutions take charge of the residue from symbolic Integration -a 
social agency appears where there was none, nor even a name for 
It. 'Social relations' faster. proliferate, grow proportionately richer 
with this disintegration. And the social sciences cap It off. Whence 
the piquancy of an expression like 'the responsibility of society 
vis-a-vis Its underprivileged members'. when we know the 'social' Is 
precisely the agency which arises from this dereliction ... But what 
happens when everybody Is sociallsed? The machine stops, the 
dynamic Is reversed. and It Is the the whole social system which 
becomes residue. As the social progressively gets rid of Its residue, 
It becomes residual itself. By placing residual categories under the 
rubric 'society,, the social designates Itself as remainder. [341 

And there we have It. we saw earlier how. according to Polanyl. the 1834 

Poor Law Act. the act which did more to thrust Into existence the modern 

working class than any other single development. disbanded the traditional 

categories. 'poor. "honest poor'. Ilabouring poor' etc. So today. certain of 

our more familiar categories may stand under similar threat of banishment. 

Thus. the 'genuine claimant' may still be denied his or her 'social' entitlement. 

the Innocent citizen might be stopped. searched or detained (and almost 
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definitely monitored) and the 'free worker' will need to possess either a 

passport or a plastic Identity card to guarantee the right to sell his or her 

labour on the labour market. 

The social was Inherently disciplinary. more for some than others undoubtedly, 

but the techniques and apparatuses deployed within It enabled a far more 

effective application of power throughout society. The era of 'the social' was 

first announced with a question - the 'Social Question' (the problem of 

population. political order and wealth) - the resolution of which Involved a 

deterrent treatment of poverty, a detailed classification of the working class and 

the fabrication of the 'dangerous and criminal classes'. 

Gradually. a more efficient deployment of the power of sociality was achieved 

until the 'chatter' of the social was all around us. announcing itself In the 

home. In the work-place, In the media and In the supermarket. Yet the end 

of 'the social' was declared In precisely the same way as It had begun, with 

a treatment of poverty. As the social security system's capacity for Intervening 

within the social relations of the working class. for controlling the working class 

and. ultimately. for deterring the working class expanded and. as Its 

disciplinary techniques became more Intensive. so we saw the state beginning 

to detach Itself from Its 'social responsibilities'. As the gap between rich and 

poor began to widen and as the standard of living of large sections of the 

working class began to fall. so the numbers In poverty grew. The numbers of 

claimants prosecuted and the numbers Investigated and disentitled began to 

register equally dramatic Increases. 

Perhaps the criminallsatlon of povert was only a small part In the 'genesis' of 

'the social' and Is now only an equally small aspect of Its dissolution. But It 

Is Important. nonetheless. by virtue of its significance as a leading edge for 

new forms of political relationship. - With the non-prosecutlon strategy of 

d1sentitlement In full flow. the mass arrest of claimants In 1982 and another 

major review of the social security system now underway (the third In 12 

years). It Is difficult to believe that a now political order Is not In the making. 
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NOTES TO CONCLUDING CHAPTER 

1 See R. Franey. Poor Law: The Mass Arrest of Homeless Claimants In 

Oxford. CPAG/CHAR. 1983. All the details of the 'Oxford Incident' are 

taken from Franey's booklet and from contemporaneous reports of the 

event In Now Society. Now Statesman and LAG Bulletin. 

2. The 'Operation' was condemned as excessive and unwarranted on many 

sides but the fundamental and challenging nature of the event was 

difficult convey adequately. It was. after all. only a synthesis of many 

things that the DHSS already did. Perhaps the most effective way of 

demonstrating the 'unthinkable' nature of the event Is to Imagine a 

similar operation based upon a high-street bank or building society - 

a suggestion made by a few commentators at the time. 

3. On March 3rd 1983. Now Society reported another Police/DHSS action 

against homeless claimants In South London. 'Operation Soft Shoe 

Shuffle' but It was nowhere near the scale of 'Operation Major' and. 

with only 20 claimants being arrested. It was smaller than many of the 

DHSS's own 'fraud drives'. 

4. The comparison with Brigadier Frank Kitson's manual for the 

organisation of 'anti-terrorlst' activities Is quite deliberate. There Is 

much In common. in principle and philosophy. between DHSS fraud 

control activities and Kitson's description of techniques of counter 

Insurgency. See F. Kitson. Low-intensity Operations: Subversion. 

Insurgency and Peace-Keeping. HMSO/Faber. 1971. 

5. By the following year. the DHSS representative before the Public 

Accounts Committee was arguing that the principle effect of operation 

Major' was thought to be In terms of symbolism and deterrence and that 

one could not take the 'savings' It had produced out of context. one 

had also to consider the 'savings' produced by the amount of fraud 

prevented. In any respect. this was quite a different story to that which 

the Police and--DHSS were putting across In the days after the mass 
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arrest. See Public Accounts Committee. Session 1982-3. Second 

Report, Prevention and Detection of Evasion of National Insurance 

Contributions and of Abuse of Social 
-Security 

Benefits, Minutes of 

Evidence. HC 102. HMSO 1983. 

6. The 'pre-history' of social security Is a concept derived from Do 

Schweinitz's work. England's Road to Social Security. 1943. He points 

out that In Britain the term 'Social Security' did not actually enter 

official political language until Boverldge's Report was published. 

7. ES Furniss, The Position of the Labourer In a Svstern of Nationalism, 

Boston, 1920. page 231. See also, 0. Hufton. The Poor of 18th 

Centurv France: 1750-1789. Oxford University Press 1974. and K. 

Wrightson and D. Levine. Poverty and Plety In an English Village. 

Academic Press, 1979. 

8. See for example T Novak. Poverty and the State Phd Thesis, 1977. 

M. 'Berg. The MachlnerV Question and the Making of Political Economy, 

1980. RG Cowherd. Political Economists and the English Poor Laws. 

1977., K. Williams, From Pauperism to Poverty. 1981, and CF 

Bahmueller. The National Charity Company: 
- 

Jeremy 
-Bentham's 

Silent 

Revolution. 1981. 

9. K. Polanyl. The Great Transformation. Boston, 1944, page 224. 

10. See for, example the 2 Reports of the Select Committee on Criminal 

Commitments and Convictions, 1826-27,1828. British Sessional 

Papers Vol. VI. page 5. page 419. See also. FGP Nelson. 

'Statistics of Crime In England and Wales for the Years 1842-44. 

Journal of the Royal Statistical Society. Vol. 9.1846. 

11. See N. Rose. 'The Psychological Complex: Mental Measurement and 

Social Administration'. In Ideology and Consciousness. No. 5.1978. 

- Of course, ýone's 'obligations' were defined by the maintenance of 

dependants, but mainly by participation In the labour market. 

12. Donzelot, The Policing of Families, 1980. 

13. AW Robinson. Charitable Relief. London. 1904, page 20. 

14. J. . Fido. 'The Charity Organisation Society and Social Casework In 

London'. 1977. page 220. 

15. Churchill. quoted In Jones and Novak. 'The State and Social Policy' In 
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Corrigan (od. ) Capitalism, State Formation and Marxist Theory. 1980. 

and Fabian Society commentary on the National Insurance Bill In 1911, 

cited 'in EJ Evans. Social Policy 1830-1914: Individualism, Collectivism 

and the OrIQIns of the Welfare State. 1973. 

16. See Donzelot. 'The Poverty of Political Culture'. In Ideoloc. 1y and 

Consciousness. No. 5.1978. 

17. Kay and Mott. Political Order and the Law of Labour. 1982. page 138 

passim. 

18. A. Deacon. In Search of the Scrounqer. 1976. 

19. Kay and Mott. op cIt 1982. page 144. 

20. Donzelot. op cit 1980. page 231. 

21. *In Its very universality. and the Insistence on the citizen's claim to 

benefit 'as of right'. there Is the strong suggestion that this claim 

rested less on a contractual Insurance obligation than on membership 

of society Itself. " RC Birch. The ShapInq of the Welfare State, 1974. 

page 51. 

22. G. Stedman-Jones. Outcast London. Oxford. (1971). 

23. V. George. Social Security and Society. RKP. 1973 pages 104-5. 

24. B. Wootton. Remuneration In a Welfare State. Elanor Rathbone 

Memorial Lecture, Liverpool University Press. 1961. page 14. 

25. Beveridge Report, Social Insurance and Allied Services. HMSO 1942. 

page 142. paragraph 373. 

26. See for example. P. Mattick. Marx and Keynes: The Limits of the Mixed 

Economy. Merlin. 1969. 

27. Kay and Mott. op cit 1982. page 141. 

28. T. Prosser. 'The Political Economy of Administrative Discretion'. In 

Adler and Asquith. Discretion and Welfare, 1980. 

29. Robinson and Wainwright, 'Specialist Claims Control: A Local 

Experience'. Poverty, August 1981, CPAG 1983. page 13. 

30. See M Foucault, The Order of Things. Tavistock, 1969, and 

Baudrillard. In the Shadow of the Silent Maloritles. 1983. 

31, BaudrIllard. op cit 1983, pages 82-83. 

32. Lord Scarman. Report on the BrIxton Disorders. HMSO, (1981). 

33. See for example. F Feher et al. The Dictatorship of Needs, 1983. J 
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